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Beth Anne Buchholz 

AUTHORING TIME IN THE CLASSROOM:  

MULTIAGE WRITERS COMPOSE COMMUNITIES,  

RELATIONSHIPS, AND IDENTITIES ACROSS TIMESCALES 

 

Educational researchers have long taken for granted the implicit ways that 

temporality acts as a contextual factor in how children make sense of their daily 

experiences in school. In most research, time has been assumed to be the process of 

counting elapsed minutes, days, or months; but in the current study, time is situated as a 

socially constructed artifact, produced, productive, and contested as part of everyday 

classroom interactions and literacy events. This longitudinal ethnography examines the 

role of time as context in how children come to understand the process writing and 

learning to write. Sociocultural research on temporality, childhood studies, and writing 

development frame this work. The questions addressed include: 1.) How do classroom 

discourses about temporality and writing discursively construct possibilities for writerly 

identities? 2) How do young writers use and produce time as a cultural tool in the 

classroom? 3) What are the ways in which the young writers in this community integrate 

activity and meaning making from shorter timescales to longer timescales (and vice-

versa)?  

Selecting the K-6 multiage classroom as an ethnographic research site offered the 

opportunity to follow a community of young children across 4 years, documenting 

situated writing practices, discourses, and interactions. Using mediated discourse analysis 

alongside tools borrowed from timescale analysis, key sites of engagement in the 

classroom were analyzed and temporally mapped across a multiplicity of intersecting 
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timescales. Findings suggest that long-time community members made the socio-historical 

timescale visible for all members, constructing a kind of usable past for the community 

that was used as a resource in collectively interpreting writerly actions, artifacts, and 

trajectories. As part of this usable past, analyses identified the discoursal practice of 

collective remembering, mediated by written artifacts produced across time, as integral in 

positioning children of all ages as both ‘being’ and ‘becoming’ writers. This 

understanding of writing development offers a far more complex picture of young writers’ 

actions and identity production than the linear stage model. A more nuanced 

understanding of time as context is critical in this era of high stakes testing where time is 

increasingly tightened in classroom spaces. Despite these external efforts to control time 

in classrooms, the research here offers a hopeful coda: because children and teachers have 

agency in producing time they have also agency in resituating writing across much longer 

arcs, extending a moment of textual production into the past as well as into imagined 

futures, and, more importantly, extending meaningful, literate identities to all children in 

the present. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

“Clocks slay time… Time is dead as long as it’s being clicked off by 
little wheels; only when the clock stops does time come to life.” 

William Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury 
 

Walk into any school building and one can observe the highly orchestrated actions 

and movements of children and adults coordinated by the small rotating metal wheels 

inside the clock on the wall. Whether it is teachers frantically rushing to pick children up 

from lunch or a child silently counting down the minutes until recess, time is central to 

the experience of doing school in Western culture. Despite this centrality, time has largely 

been undertheorized in social science research, treated uncritically as a quantitative 

measure that gives structure to research studies (e.g., beginning and ending points) but 

does not consider the contentious and complex nature of time beyond the mathematical 

ticks of the clock (Adam, 1995; Compton-Lilly, 2013a). Rather than understanding time 

as something that innocently plods along in the background of schooling experiences, 

Barbara Adam (1995) argues that clock time— “reified, abstracted time and its 

rationalized control” (p. 61)—is a core educational strategy by which teachers, 

administrators, and policies exert control over classroom spaces.  

From the institutional level down to the classroom, time in schools is highly 

regulated. Foucault (1977) speaks directly to the kind of power that coerces and 

disciplines the body by regulating and dividing up its movement and the space and time 

in which it moves. Daily, weekly, and yearly calendars mark off time according to 

minutes, days, and months. District level calendars provide the overview of the total days 

and hours children will spend at a grade level, while school and classroom schedules 
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delineate daily rhythms: PE is on Wednesdays, recess is before lunch, reading is after 

math. Movement within schools is highly controlled—dictated down to the minute (e.g., 

lunch is scheduled from 11:05-11:30, a bathroom break from 12:05-12:10). The schedule 

becomes so highly routinized and ingrained that children (and observers) are able to tell 

the time of day simply by looking around at what happening in the classroom. A highly 

detailed schedule ensures the “choreography of daily mass movement” of children to and 

within the school (Adam, 1995, p. 62). In effect, schedules, timetables, bells, and buzzers 

serve to decontextualize and quantify time: 

These artifactual devices thus constitute a framework for the explicit organization 

of educational time, they form the structural base from which to budget and spend 

that time effectively, make it pass faster or slower, and restructure its use for 

greater cost and learning efficiency. (Adam, 1995, p. 61) 

In addition to teaching lessons and managing students’ behaviors, teachers must also 

manage the ever-ticking clock— saving, stretching, conserving, making-up, and working 

to ensure that minutes are never wasted and hours are used productively. In this way, 

abstracted time is a commodity in schools: a finite, sacred resource linked to relations of 

power. 

Schools are one of the central places where children learn dominant 

conceptualizations of time. These cultural values are not taught explicitly, but are 

transmitted through the “hidden curriculum” (Adam, 1995). Through the institutional 

structures of Western-style schools, children internalize that time is to be used effectively 

and budgeted with care and that one must “produce good work fast, at the correct rate, 

to deadlines determined by timetables and calendars” (i.e., the puritan, utilitarian 

approach to time) (Adam, 1995, p. 64). Children also learn to self-identify with time-
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based labels of schools, such as “below” or “behind” or “slow.” Within this cultural 

paradigm, clock time is the time. Children, teachers, and even researchers are culturally 

habituated into clock time, which stipulates a focus on time as a simplistic quantitative 

measure. Adam (1995) argues that our intense cultural focus on clock time is hegemonic 

in that it makes invisible the temporal complexity of everyday experiences. Rather than 

accounting for the time, she suggests that researchers in education must begin to recognize 

a multiplicity of times in each moment of interaction and learning. Looking beyond the 

time of the clock invites insight into what tends to “remain in the shadows and explicate 

some of the implicit temporalities of educational practice” (Adam, 1995, p. 66) that have 

too often been taken for granted in classroom research.  

Time as a Contemporary Issue in Education 

A cursory glance at the contemporary education landscape—viewed through 

newspaper headlines, politicians’ talking points, and school newsletters—offers countless 

examples of efforts to control and rationalize the time as a core educational strategy. 

Schools continue to be one of the domains of social life where the rigid organization of 

time can be seen at its most extreme (Zerubavel, 1981). The orderly nature of schools 

operates mainly through the control of time (along with space) and the rigidification of 

temporal patterns in four main ways: 1) sequential structures (“In what order?”), 2) 

duration (“How long?”), 3) temporal location (“When?”), and 4) rate of recurrence (“How 

often?”) (Zerubavel, 1981). When established at an institutional level, these temporal 

patterns of rigidity offer powerful mechanisms of control (Foucault, 1977). Contemporary 

reform efforts in education illustrate how these patterns are rigidified in schools. I offer 

the following locally relevant examples to highlight the highly rational— “precise, 

punctual, calculable, standard, bureaucratic, rigid, invariant, finely coordinated and 
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routine” (Zerubavel, 1981, p. xvi)—elements of temporal organization in schools that 

work to make invisible the more qualitative temporal processes that are explored in this 

dissertation research. 

From when to how often to how long, state and district level policies frame time as a 

precious resource that can be counted and measured—a commodity that is to be used 

carefully and never wasted. In its broadest policy application, the question of how long 

children should spend in school is actually codified in state law. The Indiana Code (IC) 

stipulates that children in Grades 1-6 receive at least 5 hours of instructional time each 

day (IC 20-30-2-2) for a minimum of 180 days (IC 20-30-2-3). Locally, the question of 

how long children should spend in school has become a contentious issue over the past few 

years. In 2011 the Jefferson County Community School Corporation (pseudonym) added 

4 instructional hours a week to the elementary school schedules, allowing for nearly a 

month of additional teaching time over the course of each school year and about a year of 

extra teaching time over a student’s academic career. This local move to a longer school 

day is situated within a larger national trend of schools extending the school day and year, 

often claiming that extended time in school will lead to higher levels of achievement. 

(This claim persists despite Patall, Cooper, and Allen’s (2010) comprehensive review of 

the research from 1985-2009 that found little evidence to suggest that either increasing 

the length of the school year or the school day has a significant impact on student 

achievement). Providing students more learning time is not a new idea. The first serious 

proposal for expanding school time appeared in A Nation at Risk (Gardner, Larsen, & 

Baker, 1983), which called for adding at least another hour to the school day to 

accommodate a more rigorous set of learning standards.  
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In addition to dictating how long children spend in school, there are mounting 

efforts at the state (and district) levels to prescribe the how often, how long, in what order, and 

at what speeds of classroom pedagogy and instruction. This is evident in the design and 

utilization of the “K-6 Reading Framework” (2011) adopted by the Indiana State Board 

of Education (IDOE, 2011), as part of the elementary curriculum required by state law 

(511 IAC 6.1-5-2.6). The aim of the Reading Framework was to “create a cohesive, 

statewide reading plan” (IDOE, 2010, p. 2) that ensured all students were “reading at or 

above grade-level by the time they reach 4th grade” (IDOE, 2011, p. 10). The importance 

of time is emphasized repeatedly throughout the framework. 

Time does matter. In order for students to learn to read well, the school must 

allocate sufficient time for explicit reading instruction, and the time allotted must be 

uninterrupted and used effectively. Scheduling uninterrupted time for reading 

instruction will only be useful if students are academically engaged for the allotted 

time. (IDEO, p. 2, italics added) 

By stipulating the how long (a daily 90-minute interrupted reading block) as well as what 

counts as “scientifically valid” reading instruction and activities during this time 

(including an approved list of textbooks), this policy document exerts extreme levels of 

control over a teacher’s ability to make localized choices about classroom literacy 

curriculum. With the emphasis on using time “effectively” and “efficiently” (e.g., “using 

classroom time for extended periods of silent, independent reading is neither efficient nor 

effective for children who are not fluent readers” (p. 15)), the document has strong 

historical connections to the business community’s turn to scientific management in the 

late 1800s. This business approach, later adopted in education in the early 1900s, was 

based on analyzing and strictly standardizing workers’ behaviors in relation to time in 
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order to increase labor productivity (Callahan, 1954). In other words, the goal was to 

maximize output and profits by rigidifying the in what order and at what speeds of factory 

workers’ small-scale actions.  

In the “K-6 Indiana Reading Framework,” time is also wielded as a control 

mechanism by outlining a standardized timeline of developmental reading indicators 

(“milestones”) that force teachers to begin predicting as early as kindergarten whether or 

not “students are on a positive trajectory to becoming readers or whether they may need 

targeted intervention” (p. 10). Here, time is positioned as a way to measure children 

against quantitative measures of discrete reading skills (e.g., DIBELS scores) in order to 

predict reading success in the future. Assessments like this invoke not just calendar time, 

but also the past, present, and future. A child’s projected achievement contains “a time 

extended by past and future penetration, and by a horizon of achievement and 

expectation while simultaneously entailing time as pace, as cumulative and unidirectional 

process, and as measured duration” (Adam, 1995, p. 68). Implicit within this mandate is 

the notion that children should develop literacy skills in a certain order and at a a certain speed 

or else be labeled as “at risk” and “below grade level.” Literacy milestones (norms, habits, 

and conventions) are linked to time so that children can be ranked and sorted (e.g., in 

January, a kindergartner should obtain DIBELS scores of: 25+ initial sound fluency; 27+ 

letter naming fluency; 18+ phoneme segmentation fluency; and 13+ nonsense word 

fluency (IDOE, 2011, p. 11)). Zerubavel (1981) refers to this as the “temporal anchoring 

of normalcy” (p. 21), in that a certain event, or in this case discrete descriptor of a child’s 

reading ability, is considered “normal” or not depending on its socially constructed 

temporal profile. Time is one of the “major parameters of any ground against which 

figures are perceived,” (p. 21) and schools, with their rigid bells, calendars, and 
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assessments, tend to foreground time more so than other any other place where children 

live, learn, and play.  

In conjunction with the Reading Framework, Indiana lawmakers passed 

legislation in 2011 to institute a high-stakes reading test (IREAD) for all third graders. 

Children’s scores on this one test now determine whether or not they are promoted to 

fourth grade. In essence, this test acts as an age-based gate that institutionally sanctions 

selected developmental reading milestones and trajectories (i.e., temporal rigidification is 

magnified by aligning it with a grade promotion or retention). According to state law, 

children who fall below the standard timeline of development are retained for up to an 

additional 2 years, giving them more time to obtain the necessary reading skills. The 

“extra time” codified through this retention policy is supported by advocates who argue 

that more time covering the same material ensures a positive reading trajectory into 

middle and high school, whereas dissenters argue that this extra time is a form of 

punishment with little empirical evidence supporting a significant change in academic 

trajectory (Denton, 2001; Jimerson, 2001; National Association of School Psychologists, 

2011; Xia & Kirby, 2009). 

Rationale 

Historically, notions of time have been addressed in education research through 

the quantitative processes of measuring and counting across two perspectives: 1) time as a 

resource and 2) time as a linear trajectory of development (Compton-Lilly, 2013b). 

Focused on attending to clock time, researchers have largely ignored questions about time 

as context (Compton-Lilly, 2013b). My dissertation moves away from these dominant 

conceptualizations of time guiding policymakers and researchers and instead explores the 

contextual shadows: the implicit temporalities that guide children’s classroom literacy 
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interactions, practices, and identities. Time’s invisibility—despite its universality—has led 

educational researchers to take for granted these more implicit ways that temporality acts 

as a contextual factor: “we rarely attend to the ways meanings about ourselves, others, 

literacy learning, and schooling are constructed within and across time” (Compton-Lilly, 

2013b, p. 82).  

My ethnographic work is well positioned to explore time as a contextual factor 

given the unique temporal structure of my research setting. The K-6 multiage classroom 

at Park Elementary was selected as a site based not its typicality, but rather that it 

eschewed the undergirding structure of the American education system that organizes 

(i.e., segregates) children into single grades according to age. Quantitative notions of time 

are exemplified in the largely unquestioned practice of assigning children to separate 

grade levels based on their biological ages and keeping them in these grades for 1 year. 

This traditional organizational structure of schools has made it possible for researchers to 

follow individual children’s literacy development and beliefs across time (Compton-Lilly, 

2013b, 2011a, 2011b), but it has been more difficult to follow the collective development 

of a community of children across time. The K-6 multiage classroom was unique in that 

50 children in kindergarten through sixth grades shared the space each day with their two 

teachers. Once a child joined the classroom, he/she remained in the classroom until sixth 

grade. This allowed children to spend multiple years learning together within a relatively 

stable group of peers and with the same two teachers. As Hull & Moje (2012) note, this 

continuity over time sets this classroom apart as “few formal institutions of schooling 

provide opportunities to learn through a mix of implicit and explicit instruction, in 

communities of practice, over extended periods of time” (p. 3, italics added).  
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 In this ethnography, beyond the length of engagement in the field, time was 

considered as a critical unit of analysis in relation to data and timescales (Lemke, 2002; 

Wortham, 2003). Attending to time as a contextual factor in children’s classroom 

experiences addresses a significant gap in the literacy field where time has largely been 

ignored or addressed only in so far as assuming that it is consistently moving along in the 

background of a research study. I was particularly interested in how discourses about 

temporality and writing intersected in this multiage classroom community. I argue that a 

critical component of understanding participants’ emic experiences is attending to their 

dominant, socio-historical constructions of time and “acknowledge their hidden role as 

guides to seeing and understanding” (Adam, 1995, p. 61). These varied socio-historical 

constructions of time and temporality affect how children understand their own writing 

experiences and construct writerly identities over time. In much of the previous writing 

research, time has been linked to writing by identifying typical encoding patterns that 

mark various development stages (e.g., Cabell, Tortorelli, & Gerde, 2013; Hill & Nichols, 

2006). My research moves beyond this stage-like developmental story of writing to 

explore how young writers used and produced time as a cultural tool and how this 

qualitatively complex time served as a critical context for constructing writerly identities.  

Research Questions 

There is a growing collection of scholarship exploring children’s multimodal texts as 

products, but there is less work examining the social processes surrounding composition 

grounded in ethnographic fieldwork. I take seriously Dyson’s (2013a) recent call for 

literacy researchers to attend to the “case of the missing childhoods,” citing years of 

overemphasis on analyzing written artifacts apart from the complex communities in 

which children participate. My research studied young writers for who they were—rather 
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than who they were becoming—and how they used writing in life spaces shared with 

other children. In order to accomplish this, the research “context” was foregrounded as a 

way to understand a particular writing event, practice, and identity. Context here 

included more than the physical space in which writing occurred; context also attended to 

this community’s texts, values, cultures, social roles, traditions, and, of particular interest 

in my research, conceptions of time. My longitudinal study aimed to understand how time 

acts as a constitutive dimension in children’s collectively held beliefs about writing as well 

as the writerly roles and identities claimed by individual writers. With my ethnographic 

research, I pursued the following questions:  

• RQ1: How do classroom discourses about temporality and writing discursively 

construct possibilities for writerly identities?  

• RQ2: How do young writers use and produce time as a cultural tool in the 

classroom?  

• RQ3: What are the ways in which the young writers in this community integrate 

activity and meaning making across from shorter timescales to longer timescales 

(and vice versa)?  
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CHAPTER 2: SITUATING THE RESEARCH 

“I was transfixed by the way time buckled, met itself in pleats and 
folds.”  

 —Anne Michaels, Fugitive Pieces 
  

In this chapter, I position my work theoretically by identifying and defining key 

terms that reflect my commitments as a researcher. Identifying these terms has been part 

of a recursive 4-year process of moving between fieldwork/practice and theory. 

Ethnographic methodology is driven by curiosity and “building an intellectual framework 

that defines and legitimizes the topic or area of attraction for the individual researcher is 

essential” (Heath & Street, 2008, p. 33). A few of the terms identified here fall squarely 

within the literacy field, but others are borrowed from the fields of sociology, 

anthropology, and psychology. This move to explore interdisciplinary scholarship—

especially around the concept of time— allows me to expand the ways that the literacy 

field presently understands the work and play of young writers. More specifically, I 

theorize that my research specifically brings together three diverse fields of scholarship: (1) 

sociocultural literacy and writing studies, (2) social and anthropological perspectives on 

time, and (3) childhood studies/development. Each of these three areas will be explored 

in the following literature review through the process of defining of terms of central 

importance. (See Figure 1 for a graphic representation of how these fields overlap and 

examples of relevant scholarship in each.)  

Key Terms 

Writing 

Defining what counts as “writing” deeply reflects a researcher’s ideologies and 

assumptions. Culturally, Westerners have a historical fascination with the iconic image of 
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the solitary writer, separated from worldly distractions. In this Platonic, solitary view of 

authorship, writers remove themselves from the surrounding social environment in order 

to compose an original text with personal voice. In other words, writing is serious work 

that one does alone. This view led to early scholarly attempts to study writing by 

analyzing finished written products (e.g., Britton, et al., 1975; Hunt, 1970; Loban, 1976) 

and later, with the advent of the process movement, by conducting think alouds with 

individual writers in lab-like settings (Flower & Hayes, 1981). While informative, these 

studies with adult writers shed little light on the writing practices of young children in 

classrooms. It was Anne Dyson’s (1993, 1995, 1997, 1999) work with young children that 

epitomized the “social turn” in writing research. She emphasized situating young 

children’s writing within their rich childhood cultures both at school and in the 

community. Dyson’s extensive scholarship over the past three decades informs my work 

by insisting that writing is never an individual production: it is socially organized in 

cultural time and space, and it is always a response to a landscape of others’ voices 

(Bakhtin, 1986). 

I position classroom writing as existing within a nexus of practice (Scollon, 2001b)—

widely circulating globalized practices, justified by global discourses and enacted locally in 

classrooms (see Wohlwend & Buchholz (2014) for an extended form of this argument). A 

nexus of practice is a cluster of taken-for-granted practices that make up expected and 

usually unexamined ways of doing things—in this case writing. This notion that writing is 

an assemblage of practices rather than a finished product is informed by the sociocultural 

work of scholars as part of the New Literacy Studies (NLS) who built on sociolinguistic 

and anthropological theories by investigating “everyday literacies” (e.g., Street, 1995; 

Gee, 1996; Barton & Hamilton, 1998, Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003; Lankshear & Knoebel, 
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2006). By exploring literacy in everyday life, the concept of literacy—and writing more 

specifically—was recognized as a set of social practices that people engaged in throughout 

their lives at home, at work, at church, and at school. 

Despite this movement to frame writing as socially situated practice (Barton, 

Hamilton, Ivanič, 2000), schools have largely maintained a skills view of writing 

dominated by the discourses of “Maturation” and “Skills Mastery” (Wohlwend, 2009). 

These discourses fuel what Wohlwend and I (2014) have referred to as the School 

Literacy nexus, which incorporates “discourses of print productivity, cooperative 

learning, and individual achievement materialized through popular literacy curricular 

models such as writing workshop and balanced literacy” (p. 34). During writing time in 

schools, children are expected to produce writing independently with paper and pencil; 

images/drawings are viewed as complimentary to alphabetic text—rather than as stand-

alone artwork that conveys meanings visually. With increased pressure to meet writing 

benchmarks, the School Literacy nexus largely informs classrooms writing pedagogy and 

practices. What counts as writing is so narrowly defined that it invites a deficit model of 

thinking that positions marginalized students as “struggling writers.” Dyson (among a 

polyphony of other voices) has challenged this monologic view of writing for nearly three 

decades, ultimately advocating the need to “rewrite the basics” (2013b). In other words, 

Dyson argues for changing the School Literacy nexus—imagining what writing 

instruction might look like otherwise. 

Alternatively, the New Media Literacies nexus values action with artifacts and 

encourages multimodal storying with expanded forms of recording with digital tools and 

all the available materials, including paper (Wohlwend & Buchholz, 2015). Collaboration 

and negotiation are key elements of writing in the New Media Literacies nexus as 
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classroom norms of sequential turn taking are expanded, multiplying the ways that 

children can simultaneously participate. Writing within this nexus addresses the 

multimodal nature of fast-changing literacy practices—particularly those mediated by 

digital technology. Writing is no longer limited to alphabetic text on paper; writing now 

includes filmmaking, drawing, photographing, designing, acting, meme-making, 

recording, and playing, among other practices (Leander & Boldt, 2013). This position also 

reflects the work of the New London Group (1996) that stressed the plurality of literacies, 

hybridity of textual forms, and the use of multiple signs systems in conveying meaning.  

Writing Community (Community of Writers) 

 “Rhetorical invention” (i.e., speaking and writing) is best understood as a social 

act, “in which an in individual who is at the same time a social being interacts in a 

distinctive way with society and culture to create something” (LeFevre, 1987, p. 12). In 

other words, writers do not produce texts by turning inward; writers produce texts by 

interacting with their surrounding “socioculture” as part of a dialectical process. By 

accepting that it is necessary to understand the norms, practices, and beliefs of the writing 

community in order to understand an individual writer, researchers are challenged to 

look beyond individually produced written artifacts. A great deal of the classroom writing 

research has worked from the assumption that a classroom is made up of a single 

community of writers. This idyllic notion of community as a positive social force, 

supportive of each member’s individual growth as a writer (Graves, 1983; Calkins, 1986), 

has been complicated by scholars suggesting that classrooms are sites where multiple, 

sometimes contradictory, communities intersect (e.g., Rowe, Fitch, and Bass, 2001). 

Children are members of many different communities outside of school, each with its own 
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ways of “saying, doing, and being,” and they draw on these multiple communities as they 

participate in the official world of school.  

Children are simultaneously members of other communities within the walls of 

the classroom. They are not just students; they are also friends, daycare buddies, 

Brownies, Cub Scouts, and soccer players. They are members of a peer culture, 

which is made real through talk and actions [and writing] that are launched and 

controlled by children for their own non-school purposes. (Rowe, Fitch, & Bass, 

2001, p. 427) 

These overlapping and contested communities in classrooms create a complex web that 

children must negotiate during writing time and a web that researchers must unpack and 

untangle through the course of ethnographic fieldwork.  

 In theorizing how a community forms, initiates members, and evolves over time, 

Lave and Wenger’s (1991) work on “communities of practice” is critical. Although not 

explicitly interested in how children learn to write, Lave and Wenger (1991) aimed to 

rethink learning in everyday contexts in ways that pushed back at the dominant cognitive 

theoretical learning paradigms of the time. They theorized, based on extensive 

ethnographic fieldwork in a range of “natural” settings, that learning was always part of a 

socially situated activity, and thus the social world could not be bracketed off when 

studying the learning. In other words, learning doesn’t just occur in situated practice—

learning is a part of the social practice. Within their communities of practice model, Lave and 

Wenger (1991) described intricate apprenticing relationships between novices 

(newcomers) and experts (old-timers). For example, becoming a full participant in the 

Yucatec midwife community was about more than acquiring discrete knowledge; it was 

about learning and taking up the practices, values, identities and ways of being accepted 
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by the community. Newcomers to the midwifery community developed a “changing 

understanding of practice over time from improvised opportunities to participate 

peripherally” (Lave, 1991, p. 68) that eventually led to the newcomers assuming the 

identity of a full participant (old-timer/expert). Lave and Wenger theorized this 

apprenticeship process as “legitimate peripheral participants” moving towards full 

participation in a specific community of practice (p. 29). I argue that this framing offers 

ways to talk about writing classrooms—especially in the case of the K-6 multiage 

setting—as emerging relations between newcomers and old-timers and about the 

practices, identities, and artifacts considered important in this particular community.  

I acknowledge the multiple critiques leveraged against Lave and Wenger’s (1991) 

community of practice model (e.g., Barton & Tusting, 2005; Rogers and Fuller, 2007; 

Roth & Lee, 2006), and largely agree with the sentiment that educational research has co-

opted Lave and Wenger’s theoretical model, indiscriminately applying it to any and all 

classroom settings: “Stated simply, a collection of individuals—such as a group of students 

put together into the same room and taught by the same teachers—does not inherently 

constitute a genuine community [of practice]” (Roth & Lee, 2006, p. 2). At the heart of 

these critiques is schools’ emphasis on individual success above the success of particular 

others (individuals) and generalized others (collective). In traditional settings, classrooms 

are structured of as a collection of bodies assembled in homogenous ways (almost always 

by age and sometimes ability) to ensure efficiency in teaching and learning. Thus, the 

accomplishment of each student is considered irrelevant to the success of the collective. 

This contradicts core notions of naturally occurring communities of practice identified by 

Lave and Wenger, such as: (1) participants choose to participate in one community 

among other choices and have freedom to participate in diverse ways; (2) collectives are 
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identified by common ways of doing, being, and talking that are passed on across 

generations; (3) heterogeneity is implied through an apprenticeship framework; and (3) 

the collective matters as much as individual achievement (Roth & Lee, 2006). While I 

refrain from romanticizing the K-6 multiage classroom as a true or absolute community 

of practice, the unique temporal structure of the classroom lent itself to considering how 

Lave and Wenger’s observations of communities outside of schools offer a theoretical 

starting place for examining how writing communities were constructed and maintained 

in the classroom over time. Like all collective spaces where bodies and discourses collide, 

the K-6 multiage classroom was far from an idyllic scene of serenity and cooperation. 

Children argued and excluded and contested just as they apprenticed and supported. 

Even so, the continuity of the community foregrounded apprenticeship as one of the key 

ways that younger children learned what it meant to be a writer in the community and in 

doing so took they took on particular identities, practices, and histories of the collective. 

In this way, I took on the community of practice theoretical framing and language (e.g., 

oldtimers/experts, newcomers/novices) while looking for moments of rupture in this 

unique ethnographic context. 

Time 

 Heuristically time can be viewed as both quantitative and qualitative processes 

(Adam, 1995; Bloome, Beierle, Grigorenko, & Goldman, 2009). The quantitative 

processes are a matter of counting and measuring time. The qualitative processes, 

though, require moving beyond a single definition of the time to recognize a multiplicity of 

times in each moment that are expressed and produced in the social structures and 

interactions within the space. Qualitative processes are those associated with how time is 

experienced both individually and collectively. A qualitative understanding of time moves 
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away from the mathematical approach of cutting up and segmenting time into objectively 

equal parts to recognizing that time is a socially constructed artifact of communities. Drawing 

clear distinctions between these approaches to time, Zerubavel (1981) contrasts “metrical 

‘chronology’” with “nonmetrical ‘social time.’” In other words, all minutes, days, and 

decades are not equal: chronological densities and subjectivities are socially constructed 

by collectives. Mathematically time is homogenous, but equal durations are made 

unequal through membership in social communities: “time [is] embedded in social 

interactions, structures, practices and knowledge, in artifacts, in the mindful body, and in 

the environment” (Adam, 1995, p. 6).  

The sociotemporal order (i.e., time as socially constructed) frames time as a 

subjective, sociocultural artifact that differs from the physiotemporal and biotemporal 

orders (Zerubavel, 1981). Time in the physiotemporal frame is based on the movement of 

planetary bodies (e.g., earth’s rotation, rising sun) and is used by physicists and 

astronomers. Conversely, the biotemporal order, attended to by biologists and doctors, 

addresses the motions of bodies or lives of organisms (e.g., circadian rhythms, gestational 

periods). Whereas the physiotemporal and biotemporal orders are both natural and 

inevitable, the sociotemporal order is socially constructed and thus arbitrary. The 

sociotemporal order “regulates the lives of social entities such as families, professional 

groups, religious communities, complex organizations, or even entire nations” (Zerubavel, 

1981, p. xii). My work positions time as a sociotemporal order—a sociological construct 

rather than a biological or psychological construct—in that I am focused on the ways 

time is perceived, produced, and passed on by collectivities.  

In exploring how children construct and attach meaning to time within a 

classroom community, Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1984) theorization of “chronotopes” is also 
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critical. Bakhtin, a Russian philosopher and literary scholar, was interested in how 

individuals move through space and time. There was (and remains) an assumption that all 

individuals move through space and time in similar ways, but Bakhtin recognized 

significant differences that affected individuals’ interactions, thoughts, and discourse. 

Borrowing a term from relativity theory, he introduced the term chronotope (i.e., literally 

“time-space”) to describe the inseparability of time and space. In fact, he considered time 

the fourth dimension of space.  

Time as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically viable; likewise, space 

becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot, and history. This 

intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the artistic chronotope. 

(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 84 as cited by Shields, 2007, p. 11). 

 In relation to my research, the concept of chronotope offers a unit of analysis for 

examining children’s temporal and spatial configurations in language (and action) to 

better understand how notions about time are embedded and produced in classroom 

writing contexts. Importantly, chronotopes do not exist as single all-encompassing 

frameworks that are present for all people in all places. There exists a broad set of cultural 

chronotopes for “doing school”—and even more specifically “learning to write”—that 

affect how children’s movements, talk, and artifacts are interpreted in schools generally, 

but classrooms may also differentially construct chronotopes, making it possible to have 

multiple, conflicting chronotopes in a single space. Examining chronotopic production in 

classrooms is essential understanding the complexities of time as context in children’s 

development as a community of writers.  

Development 
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Policy documents and standards offer insight into culturally held beliefs about 

development as a linear process of growth. Each grade is level defined by a list of 

practices, skills, and products that indicate whether a child is performing below, on, or 

above grade level (e.g., Common Core, Indiana State Standards). With regards to writing 

development, children are expected to move from writing with support to writing 

independently as they move through the primary years. Developmental markers are 

largely determined within a School Literacy nexus (discussed previously), emphasizing 

alphabetic text over images and independence over collaboration. Dyson (2013b) has 

been a vocal critic writing standards based on linear notions of development, citing the 

persistent desire for a “homogenizing pedagogic order” (p. 142) that situates children as 

individual learners of adult practices. It is this insistence on viewing children through the 

life world of adults that Dyson believes limits what can be known about children as 

writers and the ways they are thought to be developing. The most common 

developmental story within a School Literacy nexus is a stage-like model where children 

move up a ladder of increasingly complex encoding skills. 

Developmental stories about writing have largely ignored childhood culture and 

the “unofficial” world in which children negotiate in schools (Dyson, 2013a). Dyson 

(1999) theorized a move away from a linear developmental story to a dialogic process 

with vertical (interactional) and horizontal (ideological) axes/dimensions that can be 

pictured within a coordinate plane. The horizontal plane of the dialogic process 

dominated her earlier thinking, which was the interactional work of children using 

writing to maintain and negotiate membership with peers. Her later work began to take 

into account the vertical plane, or the ideological component of children’s work as 

writers. Dyson’s (1999) theorization of writing development is graphically suggestive of 
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Engeström’s (1996) axes of development. Engeström (1996) strongly argued against 

“exclusive concentration on the vertical dimension of development” (p. 130) or the 

traditional linear model that described childhood as a series of stages children moved 

through at certain biological ages.  

Both Dyson’s (1999) and Engeström’s (1996) move to represent development 

across multiple dimensions speaks to Lemke’s (2002) suggestion to move from organism-

centered to a multiple-timescale system view of development. In this “ecosocial” model of 

development, all people—not only children—are developing across multiple timescales. 

In contrast to linear developmental stories that push children to perform homogenous 

markers (i.e., demonstrable skills), Lemke’s mode views development as the process of 

“becoming the village” (Lemke, 2002) or learning to live and interact “across the 

inevitable and substantial differences that constitute the diversity of a community” (p. 73). 

Here, writing development is defined as the growth of a range of identities, practices, and 

collaborative tactics that enable a writer to move across and participate in diverse 

communities. This reflects Brandt’s (1990) call to take on a view of literacy development 

that is not sustained in texts but in the complex involvement of readers and writers at work 

and play. 

Identity 

In the literature, identity is often presented as a stable way of saying, doing, and 

being that is socially recognizable by a particular community. Burgess and Ivanič (2010) 

challenge this illusion of stability, arguing that the “problem with much theory and 

research about the nature of identity is that it refers to its object of study without 

specifying a time frame, the effect of which is to imply permanency” (p. 232). For 

example, it is assumed that children’s identities enacted within shorter timescales (i.e., 
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those typically observed during classroom observations) are equivalent to identities 

enacted across longer timescales. Turning to Lemke’s work with timescales, Burgess and 

Ivanič (2010) suggest taking a “processual view of [writerly] identity” whereby researchers 

work to understand how identity is formed and changed over time. Here, the process of 

identification— varying from one time and one space to another—is considered the unit 

of analysis rather than identity as a unitary or fixed object. Within a processual view of 

identity, one must consider multiple timescales. 

The formation of identity, or even fundamental change in attitudes or habits of 

reasoning, cannot take place on short timescales. Even if short-term events 

contribute toward such changes, it is only the fact that they are not soon erased, 

do not quickly fade—that subsequent events do not reverse the change—that 

makes it count. It is the longer-term process, including the effects of subsequent 

events, that determines for us the reality of basic human social development. 

(Lemke, 2000, p. 282) 

It is through constant movement within and across timescales that a child constructs 

identities in order to be a particular kind of person within a particular kind of community. 

This movement between timescales is ongoing and fluid; sociohistorical structures and 

practices located within longer timescales play an important role in an individual’s 

process of identification but do not prescribe identity—they are mediated through 

mesolevel and microlevel contexts (Wortham, 2003). 

Classrooms offer one community in which children construct identities. While 

Lemke stresses the importance of looking at identification across longer timescales, he 

acknowledges that some contribution toward identity development is taking place all the 

time—including during classroom lessons and activities. Children agentically work to 
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integrate these shorter timescale events within the larger scale project of building 

identities over longer timescales. In regards to longer timescales, classroom communities 

offer sociotypical identities for which there are available identity kits (Gee, 1992).  

Whatever we offer in the classroom becomes an opportunity to pursue this longer-

term agenda of identity building; our primary affective engagement is with this 

agenda, with becoming who we want to be, not with learning this or that bit of 

curriculum, except insofar as it fits our particular agenda or insofar as “being a 

good student” or “not falling for that bullshit” fits it. (Lemke, 2000, p. 286) 

Interestingly, Lemke (2000) points out that schools are poorly designed to support 

children in identity building across longer timescales as they isolate themselves from the 

rest of social life as well as sever the bonds between teacher and child every year and 

divide the day into increasingly smaller bits of time. Contemporary schools are positioned 

as locations to deliver discrete content—reflected in state standard documents related 

standardized tests—rather than as communities in which children learn to participate in a 

life long process of intellectual and identity development.  

Scholars have found that writing is one of the key ways that individuals construct 

identities across longer timescales and build a sense of continuity (e.g., Burgess, 2010; 

Burgess & Ivanič, 2010; Ivanič, 2005; Lemke, 2002). Material mediators, such as written 

artifacts, remind individuals of the past as well as become linked to activities in a later 

moment of time. Writing, due to its capacity to endure over time, contributes to identity 

formation by enabling individuals to coordinate identities across interactions, spaces, and 

activities (Lemke, 2002). Burgess and Ivanič (2010) extend this argument by suggesting 

that within a particular moment of textual production, writers are “coordinating 

processes (of identification) that unfold over multiple timescales” (p. 234). Thus, a 
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moment of writing in the classroom does not simply exist within an observational 

moment when pencil meets paper (or fingers meet keys), but writing involves the 

coordination of multiple processes and identities across a multiplicity of timescales. 

Conversely, in looking across time, written artifacts serve as “boundary objects” (Latour, 

1996; Lemke, 2000) between global and local networks, linking one event and time and 

place with another. 

Timescales 

All human action takes place on one or more timescales (Lemke, 2000). At each 

timescale, characteristic processes and social practices can be identified. From a glance 

that may take only a fraction of a second to an utterance or conversation that takes 

seconds or minutes, actions unfold within and across timescales of varying lengths. 

Longer timescales include actions ranging from writing a novel to learning to read to 

building a friendship over a multiple years. Timescales extend even further—into the 

decades that structure the sociocultural norms of contemporary schools to the span of a 

human life to the centuries over which language and discourse patterns have developed. 

It is important to note that actions never fit cleanly within a single timescale—in fact, 

within a single action humans are always coordinating and negotiating meaning across 

multiple timescales. For example, an utterance (short timescale) is part of a conversation 

(longer timescale), which is part of an individual’s identity work that stretches across the 

days, weeks, months, years, and ultimately his/her lifetime (even longer timescales). 

Lemke agues that when examining an action within a focal timescale (N) it is also critical 

to look at the adjacent timescales (N-1; N+1): shorter timescales (N-1) “make possible the 

repeatable patternings of the next longer scale” while the next higher timescale (N+1) 
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“sets the context that constrains what is likely and what is social appropriate” (Lemke, 

2002, p. 276). 

Pulling from an interdisciplinary collection of work exploring time, Compton-Lilly 

(2013b) posits that there are at least three different timescales within which all individuals 

all operate. The first is the immediate timescale of the minutes passing in the day. In 

schools, this is the timescale in which it is decided that the day should last 347 minutes 

and be broken up into seven 42-minute periods, thus ensuring a total number of 

instructional minutes over the course of the year. The immediate timescale is the one 

most often attended to by teachers and researchers as they schedule the weeks, months, 

and years of the calendar. The second timescale in which individuals operate consists of 

the stories of one’s life that help him/her make sense of who he/she is today: “In other 

words, how have we constructed ourselves over time and what are the relevant pieces of 

our story that we draw on to make sense of who we are at this time and place?” (Gregory 

& Compton-Lilly, 2013, p. 468). While teachers and students are constantly working to 

construct and reconstruct themselves in light of new experiences, there is often little 

explicit dialogical exchange about this between teachers and students (or even teachers 

and parents). Writing can be viewed as one of the few curricular domains where 

children’s stories are invited into classrooms. The third timescale in which individuals 

operate is the historical: “Who are we within larger cultural histories?” (Gregory & 

Compton-Lilly, 2013, p. 468). Again, this timescale is always at work in classrooms, 

though little consideration is often given to it in terms of understanding children’s actions 

and beliefs about school experiences across wider, deeper historical identities. During any 

given moment in a classroom, children and teachers are simultaneously situated within all 

three timescales (in individually diverse ways), and Compton-Lilly posits (2013a) that 
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researchers need to seek out “explicit” methodological tools to document how these 

timescales act as contextual factors in how students understand themselves as literate 

beings.  

Collective Memory 

It has long been assumed that “remembering” is a solitary act that occurs within 

the mind of an individual. An individual carries around his/her own personal collection 

of past experiences in a mental timeline and thus remembering is simply an act of 

accessing events along that timeline. This individualistic approach to memory, however, 

does not explain why certain events get remembered years later while others are almost 

immediately forgotten. In response to this issue, scholars in the fields of sociology and 

anthropology have come to argue that memory is an inherently social construct that is 

always culturally situated within particular communities of practice. What and how 

individuals remember is dependent on the communities in which they participate and the 

tools offered by that community.  

As part of the socialization process that occurs through group membership, 

individuals learn “habitual mental stances” that teach members how to remember in 

socially appropriate ways: “far from being a strictly spontaneous act, remembering is also 

governed by unmistakably social norms of remembrance” (Zerubavel, 2003, p. 5). 

Additionally, Wertsch (2002) draws attention to how a group’s cultural tools—especially 

textual resources (e.g., diaries, eulogies, textbooks, newspapers)—play a key role in the 

mnemonic socialization process. Individuals operate “in tandem” with these tools to 

construct and reconstruct memory. 

… remembering is a form of mediated action, which entails the involvement of active 

agents and cultural tools. It is not something that is somehow carried about by an 
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isolated agent, but it is also not something carried out solely by a cultural tool. 

Both must be involved in an irreducible tension. (Wertsch, 2002, p. 13, emphasis 

added) 

Of critical note, these textual tools do not offer a singular, static version of history, but 

instead serve as the raw materials out of which members construct an ongoing narrative 

across time.  

In addition to ways that an individual’s memory is always socially situated, group 

membership also relies on collective memory. Bloome and colleagues (2009), citing 

Wertsch’s (2002) work, define collective memory as a “narrative that has been established 

as publicly held” (p. 322). These collective narratives are told and retold by group 

members and often extend beyond any one individual’s timeline of group membership. 

For example: a child who tells the story of his/her birth, a story which he/she has no way 

of remembering on his/her own, but comes to adopt the story as one’s own by listening to 

parents, grandparents, and siblings tell the same story over time. Each family member 

will have different bits to add to the construction of a collective memory and textual 

artifacts (e.g., photos, baby book) become key textual resources in mediating and 

maintaining the collective memory. As this example makes clear, memories do not reside 

in discrete individuals, but “are stretched across places, people, and artifacts in dynamic 

ways as people move in time through specific locations” (Nespor, 2004, p. 317). In 

becoming a member of any community, individuals learn the group’s collective narratives 

and adopt these as their own as part of the assimilation process (Zerubavel, 2003). The 

role of collective memory in the classroom has been explored only briefly in the education 

literature, but the link between collective memory and identity formation offers an 
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intriguing frame through which to better understand how children make sense of 

schooling—specifically writing—experiences across time. 

Heterochrony 

Within a linear view of time, it is often assumed that processes with much longer 

timescales will have little impact on human activity within shorter timescales (i.e., non-

adjacent timescales are fairly well insulated from each other). Lemke (2001, 2005) 

challenges this notion with the concept of heterochrony—the interdependence of processes at 

very different timescales and consequently the potential for long timescale processes to 

produce effects in much shorter timescale activities. In a sense, time itself becomes 

“folded” so that processes on vastly different timescales become coupled (Lemke, 2001). 

Material artifacts serve an important role in creating these links between timescales:  

Everywhere in human culture we find this type of heterochrony: longer-term 

processes and shorter-term events linked by a material object that functions in 

both cases semiotically as well as materially. The material characteristics of the 

object also function as signs for an interpreting system of meanings that belong to 

processes on a very different timescale (Lemke, p. 281, 2000) 

Of interest to my current study, previous scholarship has found that written texts are 

especially powerful artifacts in coordinating events and identity formation that occur over 

multiple timescales. Almost all written texts are heterochronous artifacts in that they are 

written in relatively short-term events but have the capacity to endure across much longer 

timescales. It is through text making that writers engage in the complex work of 

transferring meaning across timescales and coordinating “processes of identification” 

(Burgess & Ivanič, 2010, p. 236). Thusly, the concept of heterochrony offers a way to 

explore children’s writing as the complex process of coordinating social processes, 
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practices, and identities across timescales rather than the simplistic, observable task of 

putting alphabetic text on paper.  

- - - 

 Finally, as a way to synthesize this literature review and clearly situate my work, I 

theorize that my research brings together three diverse interdisciplinary fields of 

scholarship: (1) sociocultural literacy and writing studies, (2) social perspectives on time, 

and (3) childhood studies/development (see Figure 1). The literacy field has engaged in 

research at the intersection of temporality and situated literacy practices (e.g., Bloome et 

al., 2009; Bloome & Katz, 1997; Burgess & Ivanič, 2010; Compton-Lilly, 2011, 2013; 

Falchi & Siegel, 2014; Leander, 2001), but this work has largely ignored childhood studies 

as an integral layer in considering the production and use of time in schools. In part, this 

absence is due to the particulars of research contexts in the literature with a focus on high 

school and post-secondary settings where questions of development are backgrounded. In 

aiming to understand the emic perspective of children in the K-6 classroom across 

multiple years, it was essential to access literature that more broadly addressed questions 

of how children experience time as part of their everyday lives (e.g., “growing up,” 

“getting older”). Alison James and Alan Prout (1997) argue that the “social construction 

of time” is crucial to the study of childhood and my work extends their argument by 

suggesting that the study of childhood is crucial to understanding how children make 

sense of writing and learning to write in the contexts of their everyday lives. As Dyson 

(2013a) has crucially pointed out, the history of writing research has largely been a “case 

of the missing childhoods,” and in this dissertation I aim to have children’s lives and 

childhoods take center stage. This aim is undergirded by my theoretical and 

methodological decisions as a researcher in that the “the lost world of childhood” cannot 
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be reclaimed by “archaeology but by ethnography” and a “recognition of the temporality of 

social phenomena” (James & Prout, 1997, p. 239).  
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Figure 1. Theoretical framing for the current ethnographic research. Dark blue circle in 
the center indicates where I situate my work. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCHING A COMMMUNITY  

OF WRITERS WITHIN AND ACROSS TIME 

“In addition to time as parameter, [researchers] need to recognize the 
constitutive character of time, that research is not merely conducted in 
time and over time but that it also creates time in interaction with its 

subject matter.”  
–Barbara Adam, Time Watch: The Social Analysis of Time 

 

Exploring time as a contextual factor in how children construct writerly identities 

and communities requires a longitudinal approach to ethnographic methodology, a range 

of diverse data sources, and an analytical framework positioned to look at the historical 

past as well as future trajectories. This chapter lays out the research context, rationale, 

and procedures used to explore the complex writing culture of the K-6 multiage 

classroom at Park Elementary School. Following a methodological overview and 

description of the project, I explain further why this particular classroom was selected as a 

rich location to explore the often shadowed, implicit temporalities that guide children’s 

classroom literacy interactions, practices, and identities. In the research context section, 

the participating teachers and children are described within the context of their classroom 

and larger school community. Time is considered a critical element of the context—

alongside place—and is addressed in this chapter in terms of historical bodies and the 

collective rhythms and routines of the community. The final section on data analysis 

describes how mediated discourse analysis (Scollon, 2001; Scollon & Scollon, 2004, 

Wohlwend, 2013b) was used to look at children’s meaning making processes and writerly 

identities within and across timescales.  

Ethnographic Methodology 
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Classroom ethnographies emerged in the 1960s and 70s as educational 

researchers turned to ethnographic work in anthropology, sociolinguistics, and sociology 

in a desire to better understand racial and ethnic inequity of educational outcomes 

(Bloome, 2012). At the time, educational research was largely based on input-output 

paradigms of learning: researchers altered the input in some way (e.g., curricula, text, 

teaching strategy) and then measured the output in some quantifiable way. These 

reductionist methodologies often obscured the complex social and cultural processes 

embedded within classrooms, and thus classroom ethnographies emerged as a way to 

capture the lived experiences of children and teachers. Bloome (2012) summarizes 

ethnography methodology: 

a principled effort to describe the everyday, cultural life of a social group. 

Grounded in cultural, social, and psychological anthropology, ethnography seeks 

a holistic, cultural description of the multiple dimensions, aspects, domains, 

institutions, activities, practices, and settings of a cultural group. It seeks to 

understand what is happening, what it means, and its significance to the social 

group from an emic (native insider) perspective rather than from an etic (external, 

outsider) perspective. Its focus is on what is learned, public, and shared. (p. 9) 

It is this distinction between etic and emic perspectives that Bloome (2012) cites as the 

difference between taking an ethnographic perspective, informed by epistemological 

principles from anthropology and sociology, and qualitative research more generally.  

Ethnographic tools (e.g., participant observations, field notes, open-ended 

interviews, collection of artifacts) can be used across a range of qualitative research 

perspectives, but “if it does not employ a ethnographic perspective, it is not a classroom 

ethnography. It is simply a qualitative study” (Bloome, 2012, p. 11). An ethnographic 
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perspective requires that researchers seek an emic perspective, inviting complexity into 

seemingly simple questions such as: What is a classroom? Who and what are in a 

classroom? What happens in a classroom? What does it mean to be in this classroom? At 

a time when the field of education is laser-focused on scientifically based research and 

simplistic pedagogical recommendations, classroom ethnographies can be considered a 

kind a of “political stance”—a desire to understand “the nature of education in the 

production of personhood” (Bloome, 2012, p. 8). Similarly, when taking an ethnographic 

perspective on writing development, Dyson (2013b) contends that literacy researchers 

must “move off the page and enter [children’s] social worlds” (p. 146).  

The current study is positioned as a classroom ethnography as well as a 

ethnography of literacy (Baynham, 2004). Ethnographies of literacy are also part of a 

well-established paradigm, one that was a central research methodology in the emergence 

of the New Literacy Studies in the 1980s (e.g., Heath, 1983; Scribner & Cole, 1981; 

Street, 1984). Baynham (2004), recalling the theoretical origins of this paradigm, points 

out the initial push was to shift researchers’ gaze away from classrooms and toward 

questions of literacy use in everyday life. Although many of these “first and second-

generation” ethnographies of literacy did not explicitly address issues of teaching and 

learning, Baynham argues that they often had an implicit orientation to pedagogical 

questions (e.g., Heath’s (1983) Way With Words implicitly suggests ways to improve school 

structures and practices for diverse students). In calling for “third-generation” 

ethnographies of literacy, Baynham (2004) offers a call to turn back to the questions of 

pedagogy, “understood as situated teaching and learning, using the fine-tuned resources 

of critical ethnography to understand and re-imagine the literacies of schooling” (p. 289, 
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italics added). Implications of my longitudinal ethnographic research are embedded 

within each chapter but are thoroughly and explicitly addressed in Chapter 8. 

Project Description 

This longitudinal ethnographic research study aimed to explore how children in 

one classroom community used and produced time as a cultural tool and how this 

qualitatively complex time served as a critical context for constructing writerly identities. 

Through the use of ethnographic tools (participant observations, field notes, open-ended 

interviews, collection of artifacts), I built up a gradual interpretative understanding of the 

local practices, identities, and meanings of literacies “in use” in this multiage community 

and came to better understand how discourses about temporality and writing intersected. 

Adopting a temporally complex approach to ethnographic methodology allowed me to 

uncover aspects of children’s experiences in school that often remain invisible in research. 

Amy Burgess (2010) contends that a “timescape perspective” (i.e., a qualitatively complex 

understanding of time) is particularly useful in the literacy field “since it can mediate 

between ethnographic [methods] and linguistic analysis” (p. 364).  

Time as a unit of analysis has been discussed within ethnographies primarily as an 

issue for the ethnographer who needs to allow enough time in the field to deeply 

understand the context and participants (Jeffery & Truman, 2004). Ethnographers have 

been encouraged to base the length of a study on the “natural” cycle relative to purpose 

and to life of the entity under study (Heath & Street, 2005). With formal classroom 

ethnographies, the natural cycle has tended to be identified as a single academic year, as 

dictated by the structure of schools that place a group of same-age children together with 

one teacher from August until May and then rearrange children into new classes with 

new teachers the following August. This traditional school cycle lends itself to researchers 
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following an individual child’s development across time (Compton-Lilly, 2011a, 2011b, 

2013; Gregory & Compton-Lilly, 2013), but more difficult to follow a community of children 

who remain together and develop collectively across multiple years. In my ethnographic 

study, beyond length of engagement in the field, time was also considered as a unit of 

analysis in relation to data and timescales (Lemke, 2000; Wortham, 2003). Ethnographic 

data was analyzed using mediated discourse analysis (Scollon, 2001a, 2001b), augmented 

by tools from temporal/timescale analysis (Adam, 1995; Burgess & Ivanič, 2010; 

Leander, 2001; Lemke, 2000, Pahl, 2007). 

Sampling Procedure for Selecting a Classroom 

The K-6 multiage classroom at Park Elementary School was selected as an 

research site because (a) it is the only known expanded multiage classroom in the area; (b) 

my previous work with the classroom teachers suggested that their literacy pedagogy 

allowed for generous amounts student choice and voice; and (c) the teachers were 

nationally-recognized for their instructional expertise in student-driven writing pedagogy. 

The classroom was unique in that 50 (or more) children (ages 5-12) shared the space each 

day with their two teachers. Once a child joined the classroom, he/she remained in the 

classroom until sixth grade. This allowed for children to spend many years with a 

common group of peers and the same two teachers. The primary reason for selecting this 

multiage classroom was not its typicality, but rather that it eschewed the undergirding 

structure of our American education system that organizes children into single grades 

according to biological age. Historically, classroom ethnographies have explored a range 

of research questions related to literacy learning, but the contexts of these settings have 

been almost universally limited to observing a narrow age range of children interacting, 

conversing, and learning together with a single teacher. Ethnographies of literacy, on the 
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other hand, have documented literacy in use in diverse, often intergenerational settings 

outside of schools. The classroom selected for this study offered the unique opportunity to 

do both: explore children’s language and literacy development in the kind of multiage 

context that children often find themselves negotiating in more natural settings outside of 

school (e.g., siblings at home, church gatherings, park playground), and study language 

and literacy development in a “low performing” public school classroom where 

participants had to negotiate situated truths within more global pressures of academic 

standards and standardized testing requirements. 

Time and Space as Context 

This section offers a rich portrait of the K-6 multiage classroom at Park 

Elementary School in terms of time and space as contextual factors. It is important to 

note that the context is not something that exists outside of participants; rather the 

context is produced through participants’ emergent, moment-by-moment interactions 

(Mercer, 2008). And with regards to writing, the cultural context is “actively produced 

and transformed through the process of writing” (Burgess, 2010, p. 357). In other words, context 

is always situated in and produced by time, though the qualitative aspects of this temporal 

situatedness are often unacknowledged in social science research. The descriptions here 

give readers a glimpse of daily life in this classroom, but are certainly limited by the 

nature of representing context by freezing moving bodies, cutting off contagious laughter, 

and silencing the ticking clock of this particular classroom community. Descriptions of the 

physical space and daily routines offer some of the background necessary to make sense of 

the analyses and findings presented in later chapters, but the history of this classroom was 

also integral to the participants’ emic perspectives in terms of what it meant to be a 

member of this community. This classroom’s rich history necessitates that each action in 
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the classroom be situated on the arc of a cycle over a much longer timescale than a single 

day, week, or even year (Scollon & Scollon, 2004).  

Classroom Timescales: The Historical Body 

The K-6 multiage classroom at Park Elementary School had a complex history 

that continued to be collectively authored by the children and teachers with each passing 

year. For the two classroom teachers, Dana (“Ms. D”) and Patrick (“Mr. M”) [all names 

are pseudonyms], the stories surrounding the origins of the K-6 classroom had all the 

elements of archetypal cultural creation myths: ongoing conflicts, brave heroes, 

shortsighted antagonists, and wise supporting characters. The teachers’ voices are woven 

into this section to recognize that this creation story is in fact their story—a story that is 

integral to their identity performances and actions as teachers. The history of this 

classroom is also highlighted in order to get at one of the key guiding questions of nexus 

analysis: How did these participants—children and teachers— all come to be placed at 

this moment and in this way to enable or carry out a particular action (Scollon & Scollon, 

2004)? Action is always dependent on the history of personal experience inscribed in the 

“historical body” (Nishida, 1958), which allows one to carry out actions and practices 

seemingly without being told or thinking about them explicitly. In other words, children 

and teachers brought their historical bodies into all interactions and actions in the 

classroom. Bourdieu referred to this phenomenon as “habitus” but Scollon and Scollon 

(2004) prefer the term historical body because it “situates bodily memories more precisely in 

the individual body” (p. 13). Administrators, families, and community members could 

retell parts of the classroom’s historical tale, but it was a story most completely lived, 

shared, and embodied by teachers’ and the children’s actions each and every day in the 

classroom. 
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A time of possibilities. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Park Elementary 

School had a progressive principal who challenged the assumption of single-graded 

classrooms. The entire school moved to create multiage classrooms where at least two 

grade levels were placed together. At the end of each year, older children moved on to a 

new class while the younger children remained with the same teacher for another year. 

This model expanded as teachers began to see the benefits of building relationships with 

children over multiple years. The two teachers involved in the current study were early 

adopters of the multiage model. By 2001, Patrick had a classroom with Grades K-3, and 

Dana had a classroom with Grades 4-6. These two teachers began bringing their students 

together on a monthly basis for special guest speakers, reading-buddies, and science 

opportunities. The success of these monthly meetings between the two classrooms led to 

more frequent collaborative interactions and eventually to the idea that a combined K-6 

multiage classroom might be possible—and be beneficial for both older and younger 

children. This bold idea began to take form as Dana and Patrick found support with their 

principal, parents, as well as other teachers in the building.  

Patrick: And then we met with every parent of her class and my class and told 
them what we were thinking about. Everyone was on board and ready to do it. 
And then teachers gave up [their classrooms]: one teacher moved out of the room 
that we’re in now, and the another teacher said “Oh, I’ll give up my room so you 
guys can be next to each other,” which was really nice. 

Dana: … And our quiet reading room [small office providing a walkway between 
the classrooms] used to just be a storeroom, it was just packed with stuff.  

Patrick: So we were thinking, learning is just learning. Why does it have to be 
relegated to a straight grade level? So, that’s where that whole idea came from. 
And we wanted to do something different. (P. Moran & D. Defina, personal 
communication, May 25, 2011) 

With adjacent classrooms and support secured, Dana and Patrick welcomed 49 children 

to the K-6 multiage classroom in the fall of 2002. The expanded multiage structure 
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meant that families could now have multiple children in the same classroom. Most of the 

children had had Dana or Patrick the year before (in either the K-3 or 4-6 multiage 

classroom), so the transition to the combined classroom was fairly smooth. Though it was 

the practical details of organizing the sheer number children—regardless of their diverse 

ages—that were among the first issues to work through: 

Patrick: Well, at first it was like: Oh my god. We have so many kids. How are we 
going to keep track of all of them? …  
Dana: … I really remember thinking how are we ever going to know what kids 
are doing in here. And we did a lot of different record keeping devices, and we 
split up the kids in lots of different ways and we had checklists … And then we 
would have meetings and talk about what we’d learned. And we did a lot of 
reflective writing. We really wanted to be able to tell a story about each one of the 
kids, and I, that’s the thing that’s changed is I feel like I can almost every day tell a 
story about every child in the classroom, and that’s the idea of knowing them so 
well. (P. Moran & D. Defina, personal communication, May 25, 2011) 

A key component to this extended K-6 multiage classroom was that it offered teachers the 

opportunity to get to know and tell stories about children over multiple years. During 

each year of the study, there were at least a handful of sixth graders who had spent 7 

years (kindergarten to sixth grade) with Dana and Patrick—7 years in one classroom. 

This opportunity to build connections with children across multiple years—rather than 

merely minutes and days—was grounded in the continuity of the K-6 classroom for the 

last 12 years. Continuity in education is no small feat, especially given the increased 

scrutiny invited by the introduction of No Child Left Behind legislation (2001) and the 

move to test more children more often with higher stakes/consequences. 

Challenging times. In 2005, after a decade at Park Elementary, the principal 

who had been so supportive of the K-6 multiage classroom, as well as instrumental in 

restructuring the entire school into multiage classrooms, left for a position at the local 

University. The next decade would see four different administrators take over the Park 
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Elementary School—each one charged with raising the standardized test scores of what 

was regularly one of the lower performing schools in the local district (as defined by state 

assessments). [Important note: Park Elementary also had one of the higher populations of 

children receiving free or reduced lunched among district elementary schools.] Each new 

principal had a slightly different vision of how to “reform” the school, but a consistent 

pattern was the gradual dismantling of the multiage classrooms into single-grade 

classrooms. The general belief was the age-segregated classrooms would allow teachers to 

offer more focused instruction, ensuring that discrete state grade level standards were 

met. A core group of teachers, frustrated by the direction of the school, left Park 

Elementary in 2009 to work at a newly opened charter school in town that had multiage 

classrooms. The opening of this charter school had a direct impact on Park Elementary; it 

not only pulled away a key group of teachers, but many high-involved families who had 

developed strong relationships with these teachers also chose to leave. Consequently, over 

the few years, Park Elementary School’s enrollment drop by over 50 children as the 

number of remaining children who received free or reduced lunch jumped over 10 

percentage points.  

Despite these tumultuous years of change at Park Elementary School, Dana and 

Patrick managed to keep the K-6 classroom alive and active. They considered leaving 

Park Elementary to teach at the charter school—hoping for a friendlier administrative 

relationship—but they ultimately felt committed to the families and children they 

currently worked with at Park Elementary. The introduction of each new principal 

brought renewed fears that the K-6 classroom might come to an end; but each time Dana 

and Patrick actively advocated for their multiage classroom, setting up meetings with each 

principal before the following school year to share their teaching philosophies as well as 
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the history of the classroom. This advocacy approach was significant in that it diverged 

from many transgressive educators’ protective instinct to close their classroom doors in 

hopes of not being noticed. The survival of K-6 multiage classroom was also a reflection 

of families and community members who were vocal supporters of the classroom.  

Dana: Well, it seems to me like our building administrator has made the biggest 
difference … to us. And we felt, especially the last 2 years, we really felt like we 
needed to be aggressive in describing our program and defending it from the 
beginning. So we met with [a new principal] in May before school started and 
said this is what we do and we just won this award. I think that impressed him. 
But, it was just really talking about kids’ learning. 

Patrick: Yeah, and [the principal] kind of said, oh your [students’] parents know 
what you do and love what you do, so I’m not going to make you stop. … But 
meanwhile he’s dismantling the multiage throughout the building. (P. Moran & D. 
Defina, personal communication, May 25, 2011) 

 

The dismantling of the multiage classrooms at Park Elementary School saw a reversal of 

sorts over the final few years of my ethnographic work at the school. Intense parental 

interest in the multiage setting at Park Elementary encouraged the most recent principal 

to open two additional multiage classrooms (Grades K-2 and Grades 3-4), though the rest 

of the school remained single grade classrooms. A grade of “F” from the state (based on 

standardized test scores) in 2012 and the local district’s move to the “competency-based 

model” (Marzano, 2013) in other low performing elementary schools had Dana and 

Patrick feeling protective again. Their ongoing fight to preserve the K-6 extended 

multiage classroom was never ending within an educational landscape where time and 

content are increasingly regulated along shorter and shorter timescales. Each new 

principal and every new policy presented potential challenges to a classroom community 

that had been carefully preserved by children, parents, and teachers for over a decade. 

Setting the Scene: The Physical Space. 
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Park Elementary School is wedged next to a busy intersection on the south side of 

a mid-sized Midwestern University town. For drivers waiting at a red light, the school’s 

playground—only a few feet from the road—served as a stage on which to watch the 

nearly 500 children rotating out to recess each day. This public pre-K-6 school served 

families in nearby neighborhoods. The area around the schools was once a thriving 

historic district, but fell on hard times in the 1970s as the historic industrial centers (e.g., 

stone mills, cabinet factories, tech companies) closed down. Revitalization projects by the 

city in recent decades, including upgrades to a 33-acre park just a few blocks from the 

school, have helped draw some young families back into select areas. At the time of this 

study, the neighborhoods surrounding the school included primarily small homes that 

were rented or owned by middle and working class families, as well as a large low-income 

apartment complex that was funded through a Housing Choice Voucher program 

(Section 8). In relation to the local district, Park Elementary had one of the largest 

percentages of students on free and reduced lunch (65 to 75 percent over years of this 

research). 

The physical K-6 classroom consisted of two spaces (Rooms 1 and 2) connected 

by a small teacher office area/storage area (see Figures 2-4 for classroom maps). From the 

very beginning, this office area was converted into a small library and “Quiet Reading 

Room” for children (affectionately referred to as the QRR) with comfortable beanbag 

chairs, lamps, pillows, and an overstuffed chair. The QRR had floor-to-ceiling 

bookshelves covering all four walls, which housed a large collection of chapter books 

alphabetized by author along with anthologies and books authored by children over the 

years. A select group of sixth graders served as “librarians” each year, repairing torn 

covers and shelving returned books. (Librarian responsibilities were passed on at the end 
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of year to an eager and honored group of fifth graders). Beyond a library, the QRR was 

used as a cozy place to fall asleep, a film and music recording studio, a private group 

space for to children to work on projects, a cast’s rehearsal stage, and a ukulele lesson 

space. Perhaps the most important function of the QRR was to provide an interior 

walkway between Rooms 1 and 2, allowing children and adults to move freely between 

both classroom spaces without needing to go out into the main hallway of the school.  

When children arrived each morning they walked into Room 2 to sign-in and 

hung up coats and backpacks in Room 1 (older children) or Room 2 (younger children). 

Structurally, both Rooms 1 and 2 were identical: large built-in wall of cabinets with 

student cubbies, row of desktop computers against an opposing wall, sink and wet-area in 

the corner, and large southeasterly facing windows. It was the furniture placement that 

transformed these rooms in to vastly different spaces. Room 1 was always arranged with 

enough tables and chairs for all members of the K-6 community to be seated at one time, 

which meant finding a way to fit in 8-10 tables and more than 50 chairs, while allowing 

enough space for children (including one child using a wheelchair) to easily maneuver. 

Tables were arranged in a horseshoe structure with a small area in the middle where 

about half of the class could sit on the floor for mini-lessons. Room 1 also stored all 

students’ mailboxes, older children’s cubbies (Grades 3-6), a class cart of iPads, and a 

small table that Dana used as a desk. For as full as Room 1 was—every inch cleverly 

utilized, Room 2 was mostly empty. A few tables were scattered around the edges, along 

with Patrick’s desk and cubbies for younger children (Grades K-2), but the middle of the 

room remained open. This design was based on the desire to have a meeting place where 

all 50 children could sit in a circle each day or could cluster during read aloud time. All 

children used both rooms during any given day. Both classroom spaces had lamps 
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scattered throughout; the overhead florescent lights were turned off when possible so that 

only the lamps and natural light from the windows lit up the space. Artwork and writing 

from over the years filled the walls providing a record of children and teachers’ time 

together. It was not uncommon for a former student—now in middle or high school—to 

visit the K-6 classroom and recognize a painting or poem on the walls from years ago.  

Bodies in Action: Rituals, Routines, and Interactions.  

This section looks into daily life in Rooms 1 and 2, offering a sense of the rhythms 

that guided children’s experiences in the K-6 multiage classroom. There was rarely a 

“typical” day, but the following overview offers a glimpse of how 50+ children and two 

teachers spent nearly eight hours a day, 5 days a week, and 180 days a year, year after 

year, together. Collectively it was these interactions and daily rhythms that added up to 

the months and years that defined what it meant to “do school” in this place with these 

people (see Figure 5 for an overview of the daily schedule). Classroom literacy and writing 

events are the focus of the discussion here, but for a more detailed and textured account 

of how children moved through a typical day in the classroom see Appendix A.) 

Each school day began with children bustling in to Room 2 to sign-in. A few 

children carrying breakfast from the cafeteria sit together at a table—eating and chatting. 

By 8:40 the room settled; parents and younger siblings filtered out and the K-6 

community members selected what they would do for Ongoing Studies. The structure of 

this time evolved over the years, but Dana and Patrick’s commitment was to allow each 

child a choice in how his/her day began—with an emphasis on working on unfinished 

projects or homework, starting interest-based clubs (e.g., chess, mythology, game design), 

researching topics of interest, and reading, drawing, or writing. This not only gave 

children opportunities to begin the day in ways that made sense for them, but it also gave 
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teachers a chance to meet with individuals or small groups based on academic or social 

needs.  

The lights flickered around 9:00 a.m. indicating that it was time for morning 

circle. Children slowly cleaned up from Ongoing Studies and gathered in a large circle in 

Room 1 for morning circle. Friends clustered together and a few younger children found 

an older student to cuddle up next to or a lap to sit in. This was the first time all children 

were in the same room together, so there was always plenty of chatting and catching up 

to do with those nearby as the circle filled in. Each morning the whole class meeting 

consisted of (a) an attendance report by student secretaries, (b) teacher and student 

school-based announcements, (c) students sharing stories of personal importance, and (d) 

singing. Circle concluded with Patrick playing the guitar as children sang sing along with 

lyrics projected on a large screen. Two songs that were repeated most often, and the ones 

that the newcomers learned first, were class originals: the “Haircut Song” and the “Loose 

Tooth Song.” These songs were routinely sung to recognize children who had recently 

gotten a hair cut or lost a tooth—a way to collectively mark these important events in 

children’s lives.  

Math and Specials (art, music, physical education) filled the time before lunch. 

The entire K-6 multiage community went to lunch at the same time. After lunch, 

children split up into Room 1 (Grades K-2) and Room 2 (Grades 3-6). The older children 

used this time to read their Literature Circles books and to hold group meetings. The 

children were organized into multiage groups based on their book preferences. Within 

these groups, children created their own calendars, outlining how many pages they would 

read each day and what days they would meet to discuss the book. Dana also used this 

time period after lunch to offer spelling, grammar, punctuation, and vocabulary focused 
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mini-lessons that were thoughtfully designed for this subgroup of older children. During 

this time, the younger children were in Room 2 reading, writing, or listening to Patrick 

read a picture book. At noon another transition occurred as the younger children walked 

to their Special for the day. Older children had math during this time and spread out 

between Rooms 1 and 2.  

When the younger children returned, older children were waiting for them in 

their read aloud and writing workshop groups. Patrick read aloud to half of the class in 

Room 2 while Dana conducted a writing workshop with the other half in Room 2—and 

then the groups would “flip-flop.” Each heterogeneous grouping included children of all 

ages and abilities. Book choices and mini-lessons were chosen with these diverse 

groupings in mind. Here I offer an extended look at the writing workshop space as well as 

materials and time: Dana worked to plan and construct a writing workshop reflective of 

writing research pioneers like Nancy Atwell (1987), Lucy Calkins (1986), and Donald 

Graves (1983), as well Kathy Short, Jerome Harste, and Carolyn Burke (1996). Each 

workshop typically began with an 8-10 minute mini-lesson with some type of mentor text. 

Afterward, children were given time to work on self-selected writing projects in which 

they had nearly complete choice in topic and genre. Technology was readily available in 

the classroom (e.g., 7 desktop computers, classroom printer, one-to-one iPads for each 

older child), but Dana wrestled openly with how to productively and safely incorporate 

technology into writing workshop time, moving back and forth between wanting all 

children to write in traditional notebooks to allowing children to make personal choices 

based on what writing tools worked best for them. [See Buchholz (in press) for a more in 

depth exploration of how teachers and children negotiated the new realities of one-to-one 

iPads in the classroom.] One of Dana’s main concerns regarding technology in the 
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writing workshop was that she felt children became “distracted” on the iPads, reducing 

the amount of writing that children actually completed each day. Despite teachers’ 

reluctance, most children in Grades 4-6 used Google Docs as the predominant way to 

write, collaborate, and share stories of importance, which sometimes meant recopying 

stories from notebooks onto screens. Although the K-6 classroom offered fairly traditional 

expectations for writing during workshop time (alphabetic text and drawings), expanded 

possibilities for writing, made possible with new media and technologies, were initiated and 

produced informally by children during other parts of the school day (e.g., filmmaking, 

Minecraft, computer coding, Scratch, digital, podcasting, book trailers, songwriting). The 

daily classroom schedule offered some flexible choice time each day, and many children 

used this time to work on collaborative media production projects (see Griffin in Chapter 

6). Teachers were open to and valued these new communicative forms, but writing 

workshop itself, as part of the official curriculum, maintained more traditional notions of 

what counted as classroom writing. Younger children (Grades K-2) exclusively wrote and 

drew in their notebooks, using the desktop computers only for playing games or creating 

inquiry presentations. Each writing workshop ended with a short official sharing time; 

though, older children’s writing on Google Docs was shared informally with peers before, 

during, and after the workshop each day.  

After recess, the final 90 minutes of the day was devoted to literacy—or more 

specifically a “reading block” as dictated by the state. During the first 30 minutes, all 

children read self-selected books. Specialists came in to work with some of the younger 

children in one-on-one or in small reading groups. The final hour of the day took a 

variety of forms, but routinely involved children choosing to continue reading or moving 

on to an ongoing writing or inquiry project. Patrick often structured this time a bit more 
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for children in Grades K-2, including doing another read aloud or singing, but even these 

younger children were given opportunities to decide what kind of reading or writing 

project they wanted to work on and who they wanted to work with. At the end of he day 

all children met together in Room 2 for last minute announcements or a quick song 

before the busses were called. 

It is important to note that this overview offers a view of one day—one day in a 

week, in a month, in a semester of what becomes the “collective beat and rhythm” 

(Adam, 1995) of this community—and while it gives a glimpse of everyday life in this 

classroom, it does not account for all of the curricular routines and traditions that 

children came to associate with doing school in this classroom community. The daily 

rhythms were highlighted by weekly and yearly traditions that children used to mark time 

across longer timescales. When visitors came to observe the classroom, it was the weekly 

and yearly traditions that current community members talked the most about. Two 

significant weekly classroom rituals included “WOMM” and “Invitations.” For WOMM, 

morning circle was slightly altered once a week and instead of sharing personal stories the 

entire class engaged in a discussion referred to as “What’s on my Mind” (WOMM). 

Children submitted topics they were interested in discussing each week and one was 

randomly chosen on the morning of the meeting. Another weekly tradition was Invitations 

(Van Sluys, 2005). This highly anticipated part of the week offered children another 

chance to explore topics and activities of interest. In small, mixed-age groups, children 

engaged in diverse activities ranging from researching the recent drone attacks in 

Pakistan to writing their own books based on the Diary of… series by Doreen Cronin to 

taking apart a broken vacuum cleaner. These varied experiences were held together by 
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an underlying commitment to promote literacy learning by taking up important issues in 

students’ lives and placing inquiries within social contexts.  

Yearly rituals took on special meaning in this classroom where children spent 

multiple years together. Rather than hearsay from an older brother or sister, after a few 

years in the classroom, children had a clear sense of the key reoccurring events that 

marked time over the course of a year. Like a family where traditions mark collective 

time, these classroom events changed little from year-to-year, making them routine and 

comfortable and dependable. In age-segregated classrooms, it is the teacher who carries 

the responsibility of explaining how things work in a space since all of the children are 

new each year, but in the K-6 multiage community, oldtimers were expected to explain 

and pass on traditions to newcomers. Examples of yearly traditions in the K-6 multiage 

classroom included cooking and eating Brussels sprouts, participating in “National Novel 

Writing Month” (NaNoWriMo), ice skating at a nearby rink, watching silent movies and 

eating popcorn before winter break, exchanging cards on Valentine’s day, planting a class 

garden, playing fantasy baseball, pieing the sixth graders, and eating the longest ice cream 

sundae in the world on the last day of the school year. For some of oldtimers, it could be 

the seventh time they’d participated in a yearly tradition, but that did not mean it was 

any less exciting. Explored in subsequent chapters of this dissertation, classroom 

traditions took on heightened temporal importance for oldtimers, offering opportunities 

for time to fold. It was in these folds that oldtimers looked back, considering themselves in 

relation to the passage of time. As Bakhtin (1984) contends, “repetitiveness is not 

repetitiousness” (p. xxxv). 

Participants 

The Children 
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Participants in this study included the children in the K-6 multiage classroom at 

Park Elementary School over the course of 4 years (2010-2014). The yearly enrollment 

numbers fluctuated, but the general pattern was to have larger numbers of children in the 

upper grades and smaller numbers in the primary grades. During the years of the study, 

the K-6 classroom had anywhere from 47-54 children in grades kindergarten through 

sixth grade. Over half of the children participated in the school’s free or reduced lunch 

program. (See Figure 6 and Table 1 for detailed breakdowns of the K-6 children by grade 

level). Although it may seem contradictory, children’s grade levels are used as descriptive 

markers throughout this dissertation. In the multiage context, biological age was 

backgrounded to some degree, especially in terms of dictating strict developmental stages 

and curricular expectations, but within the larger school and societal context age did 

matter and continued to be a central part of how children self-identified.  

New students entered the K-6 multiage classroom by parent request, teacher 

recommendation, or a general lottery for new students moving into the Park Elementary 

School district. The goal was to ensure that this K-6 multiage classroom represented the 

racial, linguistic, and economic makeup of the overall school population. Once a student 

became a member of the K-6 community, he/she remained in the class until sixth grade. 

This unique feature meant that a student could spend up to 7 years in the same 

classroom. Around 70 percent of the children returned to the class from year-to-year (see 

Figure 7). The reasons a child did not return to the class included graduating from sixth 

grade, moving to a new school, or being placed in a different classroom at Park 

Elementary per administrator or parent request. If a family had one child in the class, 

siblings were granted automatic placements when they entered kindergarten. Each year 

there were typically around 10 sets of siblings in the class, offering these children the 
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unique opportunity to learn alongside a younger brother or older sister and a chance to 

recognize a sibling as a peer despite significant age differences. 

The Teachers 

Dana and Patrick co-taught in the K-6 multiage classroom and had done so for 

over a decade. They both worked with children of all ages over the course of the school 

day, but typically Dana spent a greater percentage of time with Grades 3-6 while Patrick 

focused on Grades K-2. This structure was interesting given the lingering cultural 

stereotypes situating work with young children as “women’s work”: less than 20 percent 

of elementary teachers in the US are men and only 2 percent of kindergarten and 

preschool teachers are male (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011). Throughout their 

teaching careers, both Dana and Patrick were active members of the National Council for 

Teachers of English (NCTE) and the local chapter of Teachers Applying Whole 

Language (TAWL). They were politically involved at the local and state level, writing 

letters, attending meetings, and even informally campaigning related to issues such as the 

school voucher program, charter schools, teacher evaluations, the Common Core, and 

standardized testing. Their high level of political engagement developed over time as they 

found it increasingly necessary to build alliances with parents, administrators, and 

community members in order to ensure the continuity of the K-6 multiage classroom. 

They also routinely opened up their classroom to literacy methods practicum students 

from the local University. This level of openness is notable in an educational climate that 

pushes transgressive teachers to work in secret. (See Appendix B for more in-depth 

biographical background on these teachers and their histories in schools.) 

Methods of Data Collection 

Ethnographic Research Stance as Participant Observer 
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Ethnographers always face issues of accessing intended communities, but 

researchers interested in childhood culture are faced with an even greater challenge in 

that the “lines between ‘children’ and ‘adults’ are sharply drawn” (Dyson, 2013a, p. 408) 

within Western culture—especially in schools where age is closely associated with 

authority. Age is an external identity marker that marks one as a certain kind of person in 

elementary schools. This creates a complicated proposition for ethnographers of 

childhood:  

For a researcher, gaining access to unofficial worlds, and to their unfolding 

dramas and mediating texts, entails negotiating a position for the self, one that is 

as unobtrusive as possible but, still, available for child commentary on the goings 

on. That position tends to be one of a nonthreatening adult friend. (Dyson, 2013a, 

p. 408) 

This idea of cultivating a friendship with children implies that ethnographers must 

distance themselves from adult authority (Corsaro, 2011). Dyson (2013a) suggests that 

childhood ethnographers know they have gained acceptance when “children hide things 

from the teacher but not from the researcher” (p. 409). Offering an adult (or researcher) 

access to unofficial worlds is a risky proposition for children: unofficial worlds are often 

judged, silenced, or co-opted for the adult’s own purposes.  

In negotiating my ethnographic role in multiage classroom over multiple years, I 

took on the position of a “peripheral participant” on Adler and Adler’s (1987) continuum 

of membership roles. Within this type membership, researchers “become part of the 

scene… but keep themselves from being completely drawn into it. They interact 

frequently and intensively enough to be recognized as members as insiders and to acquire 

first-hand information and insight” (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2011, p. 24). Being recognized as 
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a participant does not mean that I took on the traditional role of a teacher in this space, 

but rather that I become recognized as an attentive but generally clueless adult who was 

genuinely interested in learning what it meant to be a member of this community. It was 

critical that children came to understand that I was not another teacher or typical adult, 

which meant evaluating a child’s behavior was left to the actual teachers. This positioning 

felt very uncomfortable at first given my teacherly instinct to monitor and correct 

students’ behavior (e.g., reminding a child to be quiet in the hallway, redirecting a child 

who is not completing his/her work). The supervisory role that adults typically play in 

schools ensures that many children perform certain officially recognized identities (the 

“good” student) when adults are nearby but then return more unofficial plans, identities, 

and relations once adults are out of earshot. Despite being under heavy surveillance at 

school, children still find ways to develop their “unofficial peer culture” in the cracks and 

crevices of the day (see Alvermann, 2002; Campano, 2005; Dyson, 2003; Gutierrez, 

Rymes, & Larson, 1995; Sipe, 2000). This unofficial peer culture is a critical element of 

children’s emic perspective of day-to-day life at school. By setting myself apart from the 

typical role of adult surveillance, I was able to gain access to a better understanding of 

how children balanced the official world of being a student and the unofficial world of 

being a friend/peer/playmate/athlete/actor. 

Gaining physical access to the classroom is only the first step of many issues of 

access for an ethnographic researcher; building trust and negotiating relationships with 

participants foregrounds a second a layer of access issues. I diligently worked to build 

relationships with the children and teachers before they were open to giving me access to 

their worlds, histories, and emotions and not merely the worlds they thought I wanted or 

expected to see. My extended relationship with Dana and Patrick was what first opened 
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up space for this ethnographic project to get off the ground. In 2004 when I was working 

on a master’s degree in elementary education at the local University, I heard about their 

unique K-6 multiage classroom and was intrigued by the multiage concept given my 

previous experiences attending a multiage middle school. An email to Dana and Patrick 

expressing my interest in visiting their classroom turned into weekly visits to volunteer 

and then a semester-long student teaching placement. After receiving my master’s degree, 

I moved to a different state to teach but kept in touch with Dana and Patrick over the 

years. It is this previous relationship that made the depth of this ethnographic study 

possible. Dana and Patrick were far more reluctant to grant strangers the same levels of 

access, which makes sense given that historically field research has been described as “an 

act of betrayal, no matter how well intentioned or well integrated the research” as the 

ethnographer “makes public the private and leaves the locals to take the consequences” 

(Miles & Huberman, 1984, p. 233 as cited by Heath & Street, 2005, p. 29). During my 

research, I remained cognizant of the vulnerability and inherent tensions that come with 

letting a researcher into one’s classroom. As a teacher I had a doctoral student do 

research in my third grade classroom, and I remember the uneasy feeling in my stomach 

every time she’d appear at the door. These feelings decreased as our relationship 

developed, but in an era where teachers are being highly surveilled with punitive 

outcomes, I worked to ensure that my research positioned Dana and Patrick as 

knowledge producing collaborators rather than objects of my research gaze.  

While I had a historically-situated relationship with the teachers—a relationship 

that evolved as I moved into a new role as a classroom researcher, I was a stranger to all 

of the children in the classroom. My initial challenge was to negotiate an unobtrusive role 

in the everyday life of classroom offered opportunities to develop a rapport with the child 
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participants. Much of my time in the field was spent writing fieldnotes, sending the 

message to children that I was engaged in important work of my own (Dyson & Genishi, 

2005). However, in order to become a peripheral participant in this classroom, I had to 

do more than sit in the corner and take fieldnotes. As Scollon and Scollon (2004) note, 

doing an ethnography “requires active participation in the lives and actions with the 

people one is interested and seeks to enlist their interest and involvement in the 

collaborative analysis of issues being studied” (p. 13, italics added). In this spirit, I tied shoes, 

shared personal stories, listened to children read, found missing gloves, read 

recommended books, shared my own writing, typed dictated stories, helped clean up, etc. 

Theses are basic practices that any member of the classroom community—adult or 

child—might perform during the school day. It was critical that these activities stayed 

clear from appearing to position me in a supervisory role where I might be expected to 

offer evaluative feedback to children (for reasons discussed previously). The extended 

nature of this ethnographic study offered me an opportunity to build relationships with 

children over multiple years and increase the reliability of the findings (Purcell-Gates, 

2011).  

Despite the extended nature of this study, I was never a true insider in this 

classroom community. I was not a child. I was not the teacher(s). Consequently, I was 

always negotiating a role that was part outsider, part insider. Rather than view this a 

weakness, Sunstein and Chiseri-Strater (2002) suggest that powerful insights are produced 

by combining the viewpoints of an outsider “stepping in” and an insider “stepping out” of 

the culture” (p. 9). In other words, the ethnographer’s initial stance of making the strange 

familiar is later held in check by the opposing stance of making the familiar strange. 

Because the researcher acts as the primary instrument in ethnographic research (Miles & 
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Huberman, 1984; Wolcott, 1999), I worked to guard against possible blind spots. I self-

consciously and regularly examined my position and relationships with the children and 

the teachers in the classroom. One way this was done was by periodically self-checking, 

asking three questions of my fieldwork and field notes: 1) What surprised me? (tracking 

assumptions), 2) What intrigued me? (tracking positions), and 3) What disturbed me? 

(track tensions) (Sunstein & Chiseri-Strater, 2002, p. 96). My continual reflection on these 

questions in my research journalr acted as an emergent form of data analysis that helped 

me move more purposely between detachment and involvement, subjectivity and 

objectivity, and insider and outsider stances that are always coupled in fieldworking. I was 

not an outsider peering through the cracks at a pristine classroom culture; I was a 

researcher whose presence in the space always slightly altered the natural order of 

interactions and relationships. Postcolonialists such as Clair (2003) go so far as to question 

the assumed boundary between the researcher and the community under study (i.e., the 

Other). “Ethnography necessarily implicates the ethnographer in the creation of an 

expression of who and what a culture is about (Clair, 1998). It concomitantly describes 

the ethnographer as s/he describes the Other” (Clair, 2003, p. 19). In using a mediated 

discourse analytical frame (Scollon, 2001), understanding my positioning within the 

community was not just a methodological concern but was also a theoretical undertaking. 

I worked to identify myself within the nexus of practice under study rather than assuming 

that I stood outside of it (Scollon & Scollon, 2004).  

Data Sources 

Classrooms are not isolated containers but are positioned in a nexus of relations to 

other locales (e.g., recess, lunchroom, home, social media, community park). In fact, 

Bloome (2012) argues that the concept of a “classroom ethnography” is a misnomer 
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altogether; the classroom alone is not sufficiently broad enough to “provide a holistic 

understanding of the ‘culture’” observed (p. 10). Classrooms are embedded within 

schools, which are embedded within school districts, which are embedded within larger 

communities. The embedded nature of classrooms has become even more complex since 

the introduction of virtual communities in which children participate. Isolating the 

classroom—or isolating the child—creates distortions in research that can lead to 

dangerous pedagogical generalizations. While a single ethnographer studying a classroom 

will find it challenging to explore all of these layers, Bloome (2012) suggests that it is a 

matter of foregrounding the classroom and back-grounding—but not ignoring—the 

broader contexts at work (p. 11). Thus place (the classroom) becomes a “multiplicity”: “a 

product of interrelations, and thus, is constantly opened up to interactions with other 

places” (Leander, Phillips, & Taylor, 2010, p. 336).  

Beyond considering place a multiplicity, in this ethnography I also considered 

time a multiplicity (Adam, 1995; Lemke, 2000; Scollon, 2004). Ethnographies often focus 

on time as a quantitative factor, a way to argue for validity; however, whether fieldwork 

lasts for 2 weeks, 2 months, or 2 years, educational research has largely taken for granted 

the more implicit ways that temporality acts as a contextual factor in how children make 

sense of their experiences individually and collectively (Adam, 1995; Bloome et al., 2009; 

Compton-Lilly, 2013b). Highlighting the qualitative nature of time means that the  

…observational moment is never just that: it is vastly extended in time and space 

and researchers have to draw on a wide variety of additional data sources once 

they acknowledge the complexities and contextualities, the continuities and 

discontinuities, and the temporal extension within any one moment of classroom 

interaction available for observation. (Adam, 1995, p. 72) 
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Accounting for these qualitative processes of time are complex and Compton-Lilly (2013) 

argues that literacy researchers have not given enough thought to what temporality 

means for children, families, and teachers (p. 438). A “multiplicity of time” is expressed in 

social structures and interactions as well as the physical and created space. These varied 

socio-historical constructions of time and temporality affect not only how participants 

understand their own experiences but also how researchers make sense of a culture.  

A range of ethnographic tools sources were used to trace and connect participants’ 

crisscrossing actions, histories, and trajectories across space and time. I documented my 

observations as a participant observer within the classroom through a mix of data sources 

including fieldnotes, photographs, audiotapes, videotapes, and classroom maps. Official 

circulating texts (e.g., newsletters, school web pages, emails, newspaper articles) were 

collected as well as student produced artifacts. Interviews with children and the teachers 

were an additional data source. A digital research portfolio was used to house data from 

these data sources with spreadsheets that catalogued and documented analytical decisions 

and coding revisions. My digital research portfolio included the following data sources: 

• Videotapes and Audiotapes: Classroom activity was recorded through the use 

audiotapes and videotapes, which I catalogued and organized in a spreadsheet. 

After each day in the field, audio and video files were downloaded and the time, 

location, and names of interactants were noted in the spreadsheet. Patterns 

identified in the spreadsheet indicated focal moments to be transcribed for 

microanalysis. Videotaping was done when possible, but when a video camera 

was considered intrusive an audio recorder was used instead. I initially focused on 

the explicit, bracketed “literacy” block in the schedule but branched out from this 

over time. Other parts of the day of interest included Ongoing Studies, morning 
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circle, whole class meetings, Invitations, and recess. These times highlighted daily 

and weekly classroom rituals where children had significant choice and voice. The 

fundamental challenge of any ethnographer is to lay out “what is happening” 

(Heath & Street, 2008, p. 35), which, in the case of a classroom ethnography, 

necessitates that video and audio data is collected across various parts of the 

school day and even beyond. Children do not stop developing their identities as 

students, writers, or friends as they get on the bus at the end of the day; advances 

in technology have made it possible for even young children to remain connected 

outside of school. To truly understand events in school, it was necessary, in some 

instances, to follow the action out to recess, onto the bus, into apartments, and 

onto computer screens. The aim was to gain an emic perspective on what it meant 

to be a writer in this classroom, including identifying the cultural practices that 

distinguished an outsider from an insider—and an expert from a novice. 

• Fieldnotes: I used two-column fieldnotes to separate my observations from 

interpretations documented. When field notes corresponded to an audio/video 

clip, those related fieldnotes were added to the organizational spreadsheet. 

Fieldnotes focused on capturing three main items: 1) Running account of events in 

real time using a low-inference vocabulary; 2) Notable short phrases uttered by 

participants (or time codes) so audio/video recordings can be matched up easily to 

fieldnotes; and 3) Observer comments ([OC]), including my questions, insights, 

and speculations about the meaning of what was occurring (Carspecken, 1996). 

When only an audio recorder was used, fieldnotes emphasized gestural, 

kinesthetic, and visual modes as semiotic resources utilized by participants (Kress 

& Van Leeuwen, 1996, 2001). Focusing solely on the linguistic mode obfuscates 
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important data about how modes are socially learned and displayed as identity 

markers in a given culture (Heath & Street, 2008).  

• Child-Produced Artifacts: Photographs of writing and art created by children 

were collected. I used a separate spreadsheet to catalogue, summarize, and 

organize these photos. Color-coded notes were added to the video and audio 

spreadsheet to indicate when a written artifact corresponded to a specific file. In 

addition, thick description was used in my fieldnotes to provide a rich context for 

each collected artifact in response to Dyson’s (2013a) recent call to attend to the 

missing childhoods in writing research. She has posited that methodologically, 

writing researchers have largely ignored childhood agency and childhood cultures 

in an overreliance on written artifacts. By positioned children as individual 

learners of adult practice who gradually move up a vertical ladder of 

development, writing research has failed to consider how “writing becomes 

‘relevant’ to children as children” (Dyson, 2013a, p. 401). 

• Archival Documents: Photographs or photocopies were collected of official 

texts that circulated in relation to the classroom, school, local district, or 

state/federal policy. These documents included but were not limited to: 

newsletters, newspaper articles, websites, standards document, pamphlets, class 

photographs, permission slips, emails, school paperwork, and signage. These 

artifacts were catalogued, summarized, and organized on the same spreadsheet as 

the child-produced artifacts.  

• Diagrams & Maps: Maps and diagrams demonstrated how spaces and 

materials were arranged and distributed. 
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• Interviews: As a participant observer, I routinely engaged in casual 

conversations with children and teachers to better understand the ways in which 

they were making sense of experiences in the moment. These short, impromptu 

conversations offered insight into participants’ emic perspectives as well as 

providing the context and background necessary to make sense of what I was 

observing. Informal interviews were especially useful in the early stages of data 

analysis. Fieldwork and analysis are intertwined in ethnographic research—they 

are part of recursive process where researchers look for patterns and 

“demonstrations of local meaning” (Purcell-Gates, 2011, p. 146). Informal 

interviews were used productively to answer questions and explore patterns than 

arose. More formal interviews were conducted later in the data analysis process. 

These semi-structured qualitative interviews invited focal children and teachers to 

engage in a more reflective conversation about patterns and preliminary finding of 

interest. Carspecken’s (1996) recommendations for interview protocol and 

typology of interviewer responses were consulted when preparing for the semi-

structured interviews.  

Analysis of ethnographic data begins in the field and continues after the researcher 

has left. Heath and Street (2005) refer to this recursive process as the “constant 

comparative perspective” (p. 32). Over the course of this longitudinal project, I engaged 

in the recursive nature of ethnographic work: “back-and-forth observing, noting, reading, 

thinking, observing, and noting [and writing] constitute data collection toward fieldwork 

as an ethnographer,” distinguishing ethnography from other less recursive forms of 

“qualitative” research (Heath & Street, 2008, p. 33). Through this “zigzag work” (p. 47), 

moving back and forth between theory (literature) and practice (data from observations), 
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emerging research questions and patterns were identified were then explored using more 

formal analytical methods. The following data sources reflect my intentional engagement 

in this analytical zigzag work during fieldwork. 

• Research Journal: A reflective research journal (Carspecken, 1996) was used to 

document my reactions and questions after leaving the classroom. I aimed to 

spend 10-20 minutes writing (or audio recording) these notes.  

• Conceptual Memos: I kept track of my cumulative thinking across the days and 

months of the project in the form of conceptual memos. Data analysis occurred 

throughout the duration of the project, and memos allowed me to track these 

emergent forms of analysis in a kind of living document. As Corbin and Strauss 

(2008) state, “The very act of writing memos… forces the analyst to think about 

the data. And it is in thinking that analysis occurs” (p. 118).  

Analytical Framework 

I used mediated discourse analysis (MDA) to better understand how time works as 

a constitutive dimension of children’s writing experiences in the classroom. MDA 

(Scollon, 2001a, 2001b; Scollon & Scollon, 2004), sometimes called nexus analysis, takes 

action at its unit of analysis rather than an artifact/text, event, or strip of talk. A social 

action always takes place as an intersection or nexus of three main elements: 1) discourses in 

place (aggregate of discourses), 2) the interaction order (social arrangement by which people 

come together), and 3) the historical body (life experiences of participants). Social actions are 

called mediated actions within MDA in order to highlight the idea that cultural tools 

and/or meditational means (e.g., language, writing, technologies) mediate all social 

actions. Writing is positioned not as a final product but as a mediated action, a socially 
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situated practice that occurs within a nexus of practice. In this frame of thinking about 

writing as activity, every act of writing is co-located within local communities as well as 

far-reaching trajectories such as histories, cycles, and echoes that can be identified and 

tracked in the analysis process (Wohlwend, 2013b).  

Suzy and Ron Scollon’s approach to MDA can be synthesized by asking: who’s 

doing what with which artifact. Notice that an artifact is positioned in an auxiliary role to a 

person participating within a local embodied community of practice as well as within 

wider circulating histories, discourses, global trends, popular media, etc. (Wohlwend, 

2013b, p. 56). In this way, MDA offers a productive analytical framework to respond to 

Dyson’s (2013a) critique of prior writing research and resultant theories of writing 

development that have largely emphasized artifacts to the point of ignoring who’s doing 

what:  

…the usual portrayal of writing development is not, in fact, about writing at all. 

That is, it is not about children becoming participants in the social practices 

mediated by the production of texts. The unit of analysis—the form of a written 

product—is inappropriate” (p. 415).  

With the spotlight on who’s doing what, MDA frames a young writer as an actor who 

actively engages in socially situated practices or activities (“social actions”) with the hope 

of being recognized as a certain kind of person (a socially recognized identity). For 

example, the child who writes about Pokémon in school is doing more than producing an 

alphabetic text/artifact that can be assessed for punctuation, grammar, and spelling; 

rather, the child is in engaged in the complex social work of gaining recognition as certain 

kind of person: a knowledgeable Pokémon expert. MDA positions all actions as inherently 

social. These social actions are carried by children through the use of material and 
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symbolic resources or “meditational means” (i.e., cultural, psychological, and concrete 

tools).  

Discourse analysis is a component of MDA in terms of closely analyzing strips of 

language (oral and/or written) that occur in relation to “core actions with significance to 

the people participating in that site” (Wohlwend, 2013b, p. 56). While MDA and critical 

discourse analysis (e.g., Gee, 1999) are often linked when discourse accompanies social 

action, “the difference is a difference in focus” (Scollon, 2001a, p. 5). Scollon (2001a) 

turns to scholars like Nishida (1958), Bateson (1972), and Bourdieu (1977/1990) to argue 

that social action is based in practice (habitus) rather than in rational, objective analysis, 

which makes CDA’s approach of analyzing only language insufficient as a way to 

understand action: 

This is to say, MDA takes the position that whatever it is that people say in and 

about their social actions, these discourses are not likely ever to grasp the bases in 

habitus for these actions which are largely outside the awareness of social actors. 

(Scollon, 2001a, p. 5) 

By not relying solely on language to understand action, MDA begins by identifying a 

particular site of engagement where multiple social practices intersect (i.e., a “nexus of 

practice”) to enable a moment of mediated action. The critical analysis of language is 

only used if discourse and or written texts are understood to be significant meditational 

means for the action under analysis. In other words, MDA “seeks to develop a theoretical 

remedy for discourse analysis that operates without reference to social actions, and social 

analysis that operates without reference to discourse” (Scollon, 2001a, p. 1). Utilizing 

MDA’s multimodal approach to analysis means that it is possible to study activity that is 

neither narrated nor accompanied by talk. While CDA posits a “discourse as action 
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perspective” in that the participants are always building something through language, 

MDA examines a “discourse in action perspective” where practices and artifacts are 

placed on equal footing with discourse (Wohlwend, 2013b, p. 59). The goal of MDA is to 

understand the often indirect and complex relationship between discourse and practice.  

I was especially drawn to MDA’s attention to the historical body and emphasis on 

attending to the multiple timescales—“from minute to millennial”— within any 

particular action. Scollon (2001b) uses the practice of “handing” to demonstrate how 

researchers cannot understand an action by viewing it as a single act within the 

observable present or even by simply looking at the language associated with the practice; 

the practice “must be understood as a history of such actions [i.e., the historical body] which 

are consolidated in the habitus as the practice of handing” (p. 142). Researchers must 

expand the “circumference of the analysis” to ask about the origins of an observable action 

as well as its future trajectory and the “expanding circles of engagement with others near 

and far” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 10). Thus, a moment of writing in the classroom 

does not simply exist within an observable moment when pencil meets paper (or fingers 

meet keys), but writing involves the coordination of multiple processes and identities that 

exist across diverse timescales (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010). 

Recursive Process of Filtering Data 

A critical part of any longitudinal classroom ethnography with a large data set is 

deciding what to analyze more closely. More than 4 years of field notes, photographs, 

artifacts, and interviews could have easily become an overwhelming data set, but using 

MDA as an analytical tool offered a clear, systemic way to meaningfully filter data 

through the recursive processes of data collection and analysis (Wohlwend, 2009b). It is 
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critical to reiterate that in MDA the filtering process occurs during data collection, not 

simply before or after as suggested in other analytical frameworks. 

It must be stressed that MDA makes no a priori assumptions about what kinds of 

texts or discourses will ultimately be relevant to the analysis. Nor does MDA make 

any a priori assumptions about what social actions will emerge from these initial 

strategies as the significant ones for analysis. (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 10). 

In the first step of the filtering process, I worked to locate participants and meditational 

means, surveying key curricular sites, informants, practices, materials of relevance to 

writing and learning to write in this multiage classroom. This work left me a broad 

understanding of writing life in this community, but I was still overwhelmed by the size of 

the data set. It was the next step of the filtering process—identifying issues of importance 

to participants— that proved to be the most productive, narrowing the analytical focus to 

writing events and actions that were significant to children as children. 

What may seem extremely important or interesting to the analyst may well turn 

out to be of no significance to the social actors involved in the actual life and 

world of the research problem. … we [must] systematically begin to determine 

what actions are significant and what texts or discourses are relevant from the point 

of view of the social actors we are analyzing. (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 10). 

Given my larger questions of writing development, in this second step of the filtering 

process I located “sites of engagement” where writing (meditated action) and artifacts 

(mediational means) were most relevant to children (social actors) across their days, 

months, and years in the K-6 multiage classroom. Scollon (1998, 1999, 2001) uses the 

term site of engagement to refer to a social space where a window is “opened through an 

intersection of social practices and mediational means (cultural stools) that make that 
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action the focal point of attention of the relevant participants” (2001, pp. 3-4). The 

relevance of particular sites of engagement was determined by triangulating data sources 

collected across time as well as by engaging children and teachers in informal and semi-

structured interviews aimed at interpreting emergent findings. The final step of the 

filtering process was checking identified sites of engagement against cultural studies, 

systems, and previous scholarship, which is documented in the literature review in 

Chapter 2 as well as integrated into each subsequent chapter of this dissertation.  

Through this engagement in the MDA filtering process, I identified three sites of 

engagement that served to focus the analyses shared in this dissertation: 1) newcomers 

engaged in an ongoing apprenticeship into the classroom writing community, 2) oldtimers 

sharing writing portfolios as means of narrativizing development, and 3) the community’s 

actions and reactions to writing down the rules to a historically situated classroom game. 

The first two sites of engagement offer a more “schooled” examination of writing and 

learning to write in this community, and while these sites were certainly of interest to 

children, the third site of engagement—a classroom recess game—epitomizes Scollon’s 

urgings, alongside Dyson (2001) in relation to writing, to identify actions, discourses, and 

artifacts that are relevant to children. See Table 2 for an overview of each site of engagement 

and its relations to a research question. It should be noted that while each site of 

engagement was connected to a particular research question, the aim of the Chapter 7 is 

to synthesize findings across all chapters to offer an integrated understanding of the 

knowledge produced in response to each research question. 
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Temporal Data Analysis 

I adapted and leveraged the work of Michael Cole develop an analytical tool 

aimed at understanding time as a contextual factor in how children made sense of their 

classroom writing experiences and constructed writerly identities. In order to address 

temporality as a “potential conditioner of, and resource for, interaction and thought” 

(Cole, 1996, p. 182), I extended the analytical toolkit of MDA by turning to Cole’s work 

in cultural psychology. Cole moved away from the nature/nurture dialectic about 

development to position development as the “comingling” or “weaving together” of 

biological and cultural factors across various timescales. He considered temporality an 

important—though “widely neglected” (p. 182) —feature of how culture enters into 

ontogenetic development. Cole highlighted the role of temporality in development by 

considering how a parent’s talk with his/her baby was informed by looking backward and 

forward in time: “using information derived from [parents’] cultural past and assuming 

cultural continuity, parents project a probable future for the child” (p. 184). Cole 

constructed a schematic model to demonstrate the role of temporality in this non-linear 

process (see Figure 8). His model emphasized the multiplicity of timescales operating 

simultaneously within a particular moment (i.e. “time as a multiplicity” (Adam, 1995)). 

His model visually demonstrated that the “past” and the “future” are always emergent in 

the present moment. The past is not some stable object, but rather it is constructed and 

reconstructed within social actions in the present moment just as future trajectories are 

imagined and reimagined (Tusting, 2000).  

I adapted Cole’s schematic model to examine how temporality worked as a 

resource for interaction, discourse, and production of identities in classroom writing 

communities. This tool was particularly useful in exploring how a multiplicity of 
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timescales come to intersect within a classroom site of engagement and in examining how 

culture mediates time in a qualitative sense. My adaption of Cole’s model aligns 

theoretically with MDA in that Scollon and Scollon (2004) emphasize that understanding 

the significance of a social action is “partly a question of how participants place it on a 

timescale” and that each element of an action—interaction order, meditational means, 

discourses, places— is likely to be based on a different timescale (p. 166). They criticized 

traditional forms of discourse analysis for being too bound to Circadian timescales 

(seconds, minutes, and hours) instead of considering much how much longer timescales 

(e.g., Lunar, Solar, Human Life) might be mapped onto the observable moment. MDA 

asks that discourse analysis take seriously this question of time as context: “How are the 

timescales constructed by the participants in the action under consideration?” (p. 169). In 

the schematic model employed throughout the subsequent analyses, horizontal lines 

represent four timescales: socio-historical (centuries, decades, years), ontogeny (years; average 

life span), mesolevel (weeks, months), and microgenesis (hours, minutes, seconds). The 

selection of these four timescales was informed by scholars who have theorized timescales 

(e.g., Cole, 1996; Lemke, 2000, 2002; Wertsch, 1985) as well as by recent work exploring 

the construction of literate identities across timescales (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010; Wortham, 

2006). (See Table 3 for a description of each timescale and comparison of how scholars 

have used timescales as part of temporal analysis).   
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Table 1 

Overview of Child Participants across 4 Years of Study 
 
	   2010-‐2011	   2011-‐2012	   2012-‐2013	   2013-‐2014	  

K	   4	   4	   6	   5	  
1st	  	   5	   6	   7	   4	  
2nd	  	   6	   4	   5	   9	  
3rd	  	   9	   7	   7	   9	  
4th	  	   12	   10	   6	   6	  
5th	  	   10	   12	   9	   10	  
6th	  	   9	   11	   10	   9	  

Total	   55	   54	   50	   52	  
	  

New	  
Children	   16	  (29%)	   9	  (17%)	   15	  (30%)	   18	  (35%)	  

Returning	  
Children	   39	  (71%)	   45	  (83%)	   35	  (70%)	   34	  (65%)	  

	  

Sets	  of	  
Siblings	   13	   13	   8	   10	  
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Table 2 

Focal “Sites of Engagement” Identified through the MDA Filtering Process  
 

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #1	  

	  
Chapter	  4:	  

	  
Novice:	  A	  Writing	  
Apprenticeship	  	  

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #2	  

	  
Chapter	  5:	  

	  
Experts:	  6th	  Grade	  	  
Portfolio	  Sharing	  	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #3	  

	  
Chapter	  6:	  

	  
Community:	  Negotiating	  

Authorial	  Control	  	  
of	  a	  Class	  Game	  

Focal	  
Research	  
Question	  

RQ1:	  How	  do	  classroom	  
discourses	  about	  temporality	  

and	  writing	  discursively	  
construct	  possibilities	  for	  

writerly	  identities?	  

RQ2:	  How	  do	  young	  writers	  
use	  and	  produce	  time	  as	  a	  

cultural	  tool	  in	  the	  classroom?	  

RQ3:	  What	  are	  the	  ways	  in	  
which	  the	  young	  writers	  in	  this	  
community	  integrate	  activity	  
and	  meaning	  making	  across	  
from	  shorter	  timescales	  to	  
longer	  timescales	  (and	  vice	  

versa)?	  

Summary	  	  
of	  Site	  

Engagement	  

	  
Bryson,	  a	  temporally	  out	  of	  
sync	  newcomer,	  joined	  the	  
class	  in	  kindergarten	  unable	  to	  
write	  his	  name	  and	  unwilling	  
to	  draw	  pictures.	  This	  chapter	  
documents	  his	  development	  
across	  2	  years	  of	  membership	  
as	  he	  interacted	  with	  the	  
community	  across	  a	  range	  of	  
sites.	  The	  focal	  site	  of	  
engagement	  examined	  in	  the	  
chapter	  is	  a	  moment	  of	  
interaction	  between	  Bryson	  
and	  a	  reading	  interventionist,	  
highlighting	  contested	  notions	  
of	  space-‐time	  (chronotopes)	  
within	  a	  single	  classroom	  
space.	  
	  

	  
At	  the	  end	  of	  each	  school	  year,	  
children	  collected	  significant	  
material	  artifacts	  that	  they	  
had	  created	  (e.g.,	  inquiry	  
projects,	  notebooks,	  artwork)	  
and	  placed	  these	  items	  in	  a	  
“collectible	  file.”	  As	  sixth	  
graders,	  children	  curated	  
these	  artifacts,	  selecting	  three	  
or	  four	  focal	  pieces	  to	  
represent	  each	  year	  of	  
membership.	  The	  focal	  site	  of	  
engagement	  examined	  in	  the	  
chapter	  is	  the	  tradition	  of	  
sixth-‐graders	  publicly	  sharing	  
and	  narrativizing	  their	  
personal	  portfolios	  for	  the	  
multiage	  community	  before	  
graduating.	  

	  
Over	  the	  last	  decade,	  children	  
in	  the	  multiage	  community	  
continually	  co-‐authored	  a	  
“sacred”	  and	  historical	  
classroom	  game	  called	  Red	  vs.	  
Gray.	  The	  established	  nexus	  of	  
practice	  around	  the	  game	  was	  
ruptured	  when	  Abe,	  a	  sixth	  
grader	  and	  long	  time	  member	  
of	  community,	  introduced	  the	  
first	  rulebook	  in	  the	  history	  of	  
the	  game,	  potentially	  
transforming	  the	  nexus.	  The	  
focal	  site	  of	  engagement	  
examined	  in	  the	  chapter	  is	  the	  
community’s	  response	  to	  this	  
rulebook	  as	  children	  struggled	  
to	  negotiate	  meaning	  
collectively	  through	  talk,	  
writing,	  and	  action.	  	  

Historical	  
Bodies	  

	  
Bryson	  (kindergartener	  and	  
novice)	  gained	  access	  to	  the	  
community’s	  socio-‐historical	  
timescale	  and	  socially	  situated	  
possibilities	  for	  writerly	  self-‐
hood	  over	  his	  first	  2	  years	  in	  
the	  classroom.	  

	  
Two	  oldtimers,	  Caroline	  (7	  
years	  of	  history	  in	  the	  
community)	  and	  Griffin	  (6	  
years	  in	  the	  community),	  
shared	  their	  portfolios	  with	  
the	  community,	  narrativizing	  
and	  historicizing	  their	  
development	  as	  literacy	  
experts.	  	  
	  	  

	  
The	  community	  engaged	  in	  a	  
complex	  process	  of	  meaning	  
making	  as	  children	  with	  a	  
range	  of	  histories	  (0-‐7	  years	  of	  
experience)	  with	  a	  “sacred”	  
classroom	  game	  negotiated	  
who	  should	  have	  authorial	  
control	  over	  the	  rules.	  Abe	  (6	  
years	  of	  experience	  in	  
community)	  introduced	  the	  
first	  written	  rulebook.	  	  
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Table 2—continued. 
 
Focal “Sites of Engagement” Identified through the MDA Filtering Process  
 

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #1	  

	  
Chapter	  4:	  

	  
Novice:	  A	  Writing	  
Apprenticeship	  	  

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #2	  

	  
Chapter	  5:	  

	  
Experts:	  6th	  Grade	  	  
Portfolio	  Sharing	  	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #3	  

	  
Chapter	  6:	  

	  
Community:	  Negotiating	  

Authorial	  Control	  	  
of	  a	  Class	  Game	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

Materials/	  
Artifacts	  in	  

Place	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
Intervention	  Artifacts:	  

• “Writing	  Book”	  
• Sound	  sorts	  
• Letter	  identification	  
chart	  

• Paper	  money	  with	  
letters	  printed	  on	  them	  

• Prize	  (small	  Avengers	  
notebook)	  

	  
Classroom	  Artifacts:	  

• Picture	  book	  
• Writer’s	  notebook	  

	  
Portfolios:	  Children	  collected	  
artifacts	  over	  their	  extended	  
time	  in	  classroom	  and	  selected	  
key	  pieces	  for	  each	  year	  of	  
membership	  in	  the	  community.	  
Focal	  participants:	  

• Caroline	  (see	  Table	  4)	  
• Griffin:	  (see	  Table	  5)	  

	  
The	  Red	  vs.	  Gray	  Rulebook	  is	  
the	  focal	  artifact,	  but	  other	  
artifacts	  are	  considered	  in	  
relation	  to	  the	  rulebook:	  

• Rulebook	  published	  by	  
Abe	  (Edition	  1)	  

• Google	  Doc	  with	  draft	  
of	  rules	  (publicly	  
shared)	  &	  comments	  

• 	  Blog	  with	  draft	  of	  rules	  
and	  comments	  

• Pro-‐blue	  and	  anti-‐blue	  
team	  position	  
statements/letters	  	  
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Table 3 

Comparison of Timescales Previously Theorized by Scholars. Timescales Adopted for the Current 
Research Found in the First Column (Highlighted in Blue) 

Timescales	  
Adopted	  for	  

Current	  Research	  
(Wortham,	  2006)	  

Duration	   Lemke	  (2000,	  2002)	  &	  	  
Scollon	  &	  Scollon	  (2004)	  

Cole	  (1996)	  &	  	  
Wertsch	  (1985)	  

Burgess	  &	  	  
Ivanič	  (2010)	  	  

	  
Billions	  of	  
years	  

	  
	  

Geological	  Time:	  	  
History	  of	  the	  	  

physical	  universe	  
	  

	  
Millions,	  
billions	  of	  
years	  

	   Phylogeny:	  	  
History	  of	  life	  on	  earth	   	  

Socio-‐historical	  

Millennia,	  
centuries,	  
decades,	  
years	  

Historical-‐Cultural:	  	  
National,	  cultural,	  	  
and	  social	  change	  

History	  (Culture):	  	  
History	  of	  human	  	  
beings	  on	  earth	  

Socially	  Available	  
Possibilities	  for	  

Selfhood:	  Discourses	  &	  
practices	  

Ontogeny	   Years	  	  
(life	  span)	  

Human	  Life	  Cycle:	  
Biographical	  timescale	  	  
and	  identity	  change	  

Ontogeny:	  	  
Life	  of	  the	  individual	  

Autobiographical	  Self:	  
Writing	  practices	  
alongside	  current	  

interests,	  values,	  beliefs,	  
and	  agency	  

Mesolevel	   Weeks,	  
months	  

Lunar	  &	  Solar:	  	  
Project	  deadline;	  
organization	  level	  

	  

Mesolevel:	  
(Autobiographical	  self	  
develops	  and	  changes	  in	  

mesolevel	  time)	  

Microgenesis	  
Seconds,	  
minutes,	  
hours	  

Circadian:	  
	  Exchange,	  episode,	  	  

event,	  event	  sequence	  

Microgenesis:	  	  
History	  of	  moment-‐to-‐

moment	  lived	  
experience	  

Discoursal	  Self:	  	  
The	  empirical	  act	  of	  

writing;	  the	  self	  that	  is	  
inscribed	  in	  the	  text	  
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Figure 2. Map of Room 1.	  
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Figure 3. Map of Quiet Reading Room (QRR). This served as the interior walkway 
between Room 1 and Room 2 and as a classroom library	  
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Figure 4. Map of Room 2.	  
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	   Younger	  Children	  [Grades	  K-‐3]	   Older	  Children	  [Grades	  4-‐6]	  

8:30	   Arrive	  &	  Sign-‐In;	  Eat	  Breakfast	  (if	  needed)	  

8:30-‐9:00	   Ongoing	  Studies	  

9:00-‐9:30	   Morning	  Circle	  

9:30-‐10:30	   Math	   PE	  

10:50-‐11:20	   Lunch	  

11:30-‐12:00	   Literacy	  Block	   Literature	  Circles	  or	  Focus	  Studies	  

12:00-‐1:00	   Art	   Math	  

1:00-‐2:00	   Writing	  Workshop	  &	  Read	  Aloud	  (or	  Science	  Workshop/Inquiry)	  

2:00-‐2:30	   Recess	  

2:30-‐3:00	   Snack	  &	  Independent	  Reading	  

3:00-‐3:40	   Literacy	  Block	  (Continued)	   Choice	  Reading	  or	  Writing	  

3:40-‐3:50	   Clean	  &	  Pack	  Up	  

 

Figure 5. Typical daily schedule of K-6 multiage classroom. 
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Figure 6. Yearly enrollment in the K-6 classroom by grade level.	  

 

 
 
Figure 7. Yearly enrollment in the K-6 classroom comparing new versus returning 
children. 
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Figure 8. Cole’s schematic model of “Looking Backward, Looking Forward” (p. 185). By 
following the arrows, the meaning making process can be traced sequentially: 1) from the 
mother to her (remembered) cultural past, 2) to the (imagined) cultural future of the baby, 
3) back to the present adult treatment of the baby. It is important to note how this process 
moves across the past-future continuum as well as the up and down across the continuum 
of timescales. This model allowed Cole to show how culture was converted from “an 
ideational or conceptual property of the [parent] into a material or interactional 
organization of the baby's environment” (Cole, 1992, p. 746).  
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CHAPTER 4: THE NOVICE:  

LIVING LITERATE IDENTITIES IN IMAGINED FUTURES 

“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, very gravely,  
“and go on till you come to the end: then stop.” 

― Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland 
 

This is the story of a boy who walked into kindergarten unconvinced that he 

would be a reader or writer—or even that reading or writing would be necessary parts of 

his daily life. A boy unable to write his name and unwilling to draw pictures, resisting all 

invitations to participate in literacy as textuality. This boy was not going to read himself 

into literacy, but was going to need to be “talked into [literacy]” on a daily basis (Brandt, 

1990, p. 113).  

If this is the story of a boy, it is also the story of a community. A community of 

children who talked (and continue to talk) this boy into literacy on a daily basis. A 

community who formed a kind of net beneath him—catching, bouncing, and 

protecting—allowing this boy to be the kind of risk taker who is willing to put pencil to 

paper.  

- - - 

In my ethnographic aim to understand the complexities involved in this classroom 

of young writers, I found it particularly useful to look closely at the ways in which new 

members were integrated and apprenticed into the community. Within the K-6 multiage 

classroom community, the newcomer status was not completely dependent on age. 

Expertise was a complex mix of characteristics, including: length of time in the class, 

ability to participate in classroom literacy events and practices, knowledge of classroom 

traditions, and the age of the child. This differs from traditional schooling experiences 

where age is considered the primary factor in indicating levels of expertise and 
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competence. For example, a new fifth grader entering the K-6 multiage classroom may 

be identified as a strong reader and writer according to more general school-based 

literacy assessment measures, but initially he/she would still be considered a newcomer or 

novice by this particular the community. Expertise in the multiage classroom was situated 

in knowing how to read and write in this place. Becoming a member of the community 

meant learning the norms, practices, and ways of being shared collectively by this 

group—especially in relation to literacy.  

In the theoretical shift from learner as individual to communities of practice (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991), literacy practices are viewed as particular uses of literacy tools in 

combination with particular processes of reading and writing within particular 

communities: “practice always refers to socially developed and patterned ways of using 

technology and knowledge to accomplish tasks” (Scribner & Cole, 1981, p. 236). In other 

words, literacy expertise always involves learning the situated, social practices that are 

considered important within a community. For newcomers, learning how to participate in 

the work and play of daily life in the K-6 multiage classroom meant learning the ways 

print was wielded, consumed, and produced to meet children’s individual and collective 

social goals. Over time children’s changing understanding of practices and opportunities 

to participate peripherally allowed newcomers to assume the identity of full participants 

(oldtimer/expert) within this community of practice. The apprenticeship process can be 

described as “legitimate peripheral participants” moving towards full participation in a 

specific community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 29). This framing offers ways to 

think about writing classrooms as the relations between newcomers and oldtimers, and 

about the particular practices, identities, and artifacts held collectively by the community.  
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New members in the multiage classroom were apprenticed into the local 

community of practice through “participating in ongoing activities that both preceded and 

outlived their own presence” (Lee & Roth, 2006, p. 16), rather than through teachers 

directly disseminating knowledge. The overlapping and extended nature of membership 

allowed for a collective set of practices to exist across time, held within the group’s 

institutional memory, enacted and embodied by current members on a daily basis. By 

participating with oldtimers in ongoing practices, newcomers took on the goals, practices, 

and dispositions of the collective. “Because practices and structures (rules, tools, symbols, 

language) are characteristic of the collective life form, their lifespan is not tied to any 

individual and they are therefore preserved even though some members depart and 

others arrive across time” (Lee & Roth, 2006, p. 11). Individual members came and went 

in the K-6 classroom—some stayed for a few months, others for a few years, and still 

others for the entirety of their elementary school years—but the continuity of the 

community was made possible through the institutional memory of the collective, which 

was used as “a tool in the service of present and future activity” (Middleton, 1987, p. 255). 

With this in mind, it becomes clear that to understand the boy is to understand 

the community surrounding him. The writing context here was the living, breathing 

community of children in which the boy carved a space for himself and collected 

resources in order to construct an identity of his own. This chapter invites readers to walk 

alongside Bryson, the small, blond boy—pants rolled up a few times, waist cinched with a 

belt—as he opened the door on the first day of kindergarten. The following 2 years were 

a negotiation of sorts between the boy and the classroom community—an ongoing 

apprenticeship steeped in patience and frustration—steps forward, steps backward, and 

steps sideways. The community took responsibility for deciding when to allow the boy to 
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remain safely on the periphery of classroom routines and rituals and when it was time to 

gently nudge him toward participating more fully in the literate life of the classroom.  

The K-6 multiage classroom was a “print rich” classroom (NCTE, 1997)—books 

filling every nook and cranny, a daily poem and schedule greeting children each morning, 

alphabet charts and class lists prominently displayed—but this was also a relationship rich 

classroom. Literacy knowledge—and more specifically knowledge of textuality—was 

passed on through relationships, “through repeated invitations to participate with others 

in a socially significant event” (Brandt, 1990, p. 110). One of the sixth graders described 

the classroom community’s interactions with the young boy as a “constant training… 

where all of us put in a lot of work”—at times even describing their approach as a “tough 

love thing” where the community nudged the boy toward participating in valued 

practices and rituals despite his reluctance (personal communication, May 20, 2014). This 

“training” process was built on daily opportunities for the boy to engage in literacy 

activities alongside members who had already acquired “insider knowledge” about 

reading and writing (Brandt, 1990, p. 120). In other words, the boy’s literacy “training” 

occurred in much the same way that learning scientist Barbara Rogoff (2009) describes 

the kind of natural, intergenerational learning that occurs in everyday life outside of 

schools as “situated learning” or learning by “observing and pitching in.” (See Figure 9 

for a sociogram of the multiage classroom’s writing community. This visual 

representation is based on the social links between individual community members of 

diverse ages, and visually illustrates the ways younger children (and newcomers) were 

apprenticed into the writing community by oldtimers.) 

- - - 
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The day the Bryson walked into kindergarten it was evident to the other children 

and to the teachers that he was out of time (i.e., temporally out of sync) with his peers 

(James & Prout, 1997, p. 238). He struggled to hold a pencil, could barely write the first 

letter of his first name, did not know how to recite the alphabet or write any numerals or 

letters, and demonstrated limited phonemic awareness. Being out of time with one’s same 

age peers is the most obvious—though often under examined—ways that temporality acts 

as a guide to what happens in schools and classrooms. In this view, time moves steadily 

along in the background like a flowing river as children are expected to meet age-based 

standards within specific intervals of time (e.g., recognize 100 sight words by the fall of 

first grade). This linear view of time leads schools to label children as below, behind, and at 

risk when age-based benchmarks are not met.  

While being out of time is certainly part of this boy’s writing story, longitudinal 

ethnographic data suggests that temporality worked in significantly more complex ways, 

serving as part of the context for how this boy experienced and understood the process of 

being/becoming a writer and constructed writerly identities. This should not be 

surprising given that time and perceptions of time have the “greatest social significance” 

in childhood (James & Prout, 1997, p. 217), and yet literacy researchers have largely 

overlooked time as context in the classroom until more recently (e.g., Compton-Lilly & 

Halverson, 2014). Developmental stories of young writers contextually situated within 

particular communities have been well documented by early childhood scholars, 

reflecting Dyson’s (2013b) methodological recommendations that writing studies take a 

“multilayered view” (p. 30) of classroom writing contexts. Contemporary literacy research 

has highlighted the multilayered nature of social practices and spaces, but Bryson’s story 
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extends this by considering the multilayered nature of time as a critical element of children’s 

experiences of being/becoming a writer. 

Embedded within understanding this young boy’s writing story and the 

community are notions, narratives, and negotiations involving temporality. When 

children and adults come together in classrooms, individuals must negotiate how to join 

their personal time-worlds into a collective temporality (Adam, 1995). “By neglecting the 

temporal nature of discourses, researchers and educators ignore the ways children draw 

upon available semiotic resources as they position themselves relative to school and 

literacy” (Compton-Lilly, 2011, p. 228). The multiage classroom offered a unique setting 

to consider how a community with a far-reaching collective histories and memories 

actively produces a collective temporality, offering a set of temporal, semiotic resources to 

new members that frame notions of development. Time is not a quantitative measure 

existing passively in the background of classroom literacy event; time is part of a 

“spatiotemporal matrix” (Brown & Renshaw, 2006) that is produced, productive, and 

contested as part of classroom literacy events. This move toward a social construction of time 

is considered crucial to the study of childhood and “facilitating a wider and more critical 

thinking about childhood as a social institution and about the lives of children 

themselves” (James & Prout, 1997, p. 230).  

Producing Time: The Developmental Story of a Novice Writer 

Within the first days of the boy joining the multiage classroom, it became clear to 

the community that Bryson was not a typical kindergartener. The community did not 

expect kindergarteners to fully participate in all aspects of daily literacy life upon entering 

the classroom, but there was an assumption that young children would be curious—even 

excited—about peripherally engaging in core classroom literacies practices such as 
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reading, singing, drawing, writing, and sharing. In other words, most kindergarten 

community members had already been “talked into [literacy]” and being/becoming a 

member of this community meant apprenticing into daily classroom life by playfully 

participating in literacy routines and rituals. Young children’s literacy play (e.g., 

pretending to read a difficult chapter book, wavy scribbles imitating cursive writing) was 

recognized as active and engaged participation by the larger community; however, dirt-

bike-loving, monster truck talking Bryson demonstrated little initial interest in classroom 

rituals and routines. He was disengaged during read aloud time, showed little interest in 

books, rejected drawing pictures or telling stories, withdrew during morning circle time, 

and ignored invitations to participate in class songs. During my 4 years of ethnographic 

observation in this classroom, Bryson represented the strongest case of a child needing to 

be “talked into [literacy]” by his community (Brandt, 1990, p. 113). 

Kindergarten: Locating the Self in a the Nexus of New Community 

 
Crawling on the floor in Room 2, Bryson eyed a basket full of dry erase 
markers. Not thinking much of it, I invited him to write his name on the 
whiteboard easel nearby. He yanked off the lid of the red marker and 
slowly drew the first letter of his name. Rather than use his fingers and 
wrist to create the letter, the way an adult might, he used a series of whole 
arm movements. The letter was so large that it took up the entire surface 
of the board. I expected him to squeeze the other letters in elsewhere on 
the board, but he stared back at me, as if to say, “Here. I’m done!” Unsure of 
what to make of this large single letter, I erased it and asked if he could 
write the next letter in his name. He just sat looking at me. I offered a 
series of increasing supportive prompts: pointing up at the classroom list of 
names hanging on the wall; reminding him the next letter in his name; 
tracing the letter in the air and on the whiteboard with my finger. He then 
attempted to draw the letter but became frustrated and frantically erased 
his collection of lines and curves.  

I finally modeled writing the letter in my own notebook with a pencil, and 
he diligently worked to copy the letter on the board. His eyes jumped back 
and forth between the board and the notebook, concentrating on 
recreating each line and curve. His drawing resembled the letter—the 
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sticks, curves, and ball in just about the right places—but there was a 
disjointed nature to the letter that made it difficult for anyone else to 
recognize this as the intended letter. For the final letters of his first name, I 
tried a combination of having him trace dotted lines/letters that I drew on 
the board and then holding the marker together to get a feel for the 
motions of the letter. I was surprised at how new all of this seemed to him. 
He was not just reluctant to write the letters of his name; he genuinely 
didn’t know what they looked like. He had little control over the dry erase 
marker, necessitating that the letters be drawn very large—almost as large 
as him. It is hard to imagine him writing on lined notebook paper or even 
the page of his notebook. [Research journal excerpt, August, 15, 2013] 

 
This moment, recorded in my reflective research journal, captured my surprise 

after observing and engaging with Bryson on his first day of kindergarten. Our interaction 

was heavily laden with my own temporal assumptions and expectations about 

kindergarten writers (e.g., being able to write one’s own name; being able to recognize 

one’s name in written form; being able to connect the names of letters to their printed 

symbols). These assumptions were rooted in scholarly research and personal experience 

that suggest most children learn to write (and read) the letters in their own name and the 

names of family members and friends before tackling the entire alphabet. Learning to 

write one’s own name brings with it a sense of identity and achievement for a young 

child—a way to mark one’s things and place in the world. Despite having completed 

preschool at the same school, Bryson could neither write nor recognize his own name on 

the first day of kindergarten, marking him as behind (according to division and state 

standards) or out of time the moment he walked through the door. 

The first page of Bryson’s writer’s notebook, situated within a rich moment of 

social production, offers another glimpse into this young child’s notions of writing at the 

beginning of kindergarten (see Figure 10). On the first day of writing workshop, as other 

children eagerly opened up to their first page and began writing, drawing pictures, and 
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telling stories, Bryson sat looking around with his notebook closed, reluctant to put 

anything on paper.  

“Do you need some help?” a fourth grade girl whispers from a few seats 
over. Bryson ignores her. Scooting her chair closer, she asks, “What do 
you want to write about today?” Getting little response, she begins writing 
“Once upon a time…” at the top of the first page of Bryson’s notebook. 
“What do you think should happen first in your story?” she prompts. 
Bryson remains silent. Not ready to give up, the fourth grader begins 
writing a story about animals, reading it aloud as she goes. Losing interest, 
Bryson roams around the room to see what other people are doing. Later, 
when he returns to his notebook, he erases the words the fourth grader 
had written and adds his own mix of marks—some resembling letters, 
others spiral-like and random—on top of what was already on the page. 
(The letters, words, and drawings still recognizable on the page were 
created by the fourth grader). At one point Bryson finds a brown marker 
on the floor and begins coloring over the left side of the page. Older 
children sitting nearby glance at each other with confused looks. A fifth 
grader inquires, “Why don’t you turn the page and draw a picture?”—
implicitly suggesting: We don’t do that in here.—but Bryson continues to 
create marks that the community is unable to make sense of. I quietly ask 
Bryson what he is writing about: “Nothing!” he says matter-of-factly, 
vigorously scribbling over a different part of the page. [Audio data & 
fieldnotes, August 7, 2013] 
 
During his first month in the classroom, most of the writing Bryson produced 

looked similar to this page on the first day: tornado-like spirals covering every last inch of 

each page and layered on top of one another using different tools: pencils, pens, and 

markers (see Figure 11). He often made these drawings using frantic movements, skipping 

to a new, random page every few minutes. Sprinkled throughout his kindergarten 

notebooks are evidence of older children’s writing. The community worked to teach 

Bryson how to write his name, the alphabet and numerals, and some of his favorite 

words: “dirt bike,” “four wheeler,” and “dad.” Periodically Bryson traced over a word 

written by an older child, but generally he did not try to reproduce the word in his own 

handwriting (see Figure 12). The notebook pages that resembled schooled expectations 

for kindergarten writing were heavily mediated by teachers (see Figures 13 & 14). These 
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student-teacher sessions were intense as the process of writing down a single word (e.g. 

“Football” in Figure 14) and drawing a related picture could take twenty minutes of 

interrupted teacher interaction. The process of copying a single letter required Bryson to 

look back and forth between an alphabetic chart and his paper many times in an attempt 

to make it look just right. In terms of producing writing without an adult mediating the 

process, by December of kindergarten Bryson began imitating cursive writing by drawing 

horizontal wavy marks between the lines of the paper (see Figure 15), and in the spring of 

kindergarten he occasionally experimented with drawing and writing letters and letter-

like symbols, commonly asking a child sitting nearby, “What does this say?” (see Figure 

16). 

Interestingly, Bryson’s inability and reluctance to produce letter-like symbols was 

not what made his apprenticeship process into this writing community most challenging: 

it was that he was equally resistant to drawing representative images in his notebook or to 

telling stories about those images. I observed many young children in this K-6 multiage 

classroom spend their first few years strictly drawing pictures as they told rich 

accompanying stories with complex dialogue and plotlines—but not Bryson. The 

community openly recognized and valued the stories of its youngest members. In fact, 

many older children confessed to turning to younger children for ideas for stories and 

characters: “[Younger children] help my stories be more creative. Like sometimes if I 

don’t know… if I want to introduce a new character, I’ll ask one of the younger kids for 

ideas. The little kid-ness in their stories and in the things they make almost make them 

better” (sixth grader). Drawing and oral storytelling were well accepted by the community 

as participatory, multimodal authorship practices that invited everyone to be a part of the 

writing community. But Bryson, already a harsh judge of his drawing abilities, often 
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begged other children or adults to draw for him. “I can’t draw that!” he’d say if a 

classmate suggested that he try drawing something during writing workshop. The earliest, 

intentionally representative images that Bryson drew in his notebook were of people and 

dirt bikes nearly 2 months into kindergarten (see Figures 17 & 18). Bryson’s general 

reluctance to draw hindered the ways he could begin constructing a writerly identity in 

this classroom.  

Bryson’s year in kindergarten was marked by distinct changes in the ways he 

participated in everyday life and literacy practices in the classroom. By May, Bryson was 

looking at books independently and with peers; writing his name with only a little help; 

drawing pictures of dirt bikes, monster trucks, and people; keeping track of his own 

notebooks and book tub; and listening to, and enjoying, books being read aloud. Perhaps 

most importantly though, Bryson learned the flow of the classroom routines—where to be 

when. With over 50 children, a range of organizational structures and routines were 

embedded in daily classroom life so that community life ran smoothly. Bryson went from 

having things done for/to him, then with him, and finally to where he was moving from 

activity-to-activity and space-to-space on his own. The classroom routines and structures 

remained fairly consistent from year-to-year, allowing members to gain expertise that can 

be passed on to new members in future years. Bryson was invited into the classroom 

routines and rituals through legitimate access to ongoing community of practice (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991). This legitimate peripheral participation offered “a two-way bridge 

between the development of knowledge, skills, and identity—the production of persons—

and the production and reproduction of communities of practice” (p. 68). In other words, 

newcomers, like Bryson, became oldtimers by developing a changing understanding of 

practices through “improvised opportunities” to participate in community activities, and 
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in return reproducing community practices, values, and norms. In terms of writing, while 

kindergarten marked changes in the practices Bryson utilized to construct meaning on 

paper (e.g., drawing pictures, writing his name, recognizing many letters), there was little 

evidence of him acquiring the larger values and norms of the writing community. For 

example, he rarely initiated writing or drawing on his own, took little interest in his peers’ 

writing, did not write collaboratively with friends, and never shared his own writing or 

drawings. His participation may have been peripheral and partial, but it was also 

legitimate. In a traditional classroom setting, this embodied and procedural knowledge 

about classroom life and writing practices might be useless the following year with a new 

teacher and new set of peers, but the K-6 multiage classroom invited Bryson—the child 

who was behind and below—to return as a first grader imbued with a level of expertise. (See 

Figure 19 for a teacher-mediated writing sample from the end of kindergarten.) 

First Grade: Authoring a Writerly Identity 

With his tan skin covered with biking scars and scabs, Bryson enters the 
classroom with a girl about the same size huddled up close beside him. He 
looks as confident as the little girl looks unsure. Bryson says “hi” to a few 
friends before leading the girl to a table by the window. The pair sits 
quietly eating breakfast together. White paper sacks, plastic wrappers, and 
milk cartons sprinkled around the table between the pair. Bryson finishes 
eating first, but waits patiently for the girl to finish eating before showing 
her where to throw her trash away and finding a place for her to sit for 
morning meeting circle. He finally goes to sit in a different part of the 
circle as Patrick welcomes all of the children to the first day of school. 
[Audio data & fieldnotes, August 7, 2013] 

 
As a first grader Bryson was still out of time with his peers and behind according to 

school standards, but to new children just joining this class he was seen as having 

expertise about how this community worked: He knew where to hang up his backpack, 

when to share during morning circle, how to put away the heavy LEGO tub, who was 

good at drawing dinosaurs, and what the best equipment was to play on at recess. There 
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was one new child in the classroom whom Bryson was particularly eager to perform his 

expertise for: the girl huddled close beside and eating breakfast next to him—his younger 

sister Carly. Being in a classroom with a sibling is a unique feature of the extended K-6 

multiage classroom. While many siblings have the experience of attending the same 

school or even of having the same teacher (in different years), few children have the 

opportunity to spend multiple years in a classroom with a different aged sibling. The 

multiage classroom had a handful of sibling pairs (and even trios and quartets) each year. 

Sibling interactions in the classroom varied widely—some maintained constant 

interaction by way of adopting a similar groups of friends; others maintained protective 

interactions over younger siblings; while others maintained distant relationships, 

interacting minimally outside of the friendly talk and social actions conferred on any 

classmate.  

Once everyone is seated around the circle, Mr. M. [Patrick] invites each 
child to share his/her name and one thing they like to do. When it is his 
turn, Bryson confidently shares, “I like to ride my dirt bike!” A few 
moments later, when it is Carly’s turn, she sits quietly, fiddling with her 
shoe—her face turning red. Patrick waits a few moments, but Carly 
remains silent. Patrick announces, “This is Carly. Can you tell everyone 
what you like to do?” Carly smiles but remains silent. Sensing that she is 
reluctant to share, Bryson jumps in, “She likes playing at the park.” Carly 
smiles at him across the circle and nods her head. [Audio data & 
fieldnotes, August 7, 2013] 
 
This collection of small, easily overlooked social actions show Bryson taking on an 

identity of expertise that was rarely observed during his kindergarten year. In addition to 

being a second year member of the class, he also had the opportunity to publicly enact a 

big brother identity in front of his friends, fellow community members, and teachers. The 

previous year the community focused on supporting Bryson, surrounding him with just in 

time help and constant invitations to peripherally join class routines and rituals. But on the 
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first day of first grade, a noticeable change was evident: Bryson walked through the door 

with his sister at his side, publicly positioning himself as an oldtimer in this space, at least 

momentarily. Small social actions (e.g., showing his sister where to eat breakfast, speaking 

up for her in circle) reflect the subtle, overlooked ways that children’s lives in schools are 

primarily focused on crafting identities—the intense desire to be recognized as certain 

kinds of people by fellow classmates and teachers. 

For children like Bryson who are out of time with their peers, constructing and 

preforming an identity of expertise in schools is often difficult, at least in terms of the 

practices, values, and ways of being that schools value. In a traditional, single-age 

classroom, each school year brings together a new teacher and set of children, which may 

not recognize expertise in the same way as a child’s community from a previous year. 

Children learn that each year brings with it new rituals and routines that must be learned, 

according to the kind of community a particular teachers hopes to construct in his/her 

classroom. Reading, writing, and talking are highly situated literacy practices that require 

that children learn what practices matter here in this place in this moment. The 

difference with the K-6 multiage classroom was that returning children—like Bryson—

knew exactly what to expect walking in on the first day of school. From the general 

classroom rituals and routines to literacy-related practices, Bryson had the opportunity to 

feel and enact an identity of expertise. Instead of being behind, Bryson was an oldtimer 

returning to his community as a first grader and finding things comfortably familiar.  

Later in the day during writing workshop, Carly opens up her notebook to 
the first page and begins drawing peace signs and circles. Ms. D [Dana] 
suggests that if children are stuck they can write about what they did over 
summer break. Not acknowledging the teacher’s suggestion, Carly 
continues drawing circles. I lean over and remind her that earlier in the 
day Bryson said she liked to play at the park. She whispers, “I don’t know 
how to write playing at the park.” Sitting nearby, Bryson hears our 
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conversation and chimes in, “I know how to draw swings.” Turning to a 
blank page in page in his notebook, he carefully shows his sister how to 
draw a swing—two vertical lines for the chains and a half circle for the 
seat— and then quickly creates a line of letter-like symbols next to the 
drawing. Carly watches carefully and then draws two similar looking 
swings in her notebook. She adds a stick person sitting on one of the 
swings (see Figure 20). At the end of the workshop, Bryson goes up to ask 
Ms. D if he and Carly can take their notebooks home. Ms. D agrees, 
reminding him to bring it back tomorrow. He goes to tell Carly the 
exciting news, and the siblings run to stash the notebooks in their new 
backpacks. [Audio data & fieldnotes, August 7, 2013] 
 
This small moment of social action, lasting only a few minutes, is illustrative of 

how a single act of writing/drawing contributes to identity formation by enabling 

individuals to coordinate identities across different interactions, activities, and timescales 

(Burgess & Ivanič, 2010; Lemke, 2000). In this instance, Bryson’s simple drawing of the 

swing for his sister allowed him to be recognized as a certain kind of community member 

on the first day of school. Without adult prompting, Bryson’s actions implicitly suggested 

to Carly, a newcomer to the community: This is how we do it in here: We draw. We write. We 

help each other. We write at school. We write at home. We write about our lives. Bryson’s textual 

artifact and moment of production, clearly behind schooled expectations for first grade 

writers, reflect the intentional moves of a writer who knew what he is doing in three 

significant ways: Firstly, Bryson drew the swing on the first page of his notebook rather 

than a random interior page notebook. This practice of moving through a notebook 

sequentially, page-by-page, was emphasized by oldtimers in the community as a way to 

mark one’s progress chronologically over the course of the year. In kindergarten, Bryson 

would throw his notebook on the table and begin drawing on whatever random page 

opened, but in first grade he was modeling how to begin on the first page. Secondly, 

Bryson modeled how to draw and write in his own notebook so that Carly could try it out in 

her own notebook. This was a different approach to teaching writing than is observed in 
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some early childhood classrooms where an adult (or more expert member) will write for 

children. Bryson demonstrated an assemblage of writing practices and then invited Carly 

to legitimately participate in whatever ways she could. And thirdly, Bryson drew a picture 

and then added “words ” (symbols written on a line) about that picture without adult 

prompting. In kindergarten, adult mediation was almost necessary to get him to add 

words to one of his drawings. After all, adding words required that he identify the 

drawing as some-thing, which Bryson was reluctant to do. 

A multiplicity of timescales within a moment. The sibling’s interactions in 

writing workshop not only offered evidence of Bryson’s change over linear time (from 

kindergarten to first grade) in terms of practices and identities, but it also offered evidence 

that he, consciously or unconsciously, used writing as a way to coordinate processes of 

identification across multiple timescales. Within a researcher’s observational frame, 

Bryson’s drawing of the swing occurred in the minutes and seconds of the microgenetic 

timescale. Social actions are observable in the here and now, but each action must also be 

understood as existing within and across the crisscrossing arcs of much longer timescales 

(Scollon & Scollon, 2001). After all, as Lemke (2002) suggests, the goal of education is not 

the successful enactment of discrete literacy or mathematical skills across short timescales, 

but the “formation of identities and habits of action that are formed across the longer 

timescales” (p. 284). The question often left unexamined is how the seconds and minutes 

of classroom interactions add up to something more—the days and months and years of 

learning, identities, and routine practices. And alternatively, how longer timescales come 

to effect shorter timescales (Lemke, 2001).  

To make sense of this moment in writing workshop, it is necessary to consider the 

“semiotic ecosystem” in which the social action occurred (Scollon & Scollon, 2001). This 
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involves widening one’s gaze from the short timescale of the observational moment to 

think across a multiplicity of intersecting timescales. In mediated discourse analysis 

(MDA), after identifying the semiotic cycles present within a moment of social action, one 

engages in a process of “circumferencing”—or determining the “arc” (i.e., timescale) of a 

particular cycle. For example, Bryson and Carly’s sibling relationship cycled along a 

much larger circumference (ontogenetic time) than the cycle of classroom writing 

workshop time (microgenetic time) but was shorter than the cycle of the sociocultural 

context of the multiage classroom itself (socio-historical time). Previous research has 

shown that writing (both in terms of process & product) is a significant resource used by 

individuals to construct long-timescale continuities and identities (e.g., Burgess, 2010; 

Falchi & Siegel, 2014; Lemke, 2002).  

Within a moment of textual production—i.e., Bryson drawing the swing— 

individuals engage in the complex work of coordinating multiple processes across 

different timescales. The process of identity work requires extensive coordination across 

socio-historical (decades and centuries), ontogenetic (months and years), mesolevel (days 

and weeks), and microgenetic time (seconds and minutes) (Burgess, 2010; Burgess & 

Ivanič, 2010). Socio-historical time can be understood more deeply by considering the 

historical body in MDA (Scollon & Scollon, 2001). Within this theoretical frame, 

individuals carry submerged practices, habits of talk, and ways of being in their bodies 

that are accumulated over time as they engage in everyday life within and across 

particular communities. In attempting to understand the role of the historical body in a 

social action, the question is: “How did [Bryson] come to be placed in this moment of 

time and in this way to enable or carry out this action [of showing Carly how to 

participate in this classroom’s writing workshop]?” (Scollon & Scollon, 2001, p. 160). 
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Implicit within this question are notions of temporality and the coordination of processes 

across timescales in order to enact a particular kind of identity in this particular moment.  

Observational data and analyses suggest that Bryson carried particular practices 

in his historical body that allowed him to take action in the microgenetic timescale of 

writing workshop time. When writing is understood as a collection of situated practices 

that reflect the social life of a particular community, Bryson’s response to Carly’s plea of 

“I don’t know how to write…” is steeped in his experience observing and participating in 

the writing life of this particular community for the past year:  

[A] writer will have been exposed to certain ways of doing things, including 
certain communicative practices, certain ways of being, and to certain 
conventions as to who is allowed to do what. Exactly which resources, constraints, 
and conventions [he] has been exposed to will depend on the sociocultural 
contexts that she has encountered. (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010, p. 244) 
 

By joining the multiage classroom in kindergarten, Bryson gained access to a sociocultural 

context with particular norms, practices, and identities, which have persisted and evolved 

over the decade(s) old socio-historical timescale of the classroom community. The K-6 

multiage classroom offered particular identities or “socially available possibilities for 

[writerly] selfhood” (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010, p. 244) that suggested: (1) who can be a 

writer, (2) what writers do, and (3) what counts as writing in this community. In other 

words, how children come to think about writing and what children do with writing 

originates in their social interactions with others (Vygotsky, 1978). The long timescale of the 

multiage classroom’s sociocultural context is evident in classroom routines and rituals 

with histories that extend beyond any one child’s membership (see Chapter 5 for further 

exploration of this idea). With a consistent core of children returning to the classroom 

each year, the socio-historical timescale is held and produced collectively by children in 

the community alongside their teachers.  
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 While the socio-historical timescale offers socially available possibilities for writerly 

selfhood, individuals never simply reproduce identities. Bryson had agency in how the 

sociocultural resources of his various communities (e.g., school, home, playground) were 

combined to create identities that could be adapted and adopted. The remix of these 

resources occurs within the mesolevel timescale (weeks, months, and years) but undergirds 

the basis of the autobiographical self within the ontogenetic timescale (months and years). 

The autobiographical self is the holistic sense of self that Bryson brought to the moment 

of drawing the swing; the “unique consequences for selfhood of all [his] experiences of life 

up to that moment with their associated interests, values, beliefs, and social positionings” 

(Burgess & Ivanič, 2010, p. 238). This includes writing and drawing practices as well as 

personal interests, desires, hobbies, and general life experiences. The autobiographical 

self is always evolving, and, in this instance, Bryson’s actions suggested that his present 

sense of self was able to approach the task of writing on the first day of first grade from a 

much more strength-oriented position than on his first day of kindergarten. Remember, 

this was the same child who largely refused to draw life-like objects unless unduly pushed 

by oldtimers and adults and only then with extreme reservation, and yet here he 

volunteered to model a drawing a swing for his sister, a newcomer to the community. 

Although adults’ autobiographical selves are based on more extensive experiences (i.e., 

more years of life), children’s autobiographical selves are considered to be just as salient 

temporally to a moment of writing production (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010). In effect, 

Bryson’s drawing of the swing offered Carly a possibility for self to which she might 

aspire—a possibility for self that for Bryson was as much imagined and desired as it was 

part of his lived experience.  
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Finally, moving to the smallest timescale (the microgenetic), Bryson worked across 

seconds and minutes to create the impression of a certain kind of person, a certain kind of 

writer on this first day of writing workshop. The young writer, of course, had no way of 

knowing for sure how readers (Carly and other classmates) would take up his 

writing/drawing; nor could he know for sure the identities they would confer on him. 

The “discoursal self” is constructed at “the interface between the identity the writer 

brings to the writing, and the writer’s anticipation of how she will be read” (Burgess & 

Ivanič, 2010). This makes it clear that although a writer has some control over the ways 

the “self” is represented and inscribed in a text. The ways a text (or social action) is 

“read” is always open to interpretation by individual readers—it is always situated and 

always personal. In this instance, the “self” Bryson attempted to construct included but 

went far beyond his semiotic choices. This act of writing and drawing was part of a larger 

self that Bryson worked to enact: a self who had expertise in this classroom and wanted to 

help a newcomer writer. Though he brought his autobiographical self to this moment, 

which included his kindergarten reluctance as a writer, he constructed a new writerly 

discoursal self the moment he said, “I know how to…” and opened up his notebook to 

the first page. Carly’s focused gaze on Bryson’s modeling and her replication of his swing 

drawings in her own notebook suggest that she read his actions and semiotic artifact as 

those of an oldtimer—or at least the actions of someone who had more expertise in this 

community than she did.  

Temporally extending the observational moment. It would be easy to 

end the story here. A boy, out of sync with schooled literacy expectations of writing 

production (Falchi & Siegel, 2014), enacting a writerly identity and being read as a writer 

by a new community member. But that is not the story. Or at least that is not this story. 
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This moment was not a happily-ever-after ending point, but a single node situated within a 

larger cycle that temporally extended into the past and the future (Burgess, 2010). 

Extending the moment of observation offers a far more complex understanding of Bryson 

and Carly’s interactions in writing workshop that first day. 

…the observational moment is never just that: it is vastly extended in time and 
space and researchers have to draw on a ‘wide variety of additional data sources,’ 
as Green et al. (1992, p. 147) point out, once they acknowledge the complexities 
and contextualities, the continuities and discontinues, and temporal extension 
within any one moment of classroom interaction available for observation.” 
(Adam, 1995, p. 72) 
 

Writing is hard. Identities are in flux. And development is rarely the kind of linear 

accumulation of practices and identities suggested by grade level state standards. The 

oldtimer identity that Bryson worked so hard to construct on that first day of first grade 

for his sister was soon ruptured. As an older brother, one might assume that Bryson’s 

biological age would offer ample opportunities for him to play the expert with his younger 

sister—both in and outside of school—but within the following few days it became clear 

that of the pair, Carly was the more confident, opinionated, and vocal child. On the 

second day of school: 

Bryson and Carly sit near each other with blank reflection forms in front of 
them. Other children work diligently, writing and drawing pictures, but 
the brother and sister pair appears reluctant to put anything on paper. An 
older child nearby notices and reminds Bryson to put his name at the top 
of his paper. “I forget how to write it,” he says honestly. Carly responds, 
“Oh Bubby. It’s B-R-Y-S-O-N. Want me to write it for you?” She grabs 
his paper without waiting for an answer and clearly writes ‘BRYSON 
before pushing the paper back to him. [Audio data & fieldnotes, August 8, 
2013] 
 

It was December of kindergarten before Bryson was able to identify all of the letters in his 

name and March before he was writing his name regularly. Now in first grade, a year 

later, when he “forgot how to write it,” it was his younger sister who jumped in and wrote 
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for him. This moment made the interactions between Bryson and Carly on the first day of 

school even more exceptional in terms of what Bryson was able to temporally construct 

within the span of a few minutes with a simple drawing of a swing.   

After the nervousness of the first few days wore off, Carly was a fast-moving blur 

of pink: writing things for her brother, reading simple, predictable books, drawing 

pictures for her teachers, and cuddling up to her new fifth and sixth grade friends. 

Academically, she proved to be a very typical kindergartener. She was able to recite the 

alphabet, write and identify all 26 letters, identify most letter sounds, recognize her name 

and the names of friends on a class list, and write her own name along with “MOM,” 

“DAD,” “BRYSON.” However, while Carly could write—in the mechanical sense of 

knowing the right arrangement of sticks, circles, and curves to represent a particular letter 

sound—she expressed little interest in writing in the context of writing workshop over the 

course of the year. She did take an interest in drawing with markers, especially in making 

colorful paper notes for her teacher, family, and friends, but she rarely grabbed for her 

notebook unless a teacher requested it. Bryson on the other hand, despite lacking many of 

the skills considered indicators of writing “readiness,” came to use writing as an integral 

part of his identity work in the classroom—with his notebook being a key identity marker.  

August turned into September and October of first grade and Bryson began 

reaching for his notebook more and more often—by choice. These first few months of 

first grade were filled with opportunities for the larger community to publicly position 

Bryson as a writer. In September, Bryson created his first book about dirt bikes. An adult 

typed a few simple sentences as Bryson dictated: “Bryson rides his dirt bike in the mud. 

Bryson rides his dirt bike in the sand.” The pages were printed, and Bryson was invited to 

draw pictures to go with the words. He refused. A small group of second grade girls sitting 
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nearby volunteered to help. Grabbing a basket of markers, the girls energetically began 

drawing as they asked Bryson for suggestions (see Figure 21).  

Bryson looked over their girls’ drawings. Currently there was a single dirt 
bike rider on each page, but he noticed that there had been another rider 
who had been erased. He asked the girls to put that rider back, and they 
obliged. "That's my dad! I'm in front of him," Bryson said. This line stuck 
with me. Earlier in the day Patrick had said that this week Bryson had 
been saying that he missed his dad. This little erased dirt bike rider was 
significant to Bryson. After one of the girls added it back in, Bryson used 
his finger to show how the bike was moving along the sand and doing flips. 
"I'm gonna do a backflip!" he shouted. One of the girls added a word 
bubble to represent this talk. Later the girls helped Bryson add a third 
rider (Carly, his sister) lagging far behind. Bryson added, “She has crashed 
her bike and is yelling, ‘Ahhh!’” The children sitting nearby and 
overhearing this story laughed. Bryson smiled. Here was a storyteller 
entertaining his audience. [Video data, audio data, & fieldnotes, August, 
29, 2013] 
 

This impromptu, just in time interaction between Bryson and the second grade girls 

reflected a kind of shared writing experience: the girls modeled how to represent 

meaning using pictures and words and, additionally, how to revise meaning on 

paper. Bryson was asked to keep this book at school so that he could practice 

reading it and even add on to it, but at the end of the day he quietly slipped it into 

his backpack to take home. This was too important to be left in the book tub.  

In October of first grade, Bryson routinely worked with Patrick to write about his 

dirt bike adventures. In one of these writing events, with the support of Patrick, Bryson 

wrote “IMbAHWL TR WFWT RlE F” in his notebook (“I went on a four-wheeler trip in 

the woods. I went really fast.”). Patrick slowly stretched out each word as Bryson used an 

alphabet chart to try and connect each sound to a letter. This was difficult work for 

Bryson. The following day Bryson slowly recopied (on his own) what he had written 

previously and then added on with the help of an adult: ““IMbAHWLR WFWT RlE 

FST BC SIWS SR” (“I went on a four-wheeler trip in the woods. I went really fast 
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because I didn’t want to get scared.) Orally he added that he went fast because he was 

“scared of snakes.” Along with opportunities to work with adults, Bryson also had 

invitations to write with older members of the community. During one such event, Bryson 

worked with Sydney, a fifth grader, to craft a longer story about his dirt bike adventures 

(see Figure 22). As Bryson told the story orally, Sydney diligently wrote it down, careful to 

record the words exactly as he said them, because he was adamant that it be “real life.” 

Sydney suggested delightful, fantastical plot twists, but Bryson had no interest in writing 

fiction. While the final story stretched credulity (to an adult reader), his goal was to make 

this story believable to his friends—to construct a discoursal self that would impress his 

perceived and desired readers.  

 November marked the height of the writing year in the multiage classroom. For 

the past few years, most children had participated in National Novel Writing Month 

(NaNoRimMo), a national program with the goal of writing a novel from November 1 to 

November 30. At the end of October, children—even those in kindergarten and first 

grade—each set their own word goal for the month and eagerly anticipated the arrival of 

November 1. Any day of the year one could walk through the door and see children 

writing in this classroom, but November amplified this spirit. This year, the first of 

November brought a surprise guest to the classroom: the “Writing Wizard.” 

The lights are dim and a few candles burn on a table in front. The Writing 
Wizard [Patrick] soon appears with his purple cape, magic wand, and 
pointy hat. A wave of excitement and giggles moves their way through the 
group of children gathered on the floor. The wizard begins: “I am 
Zermaskafon and my job is to inspire writers. I have been inspiring writers 
for centuries. I have inspired Shakespeare. I have inspired Homer—and 
not Homer Simpson. I have inspired, maybe you’ve heard of Avi… The 
one thing these writers had in common is: they’re just like YOU. They all 
have a story inside them. But it’s your job to tell the story. I am here to 
cast a spell.” He walks around sprinkling “writing fertilizer” on the 
children. “Now, I have heard many things about this class. I hear that it’s 
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just full of great writers. I heard that, is this young man’s name… Bryson?” 
In the front row, Bryson sits up a little straighter and his face lights up at 
the mention of his name as he moves closer to the wizard. Laughter fills 
the room. “Did he write a story about riding through the woods on a four-
wheeler?” Sitting nearby, Bryson’s best friend Josh turns to him and 
pumps his fist in the air excitedly, “You did! You did [write about your 
four-wheeler]!” The boys seem in awe that the Wizard knows that Bryson 
is a writer. [Audio data, video data, & fieldnotes, November 1, 2013] 
 

This visit from the Writing Wizard kicked off a flurry writing activity over the course of 

the month for the entire community. Children of all ages filled notebook pages and 

screens with imaginative fictional worlds. While Bryson did not actively engage in this 

community goal of writing a novel in a month, November did seem to mark a turning 

point for this young writer. Whether he was spurred on by the collective energy in the 

classroom built up around writing, or the public recognition of a writerly identity 

conferred by the Writing Wizard, Bryson began enacting a series of new practices in 

relation to writing.  

A few weeks into November, Bryson announced that his current writer’s notebook 

was full. He begged Patrick for a new one. The moment he was handed this new 

notebook, he ran off to sit under a table and began writing immediately, despite the fact 

that this was “choice” time and writing was not required. In the ten minutes before it was 

time to pack up for the day, he wrote “MY DRT BIGE” (“My dirt bike”) on the first 

page, which is the earliest example of independent writing production in my field notes. 

He slipped the notebook into his backpack as he headed out to the bus. This became the 

routine for the next few weeks: write almost any chance during the school day and then 

take the notebook home each night. Rather than skipping around to random pages in this 

notebook, new writing practices emerged where he worked to fill an entire page with 

letters/words before moving on to something new. For example, “MY DRT BIGE” 
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became eight lines of letters/words by the following week, eventually filling all twenty-two 

lines of the page (see Figures 23). The only words identifiable to outsiders were “MY 

DRT BIGE” but this didn’t stop Bryson from diligently working to add more letters both 

at school and at home each night. He was never able to tell say what he was writing about, 

but it became clear to the community that he was writing. (See Figures 24 & 25 for 

additional examples of this practice of adding on to a single page that continued 

throughout first grade.) 

In the following months, the notebook became a “signifying artifact” for Bryson 

(Lemke, 2002, p. 73). He began carrying it around everywhere, proudly displaying it as if 

it were a badge, encouraging friends to grab their notebooks too any time there was a 

spare moment in the school day (see Figures 26 & 27). With the notebook he was able to 

claim publicly: “I am a writer.” This was true even when he wasn’t actively engaged in 

the literal practice of writing (i.e., putting words on paper). He came to understand that in 

this particular community, a writer’s notebook stood for something more than blank 

paper on which children do work required by a teacher. In this community, writer’s 

notebooks were personal. On the blank pages of their notebooks, children constructed 

friendships, identities, and worlds across the days, weeks, months, and years that they 

spent together. (With the gradual integration of 1:1 iPads, Google Docs became a digital 

extension of older children’s notebooks. Children digitally shared documents with peers 

as a way to invite others into the pages of their virtual notebook pages.) In particular, the 

writer’s notebook was illustrative of the continuity of material objects across time. Bryson 

wielded the notebook as an artifact that mediated and afforded momentary performances 

as a writer within the microgenetic timescale while also supporting his efforts to construct 

identities across much longer timescales, reflecting Lemke’s (2002b) argument that the 
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circulation of material objects (including our bodies) that serves to “integrate social 

processes across timescales” (p. 80). 

Cultural production of time in the classroom. In taking a qualitative 

perspective of time, writing does not only happen in clock time, but writing produces, 

defines, and mediates time. The “complex, multi-dimensional timescape” (Burgess, 2010, 

p. 11), produced through interactions between children and teachers in the classroom, 

becomes a filter through which writing practices and artifacts are read and identities are 

constructed (Burgess, 2010b, p. 354). As a socially constructed artifact, the production of 

time is not neutral—it is always contested, embedded within a dense network of power 

structures (Brown & Renshaw, 2006). Quantitatively, time in schools is largely dictated at 

the institutional level, leaving children, especially those labeled as out of sync, with little 

space to exert control. However, even in the “tight timed spaces” (Falchi & Siegel, 2014) 

of contemporary classrooms, analyses here suggest children and teachers have agency in 

producing time in qualitatively diverse ways  

An intriguing example of the multiple and contested ways that time is produced in 

classroom spaces, was Bryson’s work with the Title 1 literacy interventionist in the spring 

of first grade. Multiple interventionists came into the multiage classroom each afternoon 

to work with small groups of children in Grades K-2 within the school’s Response to 

Intervention (RTI) model, but Bryson was considered so out of sync with his peers that he 

was placed in a one-on-one setting. These daily sessions lasted 30 minutes and largely 

focused on phonics and phonemic awareness activities (e.g., flashcards, games). Observing 

Bryson as he moved back-and-forth between literacy work with the interventionist and 

literacy participation in the multiage classroom, offered the opportunity to understand how 

young children are asked to negotiate varying conceptions of time in literacy instruction, 
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each with its own valued practices and invisible temporal discourses that influence what 

children and adults see, understand, and take to be relevant in the literacy classroom 

(Adam, 1995). The subsequent discussion is not meant to suggest that Bryson did not 

need this kind of targeted practice of identifying and writing letters of the alphabet, but 

the selected vignette is offered as a way to consider the qualitatively diverse forms of time 

that are produced—by children, adults, and artifacts—within literacy classrooms and 

respective implications for development. 

Bryson sits on the floor with the Title I interventionist. By school 
standards, this first grade boy is a “non-reader” and a “non-writer,” 
necessitating these intensive, one-on-one meetings focused on letter 
identification and letter sounds. The boy is resistant. The interventionist is 
patient. The daily afternoon sessions are largely a struggle of wills: the 
interventionist trying every possible way to motivate and engage the boy: 
the boy trying every possible way to resist and ignore these efforts. Today 
the pair work on creating an “Up” book, drawing pictures that begin with 
the short /u/ sound. Initially Bryson refuses, continually asking, “When do 
I get my prize?” The interventionist patiently reminds him that he’ll have 
a chance to earn the prize after they finish this project.  

Bryson eventually complies by drawing a quick sketch of an umbrella on 
one of the pages. The interventionist, measuring success in small steps such 
as this, moves on to review a collection of letters and sounds that the pair 
has worked on over the past few months. Each letter is printed on a small 
monopoly-like dollar bill. The interventionist shuffles the bills as if they are 
a deck of cards. Bryson leans forward, eager to get to this part of the 
lesson. This review activity is aimed at assessing whether the boy has 
“mastered” the select letters sounds. For each letter that the boy identifies 
he receives the bills, which can be collected to “earn” a prize.  

Moving through the first few letters quickly, he excitedly names each letter 
and its sound while collecting a small stack of bills. But then he gets to 
“K.” He falls silent. He stares at it, simultaneously unable to recognize the 
letter while clearly recognizing that he is not earning a prize today. The 
interventionist waits patiently, willing Bryson to identify the “K,” but the 
boy, carefully thumbing through the bills he’s collected, finally resigns: “I 
don’t know.” The interventionist reveals only a hint of frustration as she 
reminds him, “’K’… /k/-/k/-/k/-/k/ like kick, kid, kangaroo.” The boy’s 
head drops. The interventionist attempts to finish the assessment by 
showing him the remaining letters, but the boy has given up with the prize 
now out of reach. 
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The interventionist grows frustrated now too by Bryson’s lack of interest in 
the activity and his unwillingness to look up from the floor. In their final 
few minutes together she takes back the bills from the his tightly clenched 
fingers, offering a bit of advice: “You can do this! You just need to practice 
more. Did you take the flashcards home that I gave you last week?” 
Bryson’s head drops. He is silent. “As soon as you know all these letter and 
sounds you can get this prize (a small Avengers-themed notebook).” The 
interventionist collects her things and reminds the boy, “In few weeks 
you’ll have to take a test just like this. You can do this! You just need to 
try.” She walks out the door, leaving him sitting alone on the floor.  

Bryson’s classmates are scattered around the room. Some read 
independently while others meet in guided reading groups. Only one first 
grade girl—hair pulled back in a messy ponytail—appears to have 
overheard the exchange between the boy and interventionist. Noticing 
how sad Bryson looks, the girl slips out of her seat and crawls over to his 
side. “Want to read a book?” she asks. Bryson keeps his head down, 
ignoring the question. Undeterred, the small girl slides a picture book in 
front of him on the floor and begins reading. She reads as if she’s 
performing a one-woman Broadway show—exaggerated character voices, 
dramatic pauses, and a self-produced laugh track. Bryson tries hard to 
ignore her, refusing to laugh, but the girl won’t give up; she continues 
reading in increasingly ridiculous voices. He keeps his eyes safety averted 
and his laughter stifled. Finally though, it is too much to contain. The boy 
cracks a smile and a sweet laugh tumbles out. He turns his whole body 
toward the book and points out a detail in one of the illustrations. The pair 
laughs together over the final pages of the book. With the book finished, 
Bryson runs off to grab his writer’s notebook before tapping another friend 
on the shoulder, “Hey! Let’s write.” The two first grade boys, one a “non-
writer” and the other a “reluctant writer,” run off clutching notebooks and 
pencils to find the perfect writing spot under a table by the window. They 
lie on their stomachs, opening up their notebook and conversing about the 
LEGO Ninjago stories they’ll write about today—sounding almost as if 
they are writers. [Audio data, video data, & fieldnotes, March 4, 2013] 

Bryson’s interactions with the interventionist and later a peer offer a rich case to 

consider the qualitative nature of temporality in the classroom, and, more specifically, the 

juxtaposition of diverse productions of time. In one moment, Bryson was a non-writer, 

positioned as needing to acquire discrete skills for some future purpose. In the next 

moment he was a writer, grabbing his notebook and settling in to write next to a friend. 

In other words, the spatiotemporal matrix grounding classroom interactions is not 

stable—it is playfully and agentically shaped by the discourses and artifacts that children 
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and adults draw on. The ways in which people talk about writing/reading and learning to 

write/read, and the actions they take as learners, teachers, interventionists, and assessors, 

are always instantiations of particular discourses and interaction orders that have 

temporal relations (Ivanič, 2004; Wohlwend, 2009). The implicit temporal discourses 

embedded within these classroom interactions framed Bryson asymmetrically, alternating 

between “becoming” and “being” perspectives of childhood (e.g., James et al., 1998; 

Qvortrup, 1991) and, of interest here, learning to write and read. (See Figures 28 & 29) 

for a detailed examination of the discourses cycling in place across both literacy events.) 

While working with the interventionist, time was produced and positioned as a 

scarce commodity—one that had to be managed, compartmentalized, and budgeted with 

care (Adam, 1995). Bryson had to master these letters and sounds now in order earn a 

prize in the short-term future (days) and to successfully complete an assessment in the 

longer-term future (weeks, weeks, and months). In other words, literacy learning was 

positioned on an arc of a cycle where the action (i.e., learning letters and sounds) was 

talked about as an “anticipation” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) of some future event or state 

of being. Mastering these letters and sounds today, a notably challenging and frustrating 

task for the young child, were all part of the process of becoming a reader and a writer. The 

present moment was emphasized only for its importance to the future (i.e., literacy 

learning as an anticipatory action): It is important to learn this today because you’ll need to know it 

later (… for a test, for a job, for next year’s teacher). (See Figure 30 for sample artifacts from 

Bryson’s work with the interventionist.) 

 A similar spatiotemporal matrix has grounded the “dominant framework” of 

childhood studies for decades, positing childhood as a period of preparation for adulthood 

(i.e., children as “adults in the making”). As incomplete and incompetent beings, children 
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engage in activities exclusively oriented toward the future. For example, children are told 

that learning to write will be necessary in the future: to pass a test, to get accepted to 

college, to earn a good paying job. Writing may not be necessary within a child’s 

immediate, daily social actions, but writing will be important to becoming an adult. 

Temporally, there is heavy orientation toward the future within this theoretical frame. 

The child is not a human being but a human becoming, which leads adults to understand 

children not as they are but as anticipated future trajectories. Families and schools work 

to control children’s immature desires and play in order to teach the skills necessary to 

become successful adults. Children are thought to remain in this constant process of 

becoming—gradually acquiring competencies—until reaching adulthood when they are 

finally granted the status and benefits available to full members of society. In this way, 

both schools and related educational research have tended to downplay the present of 

childhood in favor of framing that importance of childhood in the future (James & Prout, 

1997).  

Conversely, scholars within the “emergent paradigm” for the sociology of 

childhood have argued that childhood is state of “being” (i.e., children as “beings-in-the-

present” (Lee, 2001, p. 245)). In this theoretical frame, childhood is not placed at the 

opposite end of the continuum from adulthood—rather, both children and adults are 

considered fully human, agentic beings that demonstrate a range of competencies. 

Whereas age is the emphasized when determining competency in the dominant 

framework, the emergent paradigm considers competencies to be highly situated within 

and across diverse communities. Therefore it is possible that in particular situations 

children can be viewed as more competent than adults. Temporally, this view highlights 

the necessity of understanding children’s social actions in the present moment, rather 
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than emphasizing anticipated future levels of competence. Relatedly, Dyson (2013a) has 

warned that in literacy research, children are too often “viewed through the life worlds of 

adults” (p. 401), positioning children as adults in training, rather than studying children 

for who they are in the life spaces shared with other children. The emergent paradigm 

has gained support since the 1970s as contemporary social trends have visibly blurred the 

line, once so clearly demarcated, between childhood and adulthood.  

It is interesting to note that while Bryson’s work with the interventionist was 

positioned as anticipatory, the total circumference of the action was intentionally 

constrained during the interaction. The true circumference of an action is determined by 

identifying the narrowest and widest timescales on which the action depends (Scollon & 

Scollon, 2001). The work of literacy “interventions” in schools is often focused on 

breaking down the complex process of becoming a reader and writer into smaller actions 

that can be accomplished within short, definable segments of time. This is evident in the 

vignette as learning letters sounds was explicitly linked to earning a prize in the next 

couple of days and taking a “test just like this” in a few weeks. The interventionist may see 

how each of these narrow timescales is implicitly linked to the wider timescales involved 

in becoming a reader and writer, but the out of time child is explicitly encouraged to focus 

his gaze on actions within a narrow range of timescales. The underlying pedagogical 

discourse implies that breaking down discrete literacy skills into short timescales makes 

the process more accessible for the struggling reader/writer. A consequence of this 

spatiotemporal matrix is that literate identities for out of time children are withheld from 

the present and dangled within an imagined future. (See Figure 31 for a closer temporal 

analysis of how time was produced in Bryson’s interactions with interventionist and the 

impact on literate identities.) 
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  As Lucy, the first grade girl with the messy ponytail, slipped out of her seat and 

pushed a book in front of Bryson, she actively contested the hegemonic, becoming 

spatiotemporal matrix and discourses produced with the interventionist. With one eye 

peering over the top of her book, Lucy closely watched the scene unfold on the floor 

nearby. Noticing that Bryson was sitting alone on the carpet, staring at the floor, 

disappointed and frustrated at his inability to earn a prize, Lucy jumped into action. With 

a simple invitation, “Do you want to read?”, she positioned Bryson as a reader of books 

rather than an identifier of letters who might one day become a reader. The particular 

words Lucy chose are important, as we must always consider how something might have 

been said differently (Scollon & Scollon, 2001, p. 136). For example, Lucy could have 

said: “Do you want me to read you?” But this iteration would have limited the socially 

available possibilities for selfhood extended to Bryson. Instead, “Do you want to read?” 

offered Bryson the opportunity to engage with Lucy as a peer: a reader engaged in the 

present moment with another reader. Within this invitation she also implicitly positioned 

reading as a pleasurable, social activity, and she positioned books as a stress relievers, 

mood lifters, laugh inducers, and friend-makers. By inviting Bryson into a collaborative 

experience with a book, she transformed the spatiotemporal matrix from a future 

orientation (becoming) to the present moment (being). Bryson stubbornly resisted this 

invitation to reframe the social action, but Lucy’s embodied, larger-than-life reading 

performance eventually pulled him into a new present, leaving two first graders, neither 

considered a strong reader by school-based literacy standards, sitting on the floor, 

reading, laughing, talking, and enjoying a book together: “beings/[readers]-in-the-

present” (Lee, 2001, p. 245). (See Figure 32 for a closer temporal analysis of how time was 

produced in the children’s interactions and the impact on literate identities.) 
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Within this transformed spatiotemporal matrix, Bryson not only knew how to be a 

reader, but he also knew how to be a writer. As Lucy turned to the last page of the book, 

Bryson ran off to grab his writer’s notebook, yelling to his friend Josh, “Hey! Let’s write!” 

The two first graders sprawled out next to each on the floor, notebooks open, pencils in 

hand, ready to write. The social actions of these two boys reflected the norms and 

practices of the larger community: writers choose to write even when they don’t have to; 

writers collaborate with peers; writers use special tools. Neither boy was considered an 

“on grade level writer” by school-based standards, but there they were, writing together: 

“[writers]-in-the-present” (Lee, 2001, p. 245). In this multiage community, learning to 

write and read were the keys to legitimate peripheral participation. That is to say, 

children did not learn discrete, measurable skills so they could become writers at some later 

time. Rather, as Bryson’s journey demonstrates, children participated as writers in 

legitimately peripheral ways from their earliest days in the classroom, taking on writerly 

identities even without being able to identify the letter “K.” In this way, writing practices 

were viewed as emanations of previous experiences in this community of practice rather 

than as anticipations (Scollon & Scollon, 2001, p. 166).  

Second Grade: Co-Remembering a Writer’s Identity 

Bryson sits at a table near the door with his notebook closed. The rest of 
the room is filled with the voices of children excitedly grabbing for pens 
and markers, crafting stories and drawing pictures on the first pages of 
their notebooks. New notebooks on the first day of school always invite 
dreams and visions for how stories will unfold across the empty pages. 
Paul, a seventh grader but former 5-year member of the classroom, is 
visiting for the day, helping out when he can and nostalgically reminiscing 
about the “good old days.” Paul pulls up a chair next to his second grade 
friend Bryson and asks, “What are you going to write about today?”  
 
Bryson fiddles with a pencil in his hand, “Nothing,” he mumbles. Paul 
heartily suggests that Bryson write about riding four-wheelers, but Bryson 
quickly snaps back, “I can’t write. I don’t know how.” Paul dismisses this, 
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but Bryson refuses to be easily talked into writing today. Each suggestion 
from Paul is ignored. Today Bryson’s writer’s notebook will remain closed 
for the entire workshop. [Audio data & fieldnotes, August 5, 2014] 

 
Later in the day, I asked Paul about his work with Bryson during writing 

workshop. Paul’s reflection revealed the power of extended histories and 

relationships in this classroom and development of collective memory: “We all 

know Bryson can write. He wrote like every day last year. And every time he 

wrote Ms. D would share it with the whole class. [pause] We all know that he can 

write.” What is striking about this response was the way in which Paul acted as an 

agent for the collective memory of the class (Renshaw & Brown, 1997). Paul did 

not say “I know…” but rather “We know,” despite the fact that Paul was no longer 

technically a member of the classroom since he was now in middle school. Paul’s 

comments suggested that the community collectively remembered and identified 

Bryson as a writer across longer timescales and larger arcs even if Bryson chose to 

identify as a non-writer within this particular moment. The community held on to 

Bryson’s writerly identity: co-remembering his history as a writer until Bryson felt 

ready to take it back for himself a few weeks later.  
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Figure 9. Sociogram of the multiage classroom writing community during the year 2013-
2014 school year (Bryson’s first grade year). Beginning at the top of the circle and moving 
in a clockwise direction, children increase in biological age. Children who are positioned 
outside of the circle are previous members of the classroom who are now in middle and 
high school. Data based on interviews with children consisting of two questions: 1) Who 
has helped you as a writer? 2) Who have you helped as a writer? Arrows indicate the 
direction of the help. Notice the heavy levels of support provided by the community for 
younger children—especially focal child Bryson (highlighted with the yellow circle). 
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Figure 10. Bryson’s writing on the first day of kindergarten. A fourth grader trying to help 
did some of the writing and drawing seen (e.g., identifiable letters, images of people). 
(Kindergarten: 8/13/12) 
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Figure 11. Bryson’s writing in September of kindergarten. The date at te top was written 
by an older child. (Kindergarten: 9/11/12)  
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Figure 12. Bryson writes and draws about dirt bikes. An older student wrote “Dirt bike” 
at the top of the page and Bryson continued the story (Kindergarten: 1/18/13). 
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Figure 13. Bryson’s writing and drawing about a four-wheeler. This was done with 
intensive teacher support. (Kindergarten: 9/11/12) 
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Figure 14. Bryson’s writing and drawing about playing football. This was done with 
intensive teacher support. The stack of B’s stand for “ball” and the first letter of Bryson’s 
first name. (Kindergarten: 11/14/12) 
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Figure 15. Bryson begins imitatating writing in his notebook. (Kindergarten: 12/10/12) 
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Figure 16. Bryson begins writing letters and letter-like symbols, commonly asking a child 
sitting nearby, “What does this say?” (Kindergarten: 2/7/13). 
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Figure 17. Bryson’s first drawing of a person in his writer’s notebook. (Kindergarten: 
9/25/12) 
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Figure 18. Bryson’s drawing of a person with the letters YMQQT. (Kindergarten: 
10/9/12) 
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Figure 19. Bryson writes about his new Spiderman bike using recognizable letters. This 
was done with intensive teacher support. (Kindergarten: 4/30/13) 
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Figure 20. Bryson models how to write and draw for a newcomer on his first day of first 
grade. During writing workshop, Bryson (page on left) showed his younger sister how to 
draw and write a swing to represent “playing at the park.” He even added letter like 
symbols in the upper right hand corner of the page. His sister watched closely and then 
imitated his swing (page on right). (First grade: 8/12/13). 
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Figure 21. Bryson dictates text to create a book about dirt bikes. He rejects invitations to 
draw his own pictures for this book. Three second grade girls volunteer to help him 
illustrate it as long as he tells them what to draw. (First grade: 8/29/13) 
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Figure 22. Bryson dictates a story about riding a dirt bike to a fifth grader. This older 
child writes it down for him exactly as he tells the story. This is an example of shared 
writing in community. (First grade: 11/7-8/13) 
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Figure 23. Bryson gets a new writer’s notebook in November of first grade and begins 
engaging in new set of writing practices (11/13/13). On the first page of Bryson’s new 
writer’s notebook he wrote “MY DRTE BIGE” (“My Dirt Bike”) (Top center). Over the 
next three weeks he added letters on to this same page with the goal of completely filling 
it with letters/words. (Left page: 11/7/13; Right page: 12/1/13) 
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Figure 24. Bryson fills up the pages of his new notebook with small letters. He would 
continue adding letters to a single notebook page over many days both at home and at 
school. (First grade: Left page: 12/3/13; Right page: 12/8/13) 
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Figure 25. Bryson continues to fill up pages of his notebook with small letters. Here he 
began by writing a phrase that was recognizable to the community (“I lov BB”—BB was 
his beaver stuffed animal that he brought to school) and then, over a period of days, he 
added letters/words to fill up the notebook page. (First grade: Left page: 2/24/14; Right 
page: 3/1/14) 
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Figure 26. Bryson increasingly chose to write with his peers in the spring of first grade. 
(First grade: 1/23/14) 
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Figure 27. Bryson almost always chose to write with a peer during choice time in the 
afternoon by the end of first grade. (First grade: 5/13/14) 
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Figure 28. Discourses in place during “Intervention Time.” Using a mediated discourses 
analysis frame, three discourses were identified as being produced, taken up, and resisted 
within the “Intervention Time” nexus of practice: (1) becoming discourse of child 
development, (2) skills mastery (i.e., learning to read/write as a series of discrete cognitive 
skills); and 3) school accountability (i.e., high-stakes testing, “failing school”). 
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Figure 29. Discourses in place during “Classroom Time.” Using a mediated discourses 
analysis frame, three discourses were identified as being produced and taken up within 
the “Classroom Time” (Lucy reading with Bryson) reading/writing nexus of practice: 1) 
becoming discourse of childhood, 2) being discourse of childhood, and 3) reading/writing as 
social actions. The intersection of becoming and ‘being’ discourses here allowed Bryson to 
claim identities as a reader and a writer in the present moment while still recognizing 
(and imagining) that he would gain a more complex range of literate practices and 
strategies as he became an older member of this community 
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Figure 30. Literacy artifacts from Bryson’s work with the interventionist: This notebook 
(top) was used exclusively during intervention time in first grade (top). An typical example 
(bottom) of the kinds of writing shows a comparison of the sound of L (lion) to F (french 
fires). At the end of the year he tore out all of the pages that had writing on them so only 
blank pages remained.  
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Figure 30—continued. Writing and reading artifacts from Bryson’s work with the 
interventionist. The top image shows Bryson sorting words that begin with K sound. The 
bottom image was the sheet that Bryson was instructed to take home to practice so he 
could earn a special prize.”  
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Figure 31.Temporal analysis of Bryson’s interactions during “Intervention Time.” By 
following the arrows, his meaning making process in this moment can be traced across 
multiple timescales: 1) from the present to the recent past as the interventionist reminds 
Bryson that he’s been working on these letters for the last few weeks, 2) to the (imagined) 
future (“a few weeks”) when the interventionist says he will be tested on these letters and 
sounds. Notice that in this spatiotemporal matrix a literate identity (yellow dot) is 
temporally suspended in a future that only the interventionist can connect to the present 
moment. Learning to read/write in this spatiotemporal matrix consists of an ongoing 
series of small steps (2, 3. 4, 5, 6, etc.) that will eventually lead to Bryson being able to 
claim a literate identity as part of his personal autobiography (ontogenetic timescale) in 
the future. 
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Figure 32. Temporal analysis of Bryson’s interactions during “Classroom Time.” By 
following the arrows, Bryson and Lucy’s collective meaning making process in this 
moment can be traced across multiple timescales: 1) from the present to the past as Lucy’s 
interactions are anchored in the two children’s intertwined histories together over the last 
2 years, 2) to the practices, discourses, and norms (nexus of practice) in relation to literacy 
in this community situated in the socio-historical timescale (e.g., reading is social, books 
are pleasurable), 3) to the imagined future when these two young readers are still in this 
community together years from now, 4) to the present moment when Lucy brings a book 
over and asks, “Do you want to read?” The yellow line traces the subsequent parallel 
temporal process as Bryson grabs his writer’s notebook and his friend. Learning to 
read/write in this spatiotemporal matrix offers all children a literate identity (yellow dot) 
as part of daily actions in the classroom (i.e., legitimate peripheral participation). 
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CHAPTER 5: THE EXPERTS: AUTHORING TIME, MEMORY, AND 

IDENTITIES THROUGH COLLECTIVE REMEMBERING 

“But however minimal, however threadbare, [collective memory] is a ballast 
of a kind. We all need that seven-eighths of the iceberg, the ballast of the 
past, a general past, the place from which we came... If you have no sense of 
the past, no access to historical narrative, you are afloat, untethered; you 
cannot see yourself as a part of the narrative, you cannot place yourself 
within a context. You will not have an understanding of time, and a respect 
for memory and its subtle victory over the remorselessness of time.” 

 –Penelope Lively, Dancing Fish and Ammonites: A Memoir 
 

In the previous chapter, Bryson, a novice, gained access to the beliefs, practices, 

and norms of the K-6 multiage classroom community. With the socio-historical timescale 

as a resource, Bryson constructed writerly identities within the small moments of 

classroom life and worked to link these moments and identities across time. I now widen 

the analytical gaze to consider the larger classroom community. Here I consider how the 

socio-historical timescale was not simply an immaterial and shadowy set of pre-exiting 

norms guiding children’s actions and possibilities for selfhood; the socio-historical 

timescale was actively produced by children in the classroom through interactions of the 

discursive and the material. These interactions, taking place within the microgenetic 

timescale but linked across days, weeks, months, and years, were both constructive and 

reflective of the socio-historical timescale. Classroom traditions (rituals) in the multiage 

community, with extended and recursive histories, served as particularly rich sites of 

engagement for analysis. In the interactions embedded within these traditions, oldtimers 

made the socio-historical timescale visible for the larger community, constructing a kind 

of “usable past” for the collective community (Wertsch, 2002, p. 35).  

The socio-historical timescale is linked to history and memory. Scholars have 

taken diverse approaches to understanding memory, but most often memory has been 
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framed in the fields of psychology and cognition as a process of encoding, storing, and 

retrieving that occurs within an individual’s mind (Matlin, 2005). This type of memory is 

assessed and discussed in research terms of accuracy. When a person is asked to 

“remember” something, he/she is assumed to retrieve the most accurate version of that 

event possible, a camera capturing a series of still images. Scholars in anthropology and 

sociology, on the other hand, situate memory as a mediated action: a process of creating a 

usable past that allows individuals to construct identity claims (Antze & Lambek, 1996; 

Wertsch, 2002). Rather than tying memory to invisible chemical processes in the mind, a 

more social approach to memory positions individuals as agentic members of particular 

communities who use memory to be particular kinds of people. In other words, accuracy 

no longer remains the primary goal of memory; memory as complex identity work comes 

into focus. 

In schools it has routinely been left up to teachers to become “agent[s] for the 

collective memory” (Renshaw & Brown, 1997), creating a usable past for children in a 

classroom. Remembering shared experiences over time creates class culture. Teachers 

facilitate this practice of remembering by drawing connections between students’ learning 

now and learning that may have occurred moments, hours, or days ago. In this way, “the 

teacher can create for the class a sense of continuity in their work” (Renshaw & Brown, 

1997, p. 210). Previous research has documented that students also engage in this work of 

“collective remembering” (Wertsch, 2003) in the classroom, but often this research has 

looked across days and weeks rather than months and years (e.g., Bloome et al., 2009). 

The K-6 multiage classroom community, given its continuity across years, offered 

children opportunities to take actives roles in the production and use of collective memory 

as a community resource. Whether it was children’s “collectible files” overflowing with 
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notebooks and projects from previous years; the classroom walls covered with children’s 

artwork collected over nearly a decade; or yearly classroom traditions—ice skating before 

winter break, freezing apple juice to make popsicles in August, eating the “world’s 

largest” banana split on the last day of school—daily life in this multiage classroom was 

inhabited with clear echoes of the past, echoes collected, curated, and wielded by current 

members of the community.  

Classroom traditions were a significant part of oldtimers’ memories of being 

members of this community. Paul, a sixth grader and 5-year-member of the community, 

explained that he considered leaving a year early to attend a highly sought after middle 

school charter school program, but instead decided to stay at Park Elementary for his 

final year. 

Paul: I could have gone to [another school] this year, but I wanted to stay in the 
class for a couple reasons. One: friends. Two, and mainly two: all of our class 
traditions.  
 

Paul’s collective identity of being a member of this community was tied to “a sense of 

sameness of time and space,” “sustained by ‘remembering,’” and enacted—or 

performed—through participation in class traditions or rituals (Gillis, 1994, p 3). In the 

truest sense, Paul identified traditions as the thing holding him and the community 

together (Greenman, 1998). 

The importance of establishing traditions as part of family life has been well 

established (see Fiese et al., 2002), but little work has explored the role of traditions in 

children’s experiences in schools. Scully and Howell (2008), using the terms tradition and 

ritual interchangeably, define them as “daily practices that serve to order our lives as well 

as those events that mark rites of passage that recognize life changes. What sets a ritual 

apart from a mere routine is the meaning or significance of the activity” (p. 262). A range of 
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classroom traditions took place in the multiage classroom over the course of a year, but 

none were more coveted than the annual end of year traditions recognizing the sixth 

graders who would move on to middle school the following year (see Table 6). These 

traditions created a kind of rite of passage—moments for the community to recognize 

each oldtimer’s contributions and moments for the sixth graders to publicly solidify their 

own narratives and identities that would live on as echoes in the community in the future. 

The repetition of these traditions constructed aging and development as a cyclical 

processes. Growing older, one of the cornerstones of development, occurs too slowly for 

children (or adults) to perceive directly, so it is through acts of repetition (i.e., traditions) 

and memory that individuals are offered partial access to the experience of aging (Van 

Gennep, [1908] 1960 cited by Hockey & James, 2003, p. 43). 

The most anticipated sixth grade tradition in the multiage classroom was getting 

pied, which entailed a plate full of whipped cream being smashed into one’s face. Sixth 

graders always knew they’d be pied, but the final weeks of school were filled with endless 

discussions about when it might happen. Patrick was in charge of concocting a new plan 

each year to surprise the sixth graders. Some years Patrick planned the “attacks” 

individually, while other years he found ways to get all of the sixth graders all at once. 

One of the stories that lives on in classroom lore is when Patrick and Dana got the sixth 

graders together out on the playground to take an end of the year photograph, only to 

have younger children sneak around behind the sixth graders to surprise them with plates 

of whipped cream. Every child in the classroom looked forward to the year when it was 

finally his/her chance to be on the receiving end of this plate to the face. This yearly 

event may appear insignificant—or superfluous— to outsiders, but for community 

members this tradition served as a meaningful way to collectively mark time. It signified 
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that a child was an oldtimer with limited time left in the community. It was a way to say 

goodbye. 

Another highly anticipated class tradition, and the one explored as a site of 

engagement in this chapter, involved sixth graders creating and sharing portfolios that 

documented their time in the classroom through the use of physical artifacts. The classroom 

teachers worked diligently to ensure that even the youngest children saved notable pieces 

and notebooks each year. These artifacts were organized into collectible files, located 

under a shelf under the window in Room 1, which accumulated bits and pieces of a 

child’s classroom experiences across all subject areas. Children and teachers added more 

artifacts to this file each year, and, by fourth or fifth grade, children began combing 

through these files to select specific artifacts to include in their personal portfolios. 

Children had access to saved artifacts from previous years, including: artwork, inquiry 

projects, writer’s notebooks, science projects, published stories, math journals, reading 

logs, etc. For each year in the multiage classroom, children selected three or four artifacts 

to reflect their thinking, interests, work, and play. Artifacts were placed in clear page 

protectors and added to a three-ring binder. Simple dividers, decorated by close friends, 

were inserted to create clear sections for each grade (see Figure 33).  

The portfolio tradition culminated with each sixth grader presenting his/her 

completed portfolio to the classroom community over the final few weeks of school. The 

presentation order was determined by the number years of experience in the classroom: a 

child who had recently joined the class would be the first to present and a child who had 

been in the class for all 7 years would go last. This seniority tradition served as a way to 

honor the most “senior” oldtimers in the community. For each presentation, a sixth 

grader sat in the rocking chair in front the whole class, portfolio resting on his/her lap, 
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and talked through his/her time in the classroom, offering a personal developmental 

narrative, using the artifacts as evidence (see Figure 34). Children shared their artifacts in 

chronological order, beginning with their earliest year in the classroom and progressing 

toward the current year. This collection of artifacts offered a physical manifestation of 

Lemke’s (2002b) notion that each of us is “dynamically heterochronous”: According to 

clock time each person is labeled as having a single age, but in a community a person is 

always “some mix of every age he’s already been, and every age he’s learned to cope with, 

and many ages he’s begun to understand and imagine and model” (p. 81). In other words, 

the portfolio tradition offered sixth graders a public opportunity to consider how a 

kindergarten artifact was just as much him/her as a more recent artifact from sixth grade, 

juxtaposing “‘then’ and ‘now,’ ‘before’ and ‘after’ in the single moment” of a public 

presentation (Hockey & James, 2003, p. 50).  

To gain a sense for how these moments of portfolio sharing emerged and unfolded 

in the classroom, consider the following excerpt where sixth grader Thea, a 7-year 

member of the classroom, shared her portfolio with the community:  

Thea: This is my portfolio. This is how thick it is!  

First grade boy [sitting right in front]: Oh man! 

Thea: …This is my first PowerPoint and most of it is just about my 
own dog. Maybe only three slides are actually about dogs. So, I 
got… 

First grade boy: How many slides? 

Thea: I got really excited because I found a picture that looked 
exactly like my dog on the internet. So I got really excited. 

Dana: [laughter] Was this kindergarten?  

Thea: Yeah, this is kindergarten.  

Dana: And you can remember you were that excited about finding 
a picture? 
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Thea: Yeah! I mean it looked exactly like my dog!… But, okay. I 
put this [drawing with a few words] in my portfolio because I wrote 
[my mom’s partner at the time] a picture about one weekend, this 
is when [my little sister] might not have been born, and we were at 
her old dad's house and my mom told me to go inside and get a 
swim suit on cause we were going to do out slip and slide, so I 
came out with a swimsuit on but I had these snow boots on that 
were big, fluffy and had pompoms and came up to there. [class 
laughter] And I came out with my hands on my hips and said, "I'm 
ready to slip and slide!" [loud class laughter] I remember I had a lot 
of fun. And then this is a list, I think, of a bunch of people's names  

First grade boy: Your friend list? 

Thea: No. Just a bunch of people's names, ‘cause I know 
everybody liked to make lists. [Video & audio recordings & 
fieldnotes, May 24, 2014] 

Thea narrativized her portfolio artifacts with an underlying sense of humility alongside 

subtle observations about her kindergarten literacy practices (e.g., list-making; online 

image searching; drawing pictures; storytelling). This kind of storytelling, emerging 

naturally within interactions between children and artifacts, created a rich context for the 

textual artifacts, bringing them to life for the community. Human interaction was also a 

significant part of these sharing events. The short exchanges between Thea and the small 

first grade boy reveal the sense of surprise and awe that younger members often expressed 

when viewing older children’s portfolios. It is startling to consider that the artifacts Thea 

shared from kindergarten were created nearly before the first grade boy was even born, 

and yet here the children were interacting in the same elementary school classroom. The 

youngest members of the classroom knew these sixth graders only as oldtimers—as 

experts in the multiage community, but the portfolios opened up space for more complex 

stories of expertise to unfold and emerge across time. Stories that younger members of 

this community identified with and innately understood: this oldtimer was once a newcomer like 

me.  
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Everyday interactions around artifacts and practices in the multiage classroom 

served to carry the past into the present, but traditions like the sixth grade portfolios, 

sharing a particularly rich site of engagement for analytical exploration—a site where 

children actively and visibly folded the past into the present moment. Within in these sites 

of engagement, intersecting practices, histories, and discourses worked to bind the 

community together and make visible the socio-historical timescale. The portfolios are of 

particular interest for my work given the explicit role of textual mediation in relation to 

temporality, memory, and identity (Lemke, 2002a, 200b; Wertsch, 1985, 2002). Material 

mediators not only remind children of the past, “but are taken up again and again as 

partners in activity, aiding [children’s] continuity,” allowing children (and communities) 

to make links across timescales (Lemke, 2002, p. 74). The portfolios documented 

children’s efforts to construct long-timescale continuities and trends:  

Meaningful material objects, shaped in one moment’s activity, can provide the 

link to another, related activity in a later moment of time. And the result is the 

construction of continuity on a longer time-scale than that of each momentary 

activity. (Lemke, 2002b, p. 40) 

This suggests that the past events most relevant to learning in the present moment are not 

always those that immediately precede it according to clock time.  

I want to make clear that I am not interested in positioning the portfolios as 

“accurate” depictions of children’s development over time, but rather as demonstrative of 

how children produce usable pasts mediated by textual artifacts. Representation of past 

events is never a transparent process but is always “mediated by narrativizing those events 

and turning them into public texts” (Wertsch, 2002; Bloome et al., 2009; Edwards & 

Middleton, 1988).  
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This sort of sharing and participation, this communion, would not be possible if all 

our knowledge, our memories, were tagged and identified, seen as private, 

exclusively ours. Memory is dialogic and arises not only from direct experience but 

from the intercourse of many minds. (Sacks, 2013, para.44, italics added) 

Publicly sharing the portfolios ensured that the written artifacts were not asked to stand 

alone, as they often are in research on writing development. Separated in time and space 

from the moment of production, written artifacts can easily become positioned as static 

points rather than glimpses into moving bodies, shifting relations and identities. In the 

yearly tradition of sharing portfolios, the child in “communion” with the community filled 

out the space surrounding each artifact, contextualizing the artifact within an 

entanglement of memories, histories, and complex social stories. 

Through the portfolio sharing process, sixth graders produced a range of highly 

public developmental narratives that made diverse identity toolkits accessible to the 

multiage community. As physical artifacts and tools become entangled with discursive 

elements, children produce usable pasts with implications for both individual memory and 

collective memory. Of particular interest here is collective memory: a “narrative that has 

been established as a publicly held” (Bloome et al., 2009, p. 324) and exists as part of the 

socio-historical timescale of a particular community. Portfolio sharing was one of the 

more formal ways that older children in this classroom publicly and explicitly contributed 

to the continuity or revision of the community’s collective memory. I view the sixth 

graders’ portfolio narratives as a type of meditational means in service of collective 

memory (Wertsch, 2002). The narratives, collectively witnessed by the community across 

the years, offered all community members a set of resources for writerly action and 

identity. As Säljö (1998) described, "...the world is pre-interpreted for us by previous 
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generations, and we draw on the experiences that others have made for us” (p. 55). The 

community’s collective memory played a significant role in offering a range of 

interpretations in response to questions such as: What counts as writing here? Who can be 

a writer here? What do writers do here? Why do we write here? How do writers change over 

time here? What kind of writer am I here? These questions suggest that rather than simply a 

process of looking backward, collective memory is a tool in the service of present and 

future activity (Middleton, 1987).  

Analysis of Portfolio Sharing:  

Oldtimers Offer Diverse Possibilities of Selfhood  

In this chapter I share analyses focused on sixth graders Caroline and Griffin in 

relation to their portfolio sharing performances at the end of the end of the 2013-2014 

school year. In interviews conducted with all members of the multiage classroom during 

that school year, Caroline and Griffin were both recognized for their writerly “expertise” 

in the community, but the children offered fascinatingly different possibilities for writerly 

selfhood. (See Figure 35 for a graphic representation of the multiage classroom’s writing 

community in relation to expertise status.) Complicating the notion of a single community 

of practice at work in the classroom, these two writers are illustrative that the larger 

community of practice, with its overarching ways of being, doing and saying, was also 

comprised of many smaller, overlapping communities. Classrooms are naturally sites 

where multiple, sometimes contradictory communities intersect. After all, children are 

simultaneously members of multiple communities: “[Children] are not just students; they 

are also friends, daycare buddies, Brownies, Cub Scouts, and soccer players. They are 

members of a peer culture, which is made real through talk and actions [and writing]” 

(Rowe, Fitch, and Bass, 2001, p. 427). In other words, as members of diverse 
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communities outside of school, children draw on these unofficial resources when 

negotiating spaces and identities within the official world of school. 

Across age and gender, the community viewed Caroline as one of the strongest 

writers in the classroom (see Figure 35). This finding was unsurprising given that teachers 

readily viewed Caroline as one of—if not the—strongest writer in the classroom. 

Fieldnotes documented a multitude of moments where community members of all ages 

turned to Caroline for writing help or advice. Despite this collective recognition of 

Caroline as a strong writer, outside of her close group of friends, children in the 

community offered only vague details about what made her such a good writer, in part 

because she grew to be a fairly private writer: 

Dorinda (fifth grader): I read one of her stories and it was really well described. 

Micah (third grader): I know she’s a really, really good writer. Sometimes I sit by 
her when I’m on the computer, and I look at her computer and I start reading it, 
and it is pretty good. I like her stories. 

Chloe (fifth grader): I know [she] really likes to write. And [she] puts in good 
details.” (Personal communication, May 15, 2014) 

Griffin, on the other hand, offered a vastly different set of writerly practices, norms, and 

identities to the collective memory of the community. In interviews, Griffin was identified 

as a strong writer far fewer times overall than Caroline, but among the fifth and sixth 

grade boys, Griffin garnered fierce allegiance. The boys prefaced naming Griffin as a 

strong writer with qualifiers such as:  

Carson (fifth grader): Griffin can be a good writer. Like, but the thing is 
that he writes, not to be offensive, but some of his stories are very 
disturbing... or hilarious. But they're written in a very good way. I mean, 
some of them are not as good as others, obviously, but we all have that. 

Paul (sixth grader): I think, I mean it depends on how you judge an 
awesome writer, whatever, like a good writer, because I think [some 
people in here] are like good writers in a funny, weird way, not exactly the 
best, like great punctuation and like that kind of thing…. 
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Daniel (fifth grader): Griffin's probably pretty good… though, [the stories] 
do need some editing.” [laughter] 

Terrance (fifth grader): This may sound weird, but I look up to Griffin 
‘cause [he wrote] crazy stories, and [he] can write a lot of them. (Personal 
communication, May 15, 2014) 

These boys effectively questioned whether I was referring to writerly expertise in a 

“schooled” or “non-schooled” sense. Their responses offer evidence that it was possible to 

be recognized as a good writer in this classroom community without necessarily being a 

“good” writer in relation to larger discourses and norms that affect how writers are read 

by other children, teachers, parents, and schools. These boys were also able to name 

specific characteristics of Griffin’s writing they found appealing, because his writing 

always so public.  

 The diverse writerly expertise of Griffin and Caroline, made visible across their 

artifacts and associated identities, was also rooted in deeply shared beliefs about being 

and becoming a writer. Portfolio sharing offered a complex semiotic ecosystem in which 

children constructed and remixed meanings as they interacted with the physical artifacts, 

fellow community members, and discourses in place. Within this particular site of 

engagement, Caroline and Griffin brought their historical bodies into the moment of 

sharing, carrying habits of talk and practices that were made public in the process of 

narrativizing their portfolios. The children’s shared beliefs were evident in both “overt 

discourses—the things being said—and covert ones—the things which [were] submerged 

in practice,” (Scollon & Scollon, 2004, p. 105) and, I would add, submerged in artifacts. 

Mapping these cycles of discourse—overt and covert—revealed emanations of earlier 

cycles, creating a temporally extended arc/circumference upon which children positioned 

current identities and practices. (See Tables 4 & 5 for an overview of the artifacts 
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highlighted in the subsequent analyses, including interaction orders, discourses 

foregrounded, and practices submerged.) 

It is important to note that the interaction order in place during the public 

performance of portfolio sharing was largely interactive. Each sixth grader was the 

primary voice of his/her own narrative, but peers and teachers and also engaged in 

adding commentary, sharing memories, and asking questions. These interactions never 

involved hand-raising nor did they occur in a formal, set-aside times for feedback (as in a 

formal writing workshop structure), but instead the interaction order invited the 

community to conversationally interact with fellow members, collectively working to 

make sense of his/her portfolio and narrative.  

As historical bodies, artifacts, and interaction order came together in this site of 

engagement, particular discourses in place were made explicit, reifying publicly held 

norms, beliefs, and practices of being/becoming a writer. The collective memory of the 

community was built on publicly held narratives, and portfolio sharing offered children 

overt opportunities to confirm or contest these narratives. Sixth graders offered vastly 

different identity kits for young writers in the community, but they also shared a deep 

sense of the social and “dialectical” (LeFevre, 1987) nature of being and becoming a 

writer. In other words, being and becoming a writer was tied to years of engagement with 

others. Rather than a discourse of individual achievement, the discourses in place and 

interaction order at work during portfolio sharing reflected a social orientation to writing 

across timescales. Children did not produce artifacts by turning inward. Children 

produced texts by interacting with their surrounding “socioculture” across time as part of a 

dialectical process (LeFevre, 1987, p. 35).  
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In the remaining pages of this chapter, readers are invited to take a seat in the 

audience alongside community members as Caroline and Griffin share their sixth grade 

portfolios. Take note of the ways historical bodies and interaction order came to intersect 

within this site of engagement, positioning individuals and the community as co-

producers of meaning. Three shared discourses in place: (1) collective development (co-

becoming), (2) collective remembering (co-remembering), and (3) co-being a community of 

writers beyond school as a defined time and place are highlighted as a means of 

considering the production of a usable past for both individual writers and the larger 

classroom writing community. 

Caroline: Constructing Official Expertise through Apprenticeships 

Historical bodies connected in time. Seven years ago, Caroline, a small girl 

with white-blond hair tied back in two braids, joined the multiage classroom as a 

kindergartener. She entered already knowing at least two members of the community: her 

older brothers Todd and Michael. A third brother had recently graduated from the 

classroom and was in middle school. Over the following 7 years, Caroline became known 

as the thoughtful child who was always doing the right thing without being asked; the 

child who acted far wiser than her age; and the child who offered a helpful hand instead 

of a disparaging laugh. As a fellow sixth grader once remarked, “Caroline is literally the 

nicest person I’ve ever met.” A blushing Caroline humbly rebuffed this label, but a 

collective chorus reassured her: Yes, you really are the nicest person we’ve ever met. A 

proud Quaker, Caroline was a vocal advocate for peace, patience, and understanding 

both in the classroom and larger community. Empathy rather than judgment ruled her 

actions. Other children routinely sought out her hugs and her help, and Caroline was 

never too busy to lend a hand or offer a lap to sit in.  
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The community looked to Caroline as one of the true oldtimers—only her best 

friend Thea had the same number of years of experience in the classroom. Thea and 

Caroline served as class historians, explaining the way “things used to be” and 

maintaining a close eye on traditions that they considered integral to community’s 

continuity. The pair spent 7 years observing and participating in the classroom’s 

traditions, and there was nothing more special than the end of the year traditions for the 

graduating sixth graders. Finally it was their turn to be placed squarely in the middle of 

the traditions they had watched over and participated in peripherally for the previous 6 

years. As Thea so clearly stated during portfolio sharing: “I’ve been waiting 7 years to do 

this!” The girls’ lives were intimately wrapped up in one another—7 years of reading, 

writing, talking, and laughing together day after day. 

Of the two friends, the community identified Caroline as the stronger writer. 

Caroline’s writing in the upper grades tackled a range of serious topics from divorce to 

war to death to orphaned children. Looking through her old notebooks, Caroline 

observed clear patterns in her writing, noting that her protagonists were strong female 

characters who faced very difficult family situations.  

Caroline: My mom always says, ‘You [Caroline] have to make up everything 
about their parents because your parents are so perfect.’ [laughter] Like my 
parents are together and none of my parents are dead or missing. [pause] Next 
year I’ll try to make [my writing] a little happier. (Personal communication, April 
8, 2014) 
 

Caroline’s interest in addressing weighty emotional topics in her writing reflected the 

depth and thoughtfulness which the oldtimer was well known in the community. But this 

identity as a serious writer, one who addressed important social issues in complex and 

nuanced ways, stood in stark contrast to the early artifacts gathered in Caroline’s 
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portfolio. Gathering together 7 years of artifacts invited the community to consider 

Caroline along a much longer arc of being/becoming a writer.  

Portfolio sharing: Interaction order and discourses in place. 

It is finally Caroline’s turn. She is the final sixth grader to share—the 
oldest of the oldtimers. As she takes a seat in the rocking chair, glances are 
exchanged between Caroline and Thea; Dana and Patrick—split-second 
acknowledgements of the previous 7 years—1260 days—folded into this 
moment. With a deep breath, Caroline opens the portfolio. A hastily 
drawn mermaid greets the audience on the first page, jagged edges 
revealing this page’s prior home in a writer’s notebook. Words fill the 
page, but not words scrawled by Caroline’s own hand. Instead the note at 
the top of the page indicates: “Words by Callie [Caroline’s nickname]. 
With help by Liana.”  

Caroline begins, “This is my portfolio. So... kindergarten.” She 
looks down at the page, grinning and letting out a sweet laugh. 
“So, in kindergarten I was best friends with Liana, and she's been 
like my big sister like ever since then. And she usually would write 
stories for me and I'd tell her what to write. So we wrote a story 
called “Little Mermaid” (see Figure 36).” Laughter fills the room. 
“Should I read it?” 

“Yeah!” Patrick says encouragingly.  

Caroline’s friend Paul, a fellow sixth grader, sits in the front row 
looking closely at the mermaid drawing. “Copyright Caroline!” he 
reads off the adjacent page. 

Caroline begins reading, “One day there was a big fat mermaid.” 

“Oh. My. Gosh!” Paul remarks loudly, hardly able to believe what 
he’s seeing and hearing. 

A wide smile growing, Caroline continues to read, “The big fat 
mermaid saw a big fat crown and then she saw a big fat fish with a big fat 
mermaid.” Smiles abound and the community shares a collective 
chuckle. 

“Oh. My. Gosh!” Paul repeats.  
 “So the mermaid peaked out of the water and saw a big thing that smelled like 
snot.” The class laughs loudly in response to this humorous ‘snot’ 
reference by kindergarten Caroline. “And it looked like a big leaf and it 
had a little white thing on it like butter.” Laughter erupts in the room: 
older children, younger children, and even teachers laughing 
together. 
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With his repeated refrain of “Oh. My. Gosh” in response to this initial artifact, Paul 

expressed the surprise and delight of the entire community. Here was serious, well-

respected, expert writer Caroline writing about “fat mermaids” and a leaf that “smelled 

like snot.” Paul did not join the classroom until he and Caroline were in second grade, so 

he, along with most of the current community, had never met this version of Caroline: an 

emergent writer who drew funny pictures, told ridiculously bizarre stories, and 

collaborated with older children who helped her get words on paper. In other words, here 

was an oldtimer/expert writer using artifacts to narrativize—and make public—her 

memories as a newcomer/novice member of this writing community. These memories not 

only invited the community to gaze backward in time, but these memories also suggested 

the kinds of relationships, practices, and norms that were integral to the continuity of the 

community, directing younger children’s gaze forward towards an imagined future.  

Discourse of collective development (co-becoming). Caroline’s portfolio artifacts and related 

narratives reflected an acute awareness of the integral role of the community in her 

development as a reader, mathematician, scientist, friend, and most explicitly as a writer. 

Rather than naming a teacher or a parent, Caroline repeatedly identified Liana, an older 

community member now in middle school, as being highly influential in her personal 

journey of being andbecoming a writer. Liana was 2 years older than Caroline but their 

relationship went far deeper than simply being a writing helper. When narrativizing her 

artifacts, Caroline referred to Liana as her “best friend” in kindergarten, a friend who 

became a kind of “older sister” over time—a sister Caroline eagerly welcomed into her 

life to offer some balance to growing up in a house with three older brothers. This 

relationship between Caroline and Liana, built in the earliest days of Caroline joining the 
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class as a kindergartner, continued on 7 years later with Caroline on the verge of 

graduating from sixth grade and Liana ready to enter high school. 

Liana remained a constant presence throughout Caroline’s early portfolio 

artifacts. A first grade artifact included a small dried flower crammed into the binding of 

the notebook—tape carefully preserving the flower and holding it in place over the past 6 

years. Next to the flower was a poem titled “Nature” (see Figure 37). It was a tradition 

that the multiage classroom went to write at the park at least once each fall and spring. 

During portfolio sharing Caroline reflected on this artifact, “Okay, this is like my first 

good thing I remember from Glenn Park writing, and I drew... there were like little blue 

flowers, they’re like really tiny, and if you look in the grass you can find them. And Liana 

drew, wrote it again, and I said”: 

NATURE 
This small violet  
flower looks like  
a Blue Bell.  
it looks like a byutyful [sic] 
cherry vine the flower has 
stripes. it looks  
like flowers people  
normmaly [sic] draw. 
 

This poem included a note at the top of the page similar to the earlier kindergarten 

artifact: “Words by: Caroline. Written down by Liana.” This language was particularly 

striking given the narrow views of authorship and literacy structuring writing experiences 

in many primary classrooms (Dyson, 2013). Even the youngest children are expected to 

write “on time” (Falchi & Siegel, 2014) in classrooms with writing positioned as the 

mechanistic production of representative symbols on paper. The ability to tell stories is 

considered oral language development—a precursor to writing on time rather than an 

accepted and legitimate mode of writing in the present moment. Adults in primary same-
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age classrooms certainly engage in writing for and with young children, but the K-6 

multiage classroom offered wider opportunities for the emergence of apprenticeships 

between newcomers and oldtimers (e.g., Caroline and Liana) that endured across 

timescales and played a part in the social lives of children. Liana’s word choice in 

delineating authorship (“Words by: Caroline. Written down by Liana”) highlighted that 

the “Nature” poem was crafted by and belonged to the first grader, emphasizing 

Caroline’s competency as a writer and storyteller. Liana acted as an intermediary, 

documenting Caroline’s ideas on paper so the words could be shared across space and 

time: words that were then sharable a day later or years later. Within the event of 

portfolio sharing 6 years later, the artifact was repositioned in the present moment as 

Caroline noted this was the “first good thing” she remembered writing at the park. 

Within the larger context of the portfolio, the artifact marked the node of emerging 

relationship between the two young girls.  

Caroline included two additional artifacts in her portfolio that anchored her 

friendship and affiliation with Liana—repeatedly folding memories into the present 

moment of portfolio sharing. A drawing of “Todd’s Fitness Farm” (see Figure 38) from 

third grade, drawn primarily by Liana (then a fifth grader) with help from Caroline and 

her older brother Todd (then a sixth grader), documented an inside joke between the 

three friends: “It was just when [Todd] cut his hair and he was starting to get buff. And so 

we drew it… And it was really funny.” Caroline smiled and laughed to herself as the 

memory of this played out in her mind. Teachers expressed surprise in response to the 

artifact, remembering when “Todd and [another student] started lifting weights and 

stuff” but expressing little recollection of this particular artifact or the inside joke therein. 

This artifact offers clear evidence of the ways children, even expert like Caroline, use 
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writing and drawing in school outside of the frame of official school purposes. The fourth 

and final artifact linking Caroline and Liana was a colorful Michael Jackson poster 

modeled after the This is It movie poster/album (see Figure 39). A silhouetted Michael 

Jackson, hands held above his head, reaching toward the sky, was positioned in the 

middle of the page with an impressively imitative signature along left margin.  

Caroline: Fourth grade. Liana drew that for me. It's a picture that she copied. 
Paul: Hee-heee (Michael Joshson imitation). 
Caroline: And that's the signature. People say it doesn't look like it, but if you see 
his signature it looks exactly like it. 
 

Taken together, these four artifacts documented 5 years of friendship between Caroline 

and Liana, but perhaps more importantly the selection of these artifacts offers insight into 

“how writing becomes ‘relevant’ to children as children” (Dyson, 2013a, p. 401).  

From a schooled writing perspective, the “Fitness Farm” and “Michael Jackson” 

artifacts have no connection to the official school curriculum nor do they fit into a linear 

view of writing development. Caroline’s inclusion of these artifacts rupture developmental 

trajectories constructed from assumptions about support and independence in becoming 

a writer: First, both artifacts were drawings, not the typed or handwritten pages filled with 

words that might be expected from a child in the upper grades. Traditional views of 

writing development suggest that children grow out of drawing and turn to words in their 

quest to make meaning in the world. Second, Caroline didn’t create/author either 

artifact in terms of putting pencil or marker to paper—Liana did. Cultural and historical 

expectations undergirding portfolios in our society situate writers/artists/designers as 

individual producers and creators. Portfolio owners select personal artifacts to document 

individualized accomplishments and personal growth. Putting someone else’s work in 

your portfolio would be considered a form of plagiarism or creative theft. And in the in 
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the context of schools, it is assumed that portfolios document a child’s personal transition 

from relying on peers and adults in the early grades to becoming an independent writer in 

the upper grades. [This mirrors language in the Common Core and state standards, 

informed by “Maturation” and “Skills Mastery” discourses (Wohlwend, 2009), which 

dictate the removal of social supports (peers and teachers) as children become independent 

writers. See Andrews & Smith (2011) for a more detailed review of developmental 

implications.] 

Certainly there was evidence of a growing sense of independence in Caroline’s 

portfolio, but she also resisted this simplistic developmental narrative by emphasizing her 

reliance on and connection with Liana far beyond kindergarten. Liana continued to 

write/draw with and for Caroline into the upper grades, and Caroline highlighted the 

continuity of this relationship through the inclusion of these particular artifacts. Liana’s 

writing with and for was not about Caroline’s inability or reluctance to write/draw, but 

was about the ways that writing and drawing was collectively used by the girls to build a 

world together—a world apart from the age-based expectations that constrict schooled 

forms of writing production and development. The inclusion of these artifacts suggests a 

more collective, networked approach to understanding writing development. These 

artifacts emphasize the social work that children engage in through writing/drawing both 

within the microgenetic timescale of the seconds and minutes and how they use 

writing/drawing to mediate their complex childhood cultures across timescales, 

constructing identities and relationships. 

Discourse of collective remembering (co-remembering). Another key element of Caroline’s 

portfolio sharing performance was the production of collective remembering (Wertsch, 2003) 

as a critical practice involved in understanding her story of writing development. In single 
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age-based classrooms, the end of each school year marks a transition to a new classroom, 

new teacher, and new arrangement of peers. This segmentation of schools into classroom 

communities developed and broken up on a yearly basis means that the project of 

continuity across longer timescales is a project largely backgrounded, left to individual 

children with the support of families and close friends. But in the multiage classroom, the 

project of continuity was foregrounded. Children understood they would spend many 

years in this same community, growing and changing on an hourly, daily, and monthly 

basis, but ultimately working to be recognized as certain kinds of people across a 

collection of years. A child’s fellow peers and the multiage classroom teachers were 

important resources for this continuity project alongside artifacts collected in the sixth 

graders’ portfolios. The tradition of portfolio sharing offered an important opportunity, 

mediated by written artifacts, for peers and teachers to “co-reminisce” (Zerubavel, 2003, 

p. 5) with sixth graders—to construct stories, histories, and identities collaboratively.  

The conversational discourse practice of “joint remembering” has been studied 

largely as a phenomenon in families—between children and parents (e.g., Edwards & 

Middleton, 1986, 1988, 2004). A familiar example: A child and his/her parent look at 

family photographs together, laughing, crying, and sharing stories. The conversation 

prompted by these photographs constructs a shared past for both the child and the 

parent. Memory here isn’t confined to accurately recalling the actual moment frozen in 

the flash of the camera, but memory becomes the agreed upon, co-constructed story 

communicated in the back-and-forth conversation between parent and child. The 

photograph is a mnemonic resource—a “mediator of access to the past”—as are other 

people (Edwards & Middleton, 1986). In the multiage classroom, analyses show that the 

sixth graders’ portfolios acted as a kind of collection of photographs that prompted 
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moments of collective remembering, publicly documenting a shared and usable past (i.e., a 

resource) for the individual child as well as the community as a whole.  

One of the most common ways children chronologized their years in the 

classroom, marking moments in time, was in relation to self-selected “Focus Study” 

topics. All children in the classroom engaged at least two inquiry projects a year, which 

the community referred to as “Focus Studies.” These inquiry projects, based on children’s 

self-selected topics, invited children to engage in non-fiction questioning, researching, 

note-taking, writing, and presenting findings with the community through sustained work 

over a series of weeks and months. Children could not only recite the progression of their 

own topics over their years of classroom membership, but they also remembered and 

could recite other community members’ topics. Every sixth grader with more than 1 year 

of membership included at least two examples of Focus Studies in his/her portfolio. 

Various forms of writing—crumpled pages of handwritten notes, typed expository 

reports, PowerPoint presentation slides—were placed in portfolios to represent these 

inquiry experiences. Caroline included a range of Focus Study artifacts in her portfolio, 

covering a wide range of topics: cats (kindergarten), birds (first grade), snakes (second 

grade), music therapy (third grade), poet AA Milne (fifth grade), Quakerism (fifth grade), 

actress Audrey Hepburn (sixth grade), and psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud (sixth grade).  

Caroline’s most recent (and final) presentation on Freud offered an intriguing 

background for making sense of the kindergarten Focus Study artifacts she shared as part 

of her portfolio: 

As the final artifact in the kindergarten section of her portfolio, Caroline 
turns to a page with a crumpled, folded graphic organizer from her very 
first Focus Study. The word “cats” carefully is written with blue marker, 
circled in the middle of the page, spokes coming out in all directions. Each 
spoke contained a different color handwriting—classmates sharing “facts” 
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they knew about cats: “Dogs chase cats”; “Some cats like feathers”; 
“There are lots of different breeds of cats”; “All cats land their feet.” 
Caroline allows the audience to get a quick glimpse of the graphic 
organizer before adding, “And that's my Focus Study on cats. I don't 
remember doing it at all, but I guess I did do it.”  

Thea, sitting inches from Caroline, interjects, “I remember!” loud enough for 
the whole class to hear. The girls exchange glances and smiles. Thea 
quietly chuckles. Caroline moves on to the first grade section of her 
portfolio. [Audio data & fieldnotes, May 27, 2014] 

 

Caroline’s admission of “I don’t remember doing it at all, but I guess I did do it” suggests 

both the fallibility of memory and the power of physical artifacts as mediators of access to 

the past. But it wasn’t only the artifact that acted as a mnemonic resource. Thea’s “I 

remember!” offers evidence of a shared past—a public and powerful form of witnessing 

based on years spent together: “People convey knowledge to each other, remind each 

other of things, exchange versions of scenes and events that establish the common content 

of a shared past” (Edwards & Middleton, 1988, p. 19). Just as a child learns to attach 

stories to a baby photograph by listening to his/her family tell and retell particular stories, 

peers and teachers in the K-6 multiage classroom filled in the details around community 

members’ written artifacts. In both situations, a child’s community (family and/or school) 

frames both what is remembered and how it is remembered (Zerubaval, 2003). Extending 

this argument to writing development, what and how a child narrativizes (and 

remembers) the process of being and becoming a writer is influenced by his/her 

community.  

Artifacts from the cat Focus Study tied Caroline to a particular place and time 

that she was unable to recall apart from the physical evidence in front of her. In effect she 

was saying: I don’t remember this version of me, but here it is. This must be me. How children 

make sense of themselves as writers and how teachers make sense of young writers in 
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schools often rely on artifacts produced within fairly short timescales (e.g., the minutes of 

a writing workshop, the days of a unit of a study, the writing produced over the course of 

a year), but rarely are children invited to look across a collection of years to construct 

some sense of themselves. And more specifically, rarely are children in schools invited to 

look across a collection of years with a group of people who were intimately involved in 

those artifacts and experiences. Of particular interest here was how the community 

worked to co-construct Caroline’s narrative. Over the course of Caroline’s 19-minute 

portfolio sharing event, Thea interjected 29 times, adding in snippets of detail, confirming 

memories, sharing inside jokes, and asking questions. Thea specifically used the phrase “I 

remember…” eight different times. The girls’ interactions offer clear evidence of the 

practice of co-remembering at the heart of constructing developmental narratives. 

During portfolio sharing, sometimes Caroline positioned herself as the 

knowledgeable historian who shared memories that Thea had largely forgotten. 

[Fourth Grade] 

Caroline: And I also have a certificate for [writing the story] “Ms. 
Hawkins.” It was a book that me and Thea wrote. 

Thea: Oh my gosh! Did we ever finish it?  

Caroline: It was for Nanowrimo. We never finished it.  

Thea: Thought so. 

Caroline: And it was about this lady, this old lady who lived in this really 
pretty house. And I did all the writing and me and Thea just thought of 
ideas together. And it was REALLY detailed. Like about the rugs, and the 
couches, and fireplaces, and how it smelled in the kitchen and stuff. 

Thea: Oh yeah! [laughter] We should finish that! 

In other moments, Thea was the historian, filling in the details around the production of 

particular artifact.  

[Fifth Grade] 
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Caroline: Me and Thea drew this abstract painting of face that we found 
on the internet. I mean yeah, it's ok... 
Thea: I remember. It's when my grandma came to visit and we did Great 
Artists so we painted that together. 

And in other moments, the girls shared in seemingly trivial memories that highlighted the 

depth and length of their friendship: 

[First Grade] 

Caroline: Yeah, this was the birds [Focus Study project] that I did with 
Thea. And you can see the [PowerPoint] slides (see Figure 40). Thea did it 
the wrong way! [laughter]  

Thea: [playfully, sarcastically] I'm sorry. I do everything the wrong way. 
[smiling & laughing] 

These moments of interaction marked collective remembering (or co-remembering) as an 

intimate practice where children interacted with physical artifacts, peers, and teachers to 

produce meaning and memory collectively. Caroline’s interactive portfolio narrative 

emphasized the social nature of development over time. Her personal story was interlaced 

with the stories of other community members—older mentors and collaborators as well as 

same age peers—who were integral to her narrative of becoming the well-respected and 

admired expert writer that she is known as today. 

Griffin: Authoring in the Spaces Between the Official and Unofficial 

Historical bodies connected in time. Griffin entered the K-6 multiage 

classroom as a first grader in 2008. With a mop of dark brown cut bluntly right above his 

eyes, he studied spiders and wrote and drew incessantly about Star Wars. Over the 

following 6 years, Griffin gathered a close-knit group of friends—mostly boys—who spent 

time together both inside and outside of school. The boys were similar ages (within a 

couple of years) but joined the classroom at different points: Terrance (2008); Sean, 

Tobias, and Daniel (2009); Simon (2010), Wyatt (2011) and Carson (2013). For Griffin’s 
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sixth grade year, this group of boys, along with his younger brother Ethan, served as the 

focal audience for Griffin’s writing and artistic creations. Griffin’s younger brother joined 

the classroom in Fall 2010 as a kindergartner, and the brothers’ in-school relationship 

transformed over the years from one where the older brother generally ignored and 

overlooked his younger brother to Griffin’s sixth grade year in the classroom where his 

younger brother became part of Griffin’s circle of friends (typical brotherly banter 

notwithstanding).  

Whereas Caroline was the serious, rule-following student, Griffin worked hard to 

craft a rebellious identity that was often in tension with the practices, discourse, and 

norms expected of a good student. Over his 6 years in community, the teachers developed 

a strong sense of Griffin’s identity. They appreciated his humor, creativity, and scientific-

mind, but a degree of Griffin’s deeper identity work also took place in moments outside 

adults’ gaze. As a rocket launcher, LEGO expert, horror film writer, Minecraft player, 

stop motion filmmaker, YouTube channel creator, and D&D (Dungeons and Dragons) 

game master, Griffin continually worked and played in the spaces between what was 

considered “appropriate” and “inappropriate” within the confines of school. Given that 

some of Griffin’s identity work was kept beyond earshot or eyesight of adults, it is useful to 

consider what other community members wrote they would “always remember” about 

Griffin at the end of the school year. Consider the following comments with the 

understanding that they were thick with humor, playfulness, and most of all sarcasm: 

! “Griffin likes explosions. [He’s] crazy but very entertaining.” 
! “He got away with a lot of stuff like bringing LEGOS to school and CGs [cap 

guns].” (Griffin later explained that bringing the cap gun to school did happen 
but was a “complete accident.”) 

! “He likes death and pain and blood and destruction.” 
! “Griffin used to sharpen his nails with a nail file so that he could defend 

himself.” 
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! “He was very crazy. He loved Nerf and Death Wish. One time in third grade 
he and Sean traded Nerf guns in school. I was an eyewitness and watch out!” 

! “[He was] a strange little child.” 
 

Writing was an important tool that Griffin wielded in the classroom to craft these 

particular identities in the community over time—often within the contentious 

intersection of official and unofficial purposes (Dyson, 2001 2003, 2008). As technology 

became more pervasive in the classroom, Google Drive and Gmail emerged as two of the 

most important tools in Griffin’s desire to be known as a particular kind of person—and a 

particular kind of writer—in this community. One example of this in sixth grade was his 

work on a script for a movie called “The Deadliest Shot.” Griffin started writing the script 

independently at home on a Google Doc and within a few days he digitally shared the 

document with his best friend Sean, and within a few weeks Griffin extended an 

invitation to all the boys in his close circle of friends. Over the course of 6 weeks, Griffin 

and Sean wrote the bulk of the script both at home and at school, but Griffin made it 

clear that the actual filming of the movie would happen outside of school given the violent 

nature of the script, and, he added, they “needed a dark, wet alley to film in,” which 

wasn’t exactly available at school. 

 The final script for “The Deadliest Shot” was a 16-scene mystery/horror story 

focused on an “insane serial killer” (played by Ethan, Griffin’s brother) and his assistant 

Josh Spencer (played by Sean), both of whom who had recently “escaped from the South 

Insane Institute” and were “running rampant through the streets.” The mayor begged 

the men to put their guns away, but Josh responded: “’We aren’t listening to no rules boy! 

You gonna die now!” The first scene ended as “the Mayer [sic] falls on knees clutching 

chest and falling” and both murderers run away. This was only the first of many 

gruesome scenes that included weapons, blood, and plenty of death (see Figure 40 for 
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prop list). Auditions were unnecessary because Griffin knew from the very beginning who 

was going to play the main characters—all of his closest friends. But as additional 

community members heard about the filmmaking project, the list of actors/actresses and 

crew (e.g., props, makeup, “boom [mic] operator”) grew to include 16 children (see 

Figure 41 for a cast and crew list). Griffin attempted to schedule after school filming 

sessions through email (see Figure 42), but just as any adult knows the difficulty of 

scheduling a meeting, Griffin’s film sessions were rarely attended. This didn’t deter 

Griffin. He went ahead and sent out an email to many of the older children in the 

community (and even a couple of parents), inviting everyone to the “Deadliest Shot 

Movie Premiere” 7 months in advance: 

“congratulations! you are invited to Sean's house to see the movie THE 
DEADLIEST SHOT that you probably have acted in. we are not aloud to 
show this movie in class because it is very violent. the date April 13th 2014 
9 to 11 o'clock! at Sams house. talk to Sean first. the day may be bumped 
up. come if you can.” (Personal communication, October 15, 2013) 
 

The preemptive email was temporally interesting in that it reflected a writer who was 

interested in far longer timescales than the minutes and seconds of a writing workshop, 

and a writer who was as interested in building identities based on histories as well as 

imagined futures. Along with Griffin’s email invitation, the other boys developed posters 

to advertise the upcoming film (see Figures 44 & 44). Because the posters relied on gun 

imagery, tightly policed in all school settings, the boys worked on designing the posters at 

home mostly and then shared designs through Google Drive. As fall turned to winter, it 

became too cold consider to filming outside, so Griffin and Sean put filming plans on 

hold. 

Teachers were aware of Griffin’s filmmaking project, but he did not go out of his 

way to share this kind of writing with adults. He simultaneously worked on more “school 
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appropriate” kinds of writing, but took advantage of every spare moment in the school 

day to work on his script. As a researcher (and not an “official” school adult), Griffin often 

granted me special access to his writing projects, but always with some kind of caveat like, 

“Don’t do anything ‘schooly’ to it—like peace, love, and stuff” (personal communication, 

October 10, 2013). His message was clear: I know this is not official “school” writing, and I don’t 

want you (or any other adult) turning it into anything that resembles school. My writing belongs to me. 

This was a meaningful writing project for Griffin and his close friends, and the boys 

eschewed adult surveillance as a central part of their writerly identities.  

This confident, rebellious boy expertly wielded writing as a marker of identity and 

relied on it as social resource in the community, just as newcomer Bryson did in the 

previous chapter. As will become clear in the following analyses, Griffin’s artifacts 

highlighted his ability to wield writing as a way to connect with his close friends in the 

community. “The Deadliest Shot” project was just one recent example of this complex 

social work, but this kind of social networking through writing could be traced back to his 

earliest years in the classroom. The social orientation of writing is particularly overt in the 

case of developing a script where the writer must recruit and position community 

members in particular roles. Dyson (1997) documented the socio-dramatic play and 

complex negotiations of young children performing improvisational dramas in the 

primary writing classroom, and Griffin’s work as a sixth grader mirrored many of these 

same practices. Each of his close friends was given an important role in the film—either 

as an actor or a crew member, and while the cast included an extended group of peers, 

Griffin explicitly recognized his five closest friends in a note at the end of the script: 

“Special thanks to: Carson for great special effects. Daniel for the best costumes and 

makeup skills. Terrance for the best actor. Wyatt for moral support. Samuel for making 
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eight of the scenes.” It’s clear that Griffin wrote for his peers—not for adults. “The 

Deadliest Shot” filmmaking project reflected his ability to build relationships through and 

with writing, marking him as a master social organizer. Ultimately, writing was tool to 

construct a self that pushed back on adults’ expectations for and assumptions about 

children’s writing. 

Portfolio sharing: Interaction order and discourses in place. 

Griffin is all smiles. It’s his turn to share. He stands up, pushing a dark 
clump of hair over to one side, out of his eyes. Taking a seat in the rocking 
chair, the performance begins. There is little sentimentality to Griffin’s 
narrative. Instead, each artifact is embedded in a laugh-inducing memory 
that positions Griffin as a gifted and animated storyteller. He opens his 
portfolio to the first section [“First Grade”] and notes that the “wonderful 
drawing” on this section divider of “somebody throwing a kid off a cliff” 
was created by Wyatt. Everyone laughs, turning to look at Wyatt as Griffin 
moves on to the first artifact. 

“So, here's the first [Focus Study] PowerPoint I ever did. I may have, like, 
hardly anything in first grade because I did not, I was not a very good 
writer. All I did was scribble on all my pages. And um, yeah, this is my 
PowerPoint on spiders, which is a great PowerPoint. I remember after that 
I was really scared that a camel spider would get me in my bed.” The class 
laughs at the thought of 6-year old Griffin being scared of spiders. Sensing 
the community’s engagement, Griffin continues the story: “I mean, I was 
freaked out. I mean, I was, seriously like, I couldn't go to sleep. I was like…” 
Griffin transforms his face to reflect a look of terror and makes shallow 
breathing noises that quicken into a rhythmic pant. The children show 
their appreciation in these animated storytelling practices by offering 
howl-like laughter in response. “It was crazy,” Griffin adds. 

Next he shares a purposefully nonsensical “I AM” poem from first grade 
before moving on to his second grade artifacts. “Alright, and now ‘Pink 
Snakes’ by me and Daniel. I'm going to read it, if that's okay: ‘Pink snakes 
are pink./Pink snakes are snakes,/which are crazy snakes that eat./Now they can walk 
on lakes./Their favorite drink is pink lemonade…’ At this point most everyone in 
the room is laughing, but Patrick’s loud chuckle stands out. Griffin 
continues, “‘Their favorite drink is pink lemonade/with a pink lemon drop 
inside./And their favorite food is pink panthers' brains.’” The laughter in the room 
is now loud. Children look back-and-forth between Griffin and Daniel, 
trying to make sense of sophisticated, serious Daniel, writer of complex 
medieval historical fiction in recent years, once writing a ridiculous poem 
about pink snakes with Griffin. Daniel’s cheeks grow pink as Griffin giddily 
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finishes reading the poem. [Video data, audio data, & fieldnotes, May 25, 
2013].  

The event of portfolio sharing always situated sixth graders as performers in front of the 

community, but for Griffin this performance was an opportunity to engage in dramatic 

theater—to become a comedian who worked the room. With all eyes on him, Griffin had 

the chance to publicly reinforce particular kinds of relationships, practices, and identities 

in front of the entire community. In other words, he used carefully selected artifacts and 

rich related memories to craft a particular discoursal self, anticipating the ways other 

children would “read” him as an expert writer in the community both in the present 

moment and into imagined futures.  

Discourse of collective development (co-becoming). Whereas much of Caroline’s early 

narrative of being and becoming a writer focused on her extended relationship with a 

more expert writer (Liana), Griffin’s narratives revolved around a core group of similar-

aged boys. In fact, his portfolio did not include a single artifact with evidence of an older 

student writing for him. Instead, the majority of artifacts were examples of Griffin writing 

with others (i.e., collaborative writing). His early writing narrative—and perhaps his more 

longitudinal developmental narrative—was that of purposeful participation within a sub-

group of the K-6 community. As Ivanič (2004) suggests, “[writers] are likely to begin to 

participate in particular practices to the extent that they identify themselves with the 

values, beliefs, goals and activities of those who engage in those practices” (p. 234). 

Griffin’s portfolio and related narrative reflected his personal journey of identifying and 

then developing relationships with a small sub-group of the community over 5 years—a 

subgroup that shared particular values, beliefs, goals, and activities as writers. 
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Griffin’s narrativization of his first grade artifacts (see previous vignette) did not 

include a single reference to other peers or adults, suggesting a more solitary view of 

authorship and writing development. But as Griffin moved through his portfolio, a clear 

theme of collaborative writing emerged. As a sixth grader, Griffin’s close group of friends 

had an extended history together that could be traced back to his second grade year. The 

group’s original members—Griffin, Terrance, Sean, Daniel, and Tobias—showed up in 

artifacts throughout Griffin’s portfolio, but they were first mentioned by name in 

connection to second grade artifacts. “Pink Snakes,” written by Griffin and Daniel, was 

the first artifact linked to this group, but the group’s more collective, historical origins 

were highlighted in a book of poems called “The Funky Chicken.” (Tobias was also a part 

of this original group, but he moved away from Park Elementary a few years later.): 

Griffin: Alright, also in second grade I made… me and Tobias and 
everyone made this [book]. “Written by Tobias, Daniel, Sean, Griffin, and 
Terrance,” like he's added on the back. We wrote “The Funky Chicken” 
[class laughter] and it was basically, like supposed to be a poem book.  

Sean: It was terrible. 

Griffin: Yeah. It was supposed to be a poem book or something but as you 
can see all we got was a picture of a chicken and yeah, a really weird 
chicken. And I drew a few covers. And then, we even made like a table of 
contents and everything. It says, "The Funky Chicken” page two, “The 
Telescope” page three, “The Two Fat Flunks” page 4, and “Ruth the 
Telephone Booth”—that's a good one.  

Sean: That is a good one.  

Griffin: Page 5: “Nick the Tick Teenage Tick.” Page 6: “Enemies,” And 
“Mr. Joe” on page 9. 

Thea: Did you write all of them?  

Griffin: NO! 

Thea’s question—“Did you write all of them?”— was interesting in that it was rooted in a 

more solitary view of authorship. Even Griffin originally stumbled over ownership of this 

artifact, beginning with “I made…,” revising it to “me and Tobias [made]…,” and finally 
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settling on “everyone made…” As Griffin shared some of the poems from the “The 

Funky Chicken” collection, the boys collectively had difficulty remembering who wrote 

what, with Griffin resorting to handwriting identification to assign authorship. The 

difficulty of accounting for where Griffin’s writing ended and another boy’s began 

highlights the challenge of collaborative writing in a School Literacy nexus where 

individual accountability is highly valued (Wohlwend & Buchholz, 2014). In the boys’ 

memories, “The Funky Chicken” was a collaborative writing project where connections 

to individual authorship were forgotten over time. What mattered over the longer 

biographical timescale weren’t which words belonged to whom, but the book as a 

collaborative artifact with the ability to link the boys together across years, producing 

memories of friendship and reminding the boys (and the community) of the kinds of 

writers “they” were and in many ways still are.  

The “Funky Chicken” artifact offered an important reminder that writing support 

in the multiage classroom wasn’t limited to older/expert members helping 

younger/novice members (e.g., as demonstrated by the relationships between Caroline 

and Liana). Support also looked like children coming together over common interests, 

practices, goals, and activities to write together within moments and across time. This 

temporal aspect of being/becoming a writer was highlighted by the fact that Griffin 

included “The Funky Chicken” artifacts from second, third, and fourth grade, reflecting 

deep engagement and extended, reoccurring echoes across time. In his third grade 

section, Griffin shared a second artifact that he had created for the poem book a year 

later:  

Griffin: So here's “Ruth the Telephone Booth.” And I remember I did a few 
illustrations with this in my notebook. And there's no illustrations right now, but it 
says, “Ruth the Telephone Booth never got a call./Ruth the telephone booth had two big, big, big 
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claws./Ruth the telephone booth was not a booth at all./She was a monster all along.” [class 
laughter] And for some reason I decided to, well, yeah. It's kind of a good poem. I 
was really obsessed with poems back then. And I do not know why. I didn't know 
that they could be really boring. I mean, no offense to any of you who like poems, 
but some poems are just like really boring. They just go on and on. 
 

Resituating this old poem in the present moment produced a clear moment of tension in 

Griffin’s narrative of being and becoming a writer. This moment was illustrative of the 

central challenge of portfolio sharing (and of aging more generally): weaving together a 

narrative that satisfies our human desires for “connectedness and continuity of identity” 

across time (Hockey & James, 2003, p. 7). Griffin worked to strategically influence how 

the community interpreted these poetic artifacts, and, subsequently, how the community 

interpreted him as a writer then, now, and in the imagined future. The “Funky Chicken” 

artifacts fit a cohesive social portrait of Griffin as a collaborative writer across time, but he 

was uneasy about how the community’s understanding of poetry might impact the ways 

he was understood as a writer. His emphasis on being obsessed with poetry “back then,” 

suggested to the community that Griffin was less interested in poetry now. Making this 

distinction between kinds of poetry “I” wrote and the kinds of poetry some of “you” 

write—“no offense”—was a clear form of boundary making: This poetry isn’t that kind of 

poetry. I’m this kind of writer, not that kind of writer. Griffin explicitly situated himself as 

separate from the imagined community’s (and society’s) views of poetry (i.e., long, boring, 

serious), which, he noted, he became more aware of over time.  

Griffin’s engagement with “The Funky Chicken” book extended even further 

across time as he shared a poem called “Nick the Teenager Tick” from the fourth grade 

section of his portfolio. 

Griffin: So “Nick the Teenager Tick.” I guess I did that in fourth grade. 
“Nick the Teenager Tick looks like this.” [points to picture] And then 
there's a picture of a tick that I found on the Internet. Um, “He bites your 
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head and gives you diseases. He's Nick.” And I think that's unfinished because it 
should be, ‘He's Nick. The teenager tick.’ But it's just: “He's Nick.” 
 

These “Funky Chicken” artifacts, collected across time, offer evidence that Griffin’s 

development as a writer did not necessarily require leaving immature, non-serious writing 

topics in the past. He continually returned to ideas the boys collectively brainstormed as 6 

and 7-year-olds. A linear sense of development would expect that each artifact in Griffin’s 

portfolio reflected a step up the ladder to higher levels of competence: moving from 

childish writing of a second grader to the more mature writing of a fourth grader. And 

yet, Griffin’s choice to include multiple “Funky Chicken”-related artifacts, produced 

across multiple grade levels, showed little evidence of change over time in a strict sense of 

linear expectations of writing development. Rather than singularly focusing on change over 

time, Griffin’s portfolio narrative highlighted connections over time—on continuity of identity 

and continuity of peer relations. What Griffin found meaningful about being and 

becoming a writer over time were repeated connections to peers and the opportunity to 

return to unfinished projects. These practices mirror the kind of practices that writers 

engage in everyday life outside of school. Writers of all ages write collaboratively, return 

to unfinished projects, and identify/notice reoccurring themes. And writers engage in 

these practices across not only the days and weeks of the mesolevel timescale (i.e., a single 

[school] year), but across the months of years of autobiographical timescales. This view of 

being/becoming a writer implies a cyclical rather than linear view of time: a dense 

network of connected nodes rather than hierarchal steps of a ladder. 

Discourse of collective remembering (co-remembering). Analyses have established that 

Griffin was a social, well-connected writer in the community who participated in 

collaborative oriented interaction orders over time in relation to writing. When he wasn’t 
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writing with a friend, he was sharing his writing with a friend. Griffin’s writerly life was 

intimately caught up in his close-knit group of friends. Over the course of Griffin’s 20-

minute portfolio narrativization in front of the class, his close friend Sean was the most 

vocal, interjecting observations (“This is a good one.”), questions (“Who wrote that?”), 

and bits of memories 19 different times. Sean was the friend who jumped in when 

Griffin’s memory was fuzzy, helping to make sense of artifacts and histories in relation to 

Griffin’s past, present, and future identity work. These moments of co-remembering illustrate 

that portfolio sharing was not simply the performance of an individual child interacting 

with physical artifacts in front of the community, but portfolio sharing was a collaborative 

performance: the community coming together to interact with an individual and his/her 

artifacts, working to collectively make sense of and produce particular possibilities for 

selfhood as part of the community’s socio-historical timescale. 

Sean and Griffin were incredibly close friends. The boys’ lives were intimately 

intertwined across years spent playing, laughing, and writing in the classroom—as well as 

outside of school. As previously discussed, many of Griffin’s artifacts were written 

collaboratively, naturally inviting co-writers to engage in the practice of co-remembering. 

But also of interest were artifacts that Griffin presented as being single-authored but 

where Sean was able to equally engage in co-remembering elements of a particular story 

or writing process that Griffin could not remember. One of the richest examples of this 

was when Griffin shared a piece called “Killer Rats” from third grade. He began by 

declaring this the “one of best stories of I've ever written” before jumping into reading the 

story. 

“One day, Mr. Grumps, which is a really grumpy guy, was walking to get himself a cup 
of tea. And then when he got down to the kitchen he almost jumped out of his pants.” A 
large smile appears on Griffin’s face as he reads the last phrase, and 
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laughter from the audience causes him to pause for a moment before 
continuing to read, “‘Rats! Get my gun. Get my gun!' he screamed. And he ran to get 
his pistol but when he got to the kitchen the rats jumped on his face and carried him into 
the closet and padlocked the door. Click."  

This abrupt ending surprises the children. They wait a moment for Griffin 
to go on, but it becomes evident that he only plans to read the first part of 
the much longer story. Fourth grader Antonio loudly asks the question 
that most other engaged readers/listeners are wondering: “How did the 
rats carry him in the closet?”  

Griffin, a bit unsure, offers, “Well, supposedly there was a whole bunch of 
[rats].” 

The room erupts in voices as children all turn to someone nearby, 
discussing whether or not it is plausible that “a whole bunch of [rats]” 
could carry a human being into a closet. There are also predictions about 
how the man will get out of the closet and what other misdeeds the “killer 
rats” will get into. Over the din of voices, Griffin offers a revised idea: 
“Well maybe [the rats] just wiggled like underneath him and like um…” 
He struggles to remember the writerly decisions he made over 3 years ago.  

Within moments, Griffin’s close friend Sean, a fifth grader, steps in to sort 
things out. “We made a back-story,” he states matter-of-factly. “The rats 
came from a nuclear power plant.” 

“We did?” Griffin asks. 

“Yeah,” Sean reiterates. 

Griffin offers a quick, “Oh yeah.”  

Sean continues sharing the backstory: “We didn't write it down, but we 
talked about the [nuclear power plant] and like [the rats] fell down a 
stream and into a pet shop. And,” Sean adds, “all the kids [in the story] 
were us.” 

This memory registers with Griffin, and he offers, “Oh yeah. The kids are 
me and Sean!”  

This exchange made public some of the complex and socially situated meaning making 

work that went on behind a seemingly static artifact suspended in time. Griffin began by 

taking on solitary ownership of this story, stating that it was one of the “best stories I’ve 

ever written,” but an interaction with Sean, a peer with whom Griffin shared an extended 

history, quickly transformed his selected pronoun use from “I” to “we” and “us.” 
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Pronoun use is important here: it publicly framed the norms and beliefs of what it meant 

to be and become a writer in this community in significantly different ways.  

Sean’s ability to fill in the details around “Killer Rats” through the discursive practice 

of co-remembering offered a complex, public portrait of authorship. Notice that Sean 

didn’t contest who wrote the story. This wasn’t a debate over ownership—a debate that 

often plagues writing communities—but this was a publicly offered narrative about the 

collaborative nature of invention. What made it onto paper years ago did not reflect the 

boys’ complex process of writerly and social negotiations. Beyond simply reminding 

Griffin that the “rats came from a nuclear power plant,” Sean’s comments also worked to 

redefine what was memorable about the artifact. In other words, the artifact was a 

mnemonic resource for the practice of joint remembering (or co-remembering). 

Communities of practice like the K-6 multiage classroom, with dense networks of social 

relationships and particular overt and covert discourses, essentially define what is worth 

remembering and, in effect, determine what gets remembered (Bartlett, 1932; Vygotsky, 

1978). Through their interactions with artifacts (e.g., photographs, written texts, 

drawings), community members exchange versions of moments and events, establishing 

the common content of a shared past. In the case of the “Killer Rats” artifact, Sean 

reminded Griffin of the collaborative nature of the story, allowing the boys to publicly co-

construct a shared past and, of equal importance, a shared view of the inherently social 

nature of writing [development] in this community. The temporal positioning of this 

piece within Griffin’s autobiographic (ontogenetic) timescale is particularly powerful given 

that third grade is often viewed as a transitional pivot in the elementary years. 

Developmental discourses suggest that children leave behind the scaffolded supports of 

the primary grades as they move toward “independence” in the upper elementary grades. 
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Here though, Griffin selected this piece of writing as a signpost that emphasized the social 

nature of being/becoming a writer as a sign of strength rather than weakness. The boys’ 

deep social connections, developed over years spent together, and their support for each 

other as writers are celebrated through the act of collective remembering.  

Discourse of being (a subversive community of writers beyond school as constrained space and 

time) (co-being). The “Killer Rat” example offered an instance of co-remembering that 

brought the ontogenetic past into the present moment, but Griffin’s portfolio sharing also 

highlighted the power of co-remembering across much shorter timescales, demonstrating 

how identity creation happens in real time. The final artifact in Griffin’s portfolio, created 

only a few weeks earlier, produced an audible buzz among community members. 

Griffin: And then last thing I have is “RadioGriff,” [pure excitement from 
class] which, if you don't know what that is… [laughter]  

Antonio (fourth grader): What is it?  

Griffin: Basically, it's “RadioGriff.” It's a radio show. It's basically where I 
write a paragraph every Tuesday and Thursday on random topics. 

This initial innocuous description obscured the complex social negotiations and impact of 

these “paragraphs” over the past few weeks in the community. In essence, RadioGriff 

wasn’t just paragraphs stashed in Griffin’s notebook but was a bi-weekly humorous 

newsletter (of sorts) written and distributed digitally via Google Drive by Griffin twice a 

week. Only a select group of older community members received emails with a link for 

each new episode, and getting one’s name added or removed from the “shared” list was 

passionately discussed among the children. Griffin wielded the list of recipients as a great 

source of social capital in the community—playfully vowing to “punish” peers by 

removing their names from the list for a particular week. At the time of portfolio sharing, 

Griffin had been “secretly” sending out these emails for nearly a month with little 
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awareness from the larger community. The decision to publicly share this artifact now was 

socially powerful in that it divided the community into those in-the-know (i.e., those 

oldtimers on the bi-weekly share list) and those, including teachers (and me), who were 

hearing about this project for the first time. This public announcement served as the 

ultimate coup for Griffin and his small group of friends. The boys were now officially 

members of a writing community that was uniquely and unequivocally separate from 

adult surveillance—separate from the corresponding norms and expectations that guide 

official school writing.  

Griffin typed and distributed the weekly RadioGriff episodes, but his closest 

friends were highly involved in the development of and continued success of the project. 

The collaborative nature of this writing endeavor was highlighted by the boys collectively 

remembering the origin story of RadioGriff as part of the event of portfolio sharing:  

Sean: This came from…[laughing] Griffin was telling this [story] at lunch.  

Griffin: Yeah. It came from… I was high on sugar. [laughter] 

Terrance: I was eating pistachios.  

Griffin: And I was telling a story at lunch and then Sean said, or someone 
said, 'You should write this down.' So that's what I did. And then I made an 
entire series of these. And then the next one is … 

Sean and Terrance explicitly located themselves in close social proximity to the origins of 

RadioGriff, and Griffin went even further, naming Sean (“or someone”) as the person 

who encouraged him to write it down initially. Moving from talk to “writing [it] down” 

was a practice deeply embedded within the community’s writing nexus of practice. Both 

classroom teachers routinely suggested that children (especially for writers in Grades K-2) 

“go write [it] down,” typically in response to a particularly moving or interesting personal 

story that a child shared orally. This kind of talk is part of a larger writer’s workshop 

discourse that encourages children to “live like writers” (Fletcher, 2006; Calkins, 1986)—
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to see their lives as endless sources of writing inspiration. As members of this classroom 

for years, Griffin and his peers had heard suggestions to “write [it] down” hundreds of 

times, often, with age, rolling their eyes, and yet here they were at lunch encouraging 

each other to do just that—to “write it down.” In this case though, rather than a moving 

personal story, it was an outrageously bizarre, laugh-inducing story inspired by Terrance 

eating pistachios at lunch. Griffin’s very first RadioGriff “pilot” grew from a simple 

question raised in lunch:  

“Ever wonder where pistachios come from? Well, I'll tell you. They grow 
on trees in the middle of the Amazon, which is invisible because the nuts 
are invisible before they are torched by a flamethrower, which I'll explain 
later. Inside the trees lives the Pastchy tribe, which eats all its pistachios. 
And this is before man discovered pistachios. Whenever someone dies in 
the Pastchy tribe, they are put in a tub made out of pistachio wood and 
they are soaked in water so the pistachio wood rises up in the air and 
hangs there in the sky about 35,000 feet. Ever thought you saw an UFO, 
probably it's just one of those tubs.…” (see Figure 45 to read entire pilot 
episode of RadioGriff) 
 

Writing down this random lunchroom conversation kicked off series of powerful social 

moves that reflected Griffin’s deep understanding of the community’s writing practices, 

norms, and values. Looking to be seen as a particular kind of person, he wielded writing 

to explicitly craft and solidify his identity over his final month in the community.  

Digital tools came to play a critical role in Griffin’s writerly identity work. He 

chose to share his RadioGriff stories digitally (via email and Google Drive) with a 

carefully selected subgroup of community members rather than sharing the stories more 

publically as part of official school routines (e.g., morning circle, writing workshop). What 

was once a folded piece of notebook paper passed from hand-to-hand over the course of 

the day is now a digital document distributed simultaneously to faces peering down at 

glowing screens. Writing has taken on increasingly public forms in children’s lives outside 
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of schools (e.g., Facebook, texting, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube), resituating “sharing”—

once something uniquely possible within a classroom writing community—as a practice 

no longer confined to a physical place or time. Digital culture offers profound changes for 

the ways artifacts are shared within and across time.  

One of the curiosities of the futuristic-seeming information technology that we 

now enjoy is that it has dramatically increased the presence of the past in our lives…. We 

can access all this stuff with incredible speed and convenience, share it and store it 

with minimal effort. (Reynolds, 2011, para. 10).  

Photos stashed in yellowing albums and blurry VHS home videos on a shelf are now 

YouTube videos, Instagram photos, Facebook feeds, and iPhoto albums, accessible with 

slight a touch of a screen anyplace and anytime. Digital tools alter the ways individuals 

collect (intentionally or not) artifacts from the past, and the ways those artifacts come to 

merge with the present moment and imagined futures. The digital footprint individuals 

create online offers a material record that mediates “remembering” in identity 

construction across timescales in fascinating new ways. Schools must begin to consider 

how digital forms of writing are “new” not just in terms of means of production, but, 

perhaps more importantly, in terms of temporal possibilities for continuity and identity 

construction across timescales. While children’s school-based writing lives are often based 

on a constrained sense of place and time (i.e., produce writing in this place right now that 

is shared soon after), digital writing expands opportunities for echoes and emanations 

across spaces and times.  

In Griffin’s case, digital tools allowed him to share content that he considered 

slightly “inappropriate for school” with an audience of peers (at school and beyond) via 

screens, removing the layer of adult surveillance that typically determines whether a text 
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is permitted to become public in a classroom space. In effect, Griffin initially created 

demand for his writing by limiting the distribution to his closest group of friends (all 

oldtimers), but he also relied on face-to-face conversations between community members, 

out of earshot of teachers, to spread awareness of and interest in the bi-weekly emails to 

the larger classroom community. Here was a boy, not considered a particularly strong 

writer by school standards as Caroline was, expertly constructing the conditions under 

which his writing would be desired and even appreciated by large numbers of his peers. 

He engaged in a range of complex practices as part of producing a discoursal self in and 

through his writing that he anticipated would be interpreted in particular ways by the 

community (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010). Writers can never completely control how a text is 

taken up by readers, but Griffin’s extended histories and interactions in this community 

across longer timescales offered him extensive resources for crafting a particular 

discoursal self in the present. He used writing to be someone(s): a rebellious 

preadolescent, a producer of viral content, a satirist and humorist, a tech-savvy digital 

authority. The RadioGriff project became a kind of a swan song—a goodbye to the 

community where he’d spent most of his childhood, but also a final reminder of who he 

was/is/will be remembered as within the collective socio-historical memory of the 

community. The choice to make this very public pronouncement about RadioGriff as 

part of portfolio sharing only a few days before graduation was an opportunity for Griffin 

to explicitly shape his own narrative, as well as a way to offer community members a 

particular set of resources for future writerly action and identity that went beyond the 

more official possibilities offered by Caroline. 

Within the context of portfolio sharing, the RadioGriff artifact was discussed for 

over 4-minutes—far longer than any other single artifact shared by a sixth grader, and, of 
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importance here, RadioGriff produced a particularly collaborative 4-minutes in terms of 

interaction order. The community members in Griffin’s inner circle—i.e., the children 

who had been receiving links for the episodes each week—helped Griffin co-construct a 

creation story for those in the community who were hearing about the project for the first 

time (see Figure 46 to read an additional episode). Griffin’s closest friends (Sean, 

Terrance, and Simon) all engaged in constructing a usable past, present and future for 

Griffin as well as for themselves in relation to the RadioGriff artifact(s).  

Patrick: Are you still doing the Tuesday-Thursday thing [releasing the RadioGriff 
episodes digitally]?  

Chorus of older children: Yeah! 

Simon: He just released a new one today!  

Sean: It's called “Wyatt” and it's very disturbing. [class laughing, talking] And it 
doesn't have anything to do with Wyatt. [more class laughter] 

 …. 

Patrick: [laughing] Where do you come up with these ideas? [class laughter]  

Simon: This one he just came up with. He hasn't written it down yet. But it's 
about…  

Griffin: It's about a bar in London that  

Simon: [interrupting Griffin] Linden not London.  

Griffin: Yeah, the Linden Blitz, which is a bar in England. And so basically it 
burns. The military burns it down after they found out they were tainting the 
drinks there. So that's why everyone kept on dying after they went there. So yeah. 
And that's the end. Yay! [clapping]  

Griffin’s public reveal of this secretive month-long project —corroborated by friends’ 

testimonies—reflected a kind of final collective action by these oldtimers, allowing these 

boys to share in a moment of pride at keeping part of their “disturbing” childhood culture 

beyond adult surveillance. Just as a high school class prank permits graduating seniors to 

stamp a memory with the group’s collective identity, RadioGriff allowed these oldtimers 

to create a shared memory that celebrated the very active unofficial writing community in 
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this classroom. The announcement of this ongoing project reminded the adults in the 

room (including this researcher) of the social complexity of children’s writing lives, 

reiterating the necessity of looking beyond the ruled notebooks stashed in cubbies and the 

officially sanctioned sharing time of writing workshop. In this instance, the integration of 

digital technology and the emergence of one-to-one iPads in the classroom opened up 

opportunities for children to participate in unsanctioned writing communities despite the 

school district attempting to thwart this kind of sharing by blocking social media apps and 

blogging platforms. Temporally, Griffin’s creation of RadioGriff was of interest given the 

continuity it offered, connecting writerly actions in the present to imagined futures. That 

is to say, the digital nature of the project allowed Griffin and his selected community 

(recipients of emails) to stay connected beyond their final days as members of the 

classroom. Key oldtimers would physically scatter the following year—some staying in the 

K-6 classroom, others attending various public, charter, and private middle schools—but 

the digital nature of production and publication offered this subversive community the 

opportunity to stay connected when face-to-face interactions became more difficult. The 

boys’ were not just members of a writing community in the past tense (e.g., discourses of 

co-remembering and co-becoming), but Griffin’s actions at the end of school year made it 

possible to construct a future for this community where the boys still read, responded, 

joked, commented, emailed, laughed (or “LOL’d”), and shared writing together. The 

boys’ actions make clear that in the aim of understanding children as writers, it is no 

longer (and perhaps never was) enough to study the face-to-face interactions of children 

and teachers during a writing workshop.  

It should be of little surprise that children wield writing to accomplish goals 

beyond the formal academic ones outlined as part of the official curriculum. After all, 
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despite the focus of education policy on the acquisition of content or skills from hour-to-

hour or week-to-week in a classroom, “the major developmental processes of these 

[elementary school] years appear to be about the accumulation of identity resources that can 

instantiate larger-scale social stereotypes for gender-, class-, age-, and culture-specific 

identities (Lemke, 2000, p. 286). Griffin’s portfolio narrative highlights how material 

artifacts function as signs—in this case a series of signs across time, serving to integrate 

social processes and mediate relationships across timescales. This fluidity of development 

and construction of identity across time offer a stark contrast to the ways writerly 

development is situated in schools. In other words, the artifacts don’t simply offer 

evidence of Griffin being and becoming a writer by acquiring a series of neutral skills; the 

artifacts reflect Griffin using writing to create a particular kind of life over an extended 

period of time with a particular group of people. The material artifacts chosen by Griffin 

to include in the portfolio—from the “Funky Chicken” to “RadioGriff”—create a sense 

of continuity on a longer temporal arc than that of each momentary writing activity. This 

upends the ways schools traditionally tend to understand and evaluate young writers’ 

developmental trajectories. With a limited single year snapshot of a young writer, teachers 

are often forced to assess artifacts and writers strictly within the microgenetic timescale. 

Certainly writerly growth and noticeable patterns are evident within any particular year, 

but what gets left out (or remains unacknowledged) is the rich and complex narrative 

describing continuity between and across years. This kind of identity work within the 

autobiographical timescale is largely excluded from the explicit and official writing 

curriculum of schools, left for children to navigate and negotiate independently.  

Given Griffin’s temporally extended portfolio and related narratives infused with 

discourses of co-being and co-becoming a writer, the premise of understanding development 
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according to biological age appears contrived and unproductive. Griffin referenced years 

(e.g., “third grade”) but only to temporally situate an artifact historically and socially—not 

to indicate any kind of implied developmental abilities. Time was significant to Griffin 

because it marked the emergence and dissolution of community relationships—just as 

adults tend to mark time according to marriages, births, holidays, divorces, celebrations, 

and deaths. Grade level delineations in schools (and related state standard documents) 

position teachers and parents to adopt a stage model of development that measures 

writing according to external markers (e.g., mechanics, spelling) easily observed within the 

microgenetic timescale, but Griffin, conversely, understood his writerly development as a 

process taking place across much longer timescales. Perhaps even more importantly, 

Griffin discussed his development as a writer as always and necessarily socially situated. 

His narrative implicitly suggested that it was not possible to understand an individual 

artifact, or him as writer more broadly, without significant social context that extended 

far beyond artificial delineations of grade level or biological age. For Griffin, the social 

nature of writing was paramount to his motivation and identity. His portfolio highlighted 

that he used writing to mediate social relationships across time in two distinct ways: 1) by 

writing collaboratively with a core group of peers, and 2) by publicly distributing/sharing 

texts with community members. Writing was not some introspective tool for Griffin to 

document and/or work through his inner feelings; writing was a way for this child to 

playfully build relationships and identities in the community across his 6 years of 

membership and into the future.  

- - - 

As illuminated through community experts/oldtimers Caroline and Griffin, the 

portfolio sharing tradition in the multiage classroom was built around children telling 
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stories of being and becoming writers (i.e., development) through selecting artifacts and 

socially situating those artifacts. The children’s narratives brought the past into the 

present moment, creating and highlighting possibilities for selfhood preserved as part of 

the collective memory of the community. That is to say, the sixth graders’ stories of being 

and becoming a writer were informed by and contributed to the socio-historical timescale 

of the community. These individual stories, seemingly personal and particular, were 

remixes and re-combinations of stories shared by children over the years—some now in 

high school and college. And it is stories like those shared by Caroline and Griffin that 

will be creatively recombined by the 5- and 6-year olds now in the community as they 

share years from now, sitting in front of the community, a three-ring binder filled with 

artifacts balanced on their laps.  

Portfolio sharing was not only as a process of looking backward, gathering up the 

messy moments of the micrognetic timescale into recognizable and relatable stories, but it 

was also a tool in the service of present and future classroom activity (Middleton, 1987). 

Performing these being and becoming narratives was a form of public testimony to/with 

the larger community: This is my story. It can be your story too. The tradition offered oldtimers 

a way for oldtimers to explicitly model and contribute to the practices, norms, and 

identities available for selfhood within the community’s socio-historical timescale. In 

essence, while engaged in portfolio sharing, a sixth grader 

 conveys an image of herself to Person Y and, at the same time, adds to the pool of 

possibilities for selfhood to which Person Y has been exposed. If Person Y admires 

and values Person X, or if Person X holds a powerful sociopolitical sway over 

Person Y, next time Person Y writes she may seek in turn to identify herself with 

Person X by writing in a similar way. Over time, this cycle is repeated over and over; 
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certain ways of being come to be more highly valued and more often reproduced, 

always with some slight transformation, imperceptibly yet powerfully contributing 

to social change. (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010, p. 252, italics added) 

In this way, the narratives and artifacts shared at the end of each year offered community 

members resources for an imagined future. Memory, most often associated with looking 

backward, is actually profoundly linked to imagining the future (Levin, 1997). While the 

notion of “remembering the future” (as the Red Queen does in Lewis Carroll’s Through the 

Looking Glass) may appear absurd, research suggests that the brain is a “fundamentally 

prospective organ” in that it gathers raw materials from past experiences to construct 

possible future scenarios (Falk, 2008 citing the work of Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007). 

This kind of mental time travel allows individuals to make decisions in the present based 

on imagined futures and desired identities. Thinking about portfolio sharing in this way, 

sixth graders’ memories of the past are made public—a kind of performative “site of 

social memory” (Zerubavel, 2003). Younger members of the multiage community were 

implicitly invited to choose which of these memories to use as part of their own toolkit 

and which to disregard, essentially asking the question: What kind of writer do I imagine 

myself being/becoming? Caroline highlighted this sentiment as she talked about her deep 

relationship with Liana, who, while no longer physically present in the classroom, still 

admittedly influenced Caroline’s day-to-day work as a writer. Liana offered an imagined 

future to kindergarten, first, and second grade Caroline that sixth grade Caroline 

continued to strive toward in the present.  

The public nature of portfolio sharing also signaled to the community what was 

worth remembering as part of more personal autobiographical and public socio-historical 

timescales. Zerubavel (2003) refers to this process as “mnemonic socialization”—whereby 
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communities implicitly and informally learn “what is considered memorable and 

forgettable” (p. 5). As discussed in Chapter 4, a multiplicity of timescales come together in 

the moment of putting pencil to paper, but in children’s everyday lived experiences this 

moment is fleeting. It is ephemeral. In the seconds of the microgenetic timescale, writing 

becomes having written and the moment exists only as a memory attached to an artifact. 

Understanding one’s experience of becoming a writer requires sifting through—literally or 

figuratively—one’s collection of crumpled pages, partially filled notebooks, lists of digital 

files, and half-forgotten memories, in an ongoing attempt to decide what matters. In 

traditional school context where children move to a new classroom each year with a new 

teacher and new peers, what matters may also be new each year, making it difficult to 

construct a sense of continuity across timescales. However, in the multiage classroom, 

each cumulative year that community members engage in and witness the tradition of 

portfolio sharing, they are reminded of what is worth remembering in this place, 

imagining themselves sharing their portfolios years from now, and collecting tools 

(practices, norms, and identities) that impact writerly actions the present moment. 

Caroline’s and Griffin’s portfolios offered a range of interpretations to the question of 

“What is worth remembering?” alongside questions such as: What counts as writing here? 

Who can be a writer here? What do writers do here? How do writers change over time 

here? But at their core, both writers’ narratives were essentially built on an appreciation 

of the dialectical nature of invention (LeFevre, 1987) and consequently a socially situated 

notion of writing development. Caroline and Griffin openly recognized that they did not 

produce artifacts by turning inward. They produced artifacts by interacting with their 

surrounding “socioculture” (human and non-human elements) across timescales. And 
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complicating traditional assumptions of development, Caroline’s and Griffin’s social 

connections—or writing networks—intensified with age rather than diminishing.  
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Table 4 

Key Artifacts Shared by Caroline during Sixth Grade Portfolio Sharing 
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Table 4—continued. 

Key Artifacts Shared by Caroline during Sixth Grade Portfolio Sharing 
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Table 5 

Key Artifacts Shared by Griffin during Sixth Grade Portfolio Sharing 
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Table 6 

Annual Classroom Traditions Taking Place over Final Month of School (May)  
 
	   Description	  of	  Tradition	  

Music	  Concert	  	  
&	  Picnic	  

The	  K-‐6	  classroom	  held	  their	  annual	  music	  performance	  each	  May.	  Children	  and	  families	  
congregated	  at	  the	  local	  park	  for	  a	  pitch-‐in	  dinner	  after	  the	  school	  performance.	  	  

Fantasy	  Baseball	  
Competition	  

Older	  children,	  working	  in	  pairs,	  formed	  fantasy	  baseball	  teams.	  They	  drafted	  teams	  by	  
selecting	  baseball	  cards,	  and	  created	  pie-‐chart-‐spinners	  based	  on	  each	  player’s	  batting	  
averages.	  On	  the	  day	  teams	  “played”	  against	  each	  other,	  younger	  children	  (K-‐2)	  served	  hot	  
dogs,	  popcorn,	  and	  soda	  to	  the	  older	  children.	  	  

Sixth	  Grade	  Focus	  
Study	  Presentations	  

Before	  the	  official	  school	  graduation	  ceremony,	  sixth	  graders	  each	  presented	  their	  favorite	  
“Focus	  Study”	  of	  the	  year	  for	  their	  families	  and	  fellow	  community	  members.	  Coffee,	  tea,	  
and	  treats	  were	  served	  for	  sixth	  graders’	  families.	  

Teachers’	  Annual	  	  
Gift	  for	  Graduating	  

Sixth	  Graders	  

As	  a	  parting	  gift,	  Dana	  and	  Patrick	  had	  pencils	  made	  for	  each	  sixth	  grader	  with	  a	  phrase	  or	  
sayings	  that	  he/she	  was	  known	  for	  in	  the	  community.	  Often	  times	  these	  were	  historically	  
situated	  inside	  jokes	  that	  only	  oldtimers	  understood	  (e.g.,	  “No,	  it’s	  not	  Christmas!	  No,	  it’s	  
not	  Halloween!”;	  “Bronzecry.”)	  

Sixth	  Grade	  	  
Portfolio	  Sharing	  
(See	  CHAPTER	  5)	  

Over	  their	  years	  of	  membership	  in	  the	  community,	  children	  collected	  notebooks,	  projects,	  
artwork,	  photographs,	  etc.	  Each	  sixth	  grader	  selected	  a	  few	  key	  artifacts	  to	  represent	  each	  
year	  of	  membership.	  Artifacts	  were	  organized	  chronologically	  in	  binders.	  Each	  sixth	  grader	  
shared	  his/her	  portfolio	  with	  the	  community	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  year.	  The	  sharing	  order	  was	  
based	  on	  seniority.	  	  

Sixth	  Grade	  
Graduation	  

Park	  Elementary	  held	  an	  official	  graduation	  ceremony	  for	  families	  of	  sixth	  graders	  at	  the	  
end	  of	  each	  school	  year.	  All	  of	  the	  Park	  Elementary	  classrooms	  did	  not	  attend	  ceremony,	  
but	  the	  K-‐6	  community	  always	  attended	  to	  watch	  their	  co-‐members	  go	  through	  larger	  
school/district	  rite	  of	  passage.	  	  

Writing	  Down	  and	  
Sharing	  Memories	  
About	  Sixth	  Graders	  

Each	  member	  of	  the	  community	  created	  a	  “What	  I’ll	  always	  remember	  about	  _____”	  page	  
for	  each	  graduating	  sixth	  grader.	  Children	  wrote	  and	  drew	  pictures.	  Children’s	  responses	  
ranged	  from	  the	  sentimental	  to	  the	  hilarious	  to	  the	  very	  weird	  (purposefully).	  These	  pages	  
were	  kept	  secretive	  until	  the	  final	  week	  of	  school.	  All	  of	  the	  pages	  about	  a	  particular	  sixth	  
grader	  were	  stapled	  together	  and	  read	  aloud	  to	  the	  community	  by	  Patrick	  after	  the	  child	  
shared	  his/her	  portfolio.	  	  

Pieing	  the	  	  
Sixth	  Graders	  

Over	  the	  last	  few	  weeks	  of	  school,	  each	  sixth	  grader	  got	  “pied”:	  surprised	  by	  a	  plate	  full	  of	  
whipped	  cream	  in	  the	  face.	  This	  was	  always	  planned	  as	  a	  surprise	  by	  Patrick	  and	  was	  
carried	  out	  by	  younger	  members	  of	  the	  community.	  	  

Sixth	  Graders	  	  
Donating	  Books	  to	  the	  
Classroom	  Library	  

Each	  sixth	  grader	  donated	  books	  to	  the	  classroom	  at	  the	  end	  of	  year	  with	  short	  notes	  
written	  inside	  the	  front	  cover.	  Sixth	  graders	  presented	  the	  books	  to	  the	  community	  with	  
short	  explanations	  for	  why	  they	  chose	  them.	  	  

Creating	  and	  Eating	  
the	  World’s	  Longest	  

Banana	  Split	  

Sixth	  graders	  worked	  with	  Dana	  to	  create	  the	  “world’s	  largest	  banana	  split”	  on	  the	  last	  day	  
of	  school.	  This	  creation	  was	  made	  from	  cardboard	  tube	  cut	  in	  half	  and	  covered	  with	  tin	  foil.	  
The	  tub	  was	  spread	  out	  across	  multiple	  tables,	  and	  ice	  cream	  was	  scooped.	  Individual	  
children	  chose	  toppings	  to	  add	  to	  their	  small	  section	  of	  ice	  ream.	  The	  banana	  split	  was	  long	  
enough	  that	  all	  50+	  children	  could	  eat	  from	  it,	  standing	  on	  both	  sides,	  at	  the	  same	  time	  
(~20	  feet	  long).	  	  
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Figure 33. Examples of the portfolio dividers created by children to separate artifacts for 
each year of classroom membership. 

.  
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Figure 34. Sixth grade portfolio sharing. Each sixth grader would in rocking chair while 
rest of community, including teachers, sat facing him/her. 
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Figure 35. Graphic representation of community identified writing “experts” (2013-2014). 
Data based on interviews with children with the following question: Who is a good writer 
in this community? (or Who do you look up to as a writer in this community?) Beginning 
at the top of the circle and moving in a clockwise direction, children increase in biological 
age. Children who are positioned outside of the circle are previous members of the 
classroom who have moved away or are now in middle and high school. Focal children in 
this chapter are highlighted by yellow circles. Note that a high number and wide variety 
of community members identified Caroline as a good writer. Conversely, a much smaller 
and more homogenous sub-community boys identified Griffin as a good writer.  
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Figure 36. Caroline’s artifact from kindergarten. Offers material link between Caroline 
and Liana: “Words By Caroline. With Help By Liana.”  
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Figure 37. Caroline’s artifact from writing in the park in kindergarten. This poem offers 
material and historical link between Caroline and Liana: “Words by Caroline. Written 
Down By Liana.”
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Figure 38. Caroline’s artifact from third grade. This drawing offers material and historical 
links between Caroline and oldtimers Todd (her brother) and longtime friend Liana.  
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Figure 39. Caroline’s artifact from fourth grade. This artwork offers material and 
historical links between Caroline and oldtimer Liana.  

 
.  
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Figure 40. Griffin’s prop list for his “The Deadliest Shot” script 
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Figure 41. Griffin’s cast and crew list for his “The Deadliest Shot” script. 
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Figure 42—continued. Griffin’s cast and crew list for his “The Deadliest Shot” script.
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Figure 42. Griffin’s email invitation for his “movie premiere” 6 months in advance.  
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Figure 43. Movie poster for Griffin’s movie “The Deadliest Shot.” Designed by Sean, 
Carson, and Griffin.  
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Figure 44. Movie poster for Griffin’s movie “The Deadliest Shot.” Designed by Sean, 
Carson, and Griffin. 
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Figure 45. Griffin’s RadioGriff artifact from sixth grade. The “pilot” edition of 
RadioGriff was originally shared nearly a month earlier through Google Drive with a 
select group of peers. (4/21/14). 
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Figure 46. Griffin’s RadioGriff artifact from sixth grade. This is later edition called 
“Mushroom Cake” that was originally shared through Google Drive (4/29/14). 
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CHAPTER 6: RED VS. GRAY: “THE ARGUING STARTED ONCE ALL THE 

RULES WERE WRITTEN DOWN”  

“I want everything back, the way it was.  
But there is no point to it, this wanting.” 

― Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid's Tale 
 

In this chapter, I move away from more schooled versions of writing production 

to consider writing as a mediator of a fiercely protected element of childhood culture: 

recess. Beyond of pulling up a chair next to Bryson in writing workshop and sitting in the 

audience as Griffin shared his portfolio, I jumped into the chaotic jumble of sprinting 

bodies, contagious laughter, playful screams, and passionate arguments that made up 

daily life on the Park Elementary School playground. An outsider standing at the fence 

might see little rhyme or reason to children’s actions, assuming that “play” simply offers a 

respite from the complex literacy “work” occurring inside classrooms. However, by 

extending ethnographic observations to include the playground, I found the K-6 

community engaged in a deeply revered, some children would say “sacred,” set of social 

practices at recess with resonance across historical timescales.  

Children’s eyes dart back-and-forth between their math assignment and 
the clock on the wall. Those final ticks of the clock before recess each 
afternoon are some of the longest of the day. The post-lunch sleepiness 
subsides as the kinetic energy of 50 children—ready to be outside now—
collects and swirls around the room. The final tick of the clock and a 
simultaneous announcement from Dana or Patrick that it is indeed time 
for recess bring a flurry of activity: coats, hats, and boots appear from 
jumbled cubbies; shoes are tied, zippers are unstuck, and lost mittens are 
found. I grab my field notebook on the way out, skeptical that I’ll need it. 
This is recess, after all—a time to get away from the serious work of 
reading, writing, meaning making in the classroom.  

After spending the last six hours inside, walking outside is a near 
impossibility for these young children. I walk too slowly, a flurry of feet 
scooting by me, desperate for the cool air and sunshine to hit their faces. 
Screams and laughter fill the air as the children run ahead to the 
playground. They are finally free. Walking down the steps to the blacktop, 
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Abe yells to me, “Do you want to play Red vs. Gray?” Explaining that I’m 
unsure how to play and should probably just watch, Abe cajoles: “We’ve 
been playing it forever. It’s easy. You don’t even have to know all the 
rules—you can just learn as you go. Want to be on the red team or the 
gray team?” [Audio data & fieldnotes, March 7, 2011] 

 At the time, I had little idea that Abe’s introduction to Red vs. Gray on that chilly 

March afternoon would be the beginning of nearly 3 years of focused inquiry around the 

practices, bodies, and texts at the nexus of this distinctive classroom game. In particular, I 

sought to understand how this game of Red vs. Gray, played “forever” in this community, 

was negotiated, contested, and sustained across time and space. This was a community 

built on traditions, as explored in the previous chapter, but Red vs. Gray was the tradition 

that defined children’s years of membership. It was more than a game confined to recess 

or the playground; Red vs. Gray often slipped under the playground fence and moved 

into the classrooms—and even life beyond school—as children discussed, argued wrote, 

negotiated, historicized, published, and positioned one another in relation to the game. 

By positioning children as “knowledge brokers” (Marsh, 2012)—participants uniquely 

qualified to organize and pass on “knowledge about their own cultural practices to adult 

researchers” (p. 507)—I worked to explore how children collectively engaged in playful 

and embodied literacies and to continually co-author their culture’s sacred and historical 

game of Red vs. Gray. 

 Within this rich, playful community context, readers will have the opportunity to 

get to know Abe, the unofficial but deeply committed caretaker of the Red vs. Gray. 

Unlike Griffin and Caroline, the writing experts/oldtimers the previous chapter, Abe was 

a more resistant writer, forthcoming about the fact that he generally did not enjoy writing 

and rarely chose to share his writing with peers or adults. And yet, in the fall of 2012, Abe 

wrote, published, and distributed the very first Red vs. Gray rulebook in the 8-year 
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history of the game. The production of this rulebook offers a glimpse at what motivated 

this particular writer to begin typing at home, convinced that this writing mattered in ways 

that that other schooled forms of writing didn’t. In other words, we see how writing 

became “‘relevant’ to children as children” (Dyson, 2013a, p. 401). 

Writing should be meaningful to children… an intrinsic need should be aroused 

in them, and… writing should be incorporated into a task that is necessary and 

relevant for life. Only then can we be certain that it will develop not as a matter of 

hand and finger habits but as a really new and complex form of speech. 

(Vygotksy, 1978, p. 118) 

As much as the teachers worked to create authentic contexts for writing in the classroom, 

Abe was mostly unmoved by what he considered schooled writing exercises in writing 

workshop. But when it came to his deep, intrinsic desire to preserve a beloved classroom 

tradition, writing became intensely relevant.  

Abe: I’ve grown up with Red vs. Gray. And I, I’m not even entirely sure 
why I care so much about it, but I do. It’s just been a major part of my life. 
I mean, I’ve been trying persistently for the last 6 years to get people to 
play and if you’d been doing that, just because you leave the classroom it’s 
hard to just cut all bonds with it.  
 

Abe’s rulebook was an attempt to ensure the continuity of a set of sacred cultural 

practices (i.e., Red vs. Gray’s rules), looking retrospectively into the past to consider the 

deep history of the game while thinking prospectively about a future when he would 

move on to middle school: 

Abe: I’m worried [that when] I’m no longer here that the rules won’t be upheld 
and there won’t be anyone who’s trying to keep the game just being played fairly. 
 

Ultimately, writing became a tool to mediate his “momentary performances and [his] 

efforts to construct long-timescale continuities and trends” (Lemke, 2002, p. 73). Abe’s 
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use of writing here connects to previous chapters where analyses suggested children’s 

artifacts produced and anchored collective memory as a community resource. In effect, 

writing the rulebook was a way to ensure that oldtimers explicitly passed on knowledge 

from the socio-historical timescale to newcomers.  

The rulebook (and Abe) immediately faced resistance from the community, setting 

off a series of events in the community—unfolding on the playground, classroom, 

computer screens, and homes—that forced children to consider a range of complex 

questions in relation to textuality, tradition, and timescales. The data shared in this 

chapter illuminate the ruptured Red vs. Gray nexus of relations in the community as the 

rulebook was introduced and explore the contentious negotiation process surrounding 

what became a complex question of authorship: Who has the power to rewrite/revise a 

collectively authored, historically-situated game? Within this ruptured relational space, 

children also implicitly addressed questions regarding the temporal properties of their 

culture: What role should longer timescales (i.e., history) play in how decisions are made 

in the present? What are the ways in which the community integrates activity and 

meaning making across from shorter timescales to longer timescales (and vice versa)? 

What do the past and the future have to do with action in the present moment? (See 

Table 1 for an overview of data collected in relation to Red vs. Gray from 2011-2014 and 

specific pieces of data analyzed in this chapter.)  

Engaging the Nexus: Why Red vs. Gray? 

Scollon (2001a) emphasized the importance of identifying a location and issue of 

importance to community members (a “site of engagement”) rather than researchers 

simply presupposing their own concerns and questions on a context or a community. The 

previous chapters have addressed various sites of engagement of importance to the 
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community, but this chapter considers a site of engagement of concern to the community 

that elicited unrivaled collective passion and debate: a classroom game called Red vs. 

Gray. The selection of this classroom game was based on five indicators reflecting the 

central importance of this game to the K-6 multiage community: (1) the large number of 

children across all grade levels that played the game each day at recess; (2) the 

continuation of the game from year-to-year since 2004; 3) the number issues related to 

the game that students brought up for discussion during whole class meetings; (4) the 

strong apprenticeship model that ensured kindergarten students were able to play, 

understand, and discuss the game within the first few weeks of school; and (5) the 

students’ creation of multiple written artifacts focused on negotiating a common a set of 

rules. 

A range of written texts (e.g., rulebook, petition, website, maps) were produced by 

children in relation to Red v. Gray in recent years, but historically talk and embodied 

play were the community’s primary modes of meaning making in relation to the game. 

Rather than assume that Red vs. Gray only became a literate event once written texts 

emerged, I argue that in this community, the Red vs. Gray game itself (with or without 

written texts) was essentially a co-authored, malleable text—recorded not with a pencil, 

but primarily through play and talk—by hundreds of children over nearly a decade. Our 

cultural milieu offers few images of authorship as a messy, embodied, social practice, and 

I situate the classroom talk and related texts analyzed here as powerful images of the 

raucous and contentious nature of collaborative authorship, membership, and 

remembering in this literate community. Tracing and connecting participants’ 

crisscrossing actions, histories, and trajectories across these spaces offers a more complex 
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and nuanced picture of the ways that children renegotiate, remix (Dyson, 2003), and 

remediate meaning across spaces, modes, and timescales. 

Navigating the Nexus 

When playing Red vs. Gray each day, children implicitly agreed to follow a set of 

rules that were collectively held and renegotiated (i.e. collective memory (Bloome, et al., 

2009; Wertsch, 2002)). Explicit discussion of the rules was necessary only when a player 

was thought to have broken the rules in some way; thus, arguments over the Red vs. Gray 

rules were essentially disagreements over interpretation and power. I position this talk as a 

critical practice of what it meant to be “involved” in the game. In moving away from 

“literacy as textuality” to “literacy as involvement,” the children discussing Red v. Gray 

can be viewed as readers and writers at work, growing in the ability to “use language to 

sustain intersubjective processes” (Brandt, 1990, p. 113). Literacy is not sustained in texts 

but in knowledge embodied in doing. Brandt (1990) speaks directly to the importance of 

talk as part of literacy development: 

Talk is not merely a temporary scaffold for young initiates: it continues to be a 

central means by which people come to public consensus about texts and thus 

sustain their collective brand of literacy. One need only think about the most literacy-

intensive institutions in our society—universities, for instance, or the legal 

system—to realize that the more an institution produces and depends upon 

written language, the more talk about written language plays a role in that 

institution. (p. 114, italics added) 

Across the years, children in the multiage classroom engaged in the ongoing process of 

using talk to build consensus and a collective understanding of the culturally significant 

embodied text/game Red vs. Gray. But as this chapter will examine more closely, Abe’s 
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move to use written language to record the rules intensified rather than silenced 

community talk about the rules. Talk was not simply a precursor to more sophisticated 

text-making; talk was the primary way—with or without a paper/digital text—for 

children to be actively involved in (re)negotiating their culture across timescales.  

With such a long history, a strong—but largely unquestioned—nexus of practice 

developed over the years around what it meant to identify as a Red vs. Gray player in this 

community, stretching far beyond the physical actions of running and tagging to include 

practices, discourses, and identities extending beyond the boundaries of the playground. 

In order to navigate the long standing nexus, Red vs. Gray as a set of social actions—

playing, talking, running, arguing, writing—was placed within the intersection of (1) the 

interaction order or social arrangement by which children came together, (2) the discourses in 

place, and (3) the historical body. In the following sections, each of these elements is 

examined as way to better understand the social complexities involved in what looked like 

meaningless child’s play to outsiders, but was considered a sacred game rich with history 

and meaning for the children of the K-6 community. 

Interaction Order: Game with Rules [Narrative History of Red vs. Gray] 

The following multi-voiced, historical perspective of Red vs. Gray was constructed 

from field observations, class discussions, interviews, and written artifacts. There were 

various Red vs. Gray creation stories that even newcomers could recite after their first few 

months in the classroom, but most centered on a “couple of girls chasing around a couple 

of boys” on the playground “a long, long time ago.” Teachers pinpointed these early 

events to have occurred around 2004, preceding even the oldest children currently in the 

class at the time of my research. This is an important distinction as it highlights the 

existence of collective memory regarding the game: a “narrative that has been established 
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as a publicly held” (Bloome et al., 2009, p. 322). In becoming a member of any 

community, individuals learn the group’s collective narratives and adopt these as their 

own as part of the assimilation process (Zerubavel, 2003). For the multiage community, 

playing Red vs. Gray was considered one of the defining features of membership. 

The history of the game was filled with stories of agentive children ensuring that 

Red vs. Gray would survive to be handed down to new generations of students in spite of 

the meddling of adults who—as adults will do—attempted to co-opt, revise, or shut down 

the altogether at different points over the years. A sixth grader’s letter to Dana and 

Patrick at the end the 2010 school year highlighted the historical background as well as 

the ongoing tensions involved with Red vs. Gray:  

“This letter would not be complete without something on Red vs. Gray. It has 
take many forms, but I think (I’m not sure, though) that it can be traced back 6 
years to when Tabitha and I used to attack Mike, David, and Louis during 
recess... This became Boys vs. Girls, which had the same rules as Red vs. Gray. 
The problem with this game was that some boys would go on the girls’ team and 
vice versa. So we made Red vs. Gray. For awhile the playground supervisors 
banned Red vs. Gray and so instead we played Dragons vs. Unicorns, which just 
happened to have the same rules.” (Personal communication, May 26, 2010) 
 

It is easy to empathize with the adults referred to in the letter who assumedly grew tired 

of hearing children’s arguments and thusly decided to ban it rather than deal with the 

messy world of children’s social negotiations and peer culture. What’s particularly 

interesting is that in stories such as Vivian’s that trace the history of the game Red vs. 

Gray was often positioned as a form of religion—or at least implicated in a religious-like 

way that required devotion, ritual, dedication, sacrifice, and commitment from its 

followers. (Abe specifically referred to the game “sacred.”) Even in times of persecution, 

the children found ways to subvert the control of adults by practicing their “religion” 

under a different name (“Dragons vs. Unicorns”). 
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Without the ability to structure teams based on gender, children pulled from the 

tools and resources available to revise the tag game once again. Just as a wooden spoon 

may be transformed into a telephone or a magic wand during children’s imaginative play, 

the community repurposed the surfaces of and equipment on the playground to meet 

their needs at the time. Children noted there were two distinct areas of the playground: 

“Red” was the plastic ground underneath the climbing equipment and “Gray” was the 

concrete basketball and tetherball courts. Demarcating the playground in this way 

became the basis for “Red vs. Gray” and was the way the two teams continued to be 

referred to in 2012, despite the fact that much of the red plastic ground covering was 

replaced years ago with brown wood chips and the gray was paved to look black (see 

Figure 47). The weight and significance of history (socio-historical timescale) insisted that 

the original name of Red vs. Gray continued on in the present (microgenetic and 

mesolevel timescales).  

The rules of Red vs. Gray have been debated for as long as the game has existed, 

but the most recent version closely aligned with Capture the Flag. Players on the red team 

could not be tagged in the red areas of the playground (plastic and mulched) while players 

on the gray team could not be tagged in the gray (concrete) areas of the playground. 

However, when a red player was tagged in the gray area, he or she was sent to jail, a 

designated piece of equipment in that area (e.g., monkey bars, slide, basketball goal) and 

vice versa for the gray team (see Figures 48 & 49). The only way to release a teammate 

from jail was to run to the opposing area and tag the person, but a player risked being 

tagged by the opposing team during this attempt. In the multiple years I spent observing 

the game, I never witnessed it end with a clear winner—in fact, children generally 

appeared uninterested in the question of which side had won, knowing that the whistle 
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marking the end of recess today wasn’t the end of the game, but merely a temporary 

pause until recess tomorrow.  

Contested Discourses of the Rulebook as Artifact 

When Abe published the first complete Red vs. Gray rulebook in the then 8-year 

history of the game, he took his previous years of experience playing the game each day 

at recess and made the game durable and transportable across space and time. He 

explained that he had wanted to create something like this for many years, but it wasn’t 

until sixth grade—after playing and talking and thinking about the game with for 5 

years—that he’d managed to construct a complete “edition” that could be distributed to 

community members. 

Abe: When I first started I was just a player and there was no rulebook. Lots of 
times I’ve heard people say, “let’s make a rulebook” and like start a committee to 
start it. But it never really got anywhere. I mean they wrote like a few rules, but it 
just never actually got published. So, I decided to make a rulebook. I started a 
committee and the same thing happened. I made a few [partial rule books], but it 
never really got around and we never really got a good edition. I actually do have 
a few of those [old ones]; they were Edition Zero, because they were never really 
published or distributed. (A. Walker, personal communication, September 14, 
2012) 
 

What started as a Google Doc and blog the previous spring, as Abe hoped to get peer 

feedback on early drafts of the rules, was presented as an official four page rulebook in 

September: typed and bound with a plastic cover over the large title—“Red vs. Gray”—

printed in a large calligraphic font (see Figures 50-53).  

Within an MDA frame, Abe can be viewed as a historical body doing an action 

[writing] with particular materials [computer, printer, binder] in order to create a 

meaningful artifact [the Red vs. Gray rulebook]. In the process of publishing the rulebook, 

he engaged in a series of mediated actions in the hopes that his peers would recognize the 

assemblage of practices (e.g., gathering a committee, publicly posting drafts, formally 
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publishing documents) as the social action of “composing official rules.” He explained 

that an earlier edition (“Edition Zero”) was “weaker” than the most recent one (“Edition 

One”) because the paper wasn’t as strong, the binding was too large, the font size was too 

small, the grammar was poor, and more generally “there were quite a few mistakes and 

things that had to be corrected.” In the new edition, Abe expressed clear attention to 

detail within the composing process: 

Abe: My dad had an audio recorder for a [legal] case and he just wanted to 
record it [the Red vs. Gray Rules], so eventually I got around to typing all of those 
in. I typed and my dad edited it. And of course it went through Word [spell] 
check and other editing systems. (Personal communications, April 20, 2012) 
 

His emphases on spelling, editing, and aesthetics (e.g., font choice, paper choice) were 

notable with the rulebooks given Abe’s general disregard for these things in relation to his 

everyday writing practices in the classroom. 

Historical Body: Abe as a Writer Across Time 

Despite an inclusive writing curriculum that offered children nearly complete 

choice in topic and genre during writing workshop, Abe engaged in writing as little as 

possible each day as part of daily life in the classroom. Spelling and handwriting—though 

not emphasized in daily classroom life—were relative areas of weakness for him, and Abe 

preferred to stick with his dominant social identity: a voracious reader. He was known as 

that kid who always had a book in his hands: in the corner, under the table, in the hallway, 

and even, in some cases, on his walk to and from school each day. In fact, it wasn’t 

uncommon to find him reading fantasy novels during writing workshop time, opening up 

his notebook only if prompted and redirected enough times by a teacher. The writing 

Abe did produce when “forced to” was narratively strong but nearly illegible (even for 
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him to read) (see Figure 54). He explained that his very messy handwriting indicated, 

“either I’m not thinking about it or I don’t care.”  

Additionally, Abe took little interest in sharing his writing or in collaborating/co-

writing with peers, which, as documented in the previous chapter with oldtimers Caroline 

and Griffin, were considered key practices in this writing community. This reluctance to 

share was in part related to his difficulty navigating peer interactions. A socially 

inquisitive, opinionated, and well-read child, he claimed expertise in a range of topics of 

interest to community members (e.g., prime numbers, Dr. Who, coin collecting, global 

warning) but had difficulty negotiating the social norms of childhood friendships. 

Conversations with Abe often resulted in a lecture about why one’s ideas were misguided 

or naïve, pushing away peers (and adults) who didn’t feel comfortable with his 

confrontational discourse style. Despite this abrasiveness, Abe was a deeply sensitive child 

whose extended time in the classroom community allowed him to develop a small group 

of peers whom he considered friends; and while the larger community didn’t always agree 

with his approach, they generally respected his intellect and deep historical ties to the 

classroom. 

Looking only at the composing and social practices that Abe engaged in as part of 

the official school day, one could make the claim that this was a resistant writer who often 

chose to stand on the periphery of the rich writing community documented in the 

previous chapters. And yet, there was something about Abe’s cumulative years of 

engagement with the sacred game of Red vs. Gray—the repetition across time—that 

mediated the composing process for him—something that motivated him to temporarily 

shed his socially distant, readerly identity to claim a very public writerly identity: one that 

wielded power in relation to valued community practices. Historically, the meaning 
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making process around Red vs. Gray relied on talking about the rules—in the heated, 

breathless moments of disagreement on the playground or later in reflective class meeting 

discussions. These became the accepted ways of doing Red vs. Gray and being a Red vs. 

Gray player over the first 8 years of its existence, but Abe’s decision to publish a rulebook 

ruptured this historical nexus and initiated a series of transformative events.  

Analysis: Changing the Nexus of Practice  

Within the frame of MDA, Abe’s introduction of the rulebook offered the 

opportunity to explore and unpack Red vs. Gray as a particular site of engagement where 

multiple and intersecting social practices—individual and collective—came to be 

questioned and even contested by the larger K-6 multiage community. The following 

sections consider all three elements intersecting with the nexus of practice, but 

particularly highlight the discourses in place and the historical body as integral to the 

transformative potential of Abe’s publication of a rulebook and subsequent community 

(re)actions.  

Discourses in Place 

Writing down the rules complicated the discourses in place around the game and 

produced an ongoing community debate about whether there was a difference between 

“writing down” the rules versus “making up” the rules. Personally, Abe positioned himself 

as a mediator rather than a creator: 

Abe: [My] job is to write the rules. And try to help enforce the rules, not create 
them, ‘cause I didn’t create the game. And I’ve never wished to change the game. 
And I would really prefer if there didn’t have to be a rulebook. I mean, can you 
play soccer without a rulebook? Sure. The rulebook is kind of more a formality 
than it is a requirement, but it is helpful to have a clearly set of rules so people can 
read. (Personal communication, October 24, 2013) 
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Meanings that had previously existed only as a living text— enacted, revised, and 

renegotiated daily—became concretized in Abe’s written documents, intensifying tensions 

and producing moments of rupture as children grappled with complex questions of 

textual ownership and authority related to this sacred game. The community collectively 

pondered whether Abe had the right to author-ize rules that had operated in this 

community for years. Did writing down the rules in the microgenetic timescale change 

the meaning of the rules in this game historically rooted in the socio-historical timescale? 

In the weeks after Abe introduced the rulebook, children played, talked, and 

wrote their way to collectively construct and reconstruct the game. Essentially, children 

tried to decide whether they should change the nexus of practice for the action of the 

game—moving from a reliance on distributed expertise to a codified set of rules. This 

would alter the nexus of practice for Red vs. Gray in that the rules would be less open to 

collective interpretation and/or negotiation in the moment on the playground. Children 

drew on a variety of resources, including of discourses in place, as they considered the 

possibility of changing the nexus of practice for the action of the game. It is important to 

keep in mind that although we are considering discourses in place, these discourses were 

directly related to what would be possible to do in the game (i.e., discourse played out 

through running and tagging). 

Two central discourses were identified as cycling in and out of the negotiation 

space around Red vs. Gray: 1) democratic classroom discourse and 2) historical discourse (related 

to co-remembering). Rather than envisioning these as stand-alone discourses, there was a 

degree of interdiscursivity that served to instantiate secondary discourse patterns related 

to oldtimer and newcomer identities. (See Figure 55 for a visual representation of these 

discourses in place.) The cumulative years of membership in the classroom became an 
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identifiable label that provided oldtimers intimate and embodied access to the historical 

discourses that consequently privileged their voices in the community. In effect, the 

oldtimers flaunted their historical knowledge to enact identities of expertise, exerting 

power over the newcomers, particularly in relation to a tradition as sacred as Red vs. 

Gray.  

Democratic classroom discourse. The most encompassing discourse in 

place in the multiage classroom was that of the democratic classroom, which positioned 

children as agentive citizens who shared decision-making responsibilities with adults. This 

was the discourse most commonly observed in the classroom during my many years of 

observation. Rather than teachers having absolute control of the space, student-led choice 

figured prominently in the community. The democratic classroom discourse was most evident 

during class meetings when children discussed relevant social issues and proposed 

potential solutions. Importantly, embedded within this discourse were beliefs about equity 

and social justice, suggesting that despite a differential level of experience, newcomers’ 

and oldtimers’ voices should be equally considered when making community decisions. In 

relation to discourses previous discussed in this dissertation, the democratic classroom 

discourse was closely related to discourses of co-being—of acknowledging that children 

were members of a community that made decisions collectively rather than a collection of 

individuals occupying disparate trajectories. 

Historical discourse. A second prominent discourse, especially in regards to 

Red vs. Gray, was the historical discourse. Because this was a multiage classroom where 

children stayed together for many years, the historical discourse, as highlighted in previous 

chapters with co-remembering and co-becoming, played a significant factor in how children 

made sense of their lives together across time. In regards to Red vs. Gray, the historical 
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discourse led members to claim history as precedent—citing past stories and traditions as 

the context for present actions and decisions. The historical discourse was deeply rooted in 

embodied practices. No single community member claimed that he he/she had created 

Red vs. Gray, but those oldtimers with more experience playing the game often claimed 

the authority to make more informed appraisals of the proposed rules than a newcomer 

to the classroom. This discourse claimed history—and the socio-historical timescale—as 

the ultimate guide for the way game is supposed to be played.  

Writing Mediates a Series of Transformative Events 

The rulebook: Introducing a new discourse. In producing his rulebook, 

Abe foregrounded the historical discourse while introducing a new discourse in place: rule 

of law (see Figure 56). In moving from Red vs. Gray as a living history—(re)negotiated 

daily—with distributed expertise along the entire cycle of the oldtimers, Abe positioned 

himself as a cultural knowledge broker, codifying historical experiences and 

understandings on paper. This rule of law discourse is best understood not only in the 

space of classroom life, but within an expanded circle of engagement, considering Abe’s 

life and social interactions beyond school. While Abe’s mother, grandparents, and older 

siblings were a part of his life during holidays and vacations, day-to-day life at home 

consisted primarily of Abe interacting with his single father, a local defense attorney well-

known for taking on controversial cases. Abe talked of discussing current events, 

mathematical theories, and minutiae of the legal code over breakfast and dinner with his 

father each day. Without access to a dependable car, Abe and his father remained fairly 

isolated from the local community, spending most of their time at home together. 

Argumentative and legalistic discourse practices that Abe picked up through this 

apprenticeship with his father served him well at home, but historically had not always 
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translated well to making friends with children his own age. However, developing the 

Red vs. Gray rulebook offered Abe an opportunity to apply his specialized “funds of 

knowledge” (González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005), those practices and discourses developed, 

practiced, and acquired at home (e.g., formal language, legalese, critical thinking, 

argumentation, evidential claims, acronyms, advanced vocabulary), productively in 

relation to a classroom issue. Writing became a way to do something and be someone in 

the world/classroom community—a way to socially connect with peers in ways that 

largely precluded Abe outside the world of Red v. Gray. 

Abe’s writerly decisions in the Red vs. Gray rulebook reflected an intense desire to 

be understood by both newcomers and oldtimers in the community—and perhaps even 

outsiders. He used precise language, required under rule of law discourse, to document the 

rules (R) and history (H) of the game, even going so far as to include definitions (D) that 

explained insider terms such as “puppy guarding,” “faking,” and “chaining” (see Figures 

51- & 52 for a complete list of Abe’s rules). For example: 

“R3 [rule 3]: If you are found Puppy Guarding intentionally or repeatedly, the 
people in the jail get a free walk back to their own territory. The exceptions to this 
rule are (1) when the jail is under attack or (2) when you are checking.” 

“D1 [definition 1]: ‘Puppy guarding’ is defined as going into the jail area on your 
territory. At [Park Elementary School], the Red team jail is anywhere within 
arm’s length of the center post and the gray team jail is the area inside a 
designated circle. Note: before play can begin, you need to establish jail areas. 
The jail area and the puppy guarding area are identical to each other.” 

In addition, the integration of historical factoids woven into the rules implicitly argued 

that players could not understand the rules without also understanding its history: 

“H1: [history 1] Originally the [Park Elementary] playground was actually red 
and gray but the gray area was blacktopped so now it is black.” 
 

This desire to have his writing read and understood by the community stood in stark 

contrast to Abe’s approach to composing during classroom writing workshop time. The 
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child same who often appeared to be a resistant and disconnected writer within the walls 

of the classroom, notebooks filled with squiggly handwriting nearly impossible to read, 

was suddenly highly engaged in producing writing that was accessible to all community 

members. Abe’s divergent composing practices and identities highlight the situated nature 

of writing and bring into the question the “authenticity” of sharing during writing 

workshop for some children.  

Beyond ways of talking, the rule of law discourse also claimed authority by code 

(i.e., laws) and police-like enforcement. Abe explicitly tied his Red vs. Gray rulebook to 

the “thousand page” law books his father had at home. After finding out that I had never 

read the local state laws, he encouraged me to go down to the local county prosecutor’s 

office to pick up my own ”pocket-sized criminal code” (see Figure 57). After all, a pocket-

sized edition of laws/rules can be quite useful: 

Abe: Currently some people want get a pocket-sized [edition of Red vs. Gray]. 
But I haven’t actually been able to do that—it’s just a future plan…. [like] if 
there’s like a major rule [infraction] you could go inside and check it or just 
memorize the rules, but if there’s something that happens right then [on the 
playground], if you’re not sure, because you can’t really carry the full-sized 
edition—like a book, you can’t just carry one of those wherever you go. So if you 
need to check quickly, the pocket-sized could be of help. (Personal 
communication, October 14, 2012) 
 

Here Abe positioned the rulebook as a direct mediator in the everyday actions of Red vs. 

Gray on the playground far into the future. He saw it as a way to enforce rules and 

resolve questions that continued to arise within and across the weeks and years, reducing 

the need for verbal arguments. In other words, Abe proposed that the authority of Red 

vs. Gray resided in the codified rulebook rather than in on-site negotiations between 

players (democratic classroom discourse) or in prior personal experiences with the game 

(historical discourse), generating a struggle for discourse in action. Beyond contesting these 
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discourses, Abe’s rulebook contested children’s meaning making in the present moment 

by codifying the past in a material form with the ability to carry meaning across 

timescales.  

(Dis)rupture: A series of transformative of events. Abe’s introduction of 

the rule of law discourse alongside his rulebook was essentially a proposal to transform a 

long-established nexus of practice for the game (see Figure 58). The rulebook implied a 

move away verbal co-negotiation within the seconds and minutes of the microgenetic 

timescale to a written record that offered opportunities for temporal continuance. He 

anticipated little pushback from the community; after all, he was just “writing down the 

rules” (i.e., encoding collectively held ideas)—as opposed to creating new rules. His goal 

was to make the game more accessible to interested players—now and in the future—and 

eliminate the need to argue about the rules. But the appearance of the rulebook 

immediately alarmed many members of the community: some questioned the need for a 

written set of rules; others questioned whether Abe was the right person to write the rules; 

while even others questioned the rules themselves (as written). Concerns stemmed from 

moving distributed knowledge and expertise—traditions of the democratic classroom 

discourse and peer culture more generally—and fixing them in legalistic print under one 

person’s surveillance (rule of law discourse).  

 Peer resistance to the rulebook—and implicit proposal to transform the nexus of 

practice—was swift and (re)actionary efforts were strong. One particularly telling example 

of community protest occurred on the playground within days of the rulebook being 

published. 

The school doors fly open. Galloping of feet hit the sidewalk, streaming 
towards the playground below. The rallying cry of “R-e-e-e-e-e-d-d-d-d- 
vs. G-r-r-r-r-r-a-a-a-a-ay” carries through the warm September air. A 
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second grader—always the same second grader—drops his hand to the 
ground in one swift movement and the game officially begins. The first ten 
minutes go by in a blur before I notice something amiss in the usual 
movements, rhythms, and sounds of the game that I’d grown so 
accustomed to over the weeks and months on the playground. A 
(dis)rupture was afoot.  

Sixth graders Blake and Tucker, newcomers to the community, walk 
around the playground together, stopping to talk to various Red vs. Gray 
players. Soon enough the pair collects a handful of players who walk to the 
line separating the “Red” side from the “Gray.” Huddled together, they 
announce: “We are team BLUE!”  

Blake follows up, “The blue team will be like a neutral team that has no 
home base so we’ll have to run around the whole time. We can be tagged 
on both the red and gray sides. It’ll make it a lot more fun.”  

Children discuss this proposal for a few moments before tempers flare and 
frustrations move from thoughtful talk to yelling and finger pointing. 
Many oldtimers—especially Abe—are resistant to the idea of adding a 
new team to their sacred version of the game. But newly recruited blue 
team members, primarily newcomers, seem genuinely convinced that a 
new team will add an interesting new twist to an old game.  

Chaos ensues. Reluctantly, Dana intervenes, “Let’s say that we won’t have 
any rule changes until we can all discuss the ideas during an ‘emergency’ 
class meeting tomorrow. Until then, let’s play using the same rules we’ve 
always had.” [Audio data & fieldnotes, November 18, 2012] 

The game continued as usual that day, but when lining up to go back inside, arguments 

over the “blue team” erupted again. Blake became particularly frustrated by what he 

perceived as a lack of willingness from “some people” to consider his ideas seriously. 

Unable to focus on academic work back in the classroom, teachers invited Blake to write 

down his arguments for why there should be a blue team, explaining that he could share 

this with the rest of the community tomorrow during the “emergency class meeting.” (See 

Figure 59 to read Blake’s original position statement/letter.) 

When Abe noticed Blake typing up his “pro-blue” team arguments, Abe quickly 

and quietly (re)acted—identifying two fellow oldtimers, fourth graders Sean and 

Terrance, who disagreed with the idea of adding a blue team to the game. Abe requested 

that they write down their “anti-blue” arguments in “less than 300 words.” As Sean and 
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Terrance sat down at the computer to type, Abe stood behind watching the screen 

intently. Sean began thinking out loud about how to begin their argument: 

Sean: [typing] Okay, so red representatives… wait.... red representatives’ opinion 
on blue… 

Abe: And you can’t call yourselves “representatives” of red sadly, because red 
doesn’t agree to that.  

Terrance: How do YOU know? 

Abe: Because we haven’t actually talked about that. You can say you are people 
from red who are veteran players, but you can’t actually call yourselves 
representatives. 

Terrance: Okay. 

Even as the Red vs. Gray rulebook was being questioned, Abe held tightly to the 

intertwined democratic classroom and rule of law discourses, arguing that Sean and Terrance 

couldn’t call themselves “representatives” without first acquiring consent from the people 

(the community) they supposedly represented. In a sense he was stretching the schooled 

version of democratic classroom discourse to more closely align with the discourse of a fully 

functioning representative democracy. Sean and Terrance were forced to revise the title 

of their text from “Red Representatives’ Opinion” to the “People of Red’s Opinion.” 

Abe’s critique demonstrated how he used the tight control of written language as a way to 

wield power in this community. (See Figure 60 to see the final copy of the boys’ written 

statement.) The day ended with Abe frantically writing down the names of all 54 

members of the class so he’d be prepared to go around collect votes the next day 

regarding the blue team proposal. 

The following morning, Abe showed up to school clutching a stack of papers. He 

proceeded to hand out copies of new Red vs. Gray related documents that he had written 

at home the night before. Rather than make a whole class announcement, he went 

around to talk to children working individually or small groups around the room, 
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mirroring how a politician might campaign door-to-door. Each student or group that he 

met with received a copy of an “anti-blue” position statement (composed by him) as well 

as copy of a retyped version of Blake’s original “pro-blue” position statement from the 

previous day (see Figures 61 & 62). While the content of this retyped version was 

unchanged, there were many editing errors in this new version that Blake’s original copy 

hadn’t included as well as a completely new closing signature block with the author’s 

identifying information. Contrasting the identifying information at the end of each 

document offers clear insight into the discourses and identity claims that Abe hoped to 

foreground: 

Blake’s Identifying Information (as written by Abe) 
Blake Smith 
1 Year Member of Red vs. Grey 
Representing the Blue Team” 
 
Abe’s Identifying Information (as written by Abe) 
Abraham Lawrence Walker 
Creator of the Red vs. Grey Rulebook 
6 Year Member of Red vs. Grey 
Representing the Anti-Blue team 
 

This form of multiple-line identification is typically found at the end of business letters 

and is comparable to including abbreviated academic degrees or position within a 

company after one’s signature. Including the number years of membership in the class 

showed that Abe was attempting to build an identity of “expert” by foregrounding 

historical discourses and bodies in place around the game. While it was well known to 

community members that Blake was a newcomer, Abe made the decision to foreground 

Blake’s novice status. Abe was able to use writing to author his own identity by drawing 

contrasts and comparisons with Blake.  
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 This new set of documents, created and distributed by Abe, served to intensify 

already heightened emotions and narrowed positions in the community. Abe’s rebuttal to 

Blake’s pro-blue position statement was steeped in historical discourse, emphasizing that the 

community tried having a neutral team years ago (i.e., historical precedence), but a third 

team just “complicated the game.” Blake, on the other hand, focused on the here-and-

now, embodied experience of the game: “A lot of people like myself like to keep running 

and think it’s a waste of time guarding your territory… Team blue would never win, but 

they would have fun and that’s what tag games are supposed to be. Fun.” Children 

quickly aligned themselves with either pro-blue (Blake) or anti-blue (Abe) as well as taking 

a stance on the rulebook itself. Blake was outraged that Abe had retyped his pro-blue 

statement with editing errors, believing him to have done it on purpose, and immediately 

went to explain the situation to Dana. Sensing that things were spiraling out of control 

quickly, Dana asked Abe to stop passing out the documents until everything could be 

discussed during a whole class meeting that morning.  

- - - 

In tracing children’s actions across spaces from the playground to Abe’s home to 

the classroom and back to the playground, and tracing children’s practices from running 

to talking to tagging to writing, the complexity of Red vs. Gray’s nexus of practice comes 

into focus. This wasn’t just a game. This was a way of being, doing, talking, and, with the 

introduction of the rulebook, a way of writing. Of particular interest in relation to this 

series of events were the ways written artifacts became central mediators in children’s 

process of collectively making sense of Red vs. Gray. Particularly the ways a seemingly a 

resistant writer like Abe became intrinsically motivated to produce and share formal texts. 

The time-honored democratic classroom discourse had long valued talk, but with the rule of 
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law, Abe’s formal texts gained power as a way to officially have one’s voice heard in the 

community. Newcomers Blake and Tucker attempted to keep expertise and negotiations 

fluid when they spontaneously recruited blue team members one day at recess, implicitly 

proposing an emphasis on embodied actions within the microgenetic timescale (i.e., 

meaning as open to negotiation in the here and now). Their actions suggested that all 

community members—newcomers and oldtimers—should have the power to 

rewrite/revise this historically situated game. But in this new nexus of practice, these in-

the-moment actions came to be transmediated into textual forms that finally prompted an 

emergency class meeting (a particular interaction order) to sort through the intersecting 

discourses and histories. It was during this meeting that the community came together to 

collectively interpret these new actions and texts, considering a range of complex 

questions in relation to textuality, tradition, and timescales.  

Temporal Microanalysis 

“If we added a blue team, what would we call it? Red versus Gray versus Blue?”  

The emergency class meeting commenced later that morning to address the 

proposal to add a blue team to Red vs. Gray, but cycling through this talk were implicit 

and explicit references to the written texts recently produced in relation to the game, with 

a fourth grader observing: “I think… more of the arguing started once like all the rules 

were written down in the book.” Despite the introduction of the rule of law discourse, 

oldtimers largely chose to foreground the historical discourse when providing evidence for 

their reluctance to adding this new blue team. In other words, rather than the give 

credence to Abe or Abe’s rulebook, oldtimers drew authority from their individual 

(ontogenetic) and collective (socio-historical) memories/experiences with the game (see 

Table 3 for a reminder of timescale terminology). Additionally, as the community 
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collectively negotiated how to respond to this newly ruptured nexus of practice, children 

considered what role longer timescales do/should play in how decisions are made in the 

present (microgenetic). 

In this section, I engage in microanalysis to closely examine how oldtimers 

situated themselves in relation to the potential rule change (mediated action). The 

decision to focus on oldtimers offered the opportunity to disrupt the assumption that there 

was a single historical discourse cycling through this event, and, alternatively, to 

demonstrate the multiple historical discourses and bodies intersecting during this 

discussion, each positioning the social action of interest (a Red vs. Gray rule change) on 

varied timescales of relevance. Potentially changing the rules required complex temporal 

negotiations that crossed over and connected multiple timescales. Scollon and Scollon 

(2004) emphasize that understanding the significance of any social action is “partly a 

question of how participants place it on a timescale” and that each element of an 

action—interaction order, meditational means, discourses, places— is likely to be based 

on a different timescale (p. 166). I adapted Cole’s schematic model to examine how 

temporality worked as a resource for interaction and thought for three focal oldtimers 

during the emergency class meeting about Red v. Gray. The snapshots below offer insight 

into how timescales were constructed discursively and diversely by three oldtimers: Lina, 

Thea, and Evan. The excerpted transcript analyzed here (see Appendix C) was part of a 

much longer class discussion held in response to controversial actions that unfolded the 

previous day at recess. 

Lina: Memory as socially situated. Lina joined the classroom 4 years earlier 

and was always highly involved class discussions like this one. She often brought up issues 

for the class to problem solve together (e.g., children talking during quiet reading time), 
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reflecting the degree to which she believed in the democratic classroom ideals that were 

so important to teachers. As she actively addressed the issue of adding a blue team, she 

appeared conflicted: 

Lina: I mean, I think sure, it’s a good idea [adding a blue team]. I mean yeah, but 
it’s just… Red vs. Gray has been in this class longer than I have been. It’s been 
here for like 10 years. I don’t know. And just to randomly like suddenly change it 
and add another team, it would just be kind of like, you know… new game, after 
like 10 years. And I mean, I think it’s like a good idea to have a neutral team, and 
I know a lot of people said they would be able to understand it more, but I got 
confused with what would happen with that. I, I, just don’t know. 
 

Lina vacillated between cautious approval of the blue team in one sentence and 

expressing her disapproval of any changes to the game in the next. In placing Lina’s 

remarks on the schematic model (see Figure 63), this movement becomes more distinct: 

Lina moved across and drew linkages between timescales as she looked to the 

remembered past and into the imagined immediate future.  

Lina’s initial support for the blue team was rooted in placing the present action—

adding a blue team—along shorter timescales. As a member of a democratic classroom, 

she was committed to considering the ideas of all members. She valued the suggestion of 

adding neutral team, but added a few caveats by zooming out and framing the action 

historically along a much longer timescale. Rather than rely on her own personal history 

with the game (ontogenetic timescale), she went further back in time to share institutional 

or social memories of the game (socio-historical timescale), reflecting an understanding that 

the group/culture existed before her individual membership. Eviatar Zerubavel (2003) 

was especially interested in the social dimensions of memory, which he referred to as the 

“sociotemporal typography of the past” (p. 2). While memory continues to be largely 

considered a process residing in an individual’s mind, Zerubavel’s work, alongside others 

in the field of sociology, has argued for the socially situated nature of memory. By sharing 
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memories extending beyond her personal timeline of classroom membership, Lina 

foregrounded the social nature of collective memory. “Being social presupposes the ability 

to experience things that happened to the groups to which we belong long before we even 

joined as if they were part of our personal past” (Zerubavel, 2004, p. 3). Lina was not 

present ten years ago when Red v. Gray started on the playground, but over her 4 years 

of membership in this classroom she acquired the classroom’s institutional memories and 

now identifies with the classroom’s collective past.  

Thea: Nostalgia & the plotline of decline. Thea, a fifth grader at the time, 

joined the classroom in kindergarten—only a few of the sixth graders had been in the 

class as long. Whereas Lina at least nodded to the worth of all members’ suggestions, a 

value embedded within the norms of the democratic classroom discourse, Thea began by 

citing her own extensive personal history (ontogenetic timescale) with the game: 

Thea: Um, well, I’ve been in this class for 6 years. And, um, I’ve played Red vs. 
Gray probably at least one hundred times every year, and um, like, like about 2 
years the rules have been the same for… 4 years the rules were the same. But then 
last year they started to change a little bit. And now this, it’s almost like it’s a 
totally new game cause so many people are bringing up new rules and new 
additions. I personally loved the OLD Red vs. Gray and I don’t want to change it. 
Cause it just kind of takes away the point of Red vs. Gray and um, it’s kind of 
traditional in our class to play Red vs. Gray, and then traditional would change. I 
personally don’t want to change. I know a lot of other people or new people want 
it to change, but and then like with all the new rules there are just going to be 
more arguments and then if blue is going to be a rule or… or a thing, I think there 
would just be like more and more and more arguments so it would take up all of 
recess.  
 

Citing past events, Thea wove a historical narrative with “scriptlike plotlines” (Zerubavel, 

2004, p. 12) of purity, deterioration, and nostalgia. In Thea’s version of history, rule 

changes over the last few years have gradually degraded Red v. Gray to the point where it 

is no longer as fun to play. She positioned the proposed addition of a blue team as an 

action that would topple the illustrious and traditional game of Red v. Gray forever. 
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Reality rarely unfolds as neatly as the narrative Thea conveyed, but rather than disregard 

her story, Zerubavel (2004) suggests looking for recognizable sociomnemonic patterns 

that structure how Thea narrativized her past. In other words, the stories people weave 

about historical events are patterned in highly structured ways that reflect social traditions of 

remembering. How Thea connected historical events in Red vs. Gray and wove them into a 

cohesive story reveals more about her membership in a mnemonic community (this K-6 

multiage classroom) than it does about her individual experiences with the game. What 

and how Thea remembered was a product of being socialized into mnemonic traditions 

that were shared by community members. Remembering is not spontaneous: “it is 

governed by social norms of remembrance” (Zerubavel, 2003, p. 5).  

The stories people weave about historical events are patterned in highly structured 

ways with identifiable sociomnemonic patterns that reveal social traditions of 

remembering. Zerubavel (2003) identified seven major sociomnemonic plotlines: 1) 

progress, 2) decline, 3) zigzag, 4) ladders and trees, 5) circles and rhymes, 6) mountains 

and valleys, and 7) legato and staccato. Each plotline offers a way to “‘string’ past events” 

together in ways that offer vastly different socio-historical meanings. Zerubavel’s graph-

like diagrams illustrate how each plotline organizes disparate events in the past according 

to a “social shape” (p. 15) that structures a resulting narrative. (It is interesting to note 

here that certain sociomnemonic structures of narrating the past are far more prevalent in 

some cultural and historical contexts.) Thea’s Red v. Gray narrative was clearly 

structured by a plotline of decline. She longed for the golden age of the game before rules 

began to irreparably damage the game. At the heart of Thea’s argument was nostalgia for 

a highly romanticized past. “Inherently pessimistic, this unmistakingly backward clinging 

historical stance typically includes an inevitably tragic vision of some glorious past that, 
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unfortunately, is lost forever” (Zerubavel, 2003, p. 17). Nostalgia was made possible here 

given Thea’s extended history in this classroom as well as her social memories marking 

the game as a “classroom tradition.” Red v. Gray could not be saved by adding new 

rules; it could only be saved by going back to the original rules. Within the plotline of 

decline, Thea not only narrativized the past, but she also extrapolated to anticipate Red 

v. Gray’s downward future trajectory: “I think there would just be like more and more 

and more arguments so it would take up all of recess” (see Figure 64 for schematic 

model), The plotline of decline not only structured the narrative Thea shares in the 

present moment, but it also comes to both shape and distort what she remembers.  

Evan: The rhyming nature of history. Evan, a sixth grader who had been in 

the classroom since kindergarten, offered an interesting contrast to Thea. He initiated this 

class discussion by describing the continual issue of more players choosing to play for the 

Red team than the Gray team. He suggested that one way to solve this problem is for all 

players to “be the change”—i.e., to change sides when they notice an unequal 

distribution. This very democratic solution met fierce resistance as other children spoke 

up to defend why they preferred to play for the Red team. Before the issue could be 

resolved, Lina brought up the proposed addition of the blue team, and Evan replied with:  

Evan: Yeah, I was trying not to mention that because I know it’s a big argument. 
But if people want to talk about it, I’m not trying to stop them. 
 

His willingness to open up the discussion to other issues of interest to children reflected his 

commitment to the democratic classroom norms discussed previously. All members of the 

classroom were invited to share opinions and views regardless of age of level of experience. 

As the discussion unfolded about whether to add a Blue team, Evan abstained from 
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offering his personal opinion (unlike Thea and Lina who made their stances clear), but he 

did eventually jump in with more meta-level observations and reassurances: 

Evan: The thing is don’t feel bad that we’re arguing this year, the rules have been 
argued through, as long as I can remember. Like, do you agree Ms. D? 

Teacher: I do. 

Evan: Like yeah. These things have been argued for forever. Pretty much every 
year it’s the same argument.  

These comments worked to place the current here-and-now arguments about a blue team 

(microgenetic timescale) within a much longer timescales in order to recognize their 

historical relevance. Evan asserted that the process of negotiating Red v Gray had always 

been this messy—democracies are messy, after all—and the children shouldn’t feel as if they 

were doing something wrong by engaging in passionate discussion.  

Evan’s historical narrativization of the game sharply diverged from Thea’s plotline 

of decline. Embedded within their narratives were very different notions of how time is 

experienced. In most historical plotlines (like Thea’s plotline of decline), time is positioned 

as moving forward along a straight line from left to right—from historically distant events to 

more recent events. Depending on the schematic form, events may proceed in a linear or 

multilinear way, but the order of events is always chronologically self-evident. Zerubavel, 

however, proposed another schematic form of organizing memories that was not based on 

this assumption of directionality. He referred to this plotline as “circles and rhymes,” citing 

Mark Twain’s notion that “history does not repeat itself, but it does rhyme” (Zerubavel, 

2003, p. 25). This plotline captures the experience of life moving in circles—of life as a 

series of reoccurrences rather than life as a series of unique experiences. 

As odd as it may seem to us now, until relatively recently [this] was the way humans 

had probably always experienced time. Only in the last couple of millennia, in fact, 
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did our uncompromisingly linear view of the past—symbolically captured in the 

modern relegation of ‘time travel’ to science fiction—actually come into being. 

(Zerubavel, 2003, p. 24)’ 

Evan situated the here-and-now arguments about the rules within a “recurrence narrative” 

(p. 25), suggesting that these actions were—and always has been—part of the socio-historical 

culture of Red v. Gray (see Figure 65 for schematic model). These arguments, in whatever 

form they take, are simply parts of a temporally extended poem with a rhyme scheme that 

becomes evident only when considering the whole text rather than individual lines. Red v. 

Gray was not in a state of decline, but in a state of perpetual repetition. Initially Evan 

placed the reoccurrence narrative within the ontogenetic timescale of his own 

autobiography, but then he went a step further by suggesting, “these things have been 

argued forever,” moving to the socio-historical timescale. The shape of Evan’s schematic 

model—a series of small jumps backward—suggests a reluctance to diminish the importance 

of the here-and-now discussion about Red v. Gray. Thea and Lina were quick to situate 

their remarks within longer timescales, giving weight to their reluctance to add a blue team, 

but Evan turned to longer timescales to recognize the importance of the collective and 

ongoing work of the group’s contentious, generative negotiations. 

In Evan’s final turn at talk, he made a notable rhetorical move that hinted at how 

temporality mediates his meaning making process: he turned to the teacher for 

corroboration of a set of collectively held social memories (“Like, don’t you agree, Ms. 

D?”). This was the only time during the class discussion that either teacher was asked or 

offered his/her own input. One can imagine discussions like this transpiring in another 

classroom where children debate the rules for a few minutes before a teacher intervenes, 
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announcing the official and final set of rules. But here, Evan positioned the teacher as a co-

rememberer: someone he could remember with rather than someone who remembered 

for him. In traditional same-age classrooms, the teacher is the primary agent for collective 

memory (Renshaw & Brown, 1997). As discussed in previous chapters, individual children 

can reflect on changes within their personal ontogenetic timescales, but often must rely on 

adults in schools to construct and maintain a collective, usable past (Wertsch, 2002). 

However, as is evident in this discussion about Red v. Gray, the structure of the K-6 

multiage classroom invited children to be the bearers of socio-historical memories 

alongside teachers. The kindergarten and first graders sprinkled around the circle were 

being actively apprenticed into the group’s social memories of Red v. Gray that extended 

far beyond their own timeline of classroom membership.  

Indeed, acquiring a group’s memories and thereby identifying with its collective past 

is part of the process of acquiring and social identity, and familiarizing members 

with the past is a major part of communities’ efforts to assimilate them. (Zerubavel, 

2003, p. 3) 

These younger children, alongside newcomers to the class, were also learning social 

traditions of remembering that would come to both shape and distort what they 

remembered as members of this community. Importantly, these social ways of 

remembering were not only centrally important within the process of collective meaning 

making around Red vs. Gray, but were also, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, 

central to how children came to understand the role of writing, written artifacts, and 

trajectories of writing development in this community. Whereas teachers are often the only 

participants in classrooms able to see the rhyming or circular nature of history beyond 
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days and months (microgenetic time scale), in the K-6 multiage classroom, children were 

active participants in ensuring—and narrativizing—historical continuity from year-to-

year (i.e., constructing a narrative of recurrence), whether through Red vs. Gray rulebook 

negotiations or sixth grade portfolios. Ultimately, writing—and talk about writing—was 

positioned as a critical tool in the process of constructing long-timescale continuities in 

this community—a way to integrate activity and meaning making across from shorter 

timescales to longer timescales.  
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Table 7 

Overview of Data Collection for Red vs. Gray.  

Data	   Type	   Data	  Used	  for	  Microanalysis	  
Whole	  class	  discussions	  	  
(class	  meetings	  &	  WOMM)	  	  

• 12	  Audio	  files	  (&	  transcripts)	  
• 2	  Video	  files	  (&	  transcripts)	  
	  

• “Emergency”	  class	  meeting	  
(11/19/12)	  

Interviews	  	   • 7	  Audio	  files	  (&	  transcripts)	  
• 6	  Video	  files	  (&	  transcripts)	  
	  

	  

Action	  on	  playground	  	   • 6	  Video	  files	  (&	  transcripts)	  
	  

	  

Action	  in	  classroom	  	  
(moments	  of	  writing)	  

• 4	  Audio	  files	  (&	  transcripts)	  
	  

	  

Written	  artifacts	   • 24	  Pages	  of	  copied	  documents	  
• 14	  Screen	  shots	  of	  digital	  documents	  
(Google	  Docs	  &	  Blog)	  

• 45	  Online	  comments	  
	  

• Red	  vs.	  Gray	  rulebook	  
• 4	  pro-‐	  or	  anti-‐blue	  team	  
statements/letters	  composed	  
by	  community	  members	  
	  

Observational	  field	  notes	  	  
(March	  2011-‐May	  2014)	  
	  

• 58	  Pages	  (42	  days)	   	  
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Figure 47. Dividing line between “Gray” and “Red” sides of the playground for the game 
Red vs. Gray. 
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Figure 48. Gray “jail” area on the playground for Red vs. Gray. 
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Figure 49. Red “jail” on the playground for Red vs. Gray. 
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Figure 50. Red vs. Gray rulebook title page. 
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Figure 51. Red vs. Gray rulebook page 1. 
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Figure 52. Red vs. Gray rulebook page 2. 
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Figure 53. Red vs. Gay rulebook page 3. 
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Figure 54. Sample of Abe’s typical in-school writing (Sixth grade: 8/13/12). 
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Figure 55. Red vs. Gray discourses in place. Discourses cycling in and out of the 
negotiation space around Red vs. Gray: 1) democratic classroom (orange) and 2) 
historical (collective remembering) (blue). Secondary discourse patterns related to 
oldtimer and newcomer identities are also indicated: oldtimers (green) and newcomers 
(yellow).  
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Figure 56. Rulebook introduces a new discourse to Red vs. Gray negotiations: “rule of 
law” discourse (see purple). 
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Figure 57. Rulebook (red dot) ruptures historical Red vs. Gray nexus of practice leading 
to a series of transformative events. 
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Figure 58. “Pocket-sized” Indiana Criminal Code. Abe mentioned this as a mentor text in 
creating the rulebook for Red vs. Gray. He claimed he had read multiple times.  

  

Indiana

2014
Criminal Code

JAMES D. LUTTRULL JR.
GRANT

COUNTY PROSECUTOR
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Figure 59. Blake’s Red vs. Gray letter to the community. He worked to persuade 
community members of the numerous benefits of adding a blue (neutral) team to the Red 
vs. Gray game.
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Figure 60. Terrance and Sean’s written response to the blue team proposal. These 
oldtimers were against the idea of adding blue (neutral) team to the Red vs. Gray game. 
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Figure 61. Abe’s retyped version of Blake’s letter that was handed out to community 
members. Blake was upset that Abe included errors and new identifying information. 
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Figure 62. Abe’s position statement in regards to adding a blue team to Red vs. Gray 
game.  
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Figure 63.	  Lina’s process of constructing timescales relevant to the proposed action of 
adding a blue team. This turn at talk can be traced sequentially from 1) Lina to the 
collective memory of the game that transcends her personal timeline in the classroom, 2) 
to the (imagined) future of the game with the addition of a blue team, 3) to her present 
support for adding a blue team, 4) to her cautionary remark that she is confused by what 
adding a new team would be for the moment-by-moment interactions at recess.	  
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Figure 64. Thea’s process of constructing timescales relevant to the proposed action of 
adding a blue team. This turn at talk can be traced sequentially from 1) Thea firmly 
positioning herself as a long-time member of this K-6 classroom, 2) to describing the 
history of previous attempts to change the “traditional” rules of the game, 3) to a 
proposed (imagined) future where the addition of a new team leads to more arguments 
during recess.	  
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Figure	   65. Evan’s process of constructing timescales relevant to the proposed action of 
adding a blue team. This turn at talk can be traced sequentially from 1) Evan describing a 
reoccurring issue with the game 2) to the (remembered) autobiographical history of 
arguing about the rules, 3) to the (remembered) cultural history of the game that 
transcends his time in the classroom. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

“The present changes the past.  
Looking back you do not find what you left behind.” 

― Kiran Desai, The Inheritance of Loss 
 

 This longitudinal ethnography invited readers into the messy, meandering lives of 

newcomers like Bryson and oldtimers like Abe, Caroline, and Griffin, observing how they 

agentically worked to integrate activities and momentary identity performances from 

shorter timescales into longer timescales in order to be seen as particular kinds of writers 

and more broadly as particular kinds of people—not just particular kinds of students. But 

beyond individual children’s stories, the larger aim of my ethnographic engagement was 

“a holistic, cultural description of the multiple dimensions, aspects, domains, institutions, 

activities, practices, and settings” (Bloome, 2012, p. 9) of this cultural group, the K-6 

multiage classroom, particularly in relation to how members moved through time, used 

time, and produced time. Positioning time as a semiotic resource for meaning making, 

rather than a quantity to be managed and measured, I worked to unpack the socio-

historical constructions of time cycling within the community, acknowledging their 

“hidden role as guides to seeing and understanding” what it meant to learn to write in 

this particular place (Adam, 1995, p. 61).  

In this chapter I aim to synthesize the knowledge produced within and across the 

three sites of engagement previously explored. Considering time as a contextual factor in the 

process of being/becoming a writer requires seeing how these children made meaning 

and produced time together in their day-to-day lives. The study’s three research questions 

offer an overarching structure for the ensuing discussion:  

• RQ1: How do classroom discourses about temporality and writing discursively 
construct possibilities for writerly identities?  

• RQ2: How do young writers use and produce time as a cultural tool in the 
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classroom?  
• RQ3: What are the ways in which the young writers in this community integrate 

activity and meaning making from shorter timescales to longer timescales (and 
vice versa)?  
 

With each section framed by a research question, I pull together findings from across sites 

of engagement to foreground points of synergy and resonance. Each section also 

highlights a particularly salient element of the nexus, allowing the findings to be mapped 

on to the theoretical framework undergirding this study (see Figure 66). It should be noted 

that within each site of engagement all three elements of the nexus (discourses, interaction 

order, and historical bodies) intersected to produce a particular social action, but here I use 

the sites and research questions to think more deeply about each element’s theoretical 

contributions to the overarching social action of interest in this study: being and 

becoming a writer in this community. (See Table 8 for a summary of the findings from 

the three sites of engagement.) 

RQ1: How do classroom discourses about temporality and writing 

discursively construct possibilities for writerly identities? 

In chapter 4, readers followed along as 5-year old Bryson, a dirt-bike-loving 

newcomer, joined the K-6 multiage classroom. Unable to write his name, unwilling to 

draw pictures, and uninterested in books, he was granted immediate membership into the 

rich, well-established literacy community on his very first day. Rather than stepping into a 

room full of kindergartners in the earliest days of learning new routines and ways of being 

together in a classroom, Bryson stepped into a historically rooted community already 

whirring into action on day one: oldtimers greeted old friends, welcomed newcomers, and 

generally picked up mid-step from where they left off before summer break. The low 

barriers to community membership came only with expectations to observe, pitch in, and 
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participate in literacy routines with oldtimers in peripheral but “legitimate” ways (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991; Rogoff, 2009). In this way, Bryson gained immediate access to the socio-

historical timescale of this community with particular norms, practices, identities, offering 

“socially available possibilities for [writerly] selfhood” (Burgess & Ivanič, 2010, p. 251).  

“Discourses of Time”  

Bryson’s arrival in the classroom offered an ethnographic opportunity to observe 

how the community reacted to, interacted with, and apprenticed a newcomer considered 

far outside the typical developmental expectations. In particular I worked to understand 

how the community’s discourses about temporality and writing positioned Bryson as a 

young writer (or non-writer) and the associated identities that were made available. This 

newcomer’s initiation into the community opened up a space to closely observe the ways 

the K-6 multiage community talked about writing and learning to write as well as the 

actions taken in relation to this young writer. Taken together, the community’s talk and 

actions can be understood as “instantiations of discourses of writing and learning to 

write” (Ivanič, 2004, p. 220). Within the classroom’s spatiotemporal matrix, discourses 

with temporally situated labels of behind and “pre-literate” were exchanged for discourses 

that honored time as a socially and historically situated construct/context. Alternative 

discourses were necessary, in part, due to the extended range of biological ages 

represented in the community. Members’ behaviors, practices, and artifacts could not be 

narrowly defined in a space where 5-year olds sat next to fifth graders. Discourses 

insistent on a linear sense of development would suggest that all 50 children in the 

community were out of sync with one another, but analyses showed that children were in 

sync with each other within a cyclical view of time.  

The community’s interactions with Bryson stood in stark contrast to circulating 
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district-wide discourses (evident on report cards) that labeled this young child as in need 

of intervention the moment he walked trough the door. Discourses like skills mastery, 

maturation, and school accountability, laden with linear notions of time and development, 

largely withheld readerly and writerly identities from children until they acquire the 

discrete skills that marked them as “ready” according to decontextualized district-wide 

literacy skill assessments (Graue, 1993; Ivanič, 2004; No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 

2002; Wohlwend, 2009). But in the smaller context of daily life in the K-6 multiage 

classroom, highlighted across the sites of engagement analyzed as part of this 

ethnography, a very different set of discourses cycled in place (e.g., co-remembering, co-

becoming, democratic classroom). This is not to say that children were unaware or protected 

from larger deficit-oriented discourses, but simply that members of this community 

collectively produced and foregrounded a very different spatiotemporal matrix as part of 

shared classroom discourses in place during literacy evens. In other words, alongside 

offering newcomers access to particular literacy practices and identities, the multiage 

community offered particular discourses imbued with notions of time and temporality 

that contested simplistic, linear notions of development. These discourses, existing as part 

of the socio-historical timescale but enacted in the seconds and minutes of the 

microgenetic timescale, offered semiotic resources that helped children like Bryson make 

sense of the process of being and becoming a writer.  

Discourses of development: Children as becomings or beings? 

Ethnographic findings suggest that the discourses cycling within the writing nexus of 

practice in the K-6 multiage classroom positioned community members as being and 

becoming writers concurrently, regardless of age or ability. The discoursal hybridity of these 

dual perspectives is unique in that childhood studies has long debated whether to frame 
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children as ‘becomings’ (dominant framework) or as ‘beings’ (emergent framework) (Lee, 

2001). The becoming child, incomplete and incompetent, slowly moves toward adult-level 

competencies with an emphasis on what he/she will be in the future. In thinking about 

young writers, this framework shapes interpretations of children’s writing practices and 

artifacts in terms of how they relate to future trajectories and outcomes. The child is 

never a real writer but always a writer in training. Critiques of this framework have argued 

that the temporal orientation toward the future causes adults to “neglect or dismiss the 

present everyday realities of being a child” (Uprichard, 2008, p. 304).  

The being child, on the other hand, agentically crafts his/her own childhood in the 

present moment, demonstrating a range of situated competencies within diverse 

communities. In this framework, young writers—in fact all writers—are understood to use 

writing as a resource for mediating day-to-day interactions, relationships, and identities. 

The move to situate children as “beings-in-the-present” (Lee, 2001) has gained popularity 

in childhood studies and sociocultural literacy scholarship (e.g., Dyson, 2013a), but as 

Uprichard (2008) points out, this frame largely ignores the temporal emic realities of 

experiencing life a child—mainly that a central tenet of childhood is thinking and talking 

about “growing up” (i.e., the future). Children talk about next birthdays; when they’ll be 

able to ride a two-wheeler bike; moving on to the next grade in school; and what they 

want to be when they grow up. By focusing exclusively on the child as a being-in-the 

present, these kinds of future or “anticipatory” (Scollon, 2004, p. 26) orientations are 

dismissed as being influential in children’s process of meaning making.  

Multiple sites of engagement offered evidence that the K-6 multiage community 

simultaneously positioned Bryson as being a writer (focus on his present agentic actions) 

and becoming a writer (focus on his imagined future). Bryson was expected to be a writer by 
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participating in all of the routines, rituals, and practices that all writers in the community 

engaged in on a daily basis. He was handed a notebook on the first day of kindergarten 

and was expected to engage in some kind of mark making during that very first writing 

workshop. His actions were considered legitimate in whatever peripheral forms they took, 

and, importantly, he was offered the same agency offered to more experienced writers—

authorial agency to make decisions about what went on the pages of his notebook. When 

an oldtimer tried writing a story for him on the first day of kindergarten, Bryson took a 

brown marker and scribbled over the writing, making it nearly impossible to see. 

Although community members had difficulty interpreting this social action (e.g., offering, 

“Why don’t you try drawing pictures?”), it was nevertheless accepted as a peripheral form 

of engagement in writing workshop. But in addition to offering Bryson a writerly identity 

in the present moment (being a writer), the community also accepted responsibility for 

supporting Bryson in his journey toward becoming a writer. Newcomers and oldtimers of 

all ages looked for opportunities to mediate his writing experiences in the classroom, 

altering his understanding of practices through improvised opportunities to participate in 

community activities (e.g., the second grade girls drawing illustrations for his dirt bike 

book, the fifth grader writing down his dictated story, his same-aged best friend (but more 

experienced writer) writing with him most afternoons during choice time).  

While discourses anchored by either being or becoming notions of childhood are 

often presented as irreconcilably conflicting in research, Uprichard (2008) suggests that 

from a temporal perspective, these discourses are complementary and should be used 

together understand the complexity, and multilayered nature of child development: 

…it is the interplay between the different notions of time within each discourse that is key to 

understanding the notion of the ‘child.’ Hence, whilst the discourse of the ‘being’ 
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child accentuates the present, and that of the ‘becoming’ child stresses the future, 

both the present and the future interact together in the course of everyday life. (p. 308, 

italics added) 

Uprichard’s theorizing suggests that it is not merely the present moment that serves as a 

resource for children (and adults), but it is the interplay of the present and future that produces 

social actions and creates a complex context for meaning making. It is by combining the 

paradigms of ‘becoming’ and ‘being’—by situating time as fluid and multiple rather than 

static—that researchers move closer to understanding children’s emic experiences of 

growing up. While this stands as a relatively new proposition within the field of childhood 

studies, situating children as both becomings and beings is closely aligned with Bakhtin’s 

theorization of how individuals live in time and space. In what he referred to as 

biographical time, individuals are “always becoming” but they also take charge of [their] 

living and learning. In other words, development isn’t something that happens to a 

person; development is something a person does with others in the present moment: “One 

must live fully aware of his or her status as ‘one who is evolving and developing, a person 

who learns from life” (Bakhtin, p. 1981, p. 10)” (Shields, 2007).  

The complementary nature of being and becoming is evident when it comes to 

writing: As a writer writes in the present moment, he/she naturally imagines a future 

where those words are being read, thus Tusting’s (2000) claim that literacy practices are 

unique in their “transcendence of the transience of time” (p. 41). In addition to an 

imagined future, by engaging in the practice of being a writer, a child (or adult) is always 

and necessarily becoming a writer. Each word that emerges on a piece of paper instantly 

becomes part of the past. A writer is unescapably older than he/she was at the beginning, 

suggesting a process of becoming even within a single piece of writing. In addition to the 
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interplay of the present (being) and future (becoming), my research also identified discoursal 

ways the K-6 multiage community routinely brought the past into the present, offering 

resources for constructing historically situated, parallel narratives of becoming. In this 

way, discourses of becoming in the classroom were based on looking backward in time just 

as much as they are based on looking forward in time: the past and the future folded into 

the present moment. 

Discourses of possibility: Writing while becoming. The intermingling 

developmental discourses rooted in being and becoming notions of childhood not only 

affected the ways members talked with and about Bryson, but these discourses also began 

to permeate the ways Bryson positioned himself as a writer in the classroom. Bryson was 

being a writer when he sprawled out next to a friend on the floor, notebooks spread out 

between them. He was being a writer when he chose to write during choice time in the 

afternoons. He was being a writer when he carried his notebook to and home from school. 

He was being a writer when he drew SpongeBob Square Pants and told stories about old 

episodes. These embodied practices, recognizable by the community, offered Bryson 

writerly identities even when he couldn’t produce recognizable written text in the form of 

alphabetic symbols recorded between two blue lines. In addition, Bryson also expressed a 

sense of becoming a writer when, one afternoon in first grade, he grabbed a couple of his 

kindergarten notebooks, safely stored in his collectible file, and flipped through pages 

reflectively.  

I pull up a chair, asking Bryson if he notices any differences between “the 
writing in [this kindergarten notebook] and the writing [in this first grade 
notebook]”. Chaotically flipping through the kindergarten pages, Bryson 
replies matter-of-factly, “Ahh... This ain't no writing. This is my old 
notebook.” Overhearing this conversation, Bryson’s best friend Josh, also a 
first grader at the time, chimes in, “And he (Bryson) never knew... he never 
knew that writing existed. But now he’s really good.” As if offering material 
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evidence of this, Bryson opens to the last page in his first grade notebook. 
It is completely filled with letters crammed into every possible space, no 
spaces marking individual words. This full page of letters stands in sharp 
juxtaposition to the mark making filling his previous notebooks. Offering a 
proud smile to both Josh and me, Bryson adds: “Josh helped me.” [Audio 
& vide data & fieldnotes, April 12, 2014]  
 

Certainly this moment did not offer the formality and officialdom of sixth grade portfolio 

sharing, but the socio-historically situated discourses of co-remembering and co-becoming were 

already foregrounded in the interaction between these young boys. With only a single 

year of membership in the classroom, in this interaction, the boys demonstrated an 

understanding that being a writer in this community meant re-reading old writing to 

consider how one was becoming a better writer, and, importantly, that one does this 

remembering and reflecting most effectively with a friend close by—a friend who was 

there with you in the beginning, corroborating, filling in, and reminding you of your 

developmental narrative. This moment echoes of a moment 5 years in the future: Bryson, 

proudly sharing his portfolio in front the community, telling the story of a boy who was 

“talked into literacy” by his community (Brandt, 1990). Holding on to these “scribbles”—

along with the social actions (stories) surrounding them—offers a foundation from which 

Bryson’s narrative of becoming emerges with Josh sitting close by, jumping in with forgotten 

stories, inside jokes, and, of course, laughter.  

RQ2: How do young writers use  

and produce time as a cultural tool in the classroom?  

Producing Time through Community Interaction Orders 

Classroom traditions and rituals (explored in Chapters 5 & 6) offered particularly 

rich moments in the classroom culture when the past, present, and future merged, 

positioning children as both being and becoming (in relation to “have been” and “will be”). 
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These time-honored sites of engagement—rhythmically predictably on a daily, weekly, or 

yearly basis—were facilitated by the historical bodies and interaction orders of the multiage 

community. Through their daily interactions, oldtimers passed on valuable knowledge 

and histories to newcomers that one would one day be passed on to even newer 

newcomers. There was a sense that community traditions had been going on forever into 

the past and expectation that these same events would continue to go on forever into the 

future, offering children the opportunity to understand time as an unspooling, socially-

situated series of “circles and rhymes” (Zerubavel, 2003, p. 25). Essentially, through 

interactions mediated by artifacts, analyses showed that oldtimers made the socio-historical 

timescale visible for the larger community, constructing a kind of usable past for the 

collective as well as revealing the anticipatory side of cycles of discourse, action, and 

practice (Scollon & Scollon, 2004). A shared past allowed newcomers to clearly imagine 

future experiences, practices, and roles in this community. Even the youngest children 

discussed when it would be their time to get pied, share a portfolio, publish a novel, play 

fantasy baseball, go to Bradford woods, or graduate from sixth-grade. This sentiment was 

captured succinctly by oldtimer Thea as she sat down to share her sixth grade portfolio, 

remarking: “I’ve been waiting 7 years to do this!” Oldtimers like Thea who spent 5, 6, or 

even 7 years in the classroom had, in a sense, 5, 6, or 7 years to interact with and closely 

observe older children growing up and becoming experts in the community, offering 

multiple—even divergent—pathways and possibilities for selfhood. 

In the developmental narratives analyzed as part of sixth-grade portfolio sharing, 

oldtimers Caroline and Griffin constructed usable pasts for their own identity work in the 

present and imagined futures, but they also offered usable pasts and possibilities for selfhood 

for the larger community as part of the socio-historical timescale. In the multiage 
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classroom, the socio-historical timescale was not simply an immaterial set of pre-existing 

norms guiding children’s actions and possibilities for selfhood: the socio-historical 

timescale was actively produced by children in the classroom through interactions of the 

discursive and the material. Analyses of portfolio sharing as a site of engagement illuminated 

the ways that literacy practices, and writing practices more specifically, created history in 

the classroom—a history that was available to all members of the community. Relatedly, 

children came to view literacy artifacts and practices as socially and historically situated: 

i.e., the immaterial became material. Caroline and Griffin’s developmental testimonies 

were reminders for the community that these oldtimers hadn’t always been oldtimers, 

reassuring younger children that writing was a socially and historically situated process of 

becoming. Oldtimers saw their official and unofficial narratives of becoming as an important 

resource for younger children frustrated, overwhelmed, or intimidated by the prospects of 

learning to read or write. 

Paul (sixth-grader): And I honestly think Bryson and all of the younger kids who 
feel that [they can't read or write], if they were in this classroom they change a lot. 
The fact of the merging of the ages in our classroom helps a lot because you can see... 
I mean, I'm sure a ton of people have told this to Bryson or whatever, but it's like, 
"I was like you one day and then I like joined this classroom and look where I am now. I can 
read and I can write and can do this math,” and it's almost like they would look up to 
you, and it's like, “I can do that, I just need to like put work into it and these people are 
helping me.” (Personal communication, April 23, 2014) 
 

It is important to note that Paul identified “seeing” as a critical part of the process of 

becoming a reader, writer, or mathematician. Newcomers like Bryson were able to work 

and play side-by-side with oldtimers, “observing” how oldtimers participated in valued 

literacy practices like reading and writing, and later participating (“pitching in”) directly 

in shared social and cultural worlds (Paradise & Rogoff, 2009, p. 102). But in addition to 

seeing, Paul also highlighted the role of oldtimers offering their personal narratives of 
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becoming as a form of reassuring testimony: “One day I was like you” but “look where I’m 

at now.” Paul implicated development as a collective and networked endeavor, one where 

newcomers were reassured that “these people” (members of this community) would be 

intimately involved in their development. 

Producing Time through Shared Chronotopes 

Children’s notions of becoming can be theoretically linked to the construction of 

chronotopes: conceptions and ideologies of how people move through space and time 

(Bakhtin, 1981; Bloome et al, 2009; Lemke, 2002). Chronotopes offer an interpretive 

framework for understanding interactions, artifacts, and talk in particular communities. 

Or in the frame of MDA, chronotopes provide storylines for nexus expectations. 

Importantly though, chronotopes do not exist as single all-encompassing frameworks that 

are present for all people in all places. Communities differentially construct chronotopes 

socially and linguistically, making it possible to have multiple, conflicting chronotopes 

cycling in and out of an interpretive moment or nexus of practice. Bloome and colleagues 

(2009) have shown that schools are one of the central places where chronotopes are 

constructed:  

…the lived narratives that constitute classroom life have implied chronotopes, a 

set of assumptions (an ideology) about how people move through time and space 

and how that movement is related to changes in the person and in the worlds in 

which she/he participates. (Bloome et al., 2009, p. 324) 

Within traditional, single age-based classrooms, children’s understanding how other 

children move through space and time is based on close interaction with and observation 

of same age children moving from one hierarchical step (grade) to the next with an 

orientation toward the future. The chronotopes implied by schools’ ongoing commitment 
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to homogenization are rooted in linear notions of development and assume that “there 

must be some ideal method of teaching that is specific to each small range of ages and 

radically distinct from those appropriate to other age groups” (Lemke, 2002b, p. 80). 

These chronotopes lead adults (and children) to label certain children as out of sync, 

implying that these that children are not becoming at a fast enough pace. Given that a 

group of same-age children are expected to make similar movements through time and 

space, differences in movements are labeled as deviant (Foucault, 2004).  

Interacting histories: Oldtimers and newcomers. Ethnographic findings 

suggest that children’s extended years of close cultural observation in the K-6 multiage 

classroom offered alternative chronotopes for making sense of and interpreting the 

process of becoming a writer. The question becomes how do “publically held chronotopes,” 

existing as part of the socio-historical timescale of the community, become “individually 

held chronotopes” in the here and now (Bloome et al., 2009, p. 325). In other words, how 

did this community produce time as a cultural tool, embedded with particular 

chronotopes, for individuals to interpret writerly actions, artifacts, and trajectories? 

Analytically, Cole’s (1996) work was productive here in thinking about how culture—

constructed and reconstructed as part of the socio-historical timescale—enters into an 

individual’s ontogenetic development. Though Cole never used the term “chronotope,” 

he essentially argued that parents’ ideas about how gendered bodies move through time 

and space (i.e., parents’ individual and shared chronotopes) served to limit and constrain 

a baby’s development in particular ways: “Adults literally create different material forms 

of interaction based on conceptions of the world provided by their cultural experience” 

(Cole, 1996, p.257). Parents’ histories in the world informed divergent imagined 

futures, and these imagined gendered differences played out in actual interactions in 
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present moment, ultimately affecting future trajectories of the child from across sites of 

engagement.  

Analyses suggest that a similar process was at work in the K-6 multiage classroom: 

Oldtimers, “using information derived from their cultural past and assuming cultural 

continuity,” (Cole, 1996, p. 256) projected probable futures for young writers in the 

community, informing their interactions in the present moment. This process of thinking 

backward and looking forward is produced by and productive of publically held 

chronotopes, offering a framework for interpreting writerly actions and artifacts. In effect, 

chronotopes stood as “monuments to the community itself, as symbols of it, as forces 

operating to shape its members’ image of themselves” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 84). Central to 

publicly held chronotopes in the K-6 classroom were notions that writing development 

was a primarily social endeavor—reflected in the discourses of collective remembering and 

collective becoming highlighted in Caroline’s and Griffin’s narratives during portfolio sharing. 

Within this tradition of portfolio sharing, oldtimers modeled the need to historically 

situate a moment of writing production (or an artifact) as a node along a much longer arc 

that extended into the past as well as into the future.  

Formal traditions—such as portfolio sharing—offered explicit opportunities to 

pass on publically and individually held chronotopes, but day-to-day interactions in the 

classroom were also central to this process of producing a particular kind of time. This 

was evident one morning when Caroline, an oldtimer and writing expert in the 

community, looked through some of her old writing notebooks with Sadie, a 

kindergartner who had little confidence in her writing abilities. Sadie and Caroline 

laughed together as they tried to make sense of Caroline’s old stories from kindergarten 

and first grade: 
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Caroline (sixth grader): Can you imagine me your age? 

Sadie (kindergartner): Um… yeah! Did I even go there when I was your age? 

Caroline: I don't even think you were born when I was your age.  

Sadie: I was about to be born.  

…  

Sadie: You're in sixth grade? 

Caroline: Yep! My writing has improved a lot and that's what's going to happen to 
you! 

Sadie: Really? 

Caroline: Yeah, you're going to become a very good writer. 

[Audio data & fieldnotes, September 13, 2013] 

In that one seemingly simple interaction, the cultural past and imagined future 

intersected to produce an interpretive framework for making sense of the present 

moment. Caroline used her written artifacts to remember what it was like to be a 

kindergartener, which informed her interactions in the present by imagining a particular 

future for Sadie. The chronotopes underlying Caroline’s interactions with Sadie were 

based on years of history in this community; Caroline had her own developmental 

narrative of becoming to pull from (ontogenetic timescale) in addition to the wisdom gained 

from closely observing a range of other children’s pathways of becoming writers (socio-

historical timescale).  

The extended structure of the multiage classroom was important in that it offered 

all children opportunities to interact with and closely observe diverse, embodied possibilities 

for selfhood—and possibilities for becoming—across a range of ages and expertise. 

Outside of school, children live life collectively in groups with diverse ages, abilities, and 

interests—whether in after school programs, birthday parties, family events, 

neighborhood parks, or bus rides home from school, and yet in schools it is likeness rather 

than diversity that structures conditions for learning and related chronotopes. In the K-6 
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multiage classroom, the temporal movement of an oldtimer looking back in time to 

project an imagined future for a newcomer reflects Cole’s thinking about how culture 

(socio-historical timescale) enters into personal development (ontogenetic timescale). But 

whereas Cole’s model focused on the adult’s/oldtimer’s role in the developmental 

process, Caroline and Sadie’s interactions suggest that young children (or newcomers) 

play an equally active role in producing time as a cultural tool in this community. Sadie 

engaged in the complex work of imagining Caroline’s past in order to imagine future 

possibilities for her own selfhood alongside (re)producing collectively held ideas about 

how young writers, like herself, moved through time and space over longer timescales.  

Caroline and Sadie’s interaction, mediated by material artifacts, was just one of 

hundreds—or perhaps thousands—of moments the girls shared over the following year 

together, resulting in a strong friendship between the newcomer and the oldtimer. This 

friendship allowed Caroline to engage in the kinds of practices and discourses that she 

learned from “big sister” Liana years ago—back when it was Caroline who was the 

newcomer, joining the class on the first day of kindergarten. In a quantitative sense, time 

has marched forward, theoretically situating Caroline and Sadie at the opposite end of 

linear spectrum of development in this elementary school context. But instead, Caroline 

and Sadie’s daily interactions instantiated a particular time-space relationship where 

history was a series of circles and rhymes (Zerubavel, 2003): Liana and Caroline’s 

interactions became Caroline and Sadie’s interactions which would one day become 

Sadie’s interaction with a young newcomer, one who might not even be born yet. And 

perhaps years from now, this newcomer will browse through Sadie’s old artifacts, as Sadie 

states reassuringly, “My writing has improved a lot and that's what's going to happen to 

you. You're going to become a very good writer”—the present, the future, and future 
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intersecting in a single moment, echoing across decades. In that present moment, 

Caroline was in fact “remembering the future” (Cole, 1996).  

Producing Time through Contentious Negotiations  

While Caroline and Sadie’s interactions produced a shared spatiotemporal matrix 

that brought the girls together within the intersecting chronotopic cycles of imagined 

pasts and remembered futures, it is important to note that the spatiotemporal matrix 

foregrounded at any particular moment in the classroom was always in flux. Within a 

particular nexus of practice, community members engaged in linked social practices that 

produced and reproduced particular chronotopes, affecting the ways community 

members’ actions were interpreted, positioned, and taken up. As part of the analytical 

process, I found it generative to contrast the cultural production(s) of time across multiple 

sites of engagement—to explore how the shifting interpretive fields offered or limited 

children particular literate identities. This kind of comparative work offers intriguing 

possibilities for future research exploring chronotope production in schooled spaces. 

Findings here suggest that while some moments in the multiage classroom revealed a 

community that largely agreed upon a shared set of chronotopes grounding the collective 

meaning making process within a particular interpretive space (e.g., sixth grade portfolio 

sharing (Chapter 5)), other moments revealed a community contentiously divided with 

members actively contesting and resisting particular chronotopes (e.g., Red vs. Gray rule 

discussions (Chapter 6)).  

Contentious chronotopic debates in the classroom highlight the fluidity of power 

within an ever-negotiated temporal landscape. The ability to define the spatiotemporal 

matrix within a site of engagement offered children the authority to frame the ways social 

actions in the past, present, and imagined futures were interpreted by the community. 
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Looking across the sites of engagement featured in Chapters 5 and 6, analyses established 

reverse images of artifactual ownership and authorship: portfolio sharing foregrounded 

the individual writer situating artifacts in relation to the community; Red vs. Gray, on the 

other hand, foregrounded a collectively held artifact sustained by hundreds of children 

over nearly a decade. The discourse practice of co-remembering (i.e., historical discourse) 

figured prominently across both sites of engagement but ultimately came to be questioned 

in relation to Red vs. Gray. The social arrangement by which the community came 

together within a site of engagement significantly impacted the collective spatiotemporal 

meaning making process.  

Portfolio sharing. In a traditional presentation, an audience would be expected to sit 

idly, waiting respectfully to ask questions once a speaker was finished. But in the K-6 

multiage community, the tradition of sixth grade portfolio sharing allowed for impromptu 

interactions between individuals and the community, producing a largely agreed upon 

spatiotemporal matrix reflected in the discourses of co-remembering and co-becoming that 

cycled through children’s developmental narratives. Children filled in each other’s 

narratives of becoming, producing a chronotope that positioned children as agentically 

moving through time together, learning to write from and with one another. Writing 

relationships and writing projects echoed across time, suggesting a recursive process of 

development rather than a series of equally measured steps forward or upward. In this 

site of engagement, collective remembering produced a shared chronotope in which to 

interpret artifacts and social actions.  

Red vs. Gray rulebook. Conversely, Abe’s move to write down the rules to Red vs. 

Gray and the community’s (re)actions precipitated discussions rooted in co-remembering 

(i.e., historical discourse) that demonstrated how the cultural production of time can also be 
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fiercely contested. Abe attempted to sustain the history and present action of Red vs. 

Gray and ensure its continuity into the imagined future by printing words on paper. 

Within Abe’s proposed spatiotemporal matrix, significant and sacred stories are recorded 

to preserve cultural traditions across time. The rulebook essentially defined, in writing, 

how children should move through time and space in relation to the game, highlighting 

history as something worth remembering now and in the future. But as children discussed 

the authenticity and implications of the new Red vs. Gray rulebook, the community was 

forced to collectively debate what role remembering, rooted in historical bodies, 

connected to ontogenetic and socio-historical timescales, should play—if any—in the 

present action and imagined future of the game.  

It should be of little surprise that a recess game would elicit such division and 

contestation from the community. In the world of formal schooling, recess has long 

offered children the most interactional space—temporally and physically—to engage in 

practices and relationships rooted in their genuine childhood culture. Children are 

fiercely protective over recess in part because it is their time rather than adults’ time. Recess 

is a time to play: a time to be—to momentarily escape the restrictive state of becoming that 

governs children’s interactions with adults. But temporally, one of the essential elements 

of children’s play is that it is “made fresh daily” (Wohlwend, 2013, p. 49), meaning that 

playful interactions are always open to impromptu revisions and new trajectories. 

Essentially, newcomers came to test how playful Red vs. Gray was by proposing a rule 

change (a neutral blue team) in the midst of the game. Whereas Abe’s rulebook attempted 

to firmly situate the game along a much longer cycle—arcing back in time to the socio-

historical timescale and aiming for continuity into the future, the newcomers’ proposed 

rule change situated the game as here-and-now social interactions where meanings could 
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and should be negotiated within the microgenetic timescale. The newcomers’ actions 

disputed the role of remembering and highlighted that the cultural production of time in 

classrooms is always highly contestable. In this case, the tug-of-war over chronotopes was 

a tug-of-war over who had the right (or the power) to question, change, or maintain a 

collectively held artifact with an extended history. Importantly, the swirling 

spatiotemporal matrix foregrounded in any particular interaction has serious 

ramifications for identifying who was doing what with which artifact (Scollon, 2001a, 

2001b), elucidating that identities, like chronotopes, are always in flux. 

RQ3: What are the ways in which the young writers 

 in this community integrate activity and meaning making 

 from shorter timescales to longer timescales (and vice versa)?  

A significant part of getting older—or becoming—means learning to integrate 

shorter timescale events within the larger scale project of building identities over longer 

timescales. Scollon (2001) echoes this attention to longer timescales, delineating the 

difference between a social action and a social practice as a question of time and repetition. A 

social action becomes a social practice only when there is evidence of a “history of actions 

consolidated in the habitus” (Scollon, 2001, p. 142) situated within one’s historical body. 

As actors engage in social practices they position themselves relative to other community 

members engaged in those practices, thusly producing particular identity claims. Despite 

the obvious importance of historical bodies in relation to learning, identities, and social 

practices, Lemke (2002) posits that “institutional arrangements of schooling seem 

deliberately designed” to hinder children’s development across longer timescales. The 

severe segmentation of time in school (e.g., minute-by-minute schedules, grade level 

changes year-to-year) in effect places longer timescale processes in the shadows of 
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children’s day-to-day experiences in formal school contexts. While an individual child 

may have a sense of how their actions in shorter timescales are situated within the 

ongoing pursuit of building identities over longer timescales, teachers and peers (and 

researchers) often have more difficulty interpreting a child’s action in the present moment 

as being linked (or not) to personal and collective histories and futures. In other words, 

bodies in schools are largely separated from the long view of development and identity 

production when the interpretive lens is largely confined to “this year” or “these 

standards.” 

The Historical Bodies of Writers 

This “Novice” and “Expert” chapters offer complementary temporal perspectives 

on this question of how young writers integrate activity and meaning making from shorter 

timescales into longer timescales and vice versa: Chapter 4 documented newcomer 

Bryson’s day-to-day journey over kindergarten and first grade as he explored how to 

integrate activities in shorter timescales into more stable identities within the ontogenetic 

(autobiographical) timescale; whereas, in Chapter 5, oldtimers Caroline and Griffin 

looked back in time, thumbing through old written artifacts to construct developmental 

narratives, explaining how particular moments accounted for the expert writerly identities 

they claimed as sixth graders. Across both chapters, the development of writerly identities 

along longer timescales was far more complex than the simple acquisition of writerly 

experiences or skills within shorter timescales. As practices became constituted in a child’s 

habitus over a history of social actions, linkages between practices were also are 

constituted over a history of participation, across multiple sites of engagement. 

Consequently, becoming an oldtimer in the community meant participating an 

increasingly diverse assemblage of linked “social relationships, cultural practices and 
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personal identities and pathways” with connections across timescales (Neale & 

Flowerdew, 2003, p. 192).  

Griffin and Caroline’s developmental narratives highlight the complexity of the 

multiple and intersecting writing communities and nexus of practice in this community. 

Certainly there was a central community of practice in place with a particular nexus of practice 

in relation to being and becoming a writer in this classroom, but Griffin’s developmental 

narrative shed light on sub-communities that emerged within the larger community, 

offering revised nexus of practice and alternative possibilities for selfhood. Extended years 

in the community alongside the emergence of technology allowed Griffin and his group of 

friends to develop a tight-knit community that opened up pathways for being and 

becoming a writer. In Griffin’s case, this temporal continuity allowed him to construct a 

community that offered writerly identities beyond labels like “resistant” or “reluctant” 

that may have plagued him in other school contexts constrained by shorter timescales. 

Certainly Griffin was resistant to being/becoming a writer like Caroline just as he was 

“reluctant” to being/becoming a writer who sought approval or praise from adults. But 

time—and an understanding of social continuity within an imagined future—offered 

Griffin the chance to craft an identity where his writing became the center of social life in 

the community (see analysis of “RadioGriff” in Chapter 6). Armed with strong peer 

relationships and a nuanced understanding of the larger nexus of practice, Griffin 

ruptured the nexus by proposing alternative, asynchronous means of sharing writing/self-

publishing: email and shared Google Docs. Informally sharing digital writing opened up 

opportunities for children to circumvent surveillance, preventing adults’ from “do[ing] 

anything ‘schooly’” to their writing.  

The complexity of Griffin’s processes of identification as a sixth grader and long-
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time member of the community offer a fascinating juxtaposition with Bryson’s early days 

as a newcomer in the classroom. Though rather than positioning these writers at opposite 

ends of the developmental spectrum, the ethnographic opportunity to follow Bryson 

offered the chance to document how this novice, agentically coordinated multiple 

timescales within a moment of writing production and used these small moments and 

interactions (microgenetic timescale) to craft writerly identities across longer timescales. 

Bryson’s journey demonstrated that even the youngest, most of out of sync child in this 

community could claim a writerly identity, raising questions about linear, age-based 

perspectives on development that assume a single timescale. His interactions with 

community members across a range of ages and abilities were central to his development 

of writerly expertise, and, importantly, his desire to claim a writerly identity for himself. 

In a linear approach to development, Bryson would be expected to develop and practice 

writerly skills within the microgenetic timescale that would eventually add up to a more 

permanent writerly identity across longer timescales. But Bryson, by interacting with 

diverse community members, developed the social practices (e.g., collaboration, sharing) 

and identities linked with writing in this community far more quickly than he developed 

valued school literacy skills (e.g., letter identification, letter-sound connections, letter-

making).  

The Role of Historical Artifacts 

In light of the longitudinal data collected as part of this ethnography and analyses 

shared in prior chapters, I argue that material artifacts, produced by and situated within 

this unique community, facilitated explicit connections between shorter and longer 

timescales. Three temporal features of the multiage community were especially relevant 

within this recursive meaning making process across timescales: 1) the age diversity 
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represented in the community fostering intergenerational learning opportunities, 2) the 

historically situated nature of the community offering continuity across time, and 3) the 

repetition of events across days, weeks, and years (i.e., classroom traditions). Because the 

multiage community was temporally (and intentionally) out of sync with itself—filled with 

a diverse collection of writers from Bryson, writing the letter ‘B’ as large as the 

whiteboard to Caroline, finishing up her most recent novel—linear notions of 

development offer little in the way of understanding the complexities of time as context for 

the young writers observed as part of this classroom ethnography. The community did 

not engage synchronously in prescribed stages of writing development, but they did 

engage synchronously in constructing an interpretive community that acknowledged a 

multiplicity of timescales embedded within the process of being and becoming a writer.  

In this way, Lemke’s (2002b) “ecosocial model” of development offers a better 

theoretical fit for exploring development as recursive connections emerging across these 

multiple timescales. Importantly, the ecosocial model moves “development” beyond a 

narrow term primarily applicable to children in formal school settings, a pre-determined 

linear trajectory pointed in a single direction, to consider the role of development in the 

contexts of everyday life and communities. By taking a multiple-timescale system view of 

development, Lemke’s model suggests that the essence of development is about learning 

to “interact across the inevitable and substantial differences that constitute the diversity of 

a community” (Lemke, 2002b, p. 73). Thusly, the more diverse a community the more 

diverse the practices and identities available as part of the process of development; i.e., 

development is facilitated through interactions with a wide range of community members 

who vary according to age, gender, class, ethnicity, language, etc. Bakhtin (1981, 1971) 

supports a similarly collective notion of development as learning to live in the “public 
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square” (p. 132) where individuals “find one’s voice and [learn] to orient it among other 

voices” (1971, p. 201). (Interestingly, Lemke’s and Bakhtin’s emphases on the role of 

diversity in development position homogenous groupings of classrooms—by age, ability, 

or language—as detrimental rather than advantageous to development.) When applied to 

the K-6 multiage community, the ecosocial model frames newcomers as developing 

through their interactions with oldtimers, while simultaneously framing oldtimers (like 

Caroline and Griffin) as developing through their interactions with newcomers. This 

theoretical stance disrupts more linear approaches to development that undergird 

strongly held cultural assumptions that older children have little to learn in schools from 

younger children. 

As part of ecosocial development, Lemke (2002b) recognized the integral role of 

the material artifacts suggesting that they “function as signs which serve to integrate social 

processes across timescales” (p. 80). This classroom ethnography offered intimate portraits 

of young children creating, saving, trashing, narrativizing, and circulating artifacts to 

claim particular identities, (re)establishing particular relationships, and fortifying 

particular practices (i.e., habitus) across longer timescales: Bryson’s very first notebook 

became a way to claim an identity in the present in relation to those “scribbles” from 2 

years ago; Griffin’s “Funky Chicken” book of poems became a way to claim a long-lasting 

identity as a humorous, well-connected friend; Abe’s Red vs. Gray rulebook became a 

way to claim historical and legal expertise gained over his many years of membership. 

Lemke explicitly recognized the power of writing in ecosocial development: 

If that page is from my student notebook, those marks on paper made in 

yesterday’s lesson, then retracing them with my eyes (or pencil) can re-evoke a 

whole sequence of thoughts and events from yesterday; indeed I might well start 
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writing again at that point, taking up where I’d left off. Students do this with notes 

and doodles; professional writers with yesterday’s first drafts. Were there no 

doodle, no draft, some activity would still occur, but it would not be the same one. 

Meaningful material objects, shaped in one moment’s activity, can provide the 

link to another, related activity in a later moment of time. And the result is the 

construction of continuity on a longer time-scale than that of each momentary 

activity. (Lemke, 2002a, p. 40) 

Like saving a material memento as a way to claim a particular identity in the present 

moment and in the imagined future, writing in the K-6 multiage community allowed 

children to coordinate processes of identification across multiple timescales within a single 

artifact while the collection of these artifacts over time offered children opportunities to 

establish sustained and public patterns of habitus across longer trajectories. 

A focus on the role of circulating artifacts or “metasigns of identity” (Wortham, 

2003) in integrating social processes across timescales should not overshadow the role of 

children’s activities and interactions. In sharing my ethnographic findings, I have been 

intentional about presenting material artifacts as part of children’s everyday interactions in 

the classroom. Children’s artifact production and interpretation were always rooted in 

social (inter)actions and histories. Consequently, a singular authentic meaning was not 

stored within an artifact itself, but, children, engaged in the historical discourses of co-

remembering and co-becoming, constructed and reconstructed meaning with others across 

repeated events (i.e., traditions).  

Remembering is a form of mediated action, which entails the involvement of 

active agents and cultural tools. It is not something that is somehow carried about 

by an isolated agent, but it is also not something carried out solely by a cultural 
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tool. Both must be involved in an irreducible tension.” (Wertsch, 2002, p. 13) 

In other words, artifacts don’t remember: static meanings are not trapped in black and 

white symbols scattered across a page or screen. Children in this community used artifacts 

as tools for remembering, becoming, and constructing “trajectories of identification” 

(Wortham, 2008).  

Across all three sites of engagement explored in this study, collective remembering 

was a critical social practice impacting discourses in place, historical bodies, and 

interaction orders. This was especially true in considering how children integrated 

activities from shorter to longer timescales. Findings suggest that co-remembering prevented 

“genesis amnesia” (Bourdieu, 1977; Scollon, 2004) or the effect of oldtimers becoming so 

familiar with the community’s nexus of practice that they forgot what it was like—what 

they were like—as newcomers. In relation to writing, I argue that genesis amnesia can be 

connected to the inability to empathize with the youngest writers or to see them as fully 

agentic social actors (being) rather than inept becomings. Oldtimers’ daily opportunities to 

engage with and build relationships with young writers in the community in addition to 

the ongoing project of curating artifacts produced across time offered recurring reminders 

of the long and ongoing arc of being and becoming a writer—and of the recursive movement 

between shorter and longer timescales in making sense of social actions in the past, 

present, and future. Being reminded of one’s own developmental trajectory was a 

reminder that all writers—no matter how young or old—actively and agentically craft 

identities as they craft texts.  
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Figure 66. Organization of discussion chapter informed by theoretical framework of 
nexus analysis.  

  

RQ1:	  How	  do	  classroom	  discourses	  
about	  temporality	  and	  writing	  

discursively	  construct	  possibilities	  for	  
writerly	  identities?	  	  

[Discourses	  in	  Place]	  

RQ2:	  How	  do	  young	  writers	  
use	  and	  produce	  time	  as	  a	  

cultural	  tool	  in	  the	  classroom?	  	  

[Interaction	  Order]	  

RQ3:	  What	  are	  the	  ways	  in	  
which	  the	  young	  writers	  in	  this	  
community	  integrate	  activity	  
and	  meaning-‐making	  from	  
shorter	  timescales	  to	  longer	  
timescales	  (and	  vice	  versa)?	  	  

[Historical	  Bodies]	  
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Table 8 

Overview of Findings within Sites of Engagement in Relation to Nexus of Practice 
 

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #1	  

	  
Chapter	  4:	  

	  
Novice:	  A	  Writing	  
Apprenticeship	  	  

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #2	  

	  
Chapter	  5:	  

	  
Experts:	  6th	  Grade	  	  
Portfolio	  Sharing	  	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #3	  

	  
Chapter	  6:	  

	  
Community:	  Negotiating	  

Authorial	  Control	  	  
of	  a	  Class	  Game	  

Focal	  Research	  
Question	  

RQ1:	  How	  do	  classroom	  
discourses	  about	  temporality	  

and	  writing	  discursively	  
construct	  possibilities	  for	  

writerly	  identities?	  

RQ2:	  How	  do	  young	  writers	  
use	  and	  produce	  time	  as	  a	  

cultural	  tool	  in	  the	  classroom?	  

RQ3:	  What	  are	  the	  ways	  in	  
which	  the	  young	  writers	  in	  
this	  community	  integrate	  

activity	  and	  meaning	  making	  
across	  from	  shorter	  timescales	  
to	  longer	  timescales	  (and	  vice	  

versa)?	  

Summary	  	  
of	  Site	  

Engagement	  

	  
The	  focal	  site	  of	  engagement	  
examined	  was	  a	  moment	  of	  
interaction	  between	  Bryson	  
and	  a	  reading	  interventionist,	  
highlighting	  contested	  notions	  
of	  space-‐time	  (chronotopes)	  
within	  a	  single	  space.	  

	  
The	  focal	  site	  of	  engagement	  
examined	  the	  tradition	  of	  
sixth	  graders	  publicly	  sharing	  
and	  narrativizing	  their	  
personal	  portfolios	  for	  the	  
multiage	  community	  before	  
graduating	  to	  middle	  school.	  	  

	  
The	  focal	  site	  of	  engagement	  
examined	  was	  the	  
community’s	  response	  to	  the	  
Red	  vs.	  Gray	  rulebook.	  
Children	  struggled	  to	  
negotiate	  meaning—and	  
authorial	  control—collectively	  
through	  talk,	  writing,	  and	  
action.	  	  

Historical	  
Bodies	  

	  
Bryson	  (newcomer)	  was	  
apprenticed	  into	  the	  literacy	  
community	  over	  his	  first	  2	  
years	  in	  the	  classroom,	  
gaining	  access	  to	  the	  
community’s	  socio-‐historical	  
timescale	  and	  socially	  situated	  
possibilities	  for	  writerly	  
selfhood.	  	  

	  
Caroline	  (7	  years	  of	  history	  in	  
the	  community)	  and	  Griffin	  (6	  
years	  in	  the	  community)	  
shared	  their	  portfolios	  with	  
the	  community,	  narrativizing	  
and	  historicizing	  their	  
development	  as	  literacy	  
experts.	  	  
	  	  

	  
Children	  with	  a	  range	  of	  
histories	  with	  the	  game	  (0-‐7	  
years	  of	  experience)	  
negotiated	  who	  should	  have	  
authorial	  control	  over	  the	  
“sacred”	  and	  historically	  rich	  
game.	  Abe	  (6	  years	  of	  
experience	  in	  community)	  
wrote	  and	  introduced	  the	  
rulebook.	  	  
	  

Materials/	  
Artifacts	  in	  

Place	  

	  
Intervention	  Artifacts	  (e.g.,	  
“Writing	  Book,”	  sound	  sorts,	  
paper	  money,	  prize)	  
	  
Classroom	  Artifacts	  (e.g.,	  
picture	  book,	  writer’s	  
Notebook)	  

	  
Portfolios:	  Children	  collected	  
artifacts	  over	  their	  extended	  
time	  in	  classroom	  and	  chose	  
3-‐4	  key	  pieces	  for	  each	  year	  of	  
membership	  in	  the	  
community.	  

	  

	  
Red	  vs.	  Gray	  Rulebook	  	  
	  
Other	  central	  texts:	  pro-‐blue	  
and	  anti-‐blue	  team	  position	  
statements/letters	  	  
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Table 8—continued. 

Overview of Findings within Sites of Engagement in Relation to Nexus of Practice 
 

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #1	  

	  
Chapter	  4:	  

	  
Novice:	  A	  Writing	  
Apprenticeship	  	  

	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #2	  

	  
Chapter	  5:	  

	  
Experts:	  6th	  Grade	  	  
Portfolio	  Sharing	  	  

	  
SITE	  OF	  ENGAGEMENT	  #3	  

	  
Chapter	  6:	  

	  
Community:	  Negotiating	  

Authorial	  Control	  	  
of	  a	  Class	  Game	  

Discourses	  in	  
Place	  

	  
Intervention	  Time:	  

• Becoming	  Discourse	  of	  
Child	  Development	  

• School	  Accountability	  
Discourse	  

• Skills	  Mastery	  
Discourse	  

	  
Classroom	  Time:	  

• Being	  Discourse	  of	  
Child	  Development	  

• Becoming	  Discourse	  of	  
Child	  Development	  

• Reading	  and	  Writing	  as	  
Social	  Practices	  
Discourse	  

	  

	  
Portfolio	  Sharing	  Time:	  

• Co-‐Becoming	  
(Discourse	  of	  
Collective	  
Development)	  

• Co-‐Remembering	  
(Discourse	  of	  
Collective	  
Remembering)	  

• Co-‐Being	  	  
(Discourse	  of	  ‘being’	  a	  
community	  of	  writers	  
beyond	  school	  as	  a	  
defined	  time	  or	  space)	  

	  
Negotiation	  Time:	  

• Democratic	  Classroom	  
(Being	  Discourse	  of	  
Child	  Development)	  

• Historical	  	  
(Co-‐Remembering)	  	  
o Expert	  Discourse	  
o Novice	  Discourse	  

• Rule	  of	  Law	  	  
	  
Imbedded	  Temporal	  
Discourses:	  

• Socially	  Situated	  	  
(Co-‐Construct	  History	  
in	  the	  Present)	  

• Nostalgia	  	  
(Plotline	  of	  Decline)	  

• Echoes	  	  
(Circles	  and	  Rhymes)	  
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CHAPTER 8: IMPLICATIONS FOR WRITERS IN SCHOOLS 

"What's past is prologue.” 
—William Shakespeare, The Tempest 

 
Ethnographic work is necessarily recursive, moving “back-and-forth observing, 

noting, reading, thinking, observing, and noting” (Heath & Street, 2008, p. 33). Similarly, 

the ethnographic writing process has been a series of recursive movements forward and 

backward, clockwise and counterclockwise, up and down. Nearly at the end now, I 

propose a return to the beginning. This chapter, in particular, offers the opportunity to 

engage in the temporally complex work of looking backward, synthesizing research 

findings, in order to look forward toward imagined futures in the world beyond the pages 

of this dissertation. This is a process of interpretation and reinterpretation. Contesting 

notions of a linear narrative and forward progress, I turn back the pages, glimpsing Abe’s 

rulebook, Caroline’s first poem, and Bryson’s scribbles, continuing on past the 

methodology and literature review, stumbling back into and over the words crafted 

months ago. With the turn of each page, I am met with a former version of myself as well 

as the (his)stories of children frozen in time. Bryson is a kindergartener across many of the 

pages of this dissertation, but he is a second grader on days I still make into Rooms 1 and 

2. The natural time lapse offered by longitudinal work offers space for the 

reinterpretation of memories, histories, and experiences by the “continual mediation of 

the past and future” (Hoy, 1978 as cited by Laidlaw & Sumara, 2000, p. 19). The 

recursivity of the meaning making process in ethnographic research suggests a view of the 

past that is fluid rather than fixed, contesting linear notions of development that only 

recognize only forward movement as progress.  

Over the past 5 years, this dissertation, collected data, course papers, and 
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conference presentations have coalesced to become a kind of “commonplace book”1—“a 

location of folds and wrinkles, complex intersections of past, present, and future" (Laidlaw 

& Sumara, 2000, p. 10). A commonplace book serves as "an interpretive location" for 

individuals and communities to collectively and recursively construct meaning together 

across time. In the case of my research, a diverse range of communities, including 

children, teachers, parents, colleagues, and faculty, have come together around this 

commonplace book. Together, we have engaged in conversation about what it meant 

when the community resisted Abe’s rulebook and what it meant when Griffin started his 

secretive RadioGriff emails. We also looked forward, wondering what it all means for 

writing pedagogy, notions of development, and rethinking the structure of schools more 

generally. I call attention to the recursive, collective process of interpretation in order to 

overtly contest cultural myths concerning individual authorship. Western cultural 

constructions of authorship as a solitary activity have been refuted by scholars from 

Barthes (1977) to Foucault (1979) to Bakhtin (1981), and yet doctoral requirements insist 

that a single name be listed on the title page of this dissertation. Situating my research 

and writing as a commonplace book allows authorship and interpretation to be shared as 

“multiple histories” become linked together and “past, present, and future possibilities 

converge” (Laidlaw & Sumara, 2000, p. 10) 

In this final chapter, I consider both the practical and the theoretical implications 

                                                

1	  The origins of the “commonplace book” can be linked to the novel The English Patient (Ondaatje, 1992), which 
Sumara has written about elsewhere (see Sumara, 1996a, 1996b). In Ondaatje’s novel, one of the main characters is a 
pilot who carries around a copy of Herodotus’s book The Histories on his travels through North Africa. Over the years 
the pilot reads and rereads this copy of The Histories, adding his own comments, notes, memories, and artifacts to the 
copy so that it grows to twice its original thickness. When the pilot is involved in a terrible accident, he is rescued and 
taken to an abandoned. The nurse caring for him and two other characters use the multilayered book to learn about 
the history of the mysterious man and his identity, which has been kept a well-hidden secret. The book The Histories 
becomes an “interpretive location” for the three characters as passages and notes are read aloud creating “a location of 
folds and wrinkles, complex intersections of past, present, and future” (Laidlaw & Sumara, 2000, p. 10).  
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of my research by returning to the beginning—a reminder that time, despite it invisibility, 

shapes all parts of the educational landscape (teaching, learning, researching). 

Schools are one of the central places where children learn dominant 
conceptualizations of time. These cultural values are not taught explicitly, 
but are transmitted through the “hidden curriculum” (Adam, 1995). 
Through the institutional structures of Western-style schools, children 
internalize that time is to be used effectively and budgeted with care and 
that one must “produce good work fast, at the correct rate, to deadlines 
determined by timetables and calendars” (i.e., the puritan, utilitarian 
approach to time) (Adam, 1995, p. 64).… Within this cultural paradigm, 
clock time is the time. Children, teachers, and even researchers are 
culturally habituated into clock time, which stipulates a focus on time as a 
simplistic quantitative measure. [Excerpted from Chapter 1] 
 

With these past and present realities in mind, the future-oriented implications that follow 

include emergent ideas about how children, teachers, and researchers may begin to resist 

clock time for a conceptualization of time “arising from relation to things, or, perhaps, 

experienced in relations with others” (Laidlaw & Sumara, 2000, p. 9). Using the findings 

from my ethnographic research, I address three levels of implications: 1) on-the-ground 

possibilities in classroom, 2) school/district level local policies, and 3) broader 

methodological and theoretical deliberations for literacy researchers. Importantly, rather 

than jumping to idealistic, imagined futures that are disconnected from current realities in 

education, I consider implications at each level in relation to contemporary reform efforts 

aimed—implicitly or explicitly—at disrupting temporal rigidity in schools.  

Classroom Level Implications  

Mentoring: One Approach to Mixed-Age Interactions 

Extended multiage age settings like the K-6 classroom are infinitesimally rare in 

contemporary public schools. It is common to see young children in multiage settings in 

preschools and primary grades, but as the curriculum becomes more exacting and high 

stakes standardized tests appear, older children are typically organized into classrooms 
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based on biological age. Thusly, opportunities for children to interact across diverse age 

ranges are limited to playgrounds, parks, after-school clubs, and homes. When schools do 

consider efforts to bring mixed ages together, it is primarily based on older children 

helping younger children. For example, one of the most common mixed-age initiatives in 

schools have been cross-age reading buddies, partnerships, and mentoring programs that 

consist of teachers pairing young readers with more advanced older readers (e.g., Block & 

Dellamura, 1998; Caserta-Henry, 1996; Friedland & Truesdell, 2004; Henriques, 1997; 

Leland & Fitzpatrick, 1993). Although mixed-age or cross-age reading mentoring 

programs have been most common, similar writing initiatives have emerged, pairing 

young writers with older peer mentors (e.g., Kohlhauff, Stahl, & Wachholz, 2006; Shah & 

Taylor, 2008). There are many iterations of this instructional approach, but generally 

older and younger children remain in their own age-based classrooms for regular literacy 

instruction and only meeting together in mixed-age settings for a few short sessions each 

week. In many cases, reading mentoring sessions are situated as a kind of reading 

intervention for underachieving readers (younger or older). Research over the last 30 

years has documented benefits from these cross-age reading mentorships for young 

children, older children (“tutors”), and classroom teachers (see Block & Dellamura, 2000), 

but in practice, the structural emphasis of these programs has focused on older children 

supporting the growth of younger children.  

K-6 Classroom: Mentoring Embedded within a Networked Community 

In the K-6 multiage classroom, older children informally engaged with younger 

classmates in the kinds of supportive interactions advocated by cross-age mentoring 

programs, but, importantly, these close relationships were situated within a larger 

community of mixed-age interactions across the school day. Relationships between older 
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and younger children emerged naturally over time built around the kinds of things that 

draw people together regardless of age: common interests, similar types of humor, shared 

areas of expertise, favorite sports teams, etc. Each newcomer developed a solid 

connection with at least one oldtimer in the community, but the responsibility for 

supporting newcomers was understood to be a collective undertaking by the community. 

For example, when asked whether they had noticed any changes in Bryson, and if so, 

what they attributed those changes to, sixth graders Caroline and Thea both shared 

examples of personal, one-on-one interactions embedded within a much larger network 

of support: 

Caroline: [When Bryson] came into this class, he was this tiny little 
kindergartner and he didn't know his ABCs and he was having a lot of 
trouble reading and writing and NOW he's only in first grade, that's only 1 
year difference, he's like... I mean he's changed SO MUCH. I remember 
helping him write and stuff and everyone else did too and he's changed a lot.  

Thea: I think everybody was willing to help [Bryson], and I remember we 
would pick out one of those blue tubs and just go lay on the floor and pick 
out what book HE wanted to read, what HE thought would be cool to 
read. And then we would read it together. And I think since everyone was 
wanting to help him and he saw everybody else reading, he thought maybe it's not 
that bad, and then he wanted to learn to read. And he thought it would be 
easier because everyone was helping him. (Personal communication, May 16, 
2014) 

In both girls’ accounts of Bryson’s development, it wasn’t the responsibility of a single 

teacher or single oldtimer to support the temporally out of sync Bryson (or any 

newcomer) but the responsibility of “everyone” in the community. Thea’s account of 

Bryson’s early literacy development was especially perceptive in that she suggested he first 

had to be talked into literacy (“…and then he wanted to read”), replacing the common 

emergent literacy label “ready to read” with “wanting to read.” Bryson’s readiness here was 

not based on learning a decontextualized set of early literacy skills; instead, Thea invited 

newcomer Bryson into the “literacy club” (Smith, 1988) by engaging him in the practices 
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and routines that marked someone as a reader in this community (e.g., choosing “cool” 

books based on interest, reading and talking about books with friends). In addition to 

supportive interactions with oldtimers, Bryson’s development was also attributed to close 

cultural observations (“he saw everybody else reading”). He had extended opportunities 

to observe community members engaged in valued literacy activities and experiences 

(e.g., literature circles, National Novel Writing Month (NANWRIMO), inquiry projects) 

that far surpassed the memorization of alphabetic letters and sounds that assessments 

indicated he was ready for developmentally. On a daily basis, Bryson was invited to see, 

participate in, and imagine a future where reading and writing were/would be a central 

part of his social life in this community.  

 Observation, considered critically important for novices in informal learning 

contexts, is often fundamentally missing from typical reading buddy or mentoring 

programs that focus on intermittent, time-bound interactions of cross-age/ability dyads. 

Certainly, many school settings offer novices fleeting observational glimpses of more 

expert literacy practices and identities: a child in kindergarten may see a sixth fifth 

grader’s writing hanging in the hallway, listen to a fourth-grade reading buddy, or watch 

a sixth grader graduate, but the messy process of development—i.e., the process of 

becoming—is largely hidden from view (at least in age-segregated classrooms). In particular, 

research on learning outside of schools has found that novices need unbridled access to “a 

broad view of what is to be learned from the very beginning” (Lave, 1991, p. 71), 

including the practices, discourses, and identities of experts. Instead of viewing the 

process of growing up and being/becoming a writer from afar, my research findings 

suggest that extended time (i.e., years not minutes or days) in multiage contexts allow the 

inner workings of development to be collectively witnessed, marked, narrativized, and 
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celebrated by community members of all ages. And it is this collective sense-making that 

moves the frame of development from a detached individual moving through clock time 

to a community of people moving through time(s) in relation to each another.  

In light of this, teachers must consider ways to expand how mixed-age children 

come together in schools beyond traditional one-on-one mentorships. What 

newcomers/novices lack in age-segregated classrooms are sustained opportunities for 

observing what community members do with reading and writing (literacy as a social 

practice) and who they can be/become as readers and writers (literacy as identity work). 

It is critical to reiterate here that not all mixed-age spaces are created equal. Research 

findings here make it clear that what matters in mixed-age spaces are that children have 

opportunities to build community over extended periods of time in order to construct a 

sense of continuity. When these conditions are met, oldtimers make the socio-historical 

timescale (and the writing nexus of practice) visible for the larger community, 

constructing a kind of usable past for the collective community that includes publically held 

chronotopes to interpret writerly actions, artifacts, and trajectories. This requires chances 

for mixed-age children to write to, with, and for each other over time. In the K-6 multiage 

classroom, children understood that they would spend many years in the same 

community, growing and changing on an hourly, daily, and monthly basis, but ultimately 

they worked to be recognized as certain kinds of people across a collection of years. 

Participation in a temporally extended community like this offered all children the 

opportunity to pursue a “longer-term agenda of identity building” (Lemke, 2000, p. 286) 

with text-making positioned as one of the primary tools available to integrate the past into 

the present as well as being integral for constructing imagined futures in the present. 

Written artifacts, collected in notebooks, folders, portfolios, and binders, offered critical 
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opportunities to co-remember and “co-reminisce” (Zerubavel, 2003): “Individual 

memories and interpretations, captured and created… when shared collectively, [are] 

transformed into a connective tissue of history, memory, and identities” (Laidlaw & 

Sumara, 2000). This is all to say that teachers must embrace a multiplicity of timescales 

when thinking about literacy development rather than a hyper-focus on the minutes and 

seconds of the microgenetic scale. When children see themselves and diverse age peers as 

simultaneously being and becoming writers, identities are extended rather than withheld 

based on momentary performances.  

It is important to note that I am in no way suggesting that all teachers create full-

time K-6 classrooms, but I am pushing teachers to think about identifying small 

opportunities to regularly bring children of diverse ages together in schools. Even the 

teachers in this ethnography started small. At the time, Dana had an intermediate 

multiage class while Patrick had a primary multiage class: 

Patrick: And then we started doing things together. Like Dana would have a 
scientist come talk to her class and she should would come down to my room and 
say, “If anyone’s interested in coming to listen to this,” you know, and [there were 
children] in kindergarten at that point who would say, “Yeah, I’ll go!” So they’d 
walk down and so we started doing things like that…. 

Dana: Yeah, I think that really that science part was really the most interesting to 
me, because it was an invitation to anyone younger to join us, and the kids that 
came—they were just so interested and they just sat there and looked so smart and 
older.  

Patrick: …So we were thinking, learning is just learning, why does it have to be 
relegated to a straight grade level? So, that’s where that whole idea came from. 
And we wanted to do something different. (Personal communication, June 28, 
2011) 

 

There were two critical elements of Dana and Patrick’s early exploration of mixed-age 

settings: (1) trusting children of all ages to make choices, and (2) looking beyond “content” 

to consider access to discourses, practices, and ways of thinking as more primary goals of 
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educating children. The kindergartener that walked down to Dana’s room to listen to the 

scientist did not have to understand the content to have that time be considered 

beneficial. As the kindergartner sat there, he/she also gained access to advanced 

academic and scientific discourses, academic vocabulary, and questioning strategies, and 

behavioral models. Dana and Patrick continued to explore opportunities to bring their 

classes together over the next few years during read alouds, independent reading, writing 

workshop, morning circle, etc. Their explorative process eventually led to the creation of 

an officially combined K-6 classroom after multiple years. 

Mixed-Age Communities: Who is Helping Whom? 

In almost any mixed- or cross-age experience in schools, the assumption is that 

older children will support the development of younger children. This loosely fits with 

Vygotsky’s (1978) notion that a child’s development is mediated through participation in 

his/her social world as “more knowledgeable others” facilitate his/her learning through 

social interaction (i.e., the zone of proximal development): “learning awakens a variety of 

internal developmental processes that are able to operate only when the child is 

interacting with people in his environment and in cooperation with his peers” (p. 90). 

Vygotsky’s theory of development outlines two levels of activity: (1) what children can do 

independently and (2) “what [children] can perform under guidance, in groups, and in 

collaboration with one another which they have not mastered independently” (p. 87). In 

age-segregated classrooms, the role of the more knowledgeable other is limited to a same-

age peer or adults; however, in mixed-age settings, where children interact across diverse 

age differentials and abilities, children have even greater access to activities and 

experiences through the support of older children. The role of the more knowledgeable 

other is not theoretically dependent on age, though it tends to be the way the model is 
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conceptualized in formal learning spaces undergirding initiatives like buddy reading and 

cross-age mentoring.  

Extended to mixed-age settings, a widely-held assumption is that mixed-age 

contexts provide the greatest benefits for the youngest members: a underachieving young 

child can be surrounded older children who offer continual just-in-time support and an 

overachieving young child can be challenged by reading and writing alongside older, 

more advanced children. Despite these cultural assumptions about who-helps-whom, 

sixth graders in the K-6 classroom were incredibly reflective about the benefits of learning 

in a community with much younger children.  

Paul: It's like a reward to see [younger children] like… 

Thea: …happy. It also makes YOU feel good.  

Paul: It makes YOU feel good and not only for yourself like, ‘I can't believe I did 
this,’ but also for them because you're like, ‘Wow, they progressed so much.’ 

Notice that Paul outlined two distinct types of “feeling good”: One was focused on the 

personal accomplishment of an older child who recognized the impact he/she has had on 

a younger child. The other source of “feeling good” was focused on older children 

connecting empathetically with young children, working to understand and remember what 

it felt like to be an emergent writer who is both becoming and being with each line drawn or 

key typed. (Similar social-emotional outcomes have been noted in research exploring 

cross-age buddy reading programs (see Lowery, Sabis-Burns, & Anderson-Brown, 2008).) 

Thea later extended this idea of empathy by explaining how the multiage classroom 

helped older children learn to work across difference:  

Thea: But it also teaches the older kids how to interact with younger kids, because if 
you're in a class with all sixth graders or all fifth graders, then if you see some little 
kid hurt, sometimes you won't know what to do, but when you have all these 
different ages you know how to react and how to help all of them. 
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Her understanding that classroom diversity (specifically in relation to age) invited children 

of all ages to learn how to interact across difference mirrors Lemke’s description of 

development as the process of "becoming the village”: “By this I mean that to live 

successfully in a community we have to learn to interact across the inevitable and substantial 

differences that constitute the diversity of a community” (Lemke, 2002b, p. 73). Learning to interact 

across difference offers a starkly different approach to development than the one generally 

used in schools, which is to compare same-age children against one another. Throughout 

elementary school, social comparison becomes a significant means for how children make 

sense of their own abilities and worth. Developmental psychologists mark the upper 

elementary years as a critical time when children learn to be “competent and productive 

or feel inferior and unable to do anything well” (Echles, 1999, p. 33). As suggested by 

Thea’s and Paul’s reflections, oldtimers of all abilities in the K-6 multiage classroom took 

significant pride in their work and play with younger children. Their sense of self-worth 

(“you feel good”) was related to supportive interactions with newcomers and novices rather 

than peer-based comparisons. Jacquelynne Eccles (1999), a child development scholar, 

goes as far to argue that the homogeneity of age-segregated classrooms “heighten[s] 

children’s attention to social comparison,” ultimately undermining their self-confidence as 

they move into adolescence (pp. 34-35). Findings from the present research in no way 

suggest that social comparisons are absent in mixed-age classrooms, but there is ample 

evidence that oldtimers of all ages and abilities gained confidence and empathy from 

learning to interact with much younger children across the school day and across multiple 

years. Despite these benefits of mix-aged contexts for both older and younger children, 

contemporary reform movements in education are primarily directed at creating more 

homogenous contexts for learning.  
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School & District Level Implications 

Disrupting Time: Competency-Based Education Reforms  

At least two other elementary schools in the local school district where this 

research was conducted moved to a “competency-based” model of education for reading 

and math instruction (Marzano, 2013). This model, quickly gaining national attention, 

argues for upending the traditional organization of schools according to pre-determined 

time units (e.g., 180 days spent in each grade, high school Carnegie units) by allowing 

children to move through content at “personalized” speeds.  

Transitioning away from seat time, in favor of a structure that creates flexibility, 
allows students to progress as they demonstrate mastery of academic content, 
regardless of time, place, or pace of learning…. By enabling students to master skills at 
their own pace, competency-based learning systems help to save both time and 
money. (US Department of Education, n.d., italics added for emphasis) 
 

Locally, the adoption of this model in select elementary schools meant that children in 

Grades K-6 were rearranged for reading and math instruction each day based on ability 

rather than age. Children who learned quickly moved on to new material while other 

children were given extended time with the material. The underlying belief was that 

many children in age-segregated classrooms were wasting precious time being taught a 

curriculum at a pace that only met the needs of the “average” child in the classroom. On 

the surface, this model promised to move away from the “restrictions of a time-based 

system” (“What is competency,” n.d., para. 1) by offering flexibility in the speed in which 

students engage in and meet curricular standards. In terms of rigidification of temporal 

patterns, competency-based models disrupt duration (“How long?”) and temporal 

locations (“When?”) while holding tight to sequential structures (“In what order?”) 

(Zerubavel, 1981). Competency-based education is not only a trend in K-12 reform 

movements, but it has also found a strong footing in higher education. Major research 
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institutions (e.g., University of Wisconsin-Madison, Purdue University) are piloting 

competency-based undergraduate programs online that no longer require an automatic 4 

year investment of students’ time, instead “personalizing” he time needed based on what 

a student already knows and what he/she need to learn (Fain, 2014).  

‘Personalized Time’: Mixed-Age, Homogenous Ability 

At the national level, the emergence of competency-based education has largely 

focused on secondary and higher education with significant financial support from the 

Gates Foundation (Parry, Field, & Supiano, 2013). Locally though, implementation has 

taken root in elementary schools, specifically those performing poorly on state 

standardized tests. The following is an excerpted description of the model from one local 

school’s website (not Park Elementary): 

Since the 2012-2013 school year [Westview] Elementary has implemented a 
proficiency based model approach to academic instruction. The proficiency based 
model is also referred to as a competency based model or acceleration model. 
This has proven to be very successful for our students. 
  
Proficiency based education personalizes your child's learning experience. In 
many ways it is like an individualized learning plan for your child. The proficiency 
based education model mirrors the learning that happens in most non-academic settings 
since learners move to another level once they've reached proficiency (examples: 
learning to play an instrument, learning a sport). This approach will accelerate 
learning for all students. They will be learning at their instructional level and have 
no roadblocks to continue to move on to the next level of curriculum when they 
are ready. Once a student demonstrates mastery at their current learning level, 
they will move up to the next learning level, no matter what month of the school 
year. Students own their learning. (School website, n.d., italics added) 
 

In relation to my ethnographic research and findings, what’s most interesting about the 

competency-based model is that, as implemented locally, it actually invited the creation of 

mixed-age learning contexts. This is somewhat surprising given the nearly complete 

dismantling of multiage settings at Park Elementary School and other elementary schools 

in the district over the last decade (see Chapter 3 for a more detailed historical account of 
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this phenomenon). With renewed interest in mixed-age groupings, I want to directly 

address connections (or dis-connections) between mixed-age structures in the 

competency-based model and the K-6 multiage classroom. This discussion is critically 

important given the ways that research findings are often co-opted with little regard for 

particular research contexts. Descriptors of “multiage” or “mixed-age” conceal as much 

as they reveal: The K-6 classroom was a diverse, historically rooted community of practice 

that necessarily had children of mixed-ages, mixed-abilities, and mixed-interests. 

Conversely, the competency-based reforms advocate for homogenous ability-based 

learning contexts that happen to include children of mixed-ages only as an afterthought. 

The disparate nature of these mixed-age paradigms and respective theories of learning 

was evident to the teachers and many families in the K-6 multiage classroom. In fact, 

when rumors swirled that the local district would be requiring that Park Elementary 

move to a competency-based model, teachers and parents quietly organized in 

preparation to fight this move, believing that it would fundamentally dismantle the K-6 

multiage classroom. Drawing distinctions between these two mixed-age learning 

environments invites us to consider what truly matters in the move to disrupt time in 

schools.  

The idea that biological age should no longer dictate how curriculum and 

children are organized in schools may appear novel within the temporal rigidity of the 

current educational landscape; however, in relation to theories of learning, the 

competency-based model is less an alternative to the current system than an extension of 

it. Gee (2004, 2008) has long criticized formal schooling’s “content fetish.” That is the 

view that academic areas are composed of decontextualized facts and that learning works 

by teaching and testing these facts. Gee compares this view of “knowledge as a noun” 
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with “knowing as a verb” where learning is situated as an ongoing process of engagement 

within a particular community (i.e., to “know” as a verb): 

Any actual domain of knowledge, academic or not, is first and foremost a set of 

activities (special ways of acting and interacting so as to produce and use 

knowledge) and experiences (special ways of seeing, valuing, and being in the 

world). (Gee, 2008, p. 200) 

The competency-based model maintains a tight grip on dominant conceptualizations of 

time and learning, implying that schooling consists of a learning a series of facts—

organized in a linear fashion—in the shortest amount of time possible (i.e., value placed 

on short-term durations). Alternatively, learning in the K-6 multiage community was built 

around the continuity of activities and experiences across time (i.e., value placed on long-

term durations). In this way, newcomers gained expertise in the community based on their 

long-term engagement with oldtimers, enabling one-time newcomers to eventually 

become oldtimers who would apprentice future newcomers. Learning here was based on 

the process of becoming a “member of a sustained community of practice” (Lave, 1991, 

p. 65). The mixed-age and mixed ability diversity of the K-6 classroom were found to be 

essential to the ways that community maintained continuity in the past and the imagined 

future. The notable differences in conceptualizations of time and learning across the 

competency model and K-6 multiage classroom settings highlight the ways that cultural 

values are not taught explicitly but are transmitted through the “hidden curriculum” 

embedded within classroom, school, and district policies (Adam, 1995). 

Collective Time: Multiage, Heterogeneous Ability 

In the K-6 classroom, three temporal features of “multiage” were identified as 

being critical to children’s recursive process of meaning making across timescales in 
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relation to writing development: 1) the age and ability diversity represented in the 

community fostering intergenerational learning opportunities, 2) the historically situated 

nature of the community offering continuity across time (extended duration), and 3) the 

repetition of events across days, weeks, and years (recurrence). Whereas school reforms 

like the competency-based model emphasize fluidity in student placement (i.e., learning is 

“personalized” by moving a child to different groups/classrooms/teachers based on 

frequent assessments), a central aspect and experience of being a member of the K-6 

classroom was continuity: remaining with the same teachers and a common group of 

peers across many years. There was fluidity in how children moved through time (and 

curriculum) in the K-6 classroom, but research findings suggest it was a notion of 

collectivity (e.g., discourses of co-remembering, co-being, and co-becoming) that dominated 

members’ experiences. In other words, learning was personalized: teachers’ expectations 

for Bryson were markedly different than expectations for Caroline, but children’s 

personal developmental narratives and trajectories—thoughtfully articulated during sixth 

grade portfolio sharing—were not of individuals moving independently through time and 

space but of historically linked individuals moving together across time. 

The competency-based model’s aim for a “time[less]” and “place[less]” approach 

to learning stands as the antithesis of the ethnographic findings detailed throughout this 

dissertation. Rather than being “timeless” (i.e., not affected by time), being/becoming a 

writer in the K-6 multiage classroom was a complex, time-dependent process. I use the 

term time-dependent to refer to the ways children agentically coordinated multiple 

timescales within a moment of writing production as well as how they used small 

moments and interactions within the microgenetic timescale to craft writerly identities 

across longer timescales. Importantly, each of these processes was interpreted within a 
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nexus of practice in place within the community with a rich and extended collective 

history. As part of this nexus of practice, children came to share publicly held 

chronotopes (“Discourses of Time”) about being/becoming a writer, shaping how they 

understood personal development in relation to histories and imagined futures. The 

competency model aims to disrupt schools’ restrictive “time-based system,” but so far 

these efforts hold tightly to a quantitative view of time, ignoring consideration as to how 

time might act as a constitutive dimension of children’s experiences in a qualitative sense. 

Put another way, most school/district level temporal reforms focus on clock time rather 

than the qualitative “texture” of time (Neal & Flowerdew, 2000) and time as context. 

One element of texture that was found to be highly significant to children’s 

meaning making process in the K-6 community, especially in relation to writing 

development, was community traditions. Taking place on a yearly basis, these traditions 

offered clear invitations for oldtimers to apprentice newcomers into a nexus of practice 

with deep historical roots. Each tradition provided a hinge for "understanding and 

celebrating [children’s] lives in the context of [their] communities" (O’Neill, 1995, p. 

147). Within these moments and locations, time folded, creating complex intersections of 

the past, present, and future. The K-6 community shared many yearly traditions centered 

on writing or written artifacts, but the collection and presentation of sixth grade portfolios 

was perhaps the most formal of these traditions. Each year, the community was reminded 

what was worth remembering in this place: younger members imagined themselves 

sharing portfolios years from now, collecting tools (practices, norms, and identities) that 

impacted writerly actions in the present. Critical to the process of producing time in 

relation to writing development is children of mixed ages and abilities coming together in 
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the same place over extended periods of time, constructing a shared site of collective 

memory about what it means to be a writer in this place. 

Taken as whole, the analyses shared as part of this dissertation offer clear evidence 

that time and place matter to children’s development as writers, which requires schools 

(and districts) to reconsider the role of time in learning and development. Classroom 

teachers, as discussed in the previous section, have agency in this process but structural 

changes are also needed at the school and district level. Questions that need to be 

considered by school leaders include: How can we create communities where children become agents 

for collective memory? How does the structure of our school facilitate teachers, parents, and children in 

taking a long view of writing development and identity production? How we can create more opportunities 

for children to be writing, working, and playing across difference in our building? Temporal fluidity is 

a worthy reform effort, but we must be careful not to conflate personalized learning, 

based on reifying time as a quantitative resource, for the kinds of complexity and richness 

made possible when time is understood to be a constitutive dimension of children’s 

experiences and development. In rethinking learning in schools, leaders must take both 

quantitative and quantitative temporal processes into consideration with the 

understanding that time is a social artifact produced in interactions between teachers, 

children, and artifacts.  

One recent area of research that holds promise in increasing temporal fluidity and 

altering the texture of time in schools includes inviting play back into all classrooms. 

Though often characterized as “wasting time” in schools, play has especially strong 

literacy and writing connections (e.g., Dyson, 2010; Husbye et al., 2012; Lysaker, Wheat, 

& Danielson, 2010; Rowe, 1998, 2008; Wohlwend, 2008, 2010, 2012). In fact, Wohlwend 

(2010) sees play as the “new basic” (p. 149) in classrooms, signaling a shift from Literacy 
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1.0 (individualistic, product oriented) to Literacy 2.0 (collaborative, co-played, text-in-

process). Play is temporally disruptive in that it invites children to bring their embodied 

histories and imagined futures into the present moment as they interact with other 

children in classrooms. Time produced within playful interactions is of a different texture 

than the time produced in traditional age-segregated classrooms. A requirement of play is 

that it is “made fresh daily” (Wohlwend, 2013, p. 49), meaning that playful interactions 

are always open to impromptu revisions and new trajectories in the present moment. In 

particular, my research suggests that mixed-age play spaces should be explored in schools. 

Too often when play is incorporated into educational spaces it is limited to primary 

grades, but play has been identified as a critical practice across the lifespan (Yarnal & 

Qian, 2011). The sixth graders in the K-6 class were particularly aware that being in a 

community with much younger children offered them more chances to play than an age-

segregated classroom might. They spoke of how the community allowed them to stay 

“kids” so “[we] don’t grow up too fast.” With another child adding, “sometimes, even 

though I'm going into middle school, I still want to run around the halls and scream and 

crawl under tables... and just sit in places and read.” These children put into words 

Lemke’s notion that as a member of diverse community, each member is “dynamically 

heterochronous, some mix of every age he's already been, and every age he's learned to 

cope with, and many ages he's begun to understand and imagine and model” (Lemke, 

2002b, p. 81). Mixed-age play invites children of all ages to mentally time travel—linking 

histories and imagined futures—in the minutes and seconds of the classroom life and 

should be considered a powerful tool as schools consider how to escape, even 

momentarily, the hegemonic grip of clock time. 

Theory & Research Level Implications 
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Temporally, my dissertation enters the world at a time when interest swells behind 

theoretical and methodological efforts to better understand the complex roles of space 

and time within literacy interactions. The recent publication of Time and Space in Literacy 

Research, edited by Caroline Compton-Lilly and Erica Halverson (2014), offers readers a 

broad overview of the thought-proving kinds of work emerging in the field—from first 

graders contesting “tight-timed” spaces in traditional writing workshop (Falchi & Siegel, 

2014) to adolescents’ negotiating “home time” and “school time” (Pahl, 2014) to youth 

building longer timescale identities within LGBTQ-focused book clubs (Blackburn & 

Clark, 2014). Digital tools have added even more complexity to questions regarding time 

and space: walls no longer contain school spaces; bells no longer contain school time. I 

situate my own research within this growing and rich scholarly body of work, but I also 

want to articulate the ways that my ethnographic research stands apart, offering new 

perspectives and directions for the field. 

 If we theoretically accept that development is not a series of stages but an on-

going process of increasingly complex of participation in communities (Vygotsky, 1978; 

Lave, 1991, Lave & Wenger, 1991), then longitudinal work is necessary to document how 

changes observed within shorter timescales do or do not become integrated into longer 

timescales. Using MDA as an analytical tool, my work takes seriously the need to 

historically situate a moment of writing production (or an artifact) as a node along a much 

longer arc, extending into the past as well as into the future. We recognize that 

participants’ histories play a significant role in actions observed in the present moment, 

but as researchers we are often unclear on what histories matter.  

Literacy practices have to be seen as being embedded in the particular history of 
the society in which they are instantiated. But for something to be seen as 
historically situated it is necessary that some construction of the past be drawn on, 
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in order to conceptualize what is meant by the society's “history” in the first place. 
(Tusting, 2000) 
 

Even when efforts are made to understand a “society’s” (community’s) histories, we run 

into issues when we plot actions on linear timelines. This graphic representation of time 

often leads to assumptions that that events positioned closer to the present action are 

more relevant, but as Lemke (2000a) explains, using the term heterochrony: “the events 

more remote in time (on a long timescale) may be more relevant co a present here-and-

now” (p. 280). Each chapter of this dissertation offers clear evidence of children using 

artifacts to coordinate identities and activities across timescales—from the most novice 

newcomer to the oldest expert child. Researchers interested in children’s writing 

development must begin to consider how children use particular artifacts and memories 

across time to construct identities and make sense of the ongoing process of being and 

becoming a writer. In my research, portfolio sharing served as generative site of 

engagement by offering material evidence that events taking place years ago continued to 

be relevant to children’s identity work in the present moment as well as their narratives of 

becoming. In deciding what histories and timescales to attend, researchers must work to see 

what aspects of time are “meaningful for people involved in the practices” (Tusting, 2000, 

p. 42). 

Previous research has recognized the role of teachers’ discourses in framing how 

children’s writerly actions, artifacts, and talk are interpreted in classrooms (Ivanič, 2004; 

Wohlwend, 2009), but my research extends this by exploring how children interpret writing 

and learning to write through shared community discourses and interactions. As part of 

this effort, I identified shared Discourses of Time in the K-6 classroom, existing as part of the 

socio-historical timescale of the community but reproduced in children’s daily classroom 
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interactions. These discourses helped explicate the role of public and private chronotopes 

in shaping the work and play that happens in writing classrooms. I want to make clear, 

though, that identifying these Discourses of Time was a process rooted in action, and that 

future research in this area must work to understand how these discourses—or very 

different ones—are produced, remixed, and contested as part of children’s engagement in 

writing (i.e., action) and what this means for how children understand their own 

development.  

Zooming in on the day-to-day experiences of young writers in the K-6 multiage 

classroom and following these writers across time, offered a unique methodological 

opportunity to study the interplay of temporal and cultural dimensions of social life in the 

classroom (i.e., time as context. Change over time has historically been an important aspect 

of longitudinal work, but even more intriguing in relation to my research findings are the 

rhythmic nature of literacy events over the days, months, and years of observation in a 

community. This repetition—historical echoes that rhymed but never repeated—

highlight Tusting’s (2000) reminder that literacy practices are not “rigid theoretical 

structures” but are continually emergent in events. More than duration or sequence, 

researches must set out to explore the texture of time in communities as it shapes and is 

shaped by classroom literacy events and practices. Qualitative longitudinal designs must 

situate the “fluid twists” of participants’ lives as central to gaining an emic perspective of 

what it means to live, work, play, love, or—in my research—write in a particular place 

(Neal & Flowerdew, 2003).  

By bringing three areas of study together: childhood studies, sociocultural 

perspectives on literacy and writing, and social perspectives on time, my research offered 

a textured view of how time was produced in the classroom in relation to writing and 
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learning to write. The inclusion of childhood studies is significant in that it allows us to 

consider how learning to write should not be positioned as separate silo of development, 

but as one of the “multiple and interconnected ways in which, across the life course, each 

and every [child]” comes to know that he/she is getting older (Hockey & James, 2003, p. 

9). In other words, how we understand a child’s development more broadly is central to 

the ways we interpret a child’s writerly actions and artifacts. Researching findings suggest 

that while paradigms anchored by either ‘being’ or ‘becoming’ notions of childhood are 

often presented as unresolvable binaries, from a temporal perspective, these discourses 

are complementary and should be used together to understand the complexity and 

multilayered nature of children’s development and children’s writing development.  
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CHAPTER 9: SAYING “GOODBYE” & “GOODNIGHT” (A CODA) 

“And you know the sun's settin' fast, 
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts.” 

 —Iris Dement, “Our Town” 
 

 
This final chapter is small thank you to Thea and Caroline, my long-time 

ethnographic guides who offered to bring me inside the culture of the K-6 multiage 

classroom. I met the girls when they were in third grade but they’d been members of the 

community since kindergarten, finding common ground in both having older brothers in 

the classroom with whom they didn’t always see eye-to-eye. The two girls developed an 

extraordinarily close friendship after spending 7 years (1260 days) together in Rooms 1 

and 2. They would attend different middle schools in the fall, and, while promising to 

remain close, the end of elementary school marked the end to a tightly shared, collectively 

constructed past. 

The girls’ final day in the classroom was filled with treasured sixth grade traditions 

that they’d looked forward to for many years: making and eating the longest ice cream 

sundae in the word, donating books to the classroom library, playing a final game of Red 

vs. Gray, passing out and trading teachers’ gifts (personalized pencils with short inside 

jokes/phrases inscribed on them), and finally, to end the day, picking favorite songs for 

the class to sing together. Songs were considered an important tradition in the multiage 

community with some sixth graders, including Caroline and Thea, nostalgically 

lamenting that they didn’t sing nearly as much as they did in the past. Perhaps it is 

surprising that sixth graders—10- and 11-year olds—would miss singing, as many school 

contexts narrowly position class songs as a literacy engagement for emergent readers, but 

for oldtimers in the multiage classroom, classroom songs made up the soundtrack of their 
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childhoods, echoing and resonating across their years of membership and friendship. 

With the classroom lights dimmed, Patrick would grab his guitar and sit in the 

rocking chair with lyrics displayed on chart paper or projected on the large screen. 

Instead of being considered a “reading” activity, class songs in this culture marked 

moments when the entire community came together day-after-day, month-after-month, 

year-after-year. Within these repeat performances, songs became collective textual 

artifacts, rooted in the socio-historical timescale and passed on to newcomers in the 

minutes and seconds of daily life (microgenetic timescale). The continuity of the songs 

across the years was particularly significant to oldtimers, which made choosing a favorite 

song on the last day of sixth grade heavy with meaning for children with extended 

histories in the community. Songs were temporally powerful in that they offered a kind of 

mental time travel, transporting listeners to another time in one’s history (ontogenetic 

timescale). For Caroline and Thea, choosing a song on the last day offered a chance to 

collapse 7 years of history into their final fleeting moments in the classroom. 

- - - 

The last day is nearly done. The clock inches its way forward: tick, tick, 
tick. For some children, these ticks are slow and laborious—each tick 
marking one step closer to the freedom of summer break. For others, these 
ticks arrive too quickly—each tick marking one step closer to the end of 
elementary school—the end of a childhood rooted in this place with these 
people.  

The community gathers one last time in Room 2. Patrick invites each sixth 
grader to pick his or her favorite song for the class to sing one last time. 
Shouts of “Monkey and the Engineer,” “Yellow Submarine,” “Maxwell’s 
Silver Hammer,” and “Ain’t No Bugs on Me” fill the air, but Caroline and 
Thea quietly huddle, strategizing their song choices: “Will you do ‘Me and 
My Uncle’ [by John Phillips] so I can do ‘Our Town’ [by Iris Dement]? 
Thea asked. Caroline agreed, adding, “Yeah. ‘Our Town’ should definitely be 
the last song we sing.”  
The children sing many songs on this last afternoon—from the silly to the 
serene, laughter, smiles, and memories filling the room. Thea is called on 
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to pick a song before Caroline, so she chooses “Me and My Uncle,” 
hoping to save “Our Town” for the very last song of the day. But as the 
clock ticks on, the final seconds, of the final minutes, of the final hour, of 
the final day of school, children’s anticipation of the impending bell makes 
focusing on singing nearly impossible. The room vibrates with the bodies 
of 50 children standing mere steps from the moment when time transitions 
from school time to summertime. Patrick puts down the guitar to help 
children get backpacks, lunchboxes, and art projects ready to go home one 
last time.  

Amidst all of the chaos in the room in these final moments, Caroline and 
Thea share a look, instantly realizing there’s not going to be time for one 
more rendition of “Our Town.” Without a word, tears that they’d been 
bravely holding in all day suddenly streak down their faces. “It’s 
contagious!” Caroline says through tears, noticing that many of the 
oldtimers are now crying. Kindergarten and first graders walk over 
wanting hugs and personal goodbyes from their sixth grade friends.  

In another area of the classroom, offering a contrast in emotion, Bryson is 
thrilled to tell/ask everyone, “When the bell rings, I’ll be a second 
grader… right?” before challenging Josh to one last arm wrestling 
competition on the floor. Bodies rolling over backpacks, the boys’ energy 
and laughter provides some levity to a moment filled with deep sadness 
and nostalgia. The community collectively says goodbye to beloved 
oldtimers as promises are made to come and visit and to “never forget.” 
The bell rings. The day is over. These days, weeks, months, and years 
together are over.  

- - - 

 Caroline and Thea never got the chance to sing “Our Town” that one last time, 

but it mattered little in the end. Those final moments in the classroom were filled with so 

many goodbyes and so many tears that not singing “Our Town” instantly slipped away 

from memory. However, though physical time travel isn’t yet possible, I want to create 

this imagined moment for Caroline and Thea, as a final thank you. I understood that the 

reason the girls wanted “Our Town” to be “the last song we sing” wasn’t just because it’d 

been part of their lives since kindergarten, but because the song was about the difficulty of 

saying goodbye to a place where your roots and histories are deeply planted. So here, as a 

fitting end to this dissertation, I ask that you sing along, for Caroline and Thea, one last 
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time—a song that echoes across time for them and for me. 

- - - 

The song is the bittersweet reflection of a woman saying goodbye to the town 

she’s lived in for 40 years. In each verse she recounts her history in that place, sharing 

memories she’s collected along the way:  

 

It's here I had my babies and I had my first kiss. 
I've walked down Main Street in the cold morning mist. 

Over there is where I bought my first car. 
It turned over once but then it never went far.” 

 
 

 “And you know the sun's settin' fast, 
And just like they say, nothing good ever lasts…. 

Go on now and say goodbye to our town, to our town. 
Can't you see the sun's settin' down on our town, on our town,” 

 
 

 “Now I sit on the porch and watch the lightning bugs fly. 
But I can't see too good, I got tears in my eyes. 

I'm leaving tomorrow but I don't wanna go. 
I love you, my town, you'll always live in my soul.” 

 
 
It is her insistence that these memories will live on, relentlessly and forever part of the 

present moment, that reflect my own understanding of my time as an ethnographer in the 

K-6 multiage community: these children’s stories will “live in my soul” for years to come, 

shaping my present as well as my future.  

It is in the final round of the chorus of “Our Town” that I imagine Caroline and 

Thea walking out of Rooms 1 and 2 one last time; the song’s final lines ringing in their 

ears, memories of the hundreds of times they’d sung it before nestled alongside the 

comforting visions of the song living on in the classroom long after today. And so it is here 

that I bring this dissertation to a close, with the lyrics of the final chorus that Caroline and 
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Thea imagined singing in unison alongside the community that had been their home for 

the last 7 years. 

“Go on now and say goodbye to my town, to my town. 
I can see the sun has gone down on my town, on my town, 

Goodnight. 
Goodnight.” 
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APPENDIX A 

ADDITIONAL INTERACTION ORDER CONTEXT: DAILY LIFE IN 

CLASSROOM 

The school day begins as children bustle in to Room 2, some remembering to 

sign-in before hanging up coats and backpacks. A few children come in carrying breakfast 

from the cafeteria and sit together at a table—eating and chatting. A toddler follows 

around an older sibling as voices and laughter fill the room. By 8:40 a.m. the room has 

settled: parents and younger siblings filter out and the K-6 children select what they will 

do for Ongoing Studies. The structure of this time has evolved over the years, but Dana 

and Patrick’s commitment has always been to allow children a choice in how their day 

begins—with an emphasis on working on unfinished projects or homework, starting 

interest-based clubs (e.g., chess, mythology, game design), researching topics of interest, 

and reading, drawing, or writing. This not only gives children an opportunity to begin the 

day in a way that makes sense for them, but it also gives Dana and Patrick a chance to 

meet with individuals or small groups based on academic or social needs. Today there are 

two first grade boys playing with LEGOs on the floor, a mixed-age group of girls 

practicing for a play they wrote together, a third grader sitting in the corner of the Quiet 

Reading Room (QRR) reading silently, an older child teaching a younger child how to 

draw a dragon, and a sixth grader finishing up pre-algebra homework from the previous 

night.  

The lights flicker around 9:00 a.m. indicating that it is time for morning circle. 

Children slowly clean up from Ongoing Studies and gather in a large circle in Room 1 

for morning circle. Friends cluster together and a few younger children find an older 

student to cuddle up next to or a lap to sit in. This is the first time all 50+ children are in 
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the same room together, so there is plenty of chatting and catching up to do with those 

nearby as the circle fills in. Each morning the whole class meeting consists of the following 

key elements: (1) attendance report by student secretaries, (2) teacher and student school-

based announcements, (3) students sharing stories of personal importance, and (4) singing. 

Class meetings are commonly used as a pedagogical tool in elementary schools to build 

respect between children as individuals while “at the same time building a strong 

classroom community” (Kriete, 1999; Yeager & Silva, 2002, p. 20). Dana opens the 

meeting by calling on the “class secretaries” to give an attendance report, and Patrick uses 

this information to file the official attendance report for the day on the computer. Even 

the attendance report is used as an opportunity to build community: siblings or friends of 

absentees give updates about a sick brother or sister or friend, or, if no one knows 

anything about an absent child, an older child volunteers to call and check-in and report 

back to the class. Personal sharing time invites a range of stories—from new puppies to 

sick grandparents to basketball games. Circle concludes with Patrick playing guitar as 

children sing along as lyrics are projected on a screen. Two songs that are repeated most 

often, and the ones that the younger children learn first, are class originals: the “Haircut 

Song” and the “Loose Tooth Song.” These songs are sung to recognize children who 

have recently gotten a hair cut or lost a tooth—a way to collectively mark these important 

events in children’s lives. Beyond these songs, other class favorites include “Starfish and 

Coffee” by Prince, “Monkey and the Engineer” by the Grateful Dead, and “Honey in the 

Rock.” 

At the conclusion of morning circle, older children (Grades 4-6) leave for Specials 

(Art, Music, PE, or Library) while the younger children transition to math. This time has 

been structured in numerous ways, but today the kindergarten and first grade children 
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work with Patrick in Room 2, while the second and third graders work in Room 1 with 

Dana on multiplication. Grade level delineations provide the basis for dividing up 

children during math, but academic abilities and social considerations also factor into the 

decision. For example, Zoe, a first grader, typically works with the second and third 

graders during math, while Wyatt, a third grader, is aligned with the older children’s 

schedule so that he can do math with that group. Math is one of the few times of the day 

when children’s grade levels are foregrounded; children remain in multiage settings—just 

within smaller age ranges.  

The entire K-6 multiage class goes to lunch at the same time. Park Elementary is 

large enough that that multiple lunch periods are necessary. Classes are typically assigned 

a lunch time based on grade level. During the first year of the K-6 multiage class, the 

older children were assigned to a lunch period with other 4th-6th graders, while the 

younger children went to lunch at a different time. 

Patrick: … they [school administrators] wanted to make sure that the older kids 
had lunch with the other older kids in the school, because they were thinking, 
“Oh, they don’t want to be with all the babies,” but what we learned was that our 
kids were mad because they were separated for lunch. So then the next year we 
had the same time. 
 

Now the K-6 multiage children all each lunch the same time. Patrick and Dana also eat 

lunch during this time. By the time they drop children off in the cafeteria they have 

around 20 minutes for lunch. This is their only break in the entire day, one of many 

sacrifices that they have had to make in order to maintain the multiage classroom within 

an institutional system that is temporally organized around scheduling single grade 

classrooms. The traditional schedule allows each teacher at Park Elementary a break for 

lunch and then a planning period when children go to Specials. However, because the K-

6 children go to Specials in two separate groups at two different times (Grades K-3 in the 
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mornings; Grades 4-6 children in the afternoons), Dana and Patrick concede their 

planning period to work with the children not in Specials in smaller groups for math. 

After lunch, the older children and younger children split up into Rooms 1 and 2. 

The older children often use this time to read their Literature Circles books and to hold 

group meetings. The children are organized into multiage groups based on their book 

preferences. Within these groups, children create their own calendars, outlining how 

many pages they will read each day and what days they will have meetings. Dana either 

sits in on these meetings or the groups use iPads to record the meeting, which they’ll 

email to Dana so she can listen and provide feedback. While the older children are 

engaged in Literature Circles, the younger children are in Room 2 reading, writing or 

listening to Patrick read a picture book. At noon another transition occurs, as the younger 

children walk to their Special for the day. Older children have math during this time and 

spread out between Rooms 1 and 2: Dana works with mostly fourth and fifth graders in 

Room 1 while Patrick works with sixth graders in Room 2. Dana and Patrick offer a short 

a mini-lesson and then children work at their own pace (and level) as they spread out 

around the rooms. For example, the sixth graders in Room 2 work from three different 

levels of math books. Math is the only time during the day that children routinely use 

textbooks in the classroom.  

The younger children return from their Specials, and the older children wait for 

them in their “science teams,” excitedly calling out to their younger team members. 

Today the teams explore the buoyancy of objects and then investigating what factors 

might affect the amount of buoyant force that acts on an object that is submerged in 

water. The teams’ findings from today will help determine the design of the boat they will 

create next week. Children record their findings in science notebooks in whatever ways 
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they are able—ranging from scattered pictures to elaborately drawn tables. The older 

children look for ways to keep the busy hands of kindergartners and first graders involved 

in the experiment. This time block from 1:00-2:00 p.m. is perhaps the most flexible. On 

other days, this block of time is also used for writing workshop or inquiry projects 

(“Focused Studies”). All children are expected to engage in at least two inquiry projects a 

year on topics of their own choosing. Younger children can choose any topic (e.g., cats, 

snow boarding, LEGOs, dirt bikes), while the older children are encouraged to choose a 

topic related to the social studies state standards for their particular grade level. This is 

one of the ways that teachers incorporate grade level content instruction into the 

curriculum, essentially positioning the children as the co-teachers of the required 

standards.  

Finally it is time for recess. Rain, sun, or snow (as long as the wind chill is above 

20 degrees), the children bound out of the front doors of Park Elementary each afternoon. 

It is a sprint down the sidewalk and onto the playground. Unlike lunch when the children 

tend to cluster by ages, looking across the playground, it is evident that activities rather 

than age that determine the various clusters of children. The K-6 classroom shares the 

playground at this time with the K-2 multiage classroom and children from a self-

contained special education classroom.  

The final 90 minutes of the day is devoted to literacy—or more specifically a 

“reading block” as dictated by the state. During the first 30 minutes, all children read self-

selected books. Specialists/interventionists come in to work with some of the younger 

children in one-on-one or in small reading groups. The final hour of the day takes a 

variety of forms, but routinely involves the children choosing to continue reading or 

moving on to an ongoing writing or research project. Patrick often structures this time a 
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bit more for the younger children, including doing another read aloud or singing, but 

even these younger children are given opportunities to decide what kind of reading or 

writing project they might want to work on at the end of the day. At the end of he day all 

children meet together in Room 2 for last minute announcements or a quick song before 

the busses are called. Patrick walks the car riders and walkers out first, and Dana follows 

with the bus rides. Barring a parent conference or a faculty meeting, Dana and Patrick 

finally have a moment to catch their breaths for the first time since lunch nearly five 

hours earlier.  
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APPENDIX B 

ADDITIONAL HISTORICAL CONTEXT: CLASSROOM TEACHERS  

Dana (Ms. D), a 25-year veteran teacher, has experience teaching the upper 

elementary grades at multiple schools. She received her teaching degree after enrolling in 

a program once her own children were in school. Throughout her career, Dana has 

worked with faculty from the University School of Education as a teacher-researcher and 

consultant on the development of critical literacy curricula. Despite being a highly 

respected teacher in the local community with many years of experience, Dana often 

expressed concerns about how the multiage classroom was perceived by visitors, parents, 

and administrators.  

Dana: … I think that teachers always feel vulnerable and like just around the 
corner somebody might catch us doing something. I mean, I’ve felt like all the 
time I’ve been teaching—that I might be doing something wrong. And if my kids 
don’t do well on tests that might be it, or you know whatever. And I can feel fairly 
comfortable and strong, but then… I can, I’m just so vulnerable.  
 

This mood was reflective of Dana’s day-to-day experiences with school administrators as 

well as state and national educational reform efforts. For example, during one of the semi-

formal interviews, state legislators had recently passed news law limiting teachers’ 

collective bargaining rights and requiring teacher evaluations to be largely based on 

students’ standardized scores. While many teachers feel these outside pressures, Dana was 

unique in her ability to articulate the pressures in honest, insightful ways to parents and 

community members. She was an experienced and reflective educator who worked to 

understand how larger policies affected the day-to-day experiences of teachers and 

children. To those who didn’t know Dana well, the vulnerability she admitted to feeling 

remained well hidden. Her interactions with children, parents, and other teachers 

reflected an outspoken educator who was confident, caring, and honest.  
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Patrick (Mr. M.) had over 15 years of experience teaching primary grades at Park 

Elementary. He received his teaching license through a “transition to teach” program at 

the local University and completed his student teaching at Park Elementary. In the K-6 

multiage classroom, he was just as likely to be found sitting next to a kindergartner trying 

to get a few words down on paper as he was teaching pre-algebra concepts to the sixth 

graders. Arguably though, his favorite spot was the rocking chair in Room 2. This rocking 

chair, taped and glued in various spots over the years, was where Patrick read aloud from 

in the afternoons, lights dimmed, children comfortably sprawled out on the floor, and 

where he strummed the guitar, leading the class in songs throughout the day. Children 

recognized Patrick’s humor and affable nature from the earliest ages, teasing him about 

his funny drawings of penguins, drawing pictures of his favorite foods (chocolate, coffee, 

and peanut butter), and reminding him of pranks from years ago (e.g., “Remember that 

time you cooked cotton balls cooked inside cupcakes?”). Patrick especially enjoyed the 

special role that he played in carrying on yearly classroom traditions. One example of this 

is the sixth graders getting pied at the end of the school year.  

Patrick: Well, one superficial, traditional thing, … I was really happy with how we 
pied the sixth graders. Did I tell you? Because we kept dragging it out, it was like 
we normally do it every time they’re [the sixth graders] doing portfolios. But this 
year, it’s like, we said, “Hey we’re going to have a class picture and we want sixth 
graders in front on the ground” (laughing). They kept saying, (changes his voice, 
exaggerated) “Oh, they say we’re not doing pieing. They say that all the time” 
(laughter). And it was like the next to last day of school. So they all went done 
there and we had the other kids… fill those [cardboard containers] with whipped 
cream and I was down there, like pretending to take their picture like, “I can’t 
believe it, how can we not have everybody here yet?” (Dana laughing loudly). So 
then all of a sudden, then all the kids that we picked come down and just attack 
them [with whipped cream]. It was fun. 

Dana: …they gave Patrick so much credit, because they said, “We knew you were 
going to do it. We thought it’d be tomorrow. We had NO idea it would happen 
then.” 
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Patrick: (laughing) Yeah, they even had… they were like, we had, sometime 
overheard you, they weren’t eavesdropping, but they said… (Dana laughing) like I 
said some specific time when we were going to do it. It was funny.  

As is evident in this exchange, laughter between Patrick and Dana was common—just as 

laughter was common in the K-6 classroom during the school day, and in a time when 

educational buzzwords like “rigor” and “standards” incite visions of classrooms filled with 

serious students and teachers engaged in the serious business of learning, laughter can be 

considered quite subversive. Though undeniably fun, traditions like pieing the sixth 

graders served a far deeper purpose: providing a shared history—or rite of passage—that 

marked children as members of a community that extended into the past and into the 

future.  

Dana and Patrick were aware that many outsiders viewed their respective 

approaches in the classroom very differently: 

Dana: Well, we’ve had parents describe us. They often talk about Patrick being 
fun. And I think, even when I had my own children I don’t think that I played as 
much with them. So, Patrick plays with kids, and he has jokes, and I, I mean, 
that’s part of the fun that we have too is kind of having those fun things that we’ve 
done with kids together. But, I think that people would perceive me as being… in 
fact I know it. [pause for 3 seconds] Um, I don’t know how to describe it—more 
strict, or something, and Patrick as less strict. And I think we’ve taken advantage 
of that too. We talk about kids that, we tend to agree, I think, on our 
interpretation of kids’ behavior and kids’ work… 

Patrick: For the most part, but sometimes you’ll have a different perspective 
about, you know, a kid that I’m frustrated with… And then if you’re frustrated 
with… Todd, I say, well look at what he just did. 

Here, Dana and Patrick articulated one of the great strengths of bringing two teachers 

with diverse approaches and personalities together in one classroom: the opportunity to 

see children as complex and multidimensional. Because Dana and Patrick each had 

slightly different interactions with children over the course of the day, by comparing 

observations, they built rich, complex—sometimes contradictory—pictures of each child 
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across longer timescales. This notion of complexity in children moves away from the 

simplistic classroom frames where children are quick to be labeled as good or bad or smart 

or resistant. Working together not only benefits the children in the K-6 classroom, but 

Dana and Patrick believed co-teaching also created a unique space for them to develop as 

professional educators and as human beings. Dana wanted to be more playful, and 

working with Patrick has allowed her to nurture that part of her teaching. Patrick was 

working to understand how Dana was so good at the “OK-I-mean-business” approach 

that he said was not one of his personal strengths. They were each other’s perpetual 

cheerleaders, sounding board, and therapists, ensuring that the perpetually isolating work 

of teaching was a little less lonely. 
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APPENDIX C 

EXCERPTED TRANSCRIPT OF RED VS. GRAY CLASS DISCUSSION 

Turn	  of	  
Talk	   Name	   Grade	   Talk	   Foregrounded	  Temporal	  

Discourse	  
34	   Lina	   6	   I	  mean,	  I	  think	  sure,	  it’s	  a	  good	  idea	  [adding	  

a	  blue	  team].	  I	  mean	  yeah,	  but	  it’s	  just…	  Red	  
vs.	  Gray	  has	  been	  in	  this	  class	  longer	  than	  I	  
have	  been.	  It’s	  been	  here	  for	  like	  ten	  years.	  	  

Memory	  as	  Socially	  
Situated	  (Collective	  
Memory)	  

35	   Evan	   6	   Yes.	  It’s	  longer	  than	  anybody	  in	  the	  class.	   Collective	  Memory	  

36	   Lina	   6	   I	  don’t	  know.	  And	  just	  to	  randomly	  like	  
suddenly	  change	  it	  and	  add	  another	  team,	  it	  
would	  just	  be	  kind	  of	  like,	  you	  know…	  new	  
game,	  after	  like	  ten	  years.	  And	  I	  mean,	  I	  
think	  it’s	  like	  a	  good	  idea	  to	  have	  a	  neutral	  
team,	  and	  I	  know	  a	  lot	  of	  people	  said	  they	  
would	  be	  able	  to	  understand	  it	  more,	  but	  I	  
got	  confused	  with	  what	  would	  happen	  with	  
that.	  I,	  I,	  just	  don’t	  know.	  

Memory	  as	  Socially	  
Situated	  (Collective	  
Memory)	  

37	   Paul	   5	   I,	  personally,	  do	  not	  see	  the	  reason	  for	  it,	  
because	  one,	  if	  you	  just	  ran	  around	  and	  got	  
tagged—you’d	  just	  be	  running	  around.	  

	  

38	   Boy	   	   Well	  some	  people	  like	  that!	   	  

	   	   	   [Lots	  of	  voices]	   	  

39	   Thea	   5	   Um,	  well,	  I’ve	  been	  in	  this	  class	  for	  6	  years.	  
And,	  um,	  I’ve	  played	  Red	  vs.	  Gray	  probably	  
at	  least	  one	  hundred	  times	  every	  year,	  and	  
um,	  like,	  like	  about	  2	  years	  the	  rules	  have	  
been	  the	  same	  for…	  4	  years	  the	  rules	  were	  
the	  same.	  But	  then	  last	  year	  they	  started	  to	  
change	  a	  little	  bit.	  And	  now	  this,	  it’s	  almost	  
like	  it’s	  a	  totally	  new	  game	  cause	  so	  many	  
people	  are	  bringing	  up	  new	  rules	  and	  new	  
additions.	  I	  personally	  loved	  the	  OLD	  Red	  vs.	  
Gray	  and	  I	  don’t	  want	  to	  change	  it.	  Cause	  it	  
just	  kind	  of	  takes	  away	  the	  point	  of	  Red	  vs.	  
Gray	  and	  um,	  it’s	  kind	  of	  a	  traditional	  in	  our	  
class	  to	  play	  Red	  vs.	  Gray,	  and	  then	  tradition	  
would	  change.	  

Nostalgia	  &	  the	  Plotline	  
of	  Decline	  

40	   Ryder	   5	   We	  need	  Troy	  Merell	  [previous	  student	  now	  
in	  middle	  school]	  back.	  

Nostalgia	  &	  the	  Plotline	  
of	  Decline	  

41	   Thea	   5	   I	  personally	  don’t	  want	  to	  change.	  I	  know	  a	  
lot	  of	  other	  people	  or	  new	  people	  want	  it	  to	  
change,	  but	  and	  then	  like	  with	  all	  the	  new	  
rules	  there	  are	  just	  going	  to	  be	  more	  
arguments	  and	  then	  if	  blue	  is	  going	  to	  be	  a	  
rule	  or…	  or	  a	  thing,	  I	  think	  there	  would	  just	  

Nostalgia	  &	  the	  Plotline	  
of	  Decline	  
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be	  like	  more	  and	  more	  and	  more	  arguments	  
so	  it	  would	  take	  up	  all	  of	  recess.	  

42	   Evan	   6	   The	  thing	  is,	  don’t	  feel	  bad	  that	  we’re	  
arguing	  this	  year,	  the	  rules	  have	  been	  
argued	  though,	  as	  long	  as	  I	  can	  remember.	  
Like,	  do	  you	  agree	  Ms.	  D?	  

History	  as	  Rhythms	  and	  
Echoes	  

43	   Ms.	  D.	   	   I	  do.	   	  

44	   Evan	   	   Like	  yeah.	  These	  things	  have	  been	  argued	  
for	  forever.	  Pretty	  much	  every	  year	  it’s	  the	  
same	  argument.	  

History	  as	  Rhythms	  and	  
Echoes	  	  

45	   Jordan	   	   I’ve	  been	  avoiding	  playing	  Red	  vs.	  Gray	  for	  
about	  three	  weeks.	  So,	  um,	  I	  have	  not	  heard	  
about	  the	  blue	  thing,	  and	  I	  just	  think	  it’s	  
horrible	  idea.	  We	  should	  not	  do	  it,	  we	  
should	  just	  keep	  the	  game	  as	  it	  is	  and	  never	  
ever	  change	  it	  again.	  	  

Nostalgia	  &	  the	  Plotline	  
of	  Decline	  
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